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Abstract 

Prochlorococcus: life in light 

by 

Jessica Weidemier Thompson 

Submitted to the Microbiology Graduate Program on May 21, 2015 
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of 

Doctor of Philosophy in Microbiology 

The marine cyanobacterium Prochlorococcus, a single-celled organism less than 1 pm in diameter, is 
highly abundant in the vast low-nutrient regions of the open oceans, and plays an important role in energy 
and nutrient flow in marine ecosystems. This thesis presents a body of work exploring several aspects of the 
role of light in the evolution of diversity within Prochlorococcus, combining approaches from genomics, field 
oceanography and laboratory cultures. Through isolation efforts targeted at low-light-adapted Prochlorococcus, 

clades that live deep in the water column where light is scarce, the representation of this group in cultures 
and genomic datasets has substantially expanded, leading to an improved picture of the deep diversity they 
contain. To explore the relationship between genomic variation and light physiology, cultures spanning the 
diversity of Prochlorococcus were screened for their ability to withstand severe, transient increases in light. 
Different clades of Prochlorococcus showed different responses, including one clade that prefers growth at low 
light, but survives this temporary light shock, consistent with its persistence during deep vertical mixing 
events in the ocean. Bioinformatic approaches were employed to explore the complex evolutionary history 
of a gene family that might be part of genomic adaptation to different light conditions in Prochlorococcus, the 
high-light-inducible (hli) genes, small photosystem-associated proteins involved in the cyanobacterial 
response to high light and other forms of stress. Finally, the distribution and cell properties of 
Prochlorococcus populations across an Eastern South Pacific transect were analyzed in the context of the light 
environment, showing dramatic differences from the rich coastal waters to the extremely clear waters of the 
South Pacific Gyre. The studies presented here provide several new perspectives on the role of light in 
Prochlorococcus physiology, the nature of genetic variation across Prochlorococcus and its functional and 
ecological consequences, making progress towards understanding the processes driving evolution in this 
important organism. 

Thesis Supervisor: Sallie W. Chisholm 
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
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Chapter I. Introduction

Prochlorococcus and its role in the global oceans
Phytoplankton, microscopic aquatic photosynthetic organisms, exert a commanding influence on the

nature of the air and oceans through their roles in the biogeochemical cycling of elements and the flow of

the Sun's energy throughout our planet, today and over much of the history of the Earth (Hays et al., 2005,

Falkowski and Isozaki, 2008, Falkowski and Raven, 2007, Falkowski et al. 2004, Bang and Chisholm, 2012,

Blank et al., 2010). They collectively fix as much carbon and produce as much oxygen annually as all plants

on land, supporting the marine food web (Field et al., 1998, Falkowski and Raven, 2007). Prochlorococcus, a

unicellular marine cyanobacterium, contributes significantly to these processes due to its remarkable

abundance in the vast oligotrophic mid-latitude oceans (Figure 1.1, Figure 1.2, Figure 1.6; Partensky et al.,

1999; Follows et al., 2007, Zwirglmaier et al., 2008, Flombaum et al., 2013). Prochlorococcus is the smallest of

the phytoplankton (0.5-0.7 pm diameter), with the smallest genome (1.7-2.7 Mb), features thought to be

among its many adaptations to its nutrient-poor environment (Batut et al., 2014, Rocap et al., 2003,

Dufresne et al., 2003, Coleman and Chisholm, 2007, Van Mooy et al., 2009, Partensky et al., 1999,

Partensky and Garczarek, 2010).

Figure 1.1. The Prochlorococcus habitat
The midlatitude open oceans are characterized by very clear blue water (Morel et al., 2007) and very low
nutrient concentrations (e.g. Karl et al., 2002). Sargasso Sea, July 2009, from my first visit to the oligotrophic

open oceans, with the Microbial Oceanography course at the Bermuda Institute of Ocean Sciences.
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Prochlorococcus and its closest relative, the marine Synechococcus

The closest relative of Prochlorococcus is marine Synechococcus, the second most abundant

cyanobacterium in the oceans (Figure 1.2, Ftombaum et al., 2013). Prochlorococcus has diverged from

Synechococcus in many ways, including through dramatic changes in the photosynthetic light gathering

antennae (Ting et al., 2002).

A. Satellite Chlorophyll, Dec. 2010

B. .. _

Prochlor

Abundance
3,000 10,000 50,000 100,000 [cells ml-I

Figure 1.2. The global distribution of Prochlorococcus in relation to other phytoplankton
Prochlorococcus lives in the midlatitude open oceans, in low productivity gyres, and moderately productive equatorial

regions. In some places it is the dominant phytoplankter, in other cases it coexists with many other species. (A)

Chlorophyll viewed from space as a proxy for productivity in the oceans, MERIS/MODIS/SeaW iFS merged

chlorophyll measurements for the month of December 2010, (from http://hermes.acri.fr/index.php?class=archive,
chl AVW algorithm, weighted average) (B) Distributions of Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus from Flombaum et al.

2013, based on a global model built from empirical counts integrated with measurements of environmental variables,

scaled up to the global ocean. (C) The product of a global ocean phytoplankton model, built from agents analogous

to Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus, diatoms and other eukaryotic phytoplankton, allowed to populate a sophisticated

chemical and physical ocean model, reproducing natural patterns (Follows et al., 2007).
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In Prochlorococcus the large, flexible protein-pigment complex known as the phycobilisome used for light

harvesting in most cyanobacteria has been replaced by a new family of proteins, homologous to stress-

induced alternate light gathering proteins, which use unusual chlorophyll derivatives, divinyl chlorophyll A

and B, as primary light gathering pigments (Ting et al., 2002, Scanlan et al., 2009, Partensky et al., 1999).

This is a less costly strategy, in terms of nitrogen use, that limits Prochlorococcus compared with the spectral

range achievable with phycobilisomes but is well adapted to the low nutrient water with primarily blue light

that characterizes most Prochlorococcus habitat (Ting et al., 2002, Morel et al., 2007). Numerous additional

differences have been observed across their genomes, including in metabolism, nutrient acquisition

strategies, and stress response, with an overall trend of smaller genomes in Prochlorococcus, achieved through

a complex history of gene gain and loss (Scanlan et al., 2009, Kettler et al., 2007). Prochlorococcus and

Synechococcus have overlapping but distinct ecologies; Prochlorococcus reaches higher abundances in the

tropical and subtropical open ocean, but Synechococcus is capable of living in a wider range of habitats,

including coastal and high latitude regions (Figure 1.2; Flombaum et al., 2013, Follows et al., 2007).

The paradox of the plankton and niche adaptation

Prochlorococcus is a fine example of the paradox of plankton writ small (Hutchinson et al., 1961). The

paradox of the plankton poses the question of how can the ocean, a relatively homogenous, seemingly

simple, liquid environment support the staggering diversity of phytoplankton that we observe, in light of the

principles of competitive exclusion and niche adaptation (Barton et al., 2010, Hutchinson 1961, Macarthur,

1958). This body of theory holds that two organisms cannot coexist if they share the same niche, defined by

Hutchinson as a property of the organism, not the environment, an n-dimensional hyperspace, each axis of

which represents an environmental variable, the ranges of which set the organism's potential and limits

(Barton et al., 2010, Hutchinson 1961, Macarthur, 1958, Hutchinson, 1957, Colwell et al., 2009). The

solution to the paradox of the plankton is not a simple one - there are many answers for why there are so

many spectacular phytoplankton - but, for a start, their coexistence is enabled by complexity in the marine

environment in chemistry, physics, community structure and in changes over time, enabling organisms to

carve out complex, unique niches (Hutchinson et al., 1961). This collection of ideas is part of our

fundamental framework as we continue to explore the complexity of phytoplankton ecology and evolution

in the Prochlorococcus system.

Prochlorococcus diversity: ecotype and habitat adaptations

Prochlorococcus can be divided into ecotypes, phylogenetic clusters that display different physiological

attributes and distributions in the environment (Figure 1.3; Moore et al., 1998, Moore and Chisholm 1999,

Zinser et al., 2006, Johnson et al., 2006). Broadly these ecotypes can be divided into the high-light-adapted

(HL), proliferating near the surface, and low-light-adapted (LL), found deeper in the water column, where

there is less light but higher nutrient concentrations (Moore et al., 1998, West and Scanlan, 1999, Coleman

and Chisholm, 2007). Within the HL group, one ecotype has a lower temperature range, consistent with its

higher-latitude distribution (Zinser et al., 2007). Within the LL group, one clade distinguishes itself in

tolerance of high light shock, consistent with its ability to persist in the water column following deep mixing

events which expose it to surface light (Zinser et al., 2007, Malmstrom et al., 2010). Adaptations to various

dimensions of the Prochlorococcus niche space correspond to phylogeny to differing degrees (Martiny et al.,

2009). In sequenced genomes and environmental genome fragments, variation in nutrient assimilation

pathways is observed in hypervariable genomic islands, with signatures of phage-mediated horizontal gene

transfer (Coleman et al., 2006). For example, a comparison of Prochlorococcus sequences from metagenomic

samples in the Atlantic and Pacific found that most gene content was similar at the two sites, but phosphate
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uptake-related genes were significantly more abundant in the low-phosphorus Atlantic (Coleman et al.,

2010). Local selection pressures result in differential fixation of some genes at the two sites (Coleman et al.,

2010). Selection is thought to act very efficiently on the large population sizes and relatively high growth

rates of Prochlorococcus in the wild, tuning these genomic complements to their environments at a very fine

level (Kashtan et al., 2014). Diversity within Prochlorococcus enables its widespread distribution, through

adaptation of distinct lineages to different habitats, over depth and geography, on multiple evolutionary

timescales (Biller et al., 2015, Martiny et al., 2009).

89
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Figure 1.3. Phylogenetic relationships between Prochlorocococus ecotypes
Approximate Prochlorococcus lineage phylogeny, showing ecotype designations at right (e.g. HLI) and ecotype colors,

which will be used throughout this thesis. This is a GyrB DNA gyrase DNA-based maximum likelihood phylogeny

(phyML), which has been shown to be a useful marker for Prochlorococcus-wide phylogeny (Mohling et al., 2012). The

particular genomes represented here are the set of currently fully closed Prochlorococcus genomes. This is similar (but

slightly expanded) to the set of genomes available at the start of this thesis work; now we have more than 40

genomes (and counting), mostly of draft quality. The marine Synechococcus WH7803 serves here as an outgroup.

The power of the Prochlorococcus system to answer fundamental questions in microbial evolution

Diverse approaches available in the Prochlorococcus tool kit, in the field, in genomes and in culture-

based laboratory studies, have made it a model in microbial ecology and evolution, contributing to our basic

understanding of how microbial genomes evolve (Coleman and Chisholm, 2007, Scanlan et al., 2009, Biller

et al., 2015). The unique flow cytometry signature of Prochlorococcus enables rapid identification,

enumeration and sorting of Prochlorococcus populations (Figure 1.4; Chisholm et al., 1988, Moore et al.,

1998). Unlike many marine microbes, Prochlorococcus is cultivable (Figure 1.5), which has lead to a rich body

of work exploring differences in physiology within Prochlorococcus diversity and between Prochlorococcus and

Synechococcus, their interactions with other bacteria and the cultivation and study of the viruses that infect

them (Rappe and Giovannoni, 2003, Chisholm et al., 1992, Rippka et al., 2000, Moore et al., 2007,
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Partensky and Garczarek, 2010, Biller et al., 2015). There are currently 41 published sequenced genomes of

Prochlorococcus cultured strains, all within 3% 16S rRNA sequence divergence, and more single-cell derived

partial genomes from wild samples, which together have revealed dramatic patterns of ecologically

significant differentiation (Rocap et al., 2003; Dufresne et al., 2003; Kettler et al., 2007, Thompson et al.,

2011, Coleman et al., 2006, Biller et al., 2014, Morris et al., 2008, Malmstrom et al., 2013).

2 pm standar

Small eukary
phytoplankto

Synechococc

Prochlorococ

heterotrophs
and noise

102 103
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Figure 1.4. Seawater viewed
through a flow cytometer: small
chlorophyll containing particles
Seawater phytoplankton, viewed
through flow cytometry based on
chlorophyll fluorescence and
forward angle scatter (a rough size
proxy), for a sample from a
mesotrophic site, off the coast of
Chile, 24m, 21'S, 76*W.
Prochlorococcus is the smallest

particle in seawater with
chlorophyll fluorescence. The flow
cytometer led to the discovery of
Prochlorococcus as the unique and
abundant organism it is, and it has
since remained a critical tool for
the study of Prochlorococcus
(Chisholm et al., 1988).

The abundance of Prochlorococcus in the environment makes it a major component of many marine

whote-community metagenomic and metatranscriptomic sequencing efforts, which, combined with the

availability of many high-quality reference genomes spanning Prochlorococcus diversity, enables detailed study

of the distribution and selection of genomic traits in the wild (e.g. Frias-Lopez et al., 2008, Hewson et al.,

2009, Coleman et al., 2010, Rusch et al., 2010, Ottesen et al., 2014). Prochlorococcus is not the most tractable

system, compared with some other cyanobacteria; attempts at genetic manipulation have been met with

limited success and culturing still presents some challenges (Biller et al., 2015, Tolonen et al., 2006, Moore

et al., 2007). Its study is ultimately motivated by its contributions to the open ocean ecosystems and its

unique properties among phototrophs (Partensky et al., 1999). We strive to understand Prochlorococcus both

because it has the ability to bring us fundamental insight about how microbes live and evolve in the ocean

and to better understand this specific organism, as a critical part of the processes that influence the world's

oceans and air.
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Figure 1.5. Prochlorococcus cultures

High density Prochlorococcus batch cultures (e.g. MIT9201 at center

right) growing under typical conditions - in seawater amended with

inorganic nutrients, with their characteristic lime green pigmentation.

Overview of questions and work presented in this thesis

Here, we set out to continue exploration of Prochlorococcus ecology and evolution, through genomic,

field and lab techniques, toward understanding the role of light in Prochlorococcus biology and how

Prochlorococcus has evolved to fill its diverse ocean habitats. First, through enrichment efforts targeting low-

light adapted Prochlorococcus and the application of a recently developed purification technique (Berube et

al., 2014), we isolated new strains of Prochlorococcus from the North Pacific and sequenced their genomes.

These strains come primarily from the LLIV clade of Prochlorococcus, and they significantly expand our

coverage and understanding of this clade. Second, we explored a family of ideas surrounding the ability of

the LLI ecotype of Prochlorococcus to survive transient, severe increases in light, which other LL groups

cannot, and which may explain the persistence of the LLI group during deep winter mixing events

(Malmstrom et al., 2010). Using the growing culture collection, we ask how diverse Prochlorococcus respond

to transient exposure to high light. The high-light-inducible genes, a family of chlorophyll-binding

cyanobacterial stress response proteins, are good candidates to be part of the genomic adaptation behind

this trait (among others), and the number of genes from this family varies within and between ecotypes

(Coleman and Chisholm, 2007, Kettler et al., 2007). Through analysis of the recently expanded genome

collection, we investigate how the high-light-inducible gene family has evolved to its present complexity

across Prochlorococcus. Finally, we describe a collection of samples from a transect across the Eastern South

Pacific, analyzed using flow cytometry, and present cell properties and the distribution of Prochlorococcus,

both vertically and geographically, in relation to the light environment, which changes dramatically across

this transect. As a whole, we hope that this work contributes to a better understanding of Prochlorococcus

diversity and adaptation.
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Figure 1.6. Small, round Prochlorocococus cells
Chlorophyll autofluorescence microscopy, edge of a pellet from a culture of strain NATL2A.
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Abstract

The globally abundant marine cyanobacterium Prochlorococcus is amenable to cultivation, forming
dense green cultures in inorganic-enriched seawater under controlled light and temperature conditions in
the laboratory. In vitro cultures enable the convenient study of countless properties of a microbe, including
its physiology under different conditions, its genome, its interactions with other organisms and direct
comparisons with other microbes. However, the process of isolation in Prochlorococcus, coaxing cells from the
ocean to grow in pure culture in the laboratory, is not yet routine. There are approximately 60
Prochlorococcus strains reported in culture, which have proven tremendously valuable to our understanding
of the organism, yet this number represents only a tiny fraction of wild Prochlorococcus diversity. To expand
the Prochlorococcus culture collection, we performed isolation efforts targeting low-light adapted
Prochlorococcus, a group of interest to several areas of Prochlorococcus research, including comparative light
physiology, genome evolution and secondary metabolite production, for which we have only a limited set of
strains. From seawater collected from 150m at the well-characterized Station ALOHA, site of the Hawaii
Ocean Time Series in the North Pacific gyre, we isolated 12 new low-light adapted Prochlorococcus strains and
one high-light adapted strain, many of them already in the form of axenic, clonal cultures. We employed a
novel combination of established techniques, (i) Prochlorococcus enrichment through inorganic amendment
of seawater and (ii) dilution to extinction in organic-rich media, to purify multiple axenic strains efficiently
from the same initial water sample. We have sequenced their genomes of many of these new strains, to draft
quality. The majority of these strains are from the LLIV (or e9313) ecotype, the deepest branching ecotype
in the Prochlorococcus phylogeny, with the largest genomes and the most strain-specific flexible genome
content, often found deeper in the water column than other Prochlorococcus ecotypes. This new set of strains
includes both wide ranging diversity within the LLIV clade, sampling from multiple subclades observed in
the wild, as well as fine scale variants with identical marker gene sequences but genome-wide variation at the
single nucleotide polymorphism level. Genomic information derived from these new cultures has already
begun to expand our understanding of the LLIV ecotype, and we are confident these strains will be a
valuable addition to the Prochlorococcus toolkit moving forward.
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2.1 Introduction

The value of culturing Prochlorococcus

Prochlorococcus is the most abundant photoautotroph in the oceans and a major contributor to

biogeochemical cycles globally (Partensky et al., 1999). It is unique among the cyanobacteria for its small cell

and small genome size, in some ways representing a minimal photosynthetic system (Partensky and

Garczarek, 2010). The study of Prochlorococcus has blossomed in recent years through the application of a

large array of modern biological technologies. We can study Prochlorococcus in the field, taking advantage of

its unique flow cytometric signature, which enables its rapid identification, counting and sorting (Chisholm

et al., 1988, Moore et al., 1998, Rodrigue et al., 2009), and the fact that, due to its abundance, it makes up a

large component of open ocean whole community metagenomic and metatranscriptomic sequencing efforts

(Hewson et al., 2009, Rusch et al., 2010, Ottesen et al., 2014, Coleman and Chisholm, 2010, Coleman and

Chisholm, 2007). We can also study Prochlorococcus in the laboratory, through culturing and the vast array of

methodologies that come with it (Biller et al., 2015, Moore et al., 2007, Chisholm et al., 1988, Coleman

and Chisholm, 2007). Many other important marine microbes are as of yet uncultured, or more difficult to

culture than Prochlorococcus (Stewart, 2012). For example, SARI1 is the most abundant bacterium in the sea,

the heterotrophic counterpart of Prochlorococcus in the vast low nutrient open oceans, but it grows slowly

and has only been studied by a few research groups (Carini et al., 2013, Giovannoni and Stingl, 2007,
Rappe and Giovannoni, 2003, Dupont et al., 2012). Cultivation-independent molecular methods have

made great strides towards understanding the ecological patterns and processes of microbes in the ocean

independent of culturing, but many questions can be more effectively addressed with laboratory cultures,

like sequencing complete genomes, measuring nutrient usage profiles, demonstrating traits, and separating

the distinctive contributions of individuals to processes in complex communities. Prochlorococcus cultures

have given us a nuanced understanding of light and nutrient physiology across the remarkable phenotypic

variation within the group (e.g. Moore et al., 1998, Moore and Chisholm, 1999, Moore et al., 2002, Berube

et al., 2014). With the advent of genomics, whole genome sequences from cultures have provided a vivid

understanding of Prochlorococcus diversity and evolutionary processes (Rocap et al., 2003, Dufresne et al.,

2003, Kettler et al., 2007, Coleman et al., 2006, Scanlan et al., 2009, Biller et al., 2014). Prochlorococcus

cultures also enable the propagation of their phage and the study of the infection process, a critical part of

carbon flow and mortality in the ecosystem and of Prochlorococcus evolutionary dynamics (Sullivan et al.,

2003, Mann, 2003, Mann, 2005, Avrani et al., 2011). Each strain in culture represents just one cell from the

10,000-100,000 Prochlorococcus that reside in each milliliter of the tropical surface ocean, but serves as an

infinite resource of biomass and information about one clonal lineage.

How is Prochlorococcus isolated?
Prochlorococcus isolation has mostly been performed by filtering Prochlorococcus-containing seawater

to remove larger phototrophs (>0.8 [tm), taking advantage of its small size to perform this selective step,

then adding nitrogen, phosphorus and trace metal amendments to the seawater, incubating at low light,

which generally favors Prochlorococcus over other phytoplankton, and then monitoring these enrichments for

growth. In one case, two genetically distinct strains of Prochlorococcus were isolated from the same water

sample by flow sorting two distinct populations from seawater, based on their different light scattering

properties and chlorophyll content (Moore et al., 1998). Dilution-to-extinction methods, developed for the

isolation of oligotrophic marine bacteria, combine dilution with high throughput culturing techniques to

separate individual bacteria, enabling isolation of slow growing bacteria without competition from other

members of the community (Giovannoni and Stingl, 2007). These techniques were recently applied to

isolate Prochlorococcus, incubating dilution samples at low light, which resulted in successful isolation of
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several Prochlorococcus strains (Biller et al., 2014). Targeted isolation of nitrate-utilizing Prochlorococcus cultures
were obtained for the first time, by replacing the urea and ammonia used previously in enrichment
protocols with nitrate as the sole nitrogen source, clarifying a long standing complication in our
understanding of Prochlorococcus nitrogen use (Martiny et al., 2009b, Berube et al., 2014). The yields for
these Prochlorococcus isolation attempts have been low, usually a few strains from each effort, and many failed
efforts go unreported, but the principles are simple, and no different than for any other bacterial isolation:
give the organism what is needs to grow, and reduce competition and predation. Over time, we are moving
from haphazard isolation successes grateful for any Prochlorococcus that grows, to an increasingly targeted and
robust Prochlorococcus isolation practice.

Culturing and purification
Culturing Prochlorococcus is increasingly routine and widespread, but still presents some challenges

compared to other more easily manipulable bacteria and algae (Moore et al., 2007). Prochlorococcus is
primarily grown in liquid batch culture in seawater amended with ammonia, phosphate and trace metals

(Moore et al., 2007, Rippka, 1988). Prochlorococcus can be grown on solid media, primarily through pour
plating in soft agar, but with low recovery rates and variable success in isolating colonies (Moore et al.,

2007). In most bacteria, the formation of colonies on solid media from a single cell is the usual route to
cultivation of clonal, axenic lineages. Without access to this tool for Prochlorococcus, purification has been
challenging. Prochlorococcus (and other phytoplankton) strains often begin as contaminated unialgal cultures,
consisting of one photoautotroph strain as well as heterotrophic bacteria. We can isolate single
Prochlorococcus strains through serial dilution to statistical clones, or in some cases stable unialgal isolates
have emerged from enrichments through selection or drift over many passages in batch culture (Moore et
al., 2007). The next step is to remove heterotrophic bacterioplankton and create an axenic culture. Axenic
strains have been obtained through streak plating unialgal cultures, serial dilution and flow sorting (Saito,
2001, Moore et al., 2005, Moore et al., 2007, Rippka et al., 2000). Research on the interactions between
Prochlorococcus and heterotrophs has provided considerable insight into why it is often difficult to obtain
and maintain axenic Prochlorococcus in the past - the contaminants can provide benefits relieving redox
stress, and perhaps more (Morris et al., 2008, Morris et al., 2011, Sher et al., 2011). In one study, axenic
strains were purified by plating streptomycin resistant Prochlorococcus mutants with streptomycin-sensitive
'helper' heterotrophic bacteria, picking colonies, then taking advantage of differential antibiotic
susceptibility to remove the heterotrophs (Morris et al., 2008). Another highly effective method of obtaining
axenic Prochlorococcus to come out of co-culture work is a modification of the dilution-to-extinction method,
in which Prochlorococcus is diluted into a natural seawater-based medium amended with inorganic nutrients,
vitamins, pyruvate, glycerol, acetate and lactose (ProMM media, Berube et al., 2014). ProMM media has two
properties that have made the process of obtaining axenic Prochlorococcus easier than traditional dilution -to-
extinction methods. The presence of pyruvate in the medium enables Prochlorococcus to grow from lower cell
densities than in its typical medium, which is thought to be due to the fact that pyruvate acts as a quencher
of hydrogen peroxide (Berube et al., 2014, Keen et al., 2012). Prochlorococcus lacks the enzyme, catalase,
which is needed to safely destroy hydrogen peroxide, and hydrogen peroxide can occur at toxic levels in
typical culture conditions (Tichy and Vermaas, 1999). This is thought to be one reason why Prochlorococcus is
more difficult to grow in the absence of other bacteria - the co-occurring heterotrophic contaminants can
assist with stress induced by reactive oxygen species (Morris et al., 2011). The addition of peroxide
quenching chemicals, like pyruvate, improves the recovery of cultures from dilutions. Sodium sulfide,
another peroxide quenching agent, is routinely added to solid cultures of nonaxenic Prochlorococcus for the
propagation of phage, and another quencher, sodium thiosulfate, has long been an additive in media for
growing other microalgae (Lindell, 2014, Wang et al., 2002, Vermaas et al., 1987). Additionally, the fact that
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this medium contains high concentrations of organics means that many of the typical marine heterotrophic

bacteria present in non-axenic Prochlorococcus cultures will grow to high densities if present. Thus, if a well

contains these heterotrophic bacteria, it rapidly becomes turbid, and can be removed from further

monitoring efforts. Occasionally heterotrophic strains that do not grow to high density in ProMM avoid

detection, but can be identified in downstream purity test in additional media types.

Why is Prochlorococcus difficult to culture?
We know that Prochlorococcus is sensitive to changes in light (Malmstrom et al., 2010) and to redox

stress including readily produced hydrogen peroxide (Morris et al., 2011). We know that it is sensitive to

chemical contaminants (Mann et al., 2002), which results in tracemetal cleaning techniques being applied

to cultureware (Moore et al., 2007). In some shipboard incubation experiments, researchers report that

Prochlorococcus moved from the ocean to a bottle for hours or days of incubation often quickly disappear or

die in controls, which is also true of some other phytoplankton (Femndez et al., 2003, Calvo-Diaz et al.,

2011, Gieskes et al., 1979). This 'bottle effect' (Gieskes, et al., 1979) might relate to the chemical changes

that occur in confinement - loss of mixing and dilution and loss of grazers, trace contaminants on the

bottles themselves, or simply to the challenge of moving Prochlorococcus out of the ocean without the stress of

changing light, temperature or chemical conditions. As we continue to learn more about Prochlorococcus and

its interactions with its chemical, physical and biological surrounds, our culturing methods will likely

continue to improve.

The Prochlorococcus culture collection; the relationship between the culture collection and the oceans

At the time of the most recent major genome sequencing effort (Biller et al., 2014), all

Prochlorococcus cultures in the MIT collection had their genomes sequenced, bringing the total number of

isolates with sequenced genomes up to 39. There are additional cultures without sequenced genomes (e.g.

Rocap et al., 2002, Ahlgren et al., 2006a, Roache-Johnson, 2013, Chisholm et al., 1992), and we estimate

that the culture collection consists of approximately 60 reported strains. However, there may be many more

than are currently published, in labs around the world. There are many potential additional strains under

development just in the Chisholm group, but they are not stable, classified or purified yet, so await future

work for publication (personal communications, Jamie Becker, Kristen LeGault, Steve Biller, Paul Berube).

Many but not all of the established strains are available for purchase through major culture collections (e.g.

the Roscoff Culture Collection, the National Center for Marine Algae and Microbiota), so the work of

individual laboratories is important for maintaining strain diversity for the research community at large.

Prochlorococcus can be divided into genetically and ecologically distinct groups called ecotypes. These

ecotypes fall into two broader groups, the low-light adapted (LL, clades LLI-VII) and the high-light adapted

(HL, clades HLI-VI) Prochlorococcus (Figure 2.1), based on their distribution over the water column and range

of light supporting growth for cultured representatives (Rocap et al., 2002, Moore et al., 1998, Biller et al.,
2015). Existing Prochlorococcus cultures are distributed over six of these clades, (LLI-IV and HLI-I1) and from

this collection we have learned a tremendous amount about the properties distinguishing ecotypes and

individual strains and the evolution of Prochlorococcus. The scale of Prochlorococcus diversity in the oceans is

vast. All Prochlorococcus are united as a distinct group by their unique pigment and photosystem properties,

their open ocean habitat range and phylogenetic affiliation. Yet, there is substantial variation in traits, from

the level of deeply branching ecotypes, to variation in nutrient uptake traits within ecotypes linked to

selection under different environmental conditions, to allelic and gene content variation even among co-

occurring strains with identical marker gene sequences.
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Figure 2.1. Phylogeny of Prochlorococcus cultures
This phylogeny contains all the Prochlorococcus strains with sequenced genomes, which, remarkably, at this point in
time, include most of the Prochlorococcus strains in culture i.e. only a dozen or so published Prochlorococcus strains do
not have sequenced genomes, although there are no doubt unpublished strains awaiting analysis (Biller et al., 2014,
e.g. Ahlgren and Rocap, 2006, Roache-Johnson 2013). New strains isolated in this study are marked with stars. HLI,
HLII, LIU, LLII, LLIII and LLIV are the cultured Prochlorococcus ecotype names, labeling their corresponding clade,
strain names at tree are leaves are colored by ecotype to match. This phylogeny was built with GyrB DNA, which is a
good phylogenetic marker for Prochlorococcus, approximating the lineage phylogeny (Mahling et al., 2012). Maximum
likelihood phylogeny (phyml TN93+pinv+gamma4 with 100 bootstrap replicates). Major nodes with greater than
90% bootstrap support (ecotypes) are labeled with a black dot, nodes within ecotypes are sometimes well supported
and sometimes not, this marker gene is not ideal for resolving differences at this scale (see instead ITS phylogeny,
Figure 2.11).

Each Prochlorococcus genome contains roughly 1,800-3,000 genes, which include a set of about 1,200

genes shared by all Prochlorococcus, referred to as the core genome, and hundreds of genes with variable

distributions across Prochlorococcus, or the flexible genome. The Prochlorococcus pangenome (all the genes that

are in all the Prochlorococcus), is currently at 13,000 genes (based on roughly 150 genomes, including single

cell genomes), and each new genome reveals additional genes (Biller et al., 2015). A theoretical analysis

estimated that the Prochlorococcus pangenome in the global oceans contains 80,000 genes (Baumdicker et al.,

2012). We have only begun to sample from the sheer vastness of Prochlorococcus diversity present within a

drop of water. Metagenomics and sequencing of PCR clone libraries of the internal transcribed spacer (ITS)

between 16S and 23S bacterial rRNA (a high resolution phylogenctic marker commonly used for within-

genus or within-species comparisons or barcoding) has revealed many uncultured clades of Prochlorococcus,

on the same deep branching phylogenetic scale as the cultured ecotypes. The NC 1 (also known as LLVII)

clade is found deeper in the water column at many sites, (Martiny et al., 2009b, Shibl et al., 2014, Jiao et al.,
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2014). The LLV and LVI ecotypes are found in oxygen minimum zone waters, where an anoxic region

overlaps the euphotic zone (Lavin et al., 2010, Astorga-E16 et al., 2015). The HLIII, HLIV, HLV (also called

HNLC) clades occur in high-nutrient low-chlorophyll iron-limited regions of the ocean (West et al., 2011,

Rusch et al., 2010, Malmstrom et al., 2013). The HLVI cade, sister to the well-studied most abundant HLII

clade, is found deeper in the water column, intermediate in depth (but not phylogeny) between other HL

clades and LL clades (Huang et al., 2011). Bringing any of these clades into culture would enable us to test

hypotheses about their traits that have been suggested by their ecological distributions and genomic

information gleaned for these clades from metagenomes and single-cell genomes.

To track the distribution of Prochlorococcus ecotypes through time and space in the oceans, ecotype-

specific ITS qPCR and probe methods have been widely applied, targeting regions of the ITS that are

shared within ecotypes but variable between them (Bouman et al., 2006, Ahlgren et al., 2006, Zwirglmaier et

al., 2007). For surface waters, the numbers of Prochlorococcus measured through qPCR summed over all

ecotype primer sets match cell counts obtained via flow cytometry well for many locations, indicating that

existing primers capture the full population. Deeper in the water column, however, at the based of the

euphotic zone where low light Prochlorococcus dominate, flow cytometry counts consistently indicate that

there are more cells than our primers can recognize - more diversity we have not sampled (Ahlgren et al.,
2006, Zinser et al., 2006, Zinser et al., 2007, Johnson et al., 2006). Part of this population could be

explained through the NCI/LLVII clade, but clades not yet observed or variation at priming sites within

known clades could also contribute. The base of the euphotic zone is a good place to try to isolate novel

Prochlorococcus strains. These uncultured clades only describe uncultured diversity in terms of the

phylogenetic divisions of Prochlorococcus. The nature of Prochlorococcus genome evolution, with a large pool of

variable gene content (the flexible genome) results in traits that are not all vertically inherited; particularly

for nutrient acquisition strategies, the environment plays a larger role than phylogenetic affiliation in

determining distribution of genes (Martiny et al., 2009abc, Coleman and Chisholm, 2007, Scanlan et al.,

2009). Our picture of what is represented in culture or not can also be viewed in terms of these traits and

metabolic potential. Sampling from new locations with different chemical conditions, and using different

selective nutrient sources in isolation protocols (as for the nitrate utilization example described earlier)

would allow us to expand our culture collection from a trait-centric viewpoint.

Targeting Low-light adapted Prochlorococcus

We wanted to address the substantial gaps in our Prochlorococcus culture collection, by expanding

the number of strains in culture through targeted isolation of low-light adapted Prochlorococcus. Apart from

the gaps represented by uncultured clades, we have only a few representatives in culture for each of the low-

light adapted Prochlorococcus clades - which are rich in diversity in terms of genetic distances, gene content

and functional traits. Low-light Prochlorococcus can live deeper in the water column than most

phytoplankton, and have larger genomes and cell sizes. All LL ecotypes share the ability to grow at lower

light levels, but other aspects of their light physiology, light-related gene content and depth distribution are

observed to vary significantly. In qPCR surveys of the water column at many sites, the LLIV clade peaks

deepest, at the bottom of the euphotic zone, the LLII and III clades are found with similar distributions,

either precisely in step with the LLIV or peaking slightly above them, always below mixed layer, and the LLI

ecotype peaks below HL, but above the other LU, and is found in deeply mixed waters (Ahlgren et al., 2006,

Zinser et al., 2006, Johnson et al., 2006, Zinser et al., 2007, Malmstrom et al., 2010). LL Prochlorococcus

have larger genomes than HL, containing more flexible genome variation in each genome we have sampled

so far. Some of this variation is shared across ecotypes, and some is specific to individual strains. Although

there are smaller numbers of LL cells compared to HL in the global oceans, each genome contributes more

to the pangenome, the pool of genes moving among Prochlorococcus populations. Recent publications have
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cited the need for the isolation and sequencing of additional LL genomes, because more examples would
help us sort out the ecotype-defining traits from environment-specific evolutionary pressures, and they likely
contain vast reserves of flexible gene content, as each new LL genome has widely expanded what we know
about the metabolic potential of Prochilorococcus. We set out to perform targeted isolations of low-light
adapted Prochlorococcus, on a research cruise in the North Pacific, following established enrichment methods
with several modifications. After developing complex enrichments of exponentially growing Prochlorococcus,
we applied dilution-to-extinction in ProMM medium. These efforts led to the efficient isolation and
purification of a collection of different strains from the same water sample, substantially expanding our
sample set for the LLIV clade of Prochlorococcus. Here, we describe this process, the logic used to target LL
strains, early genomic findings and recommendations for future isolation efforts.
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2.2 Materials and Methods

Cruise
Samples were obtained during the HOE-PhoR cruise, which took place over May 22-June 5 (e.g. del Valle

and Karl, 2014). Samples from 150m resulting in successful isolations were taken 6-2-2013 at Station Aloha.
Full information on enrichment conditions prepared at sea are in Supplementary Table S2.2.

Dilution-to-extinction
For successful enrichment sample 150mS, original isolation conditions were lum filtration of raw

seawater, and addition of Pro2 nutrients + luM thiosulfate. For subsequently transfers in the lab, the

subcultures used for subsequent dilution experiments were grown in media with Hawaii seawater, Pro2

nutrients, luM thiosulfate under continuous light of 1-3 jLmol photons m-2s' 150mN sample conditions

started out in the original enrichments as nitrite as the only nitrogen source, but by the time of the dilution

experiment, the most successful subcultures were growing in Woods Hole seawater-based ESL Pro99 (Moore

et al., 2007)

Light selection simplification
Variants of the two enrichments that yielded cultures in dilution experiment (150mS and 150mN),

were maintained in batch culture in Pro99 Sargasso Sea water at low light (approximately 1 pmol photons

m-2 s-1), and even more than a year after sampling from the sea, these remained complex, with multiple

Prochlorococcus flow cytometry signatures and too complex a population to obtain a clean ITS sequence

through PCR products (indications of multiple Prochlorococcus genotypes). In March 2014, in order to select

for different subsets of Prochlorococcus diversity, these enrichments were split in to two conditions, either

moved to higher light (approximately 12 [tmot photons m-2s-1), still low in the range of Prochlorococcus growth

but an order of magnitude higher than acclimated light, or kept at low light (approximately 1 imol photons

m-2 s1), under continuous illumination, 24*C. Some Prochlorococcus in the 150mS sample survived the

transition to higher light, and this sample now contains what appears to be a unialgal, nonaxenic HLII

strain. This exercise was repeated a few months later (June 2014), because the samples at low light continued

to grow as complex enrichments. This time, two duplicate aliquots each of the 150mN and 150nS

enrichments growing at low light were moved to higher light (10uE). Some Prochlorococcus in all four samples

survived; three of these have stable LLIV ITS sequences (150NLHA, 150SLHA, 150SLHB) and genomic

sequences consistent with a highly simplified population (perhaps unialgal), but the fourth remained mixed.

ITS-rRNA PCR conditions
For sequencing the ITS-rRNA marker gene, for initial characterization of strains and subsequent

checks for stability, we used conserved primers targeting Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus conserved regions

at the end of the 16S and 23S rRNA genes, enabling robust amplification of the variable ITS region, which

is a good high resolution barcode for Prochlorococcus strains. For routine PCR from Prochlorococcus cultures, it
is not necessary to perform a full DNA extraction - we get good amplification from the following rough

extraction method, akin to direct colony PCR, but with a step to remove seawater salts, which can interfere

with PCR, and concentrate biomass. First, we spin down 1.0 ml of a culture (10Q-108 cells ml-1, usually

anything with visible color forms a pellet, the denser the culture the better), in a microcentrifuge tube for 15
minutes at 16,000g, RT, or until a pellet forms, sometimes as long as 30min, depending on the strain and

density of the culture. All spent media was removed with a pipette, and the pellet was spun down again, for

1 minute at 13,000-16,000g, and again, residual seawater was removed with a pipette. The pellet was

resuspended in 25-100ul (depending on size of pellet) of Tris-HCI pH 8.0, Tris-EDTA or PCR quality 18MQ
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water, by pipetting up and down and vortexing. The cells were lysed by boiling for 10 minutes. The resulting
lysed cell mixture was centrifuged for 5.0 min at 4C, to pellet cell debris, and the supernatant was removed,
stored at -20C and used as PCR template. PCR primers (ITS-F: 5'-CCGAAGTCGTTACTYYAACCC-3' and
I I S-R -1 CAI CUCCC I I I G I CC-3 ) and conditions are as in Rodrigue et al, X019. PCR products
were purified and sequenced by Eton Biosciences, Cambridge, MA.

Flow cytometry conditions
Flow cytometry was performed on a BD/Cytopeia Influx Cell Sorter, using 488nm excitation argon

laser, and emission filters primarily for chlorophyll red fluorescence (680nm/40 bandpass) and
phycoerythrin orange fluorescence (580nm/30 bandpass). Occasionally in the course of monitoring
axenicity, cultures were run stains with SYBR-green, which fluoresces when bound to double-stranded
DNA, monitored with a 530nm/40 emission filter near the molecule's peak emission, to compare the
number of likely DNA-containing particles with the chlorophyll-based Prochlorococcus measurements. All
flow cytometry data was analyzed using the FlowJo software package (www.flowjo.com).

Axenicity tests
We assessed the axenicity of our cultures using a panel of organic media, one minimal seawater-based

and two rich broths - ProMM, ProAC and Marine Purity Test Broth (Berube et al., 2014, Morris et al.,
2008, Saito, 2002), and through flow cytometric analysis of populations of phototrophs and heterotrophs,
using chlorophyll channels (488ex, 690/40em, 635ex, 690/40em) and the DNA stain SYBR-green (488ex,
530/40em). In some cases we also used microscopic inspection to assess the presences of heterotrophs.

Culturing conditions
After initial enrichment in specialized media, cultures and enrichments described here were

maintained in batch culture for purposes of DNA extraction and culture maintenance in standard
Prochlorococcus culture conditions, using the Pro99 media (Moore et al., 2007) based on either Vineyard
Sound coastal seawater obtained from the Environmental Systems Lab of the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institute, or Sargasso Seawater obtained from cruises.

Genome library prep and sequencing and assembly
Genomic DNA sequencing libraries were prepared as in Rodrigue et al., 2010, and sequenced on an

Illumina MiSeq at the MIT BioMicroCenter, in two separate batches, with library insert sizes around 350
basepairs. Genomes were assembled with Spades (version 3.1.1). Contigs shorter than 500 bp were removed.
For non-axenic cultures BLAST against the NCBI nr (non-redundant) database was used to identify and
remove contaminating heterotrophic sequences.

GyrB phylogeny
Alignment of GyrB DNA sequences for all available Prochlorococcus genomes was performed with

muscle (default settings; Edgar, 2004), which performed well. Maximum likelihood tree was built using
phyml (Guindon et al., 2010)., with TN93 + pinv +gamma4 model and 100 bootstraps, which produced the
same major branching topology as the GTR model, with slight variations within ecotypes - not really enough
resolution in this gene for that scale anyway). Figtree visualization.

ITS phylogeny
The fine scale ITS phylogeny, just the LLIV cultures (figure) was produced from a muscle (v 3.8.31,

default settings) alignment (Edgar, 2004). The LLV OMZ-associated outgroup sequence was identified from
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Lavin et al., 2010. Phylogeny was produced in PhyML 3.0 (Guindon et al., 2010), with the Tamura-Nei 1993
model of nucleotide evolution, 4 gamma-distributed rate categories and a modeled proportion of invariant

residues, with 100 bootstrap replicates. Figtree was used to render all trees as images (http://

tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/. Previously cultured strains include two LLIV strains from the North

Atlantic, MIT9313 and MIT9303 (Moore et al., 1998), both with published genomes, one axenic

(MIT9313), and a group of seven closely related isolates (mostly identical ITS sequences) from the South

Atlantic (MIT0701, MIT0702, MIT0703, SA-B7, SA-B5, SA-C4, SA-C8; Biller et al., 2014), three of which
have sequenced genomes, none of which are axenic.

Ecotype primer analysis
To assess the possible sensitivity of ecotype enumeration primers to our cultures, we aligned the ITS

sequences from LLIV cultures to the qPCR primers for the e9313 ecotype, known as 93031f,

CAACGAGCCAATGGTGAGAA and 93133r, GGCTTCAATCTCAAACTTCTCC, originally from
Ahlgren et al., 2006, used subsequently for characterization of ecotype distributions in Johnson et al., 2006,

Zinser et al., 2006, Zinser et al., 2007 and Malmstrom et al., 2010. Alignment was performed in Geneious

6.0.5 (Kearse et al., 2012), and the alignment image in Figure 2.13 was produced in Jalview (Waterhouse et

al., 2009)

Comparison of LLIV cultures with uncultured ITS sequences from wild clone libraries
To obtain LLIV ITS sequences from published clone libraries, for the purpose of placing our

cultures in the larger context of wild diversity, we performed a blast search (blastn algorithm) using the

MIT9313 full length ITS as query agains the nr (nonredundant) database, which includes several published

Prochlorococcus ITS clone libraries (search implemented 3/28/2015, through web server http://

blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). We took the top 500 hits, which included LLV and LLVI OMZ-associated

Prochlorococcus clades, indicating sufficiently deep sampling to include all LLIV representatives in the

database and then some more distant sequences. To refine this set to only LLIV and closely related

sequences, for more accurate fine scale comparisons (it is difficult to align the ITS across large distances and

many sequences), we performed a rough pairwise clustering (UPGMA, based on pairwise global alignments,

implemented in mafft, Katoh et al., 2013), and used this to select only sequences in a large cluster

containing LLIV cultures, LLV and LLVI uncultured sequences, excluding more distantly related sequences,

which also had lower GC content typical of other Prochlorococcus clades. Using this set of 386 uncultured

ITS sequences, which represent several publications and many ocean samples, along with our 17 cultures,

we built a multiple alignment in muscle (v3.8.31, defaults produced a reasonable alignment, Edgar, 2004)
and, based on this alignment, trimmed all sequences to the full length ITS start and stop positions. Some

wild sequences were not the full length, but remain in the analysis. The trimmed sequences were then

realigned with muscle using default settings (Edgar, 2004). This alignment was used to construct the

phylogeny in Figure 2.14, with the fasttree approximate likelihood method (Price et al., 2010), using the gtr

evolutionary model and gamma option for likelihood calculations and rates. Tree was rooted on the LLVI

clade (based on the branching relationships between LLIV, LLV, and LLVI in Lavin et at., 2010), and

visualized in Figtree (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/). We used a BLAST search to gather LLIV

sequences from the NCBI database containing published Prochlorococcus ITS clone libraries (nr), and

sampled deep enough to also capture the LLV and LLVI clades, the closest related clades, ensuring that we

spanned the full range of LLIV variation. These clone libraries certainly do not represent the full diversity

in the oceans; there may be depths of undiscovered diversity within the clade, and the geographic range is

biased towards the North Atlantic (where MIT9303 and MIT9313 came from) and North Pacific (where the

strains reported here came from).
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Genome and marker gene nucleotide identity comparisons
Average nucleotide identity (ANI) was calculated for each pair of LLIV genomes according to the

blast-based method of Goris et al., 2007, using the ANt webserver (htt>://enve-omics.ce.gatech.edu/ani/).
Default options were employed: minimum length 700 bp, minimum identity 70%, minimum alignment 50
bp, window 1000 bp, step size 200 bp. Values shown represent 2-way ANI. Additional distances are based
on muscle (v. 3.8.31 default, Edgar 2004) alignments of the ITS and 16S regions for all LLIV cultures, with
distances calculated in Geneious (Kearse et al., 2012), rendered as images using matplotlib (Hunter, 2007).

Mauve alignments for whole genome comparison
For a rough assessment of shared and unique genomic content, genomes were aligned using the

ProgressiveMauve algorithm. Custom python tools were used for calculating the fraction of each genome in
the alignment from the mauve backbone file containing genomic coordinates for regions contained in the
alignment. For assessing clonality from whole genome assemblies, mauve alignments were analyzed for
SNPs, using the SNP calling function and visualization of locations and density of SNPs across contigs in
the Mauve alignment viewer and Geneious. Strains were called clones if there were only 10s or 100s of SNPs
located primarily at the ends of contigs (low quality/ambiguous parts of assembly), and were called different
strains if there were hundred or thousands of SNPs located at the center of contigs; these strains usually had
indels too. In the future we will analyze SNPs in the raw Illumina data to confirm clonality of the culture's
population.
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2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 A program for targeted isolation of low-light adapted Prochlarococcus

Targeted enrichment program for low light adapted Prochlorococcus
Taking advantage of relatively frequent and accessible sampling opportunities in the oligotrophic

North Pacific Subtropical Gyre, we set out to isolate new low-light Prochlorococcus strains on the HOE-PhoR

cruise to the Hawaii Ocean Time series sampling site, Station ALOHA, May 22- June 5. This site has been

extremely well characterized (Karl and Church, 2014), including a times series following Prochlorococcus

ecotype distributions over the water column over several years, using qPCR (Malmstrom et at., 2010). By

looking at this timeseries data (Figure 2.2), for the time of year of our sampling (between the historical May

and June sampling dates), we could predict that to sample populations containing significant numbers of LL

Prochlorococcus, we should sample below 100m, and to sample LL-dominated populations, before the total

numbers of Prochlorococcus decline too much (Figure 2.3), we should sample around 150m. At this site at

this time of year, the other globally abundant marine picocyanobacterium Synechococcus is approximately 2

orders of magnitude lower in abundance than Prochlorococcus (Figure 2.3, Malmstrom et al., 2010).
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Figure 2.2 Four years of May and June Station ALOHA ecotype time series data from Malmstrom et aL, 2010

Raw data from Malmstrom et al., 2010 provided for our analysis by Allison Coe, Chisholm Lab.
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Figure 2.3 Four years of May and
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We obtained the small samples required for isolations and started the enrichment process at sea

(see Figure 2.4). We followed established protocols for isolation (Moore et al., 2007) with some

modifications. To accommodate the characteristics of LL Prochlorococcus we paid special attention to sample

depth, cell size selection and light conditions. We collected water from deep in the euphotic zone (150m)

and filtered it with a larger pore size (1.0 pm) than often used in the past for Prochlorococcus isolation (0.6-0.8

[tm), to ensure passage any of the the slightly larger LL-adapted Prochlorococcus, while still removing large

phytoplankton and grazers. Synechococcus tends to be slightly larger than Prochlorococcus, overlapping this size

cutoff. Whether because Synechococcus concentrations tend to be low at this site and time (Figure 2.3), or

because this size selection effectively removed Synechococcus from our samples, we did not observed

Synechococcus in enrichments upon their return to lab (Figure 2.5). We took these samples toward the end of

the cruise, to minimize the time between sampling at sea and controlled incubation conditions in the

laboratory. Because LL Prochlorococcus are sensitive to high light, care was taken to control light conditions,

from ocean to lab. We sampled into opaque bottles, performed all manipulations in low indoor light,

incubated samples at sea in containers covered with blue gels to allow less light in, and maintained

controlled, low light levels through transport until the strains were in controlled incubators in the lab. A

light meter was used throughout this process to ensure that cells mostly experienced irradiation at 1 smol
photons n 2 s , equivalent to 0.1% surface irradiance of typical daytime sunlight, similar to the cells'

original habitat and selective for low-light strains based on measurements of light-growth rate relationships

across Prochlorococcus strains.

In some of the original isolations we tried using hydrogen peroxide quenching agents (thiosulfate,

pyruvate) as additives in initial enrichments, as well as amino acids and the antibiotic nalidixic acid, to

which Prochlorococcus is resistant. We tried some enrichments with nitrite as the only added nitrogen source

because most LL strains tested to date are able to use nitrite as a sole N source, while this trait has a patchier

distribution across HL cells (Moore et al., 2002, Berube et al., 2014, Supplemental Table S2.2). We
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attempted several samples with amino acid additions in this study, which encouraged heterotrophic growth

as a carbon source, but Prochlorococcus also grew, in some samples for some time, although never into a

robust culture. Getting live seawater from sea back to the lab without exposing cells to major changes of

temperature or other stressors is a challenge. We split the samples between hand-carried luggage and an

overnight box container with the rest of the materials. Samples from both contained plenty of

Prochlorococcus when they arrived in the lab, and samples from both methods showed some growth in early

transfers. For the shipping containers, cells were given light from an inexpensive LED booklight, shaded

with blue gels to a light level 1 kmol photons m-2 s. For the hand-carried luggage, samples were wrapped in

blue gel and occasionally exposed to ambient light.

1. collect water from base
of euphotic zone

2. gentle gravity
filtration 1pm pore

L

Protect from
bright light

6.transfer promising
ones to new media

repeat

N,

0

removes most
eukaryotes

5. monitor for
Prochlorococcus by
flow cytometry

lquot water and add
P, trace metals

exploring
additional
additives

4. Incubate at low, blue light,
controlled temperature

transport to lab

Figure 2.4. A process for targeted enrichment of LL Prochlorococcus:

from dimly lit seawater to the robust growth of culture in the lab

Here we outline the basic enrichment procedure followed in this work, described in detail in the text. This procedure

is largely similar to the isolation methods reviewed in Moore et al., 2007, but with several choices made and steps

added to specifically target LL Prochlorococcus ecotypes (sampling depth, filtration size, light selection, flow cytometry

evaluation of ecotype).

Initial enrichment conditions result in a low yield of successfully growing enrichments

When back in the lab, enrichment samples were placed in incubators at low light, with controlled

temperature, and monitored by flow cytometry for signs of surviving or growing Prochlorococcus. Each time

we detected Prochlorococcus in a sample, we transferred a portion into fresh media. Sometimes after a few

weeks the Prochlorococcus would disappear from those transfers, other times they would survive. At this stage

the cultures were colorless, and the chlorophyll was below the level of detection with our bulk fluorometer
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but easily detectable by flow cytometry (Figure 2.5). Eventually some turned green. During these transfers,

we were continually splitting enrichments into new conditions, slightly different light, different seawater

bases for the media (ESL coastal or SSW oligotrophic), different incubators with different temperatures or

diel/continuous light patterns, partly to hedge the system toward our goal of finding successful conditions,

and partly with the idea of selecting for different traits from the initial enrichments. We did not formally

test each of these, but tried a plurality to hedge and explore space.

150mA

i15OmS

102 103 100 101 102 103

Forward angle scatter (488)

150mE

1125mD

100 101 102 103

Figure 2.5. What do enrichment samples, fresh from the sea, new to the lab, look like?
Flow cytometry signatures (forward angle scatter vs chlorophyll fluorescence) show that these early enrichments,
viewed 2 weeks after original sampling from the sea, contained Prochlorococcus, an important indication of success
at this initial stage. These signatures are somewhat similar to raw seawater samples (e.g. Chapter IV). However,
they show reduced Prochlorococcus populations, and both the Prochlorococcus and heterotroph populations are
highly variable from sample to sample, indicating that these communities have been influenced by their diverse
chemical and physical handling in the time from sea. By way of illustration, these plots represent only a small
subset of the cultures which returned to the lab, most of which still contained some Prochlorococcus, with similar
signatures. Of particular note, samples 150mN and 150mS below eventually grew to be the only successful high-
density enrichments from these efforts, despite humble beginnings as average samples in early stages.

Two of our enrichments eventually turned green, both the original tubes and transfers from those

tubes (Supplemental Figure S2.1). Visible color roughly corresponds to a density >106 cells ml-1 (above

natural ocean densities but convenient densities for biomass applications). Approximately ten others grew

successfully through multiple transfers, but never reached densities detectable with bulk fluorometer or by

eye, and so were labor-intensive to determine status and transfer timing through flow cytometry. We let

these cultures go, and focused efforts on higher density cultures in this round of efforts, as a matter of

convenience. High density is not an absolute requirement - there can be valuable cultures that do not reach
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high densities in the lab, like the SARI1 system, that is monitored with high throughput flow cytometry.

Such a method could be applied to Prochorococcus in the future. Further work is need to rigorously test

conditions of additives for routine culturing and controlled selective conditions, but one thing we learned

from this work is the value of a plurality of conditions. Nearly every sample still had Prochlorococcus when it
arrived at the laboratory, many showed growth or persistence in different enrichment conditions over time,

but only two samples achieved high-density cultures (Figure 2.6, Supplemental Figure S2.1). All

subsequently purified strains came from these two enrichments.

2.3.2 Dilution-to-extinction experiments result in purification of multiple strains from two

enrichments

Dilution-to-extinction to maximize diversity: choosing complex enrichments

Our dense enrichments contained complex flow cytometric signatures, consistent with multiple

HL/LL ecotype-level genetic diversity, and the fact that they had only been out of the ocean for a few

months, gave us hope that there might be still other scales of diversity present in them. So, we applied the

dilution to extinction in ProMM protocol, previously used to get axenic Prochlorococcus from unialgal
cultures, to attempt to purify multiple Prochlorococcus strains from our complex enrichments. The pair of

samples we chose for dilution experiments were typical of all the enrichments and subenrichments that

achieved high Prochlorococcus densities after five months in the lab (all ultimately derived from the two initial

samples 150mN and 150mS), multiple Prochlorococcus populations, multiple chlorophyll-free heterotrophic

bacterial populations (Figure 2.6). These cultures look very different from established pure cultures, and

very different from seawater, which is more like the early enrichment samples (Figure 2.5). These particular

cultures were chosen out of about a dozen subcultures of the 150N and 150S enrichments, all in different

incubators (diel/continuous) and media (original enrichment chemistry or standard Prochlorococcus media,

in different seawater backgrounds), because they were growing well and had particularly complex flow

cytometry signatures, likely to contain diverse Prochlorococcus populations.
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Figure 2.6. Successful, complex Prochlorococcus enrichments

Mature enrichments used in the dilution-to-extinction experiments, viewed as sampled on the day of the dilution

experiment. These flow cytometry signatures were taken from two successful Prochlorococcus enrichments (150mS

and 150mN), after four months in the lab and many transfers. When in late stationary phase, these enrichments

formed dense green cultures with Prochlorococcus concentrations in excess of 108 celLs ml', just like established

Prochlorococcus cultures. These enrichments have complex flow cytometry signatures with multiple Prochlorococcus

populations, and there are more Prochlorococcus celLs than heterotrophs. The y axis represents chlorophyll

fluorescence per cell for all four plots (as presented elsewhere throughout this thesis). For the pair of plots stacked

on the left, the x-axis represents forward angle scatter, a rough proxy of size. For the pair of plots on the right, the x-

axis represents orange phycoerythrin fluorescence, a remnant from ancestral phycobilisomes, present in different

amounts across Prochlorococcus strains and conditions, with generally more in LL strains, (Hess et al., 1996, Hess et

al., 1999, Roache-Johnson 2013, Hess et al., 1996, Scanlan et al., 2009, Steglich et al., 2005, Steglich et al., 2003,

Wiethaus et al., 2010). The phycoerythrin data was useful for distinguishing diversity within Prochlorococcus

enrichments- some populations in these enrichments contain phycoerythrin, and other populations do not, so we

diluted these particular ones because we knew, from flow cytometry alone, that they contained substantial

Prochlorococcus diversity. Standards, YG fluorescent 2um beads, appear as a tight population in the upper left corner

of each plot.
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Dilution-to-extinction: procedure and results

We took those two promising enrichments and diluted them to about one cell per well for many plates,

mimicking the chemical conditions of the original sample amendment (Figure 2.7). In the first few weeks we

monitored the plates, marking cloudy wells (contaminated). After six weeks we started to see green wells,

and transferred them, first in 96 well plates, to maintain their conditions as much as possible, and then

transitioning them into standard Prochlorococcus culture conditions (Moore et al., 2007). We continued to

see new green wells, even as some wells started to evaporate, up to three months after the start of the

dilution experiment. For these new cultures, we tested their axenricity (all but one were clean), and

sequenced their ITSrRNA and viewed them on the flow cytometry, all of which data showed we had

obtained LLIV Prochlorococcus isolates (Figure 2.8, Figure 2.9). We fulfilled our goal of targeted isolation of

new low-light adapted Prochlorococcus strains.

Dilute
in ProMM Wait

Se.g. 20 96-well plates 5-12 weeks
0.5-1cell/well

Enrichment with Choose green wells,
heterotrophs avoid turbid wells
and multiple

kinds of
Prochlorococcus

Scale up,
test for

3- g axenicity

0 0
G o 0 (O0 a 0

Clean, clonal, diverse Heterotrophs that don't grow to

cultures high density and turbidity in
ProMM avoid detection.

Figure 2.7. Dilution in pyruvate-containing media to obtain axenic, clonal cultures

Outline for the basic dilution-to-extinction procedure followed in this work, described in detail in the text. This

procedure is largely similar to the purification method described in Berube et al., 2014, but instead of diluting an

established unialgal culture to obtain an axenic version of that culture, here we apply the method to a complex

enrichment containing rich Prochlorococcus diversity, only a few months out of the sea, to ultimately purify multiple

different axenic strains in a single experiment.

Purified cultures: officially named, cryopreserved, stably maintained throughout the lab

Nine unique new LLIV strains came out of dilution purifications from HOT HOE-PhoR

enrichments (Table 2.1, Figure 2.8). Eight of these are axenic. They have been stably maintained throughout

the laboratory, and are cryopreserved for long term safety of the genetic stock. From this experience, we

conclude that early monitoring and transferring of enrichments is of critical importance, and quickly

following that enrichment process, while cultures still contain diverse mixtures, with dilution-to-extinction

in ProMM is a successful approach for simultaneously isolating multiple diverse Prochlorococcus strains.
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Figure 2.8. Yields of Prochlorococcus enrichment dilution-to-extinction experiments
The two high density Prochlorococcus enrichment cultures for which we performed ProMM organic dilution-to-
extinction yielded 11 isolates each (circles above). 150mN and 150mS refer to the original enrichment samples
prepared at sea, grown up in the lab. Each dot in the figure represents a LLIV strain that came out of these
dilution to extinction experiments (one successful green well in a plate). Some of these strains were clones of
each other (based on genome sequencing) indicated as identical colored dots. Strains with the same ITS
sequence, but not necessarily full genome identity, are contained within larger black ovals. 4 additional green
wells from these experiments did not take in subsequent transfers, and were lost (not shown). Within circles
are identifiers for each green well that came up. The two strains in white, 1B3 and 20E4 have not yet had their
genomes sequenced, so they may or may not be clones with their identical-ITS group (although chances are...).
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2.3.3 Light selection for further simplifying complex enrichments

Light is a strong selective agent among Prochlorococcus lineages

In parallel with the dilution experiment described above, we continued to transfer the complex

enrichments from which they came (150mN and 150mS), and they remained complex enrichments (based

on complex FCM profiles and our inability to obtain a clean sequence from ITS-PCR products). We find it

remarkable that these have remained so complex, under the limited conditions of the lab, and given that

historically unialgal cultures were obtained through serial transfer alone. This persistent complexity may be

attributable to the continued transfer at very low light (< I[mol photons m-2 s'), not typical of

Prochlorococcus culture conditions (10-60 gmo photons m-2 s', Moore et al., 2007). Growth at low light was

originally chosen to be selective for LL strains, but perhaps this slow growth also slows the rate at which

competition simplifies Prochlorococcus enrichments.

In past Prochlorococcus isolation, strains were obtained just by waiting, subculturing and transferring

for months and years until competition and bottlenecks at transfer resulted in unialgal, nonaxenic cultures.

None of our cultures had reached that stage after one year. Curious if we could culture more diverse strains

out of these enrichments before they simplified on their own, we tried applying a stressor - a transition to

higher light - on aliquots of the enrichments, to select for a subset of the population that could withstand

light transition. The cultures acclimated to 1 Rmol photons m-2 s, and then moved to higher light (8-15

gmol photons m-2 s"). Transitions to higher light are known to be stress for phototrophs, and for LLIV

Prochlorococcus especially. We hypothesized this stressor would be one way to simplify the population,

selection favoring light stress tolerant strains, a phenotype that varies across Prochlorococcus (Biller et al.,

2015).
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Additional strains purified through differential survival of light transitions

We performed this stress selection process twice. The first time, 150mN and 150mS enrichments

grown (since sea) at low light (4imol photons m-2 s ) were transferred each in duplicate to high light
(lOgmol photons m-2 s); only 1 of the 4 tubes grew up (visual check only, took ~2 months to reach green).

This strain had a single pure ITS, and a simple flow cytometry signature, both stable over time, supportive

of the idea that the culture was simplified to a unialgal strain, but not conclusively so, and it was not axenic.

This was a HLII Prochlorococcus strain, provisionally named 150SH (Figure 2.1, Table 2.1). This is exciting

because it means we have now isolated representatives from two ecotypes, HL and LL, from exactly the same

water sample, a sympatric pair (as in Moore et al., 1998), which could be valuable for studying the matrix of

traits that are differentially specific to environment and phylogeny. In repeating this experiment, moving

aliquots of the same low light acclimated enrichments to the same high light conditions again several

months later, this time all four tubes transitioned (150N and 150S replicates) grew, with some subset of the

complex enrichment surviving the transition. Over 6 months following their initial growth, three of these

four are stable likely unialgal cultures, by repeated flow cytometry and ITS sequencing, but this time all

three are LLIVs, identical in ITS to MIT1327 and MIT1312. For these three strains, provisionally named

15ONLHA, 150SLHA and 150SLHB, we proceeded to genome sequencing. The assembled genomes

revealed that although these strains have the same ITS as isolates from the dilution experiment, there are

hundreds or thousands of SNPs and indels distinguishing their genomes. These sets may correspond to the

nearly-identical-ITS backbone subpopulations, that characterize fine-scale population structure in

Prochlorococcus in the wild (Kashtan et al., 2014). We have not yet assigned these cultures proper strain

nomenclature (MIT13__) because they have not been through dilution-to-extinction purification to improve

the likelihood of clonality, but the fact that they assembled neatly into complete genomes of the expected

size for a single Prochlorococcus, suggests they are highly simplified populations; a little more work is required

to make them axenic and statistically clonal.

Figure 2.10. Selection through
Select Stable, simplified light stress to simplify enrichments
Stressful conditions culture emerges Schematic of our approach to

further mine our enrichments for
novel strains. Enrichments growing
with a complex mixture of different
Prochlorococcus and heterotrophs,

Start % were split into aliquots of the and
Enrichment containing 0 some were transitioned to higher
multiple Prochlorococcus light, which represent stressful,

selective conditions for some
Prochlorococcus, resulting in

higher light simplified, and in several cases,
unialgal cultures.

Split

low light Still complex

low light
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Although we know little about within-ecotype light adaptation, it is possible that HL ecotype cells

from this deep in the water column, below the mixing layer, like our new 150SH, could be different, in light

and nutrient adaptive ways from surface ones (Kashtan et al., 2014). For the LLVI 150SLHA group, light

selection may have selected a variant of the LLVI which is more tolerant than others isolated under strictly

low light conditions, again opening possibilities for testing the question of whether there is within-ecotype

light adaptation variation.

Ongoing mining of enrichments and purification of cultures through additional methods

Nearly two years after their removal from the oceans, some of the enrichments from this study

are still growing at very low light (1 Rmol photons m-2 s or less) or moderately low light (10 [imol photons

M-2 s"), and still contain complex mixtures of Prochlorococcus, based on our inability to obtain a clean ITS

sequence using picocyanobacterial-specific primers and, in some cases, still multiple flow cytometry

populations indicative of different ecotypes. We are still working to mine these enrichments for yet more

strains, through flow sorting and dilution, in the hopes they may contain additional strains we have yet to

isolate. Further dilution-to-extinction in ProMM efforts are currently underway to purify the non-axenic

light-selected strains and the one nonaxenic (MIT 1313) from the dilution experiment away from their

heterotrophs.

2.3.4 What have these isolation efforts contributed to the diversity of our culture collection and our

knowledge of the LLIV clade?

What did we isolate?
We have so far isolated thirteen unique strains (Table 2.1), all from the same water sample taken

from 150 meters in the North Pacific. Twelve of these are members of the LLIV clade (Figure 2.1), the clade

found deeper in the water column than other Prochlorococcus. One is from the HLII clade, the most

abundant group of Prochlorococcus at stratified sites, and probably across the world (Bouman et al., 2006,

Johnson et al., 2006). Prior to these efforts the LLIV clade had only a small number of reported strains in

culture, two from the North Atlantic and three from the South Atlantic. Now, our LLIV collection

represents three oceans (Figure 2.11). Eight of our new strains are axenic, tripling the number of axenic

LLIV cultures (Figure 2.11).
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Table 2.1. New Prochlorococcus isolates described in this study

Strain Ecotype Axenic? Initial Followup process ITS group
enrichment

1312 LLIV yes 150mS Dilution-to-extinction in ProMM 1327/1312

1327 LLIV yes 150mS Dilution-to-extinction in ProMM 1327/1312

1313 LLIV no 150mN Dilution-to-extinction in ProMM 1313/1318

1318 LLIV yes 150mS Dilution-to-extinction in ProMM 1313/1318

1303 LLIV yes 150mS Dilution-to-extinction in ProMM unique

1306 LLIV yes 150mS Dilution-to-extinction in ProMM unique

1320 LLIV yes 150mS Dilution-to-extinction in ProMM unique

1323 LLIV yes 150mS Dilution-to-extinction in ProMM unique

1342 LLIV yes 150mN Dilution-to-extinction in ProMM unique

150SHL HLII no 150mN LL->HL transition unique

150S LH A LLIV no 150mS LL->HL transition 1327/1312

150S LH B LLIV no 150mS LL->HL transition 1327/1312

150N LH A LLIV no 150mN LL->HL transition 1327/1312
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Figure 2.11. Fine-scale phylogeny of LLIV clade cultures and distribution of lantipeptide genes

ITSrRNA approximation of the lineage phylogeny for our LLIV cultures. New genomes isolated and genome

sequenced for this study, genomes containing lantipeptides, and axenic strains are marked. Strains are colored by

ocean of origin (which correspond to study of origin, Moore et al., 1998, Biller et al., 2014, this study). ITS

maximum likelihood phylogeny (phyml, TN93, pinv+ gamma 4), bootstrap values appear at nodes. Rooted with a

sequence from the uncultured LIV clade, sister to the LLIV (marked with genbank accession number). We chose

this root because other Prochlorococcus or Synechococcus strains from more distantly related cultured groups gave

different rooting patterns (e.g. Figure 2.1).

What distinguishes the LLIV clade of Prochlorococcus?

Although we did not capture any uncultivated clades in these isolation efforts, we were very

excited by the recovery of LLIV clade Prochlorococcus. The LLIV clade has the largest genomes among

Prochlorococcus, including large numbers of genome-specific genes (unique to each genome). The more

divergent genomes we have so far spanning this clade differ from each other by hundreds of genes (Biller et

al., 2014). This is substantially more gene content variation than is observed in any other ecotype, despite

the small distances between their 16S and ITS markers; by traditional measures, these are very closely

related strains, but genome-wide, they show significant variation and evolutionary distance. For this reason,
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two recent genomic analysis papers (Kettler et al., 2007, Biller et al., 2015) called for more LLIV genomes.

The LLIV clade is the most deeply branching clade of the cultured Prochlorococcus lineages, sharing an

ancestor with the rest of Prochlorococcus only shortly after the divergence of Prochlorococcus from marine

Synechococcus (Figure 2.1). The genomes of the LLIV clade have a GC content of 50%, like Synechococcus,

unlike the rest of Prochlorococcus genomes, which have 30-40% GC (reviewed in Biller et al., 2015). The

LLIV genomes share more orthologs with Synechococcus than other Prochlorococcus, and sometimes

phylogenies of individual genes cluster with Synechococcus. However, they are also missing many genes shared

by all Synechococcus, and are distinctly Prochlorococcus, with their small cells, pigment content, cellular

properties and genome-wide phylogenetic affiliation with other Prochlorococcus.

In the field, LLIV Prochlorococcus are found exclusively at the base of the euphotic zone below the

mixed layer, where nutrient concentrations are higher than surface waters, but little light penetrates. Among

the ecotypes for which we have molecular assays, these are found the deepest, in some sites tracking with the

depth distribution of the LLIVIII and in some sites occurring deeper, their peak abundance offset by several

meters (Zinser et al., 2007, Malmstrom et al., 2010). They often peak in abundance between the 1%/-.1%

surface irradiance levels, which is deep not only among Prochlorococcus, but for all phytoplankton - they live

at an extreme edge of photosynthetic life. The integrated abundance of the LLIV clade over the water

column is usually 1-2 orders of magnitude lower than the dominant HLII Prochlorococcus, but they are nearly

always present, globally.

One LLIV strain, MIT9313, has been extensively characterized, usually in comparative studies

with a HLI strain Med4. MIT9313 can grow with an order of magnitude less iron than HL Med4, and

tolerates an order of magnitude higher copper concentration toxicity (Thompson et al., 2011, Mann et al.,

2002). MIT9313 does not handle light shock or growth at high irradiance (Kettler, 2011, Moore et al.,

1998). In pairwise co-cultures with a panel of heterotrophic marine bacteria, while Med4 growth was largely

unaffected by the presence of co-cultured bacteria, MIT9313 displayed varied responses to co-culture, from

enhancement of growth to total inhibition (Sher et al., 2011). We do not know if these properties are clade-

wide although genomics gives some clues to the genes behind them. Among the expanded genomic

complement of the LLIV clade, they have more transcription factors, more transporters, more nutrient

utilization pathways compared to other Prochlorococcus (Kettler et al., 2007, Scanlan et al., 2009, Biller et al.,

2015). Members of the LLVI cade have the remarkable ability to produce lanthipeptides - natural products

of unknown function, consisting of short peptides, ribosomally constructed, which form complex structures

when a dedicated modifying enzyme forms lanthionine bridges between cysteine and serine or threonine

residues (Li et al., 2010). This ability is shared only with certain strains of marine Synechococcus; no

Prochlorococcus other than LLIV members encode these peptides (Li et al., 2010). The genes encoding

lanthipeptides are so diverse that no two are alike in existing genomes. These molecules are exported from

the cell, a costly activity in the dilute environment of the oligotrophic open ocean. The possible functional

significance and evolution of this trait is a subject of substantial interest and ongoing research - more

genomes from the LLIV clade are in high demand. Given the wide array of functions possessed by LLIV

Prochlorococcus, and their wide genome-to-genome variation, we imagine these new strains will be rich in new

functions and they will be able to help us answer some questions about the clade: What functions are

characteristic of the LLIV clade, shared by all? What traits vary between LLIV from different oceans? What

range of nutrient acquisition strategies do they possess? How do lantipeptides evolve, and what do they do?

Our new strains will likely contribute many new genes to our sample of the Prochlorococcus pangenome, and

these will enrich our understanding of the capabilities of Prochlorococcus populations, and help to answer

basic questions about the nature of this interesting clade.
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Genome sequencing and assembly

To begin characterizing and assess clonality of our new isolates, we sequenced their genomes to

draft quality. Genome statistics for all LLVI Prochlorococcus are listed in Table 2.2, including new strains from

this study. Based on their size and number of genes, the new draft genomes likely capture all or most of

each genome, but they lack the full physical mapping that allows comprehensive study of genomic

arrangements and the certainty of gene presence and absence that come with fully closed genomes. It would

be useful in the future to close these genomes, perhaps through the application of new long-read

technologies, like the Pacific Biosciences sequencing that recently assisted in closing two Prochlorococcus

genomes (Biller et al., 2014).

Table 2.2. LLIV Prochlorococcus genome assembly statistics and basic properties

Strain Number Total bp Longest Average N50 Percent Number Percent Reference

of contigs contig contig GC of coding
length length proteins

MIT9313 1 2,410,873 2,410,873 2,410,873 2,410,873 50.7 2,551 83.9 Rocap et al., 2003

MIT9303 1 2,682,675 2,682,675 2,682,675 2,682,675 50 2,732 84 Ketter et al., 2007

MIT0701 53 2,592,571 414,082 48,916 84,463 50.6 2,666 82.3 Biller at al., 2014

MIT0702 61 2,583,057 345,502 42,345 76,101 50.6 2,659 82.2 Biller at al., 2014

MIT0703 61 2,575,057 295,777 42,214 81,186 50.6 2,643 81.9 Biller at al., 2014

MIT1303 47 2,560,150 725,082 54,471 135,805 51 2,610 83 this study

MIT1306 12 2,498,944 772,618 208,245 486,153 51 2,514 84 this study

MIT1313 28 2,590,341 687,899 92,512 296,926 50.0 2,625 82.9 this study

MIT1318 27 2,584,744 816,149 95,731 232,924 50.0 2,627 82.7 this study

MIT1320 26 2,500,454 839,702 96,171 494,475 50 2,604 84 this study

MIT1323 26 2,440,679 502,848 93,872 326,490 51 2,503 83 this study

MIT1342 27 2,548,000 800,664 94,370 391,365 50 2,610 83 this study

MIT1312 53 2,561,499 408,456 48,330 263,603 50.5 2,656 83.2 this study

MIT1327 34 2,591,587 715,496 76,223 328,388 50.3 2,627 83.6 this study

150NLHA 45 2,512,699 264,269 55,837 109,417 50.6 2,607 83.2 this study

150SLHA 66 2,558,254 229,474 38,761 137,856 50.6 2,670 82.4 this study

15OSLHB 106 2,472,965 164,075 23,329 70,051 50.8 2,607 82.7 this study

N50 is the size of the contig for which 50% of the genome is contained in contigs of that size or larger. Percent coding

was calculated here to include proteins, rRNAs, tRNAs and tmRNAS. Protein count and percent coding are based on

prokka annotations performed for this study to support direct comparisons of old and new data; these differ from

RAST annotations, but are similar to previously published. Sets of genomes with identical ITS sequences but variation

across the genome in SNPs and indels are listed consecutively and tinted gray, separated by strains with unique ITS

sequences in white. Differences in assembly statistics reflect variable coverage, which is influence by the sequencing

depth itself and by the axenicity of the culture, which can dilute the sequencing across organisms.

Assessing relationships between highly similar cultures

We knew from ITS-rRNA sequencing that some of our strains had sequences identical to each

other at this marker, but that alone does not mean a set of strains are clones; wild Prochlorococcus

populations include variants within identical-ITS sequences and mutations genome-wide (Kashtan et al.,

2014). For nearly all of our successful isolations (a few were purified too late for this analysis), we performed
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whole genome sequencing, which among many other things, allows us to assess relationships between

closely related strains, and determined which sets of identical ITS sequences represented identical clones,

and which included genome-wide variation, at a fine scale. In a few cases, our dilution to extinction

experiment resulted in isolation of sets clones, which is consistent with the exponential growth of

enrichments prior to dilution, but we also obtained considerable diversity, including two groups of strains

with identical ITS sequences but variable genomes (Figure 2.12). Within these groups, we observed

hundreds to thousands of SNPs and a few indels (data not shown, approach described in Materials and

Methods). To more rigorously assess the clonality of these cultures, it would be useful in the future to look

at the raw sequencing reads, prior to assembly, to assess complexity of populations in these cultures.

How do these genomes vary? Preliminary genome comparisons

All of our LLIV cultures have 16SrRNA pairwise identities above 98.9% (Figure 2.12A); these are

highly similar microbes by traditional 16SrRNA standards (Stackebrandt et al., 1998). Using the ITS marker

all samples are above 94% identical to each other, and we can begin to see substructure within this group

with several distinct clades with approximately 98% within-clade identity (Figure 2.12B). However, when we

calculated the genome-wide average nucleotide identity (ANI; Goris et al., 2007) we found relatively low

identity values between strains (95%; Figure 2.12C), and in some cases sets of these strains would be

classified as different species by traditional ANI measures (Goris et al., 2007). This clade does not follow the

usual relationship between 16SrRNA and ANI established from comparisons of many bacteria, but this

remarkable genome-wide variation is consistent with our prior knowledge that LLIV genomes contain great

pairwise variation (Kettler et al., 2007, Scanlan et al., 2009, Biller et al., 2015). For the three identical-ITS

sets - (MIT0701, MIT0702, MIT0703), (MIT 1318, MIT 1313) and (MIT 1327, 150NLHA, 150SLHA,
150SLHB, MIT 1312) - there is actually a range of within group similarity visible in ANI values. This is

masked by the scale in Figure 2.12C, but visible in the rescaled version Figure 2.12D. The MIT0701 group is

are approximately 100% identical genome-wide, although there are some SNPs and indels (Biller et al.,

2014). The MIT1318 and MIT1327 groups range from 99.85% to 100% ANI similarity, spanning a range of

fine-scale diversity observed in the wild (Kashtan et al., 2014) but not yet studied in culture.
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Figure 2.12. Similarity between LLIV isolates:: 16S, ITS, AN!
Each image (A-C) is a symmetric matrix of similarity measures, for all pairwise comparisons of 17 cultures. The
order across the top is the same left to right as the labels from top to bottom (self-self identity comparisons along

the diagonal). The strains are ordered base on hierarchical clustering (average linkage), shown on the left (not

robust phylogenies). Note that the scale bars at right are different for each metric, to represent full range of its

variation. For the 16S-rRNA (A), all members of the LLIV clade are at least 98.9% identical to each other. For

the ITSrRNA (B), we have greater resolution; all strains are more than 94.5% identical at this marker, but more

complex relationships between strains emerge. The genome-wide average nucleotide identity (C), calculated

based on the method of Goris et al., 2007 shows that some of our samples are very similar, and other

remarkably divergent, given usual relationships between ANI and 16SrRNA (Goris et al., 2007). For the strains

that have identical ITS sequences, the ANI values vary between pairs, some nearly clonal, some with thousands

of SNPS, viewed on the finer scale version at left, D.
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What have these new strains taught us so far?

Although only newly isolated, these cultures have begun to contribute to our picture of

Prochlorococcus adaptation. These new LLIV strains were rapidly integrated into ongoing projects. For

example, we have learned that lantipeptide production, which was encoded in all five previously sequenced

LLIV genomes (and no other Prochlorococcus genomes), now appears to have a patchy distribution across the

clade. Within the newly expanded collection of co-isolated LLIV strains, about half encode the ability to

make lantipeptides (Figure 2.11). Mapping this trait onto the phylogeny of the strains requires several gain

and loss events. This is not an ecotype-wide trait, but part of the horizontally transferred variable gene

content of the clade. Combined with the older cultures, there are some pairs of closely related strains with

and without these genes, giving us a more detailed picture of the molecular mechanisms of these loss

processes. Although we do not know the functions of these lantipeptides yet, their patchy distribution

suggest they are valuable under certain conditions, not universally part of the life of a LLIV cell.

2.3.5 How do our new LLIV cultures compare to the LLIV ecotype as we know it in the oceans?

Would these strains be detected by published qPCR ecotype primers?

Given that our initial interest in culturing LL strains was partially motivated by the the qPCR-flow

cytometry mismatch indicating that our current primers do not capture the deepest populations of

Prochlorococcus well, we wondered, would we have detected these strains in our qPCR data? Or are these part

of the unknown? These primers were designed in 2006 specifically to detect the LLIV ecotype as known at

the time (Ahlgren et al., 2006). Aligning these primers to the current full set of LLIV cultures' ITS

sequences (Figure 2.13) shows that for the forward primer, the site is perfectly conserved across all our LLIV

cultures. For the reverse primer, however, there is some variation. Three of our new cultures have one SNP

each, and the recently isolated MIT0701, MIT0702, MIT0703 strains have indels and a SNP. Although

phylogenetically and genomically falling well within the LLIV clade, the SA strains would not be amplified

and counted by these primers, so they certainly qualify in the category of deep cells seen by FCM but not

qPCR. A single SNP is tolerable in PCR, so it is likely that these cultures would still be counted, but

possibly with differential amplification efficiencies. This kind of variability might explain the improved

results reported by increasing the primer concentration in one qPCR publication (Malmstrom et al., 2010)

- changing PCR conditions could overcome the slightly lower binding affinity. Cells like our new culture

were mostly likely included in published counts of the LLIV ecotype at HOT (Malmstrom et al., 2010). So,

these new cultures are not part of the mysterious unknown deep Prochlorococcus subpopulations, and there is

still a great deal of LL diversity not sampled in culture.
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Figure 2.13. Would our ecotype qPCR primers have captured these new cultures? Probably.

For detection and enumeration of Prochlorococcus ecotypes in the wild, there exists a collection of primers specific to

each ecotype, but broad enough to capture as many members of the ecotype as possible (Ahlgren et al., 2006). The

LLIV or e9313 ecotype primers are here aligned with the homologous ITS region for each unique LLIV ITS

sequence now in our culture collection. The schematic at the top shows the position of priming sites at between-

ecotype variable regions within the ITS within the overall structure of the ITS. The alignment at left (orange) shows

that the forward priming site is fully conserved. The reverse priming site (blue) is not conserved across all members

of the ecotype: MIT0701 and related sequences would not be amplified by this primer pair, due to an indel. The

new cultures include several SNPs in the reverse priming site, but only one per sequence, indicating they are

probably similar enough the to the primers to allow successful PCR, given robust conditions, interesting in light of

the fact one recent study reported a increase in the performance of these primers through increasing primer

concentrations (Malmstrom et al., 2010)

How do the LLIV cultures fit into the LLIV ecotype population structure in the wild?

The range of ITS diversity in the new LLIV cultures falls in a tight cluster with previous strains -

spanning the variation between them though not sampling beyond (Figure 2.11). This could be because this

phylogenetic structure reflects what the clade really looks like, and we are sampling it well, or it could be

that through coincidence or bias, we are only sampling a small part of wild diversity in the clade, despite the

fact that these cultures were sampled 20 years and half a planet apart. We were curious how these cultures

relate to what we know about LLIV diversity in the oceans - how well are we sampling the wild distribution

of LLIV diversity in our cultures? Are these cultures all very closely related, on the scale of the wild LLIV

clade, or are we sampling across the full range of diversity? What are we still missing? To address this, there

are many ITS clone libraries from the ocean that allow us to say more about the phylogenetic structure of

this clade. Through a simple BLAST fishing trip into the NCBI nt (nucleotide) database, we gathered all

available uncultured seawater clone library derived ITS sequences clustering with the LLIV ecotype.

We compared our cultures to ITS rRNA sequences from published clone libraries representing

hundreds of uncultured Prochlorococcus sequences from several oceans, not all the cells in the sea, but the

best of our current knowledge about how the LLIV clade is structured. By building a rough phylogeny of

these uncultured sequences together with our cultures (Figure 2.14), we learned that we have sampled

remarkably broadly across the diversity of this cdade. This is exciting from a comparative genomics

perspective, given the remarkable variation in gene content in the LLIV clade (Biller et al., 2015, Kettler et

al., 2007), this improved sampling across the LLIV phylogeny should help us resolve the time scale of gene

gain and loss events within the clade, and reveal many new genes of the Prochlorococcus flexible genome.
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Such an analysis will help us understand the extent to which variation in the large LLIV flexible genome is

influenced by phylogeny and common descent of past events or by more recent environment-specific

selection pressure and recent horizontal gene transfer.

On the scale of this wild diversity (Figure 2.14), our collection contains sets of nearly identical strains

with close wild relatives. Our collection contains sets of strains with highly similar but distinct ITS

sequences and sets with moderately related sequences in the same subclade, a pattern that largely

characterizes the population structure of wild sequences, in this dataset and in the HL strains studied in

Kashtan et al., 2014. Finally, our collection contains distantly related pairs spanning diversity across deep

subclade divisions within the ecotype. Not surprisingly, this analysis also makes clear that there are several

distinct subclades with the LLIV observed in the environment which we have yet to sample in culture, so

further culturing efforts targeting LLIV strains would be valuable. The MIT0701, MIT0702 and MIT0703

sequences are deeply branching - not just among our cultures, but across this full set of wild sequences.

They come from the under-sampled South Atlantic - there may be more sequences like them that we have

yet to see. Compared to the ITS-diversity observed in clone libraries, our new cultures represent a broad, but

still incomplete sampling of the LLIV clade.
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Figure 2.14. LLIV cultures in the phylogenetic context of wild sequences

The LLIV strains we have in culture span the d iversity observed for this clade in the wild, as we know it

from ITS clone library sequences, including samples from several subclades, but we are still missing other

subclades in culture. ITS rRNA approximate likelihood phylogeny based on multiple alignment of

sequences in the LLIV clade accessed through NCBI Blast searches, (alignment implemented in muscle,

phylogeny implemented in fasttree, GTR + gamma). LLV and LLVI sequences from the uncultured

oxygen-minimum zone associated clades, the most closely related ecotypes to the LLIV, were used to root

the LLIV phylogeny.
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2.4 Conclusions and Future Directions

What will these new isolates teach us?
We isolated thirteen unique strains, all from the same water sample taken from 150 meters from

the North Pacific, including twelve new LLIV strains and one new HLII strain (Figure 2.1). How many genes

will they add to the expanding the Prochlorococcus pangenome? The process of integrating these strains into

the previously developed framework for clustering Prochlorococcus groups of orthologous genes is underway,

so we will soon be able to compare the protein complements of these strains. It will be interesting to see

how these strains contribute to the picture of LLIV gene content diversity - whether they have large

complements of unique genes like the previously sequenced ones, and what those unique traits might be.

Based on our genome alignments and previous work on this clade, we expect extensive inter-strain

variability and many new genes. What nitrogen and phosphorus sources will these strains be capable of

using? Genomic comparisons across these strains may generate functional hypotheses about new traits and

functional differences between strains, that can then be tested with the cultures in the lab. During these

analyses, it will be interesting to take into account that these are sympatric strains - we know they all shared

a small volume of water, their habitat and a set of environmental conditions, for at least the moment of

sampling. This collection of co-isolates may help us to untangle effect of phylogeny and inherited traits

shared across the ecotype or within subclades from environmentally selected traits in the flexible genome.

What genes are shared by all these strains but absent from the Atlantic LLIV? It will be particularly

interesting to compare the co-isolated HL and LL (as in Moore et al, 2003), to see if there are environment-

specific traits that span ecotypes. Pairs of closely related strains with and without lantipeptides may help us

to begin to untangle the functional consequences of of encoding them, and the evolutionary processes

behind their gain and loss. From some of the early enrichment samples of this project, oligotrophic

heterotrophs capable of growth on the dissolved organic matter in seawater alone were isolated in tandem,

which will enable sympatric co-culture studies. It will also be interesting to explore the differences between

the sets of very close relatives (identical ITS groups), both genomically and through functional work in the

lab, because this kind of variation is characteristic of how wild Prochlorococcus populations are structured.

Future of Prochlorococcus culturing: what will we isolate next?
There are an estimated 1027 Prochlorococcus in the oceans, encompassing vast reserves of genotypic

diversity (Flombaum et al., 2013, Biller et al., 2015). This diversity is the product of 150 - 500 million years

of evolution since divergence of the Prochlorococcus lineage from the rest of cyanobacteria (Dufresne et al.,

2003, Blank et al, 2010). We have only just begun to sample from this diversity into our culture collection;

the Prochlorococcus of the oceans have much more to teach us. One challenge moving forward will be to

isolate cultures from the several major uncultured clades that we know about from molecular field data, but

have yet to bring into the lab. We would like to study the unique traits they have been hypothesized to carry,

obtain full genome sequences for them, and look for ecologically significant functional differences among

ecotypes, as we have done for the five cultured ecotypes. For some of these uncultured clades, like the HLIII,

HLIV and HLV clades associated with iron-limited high-nutrient, low-chlorophyll ocean regions or the LLV

and LLVI clades associated with oxygen minimum zones, obtaining cultures will primarily be a matter of

sampling from the right waters - those with distinct chemical patterns in known geographic regions. The

difficulty is a function of limited geographic access to the waters they inhabit, but our expanding molecular

description of the oceans will help to target these efforts. For others, like the NC 1/LLVII clade, there is no

geographic pattern reported, but they are found in many places deep in the euphotic zone (Martiny et al.,

2009, Jiao et al., 2014), including at the more easily accessible time series stations in the North Pacific gyre

(HOT) and the North Atlantic gyre (BATS) - depth, not geography should guide sampling to target this
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clade. Efforts like the one described here, targeted at the base of the euphotic zone, may succeed in
capturing this clade. While we had a remarkable amount of prior information in this study to guide
sampling before even leaving port, with the ecotype qPCR time series (Malmstrom et al., 2010), without this
information, it is still be possible to perform targeted isolations of HL and LL Prochlorococcus with the aid of
a shipboard flow cytometer, since the flow cytometry signatures of these groups are distinctive, usually with
a transition from HL to LL-dominated populations somewhere below the chlorophyll maximum (as in
Moore et al., 1998).

The longstanding mismatch between physical flow cytometry counts of Prochlorococcus and qPCR
primer-dependent counts of ecotypes (dependent on prior knowledge of molecular makers) at the base of
the euphotic zone - but not the surface - tells us we know there are more LL Prochlorococcus out there that

we know little about. These could be explained by the NCI/LLVII clade, for which qPCR primers have not
yet been designed, or by LLIV cultures which are not perfect matches to the existing LLIV primers, or by
similar diversity within the other LL clades. Still another possibility, there could still be more uncultured
deeply branching clades we have yet to sample. In any case, the base of the euphotic zone will be a good
place to look for deep pools of unsampled diversity.

Another approach to isolation is to frame the search not in terms of phylogeny and lineage, but
in terms of traits, especially the nutrient acquisition strategies that map onto marine environment, which
are among the critical niche-specifying traits of cells. Typically in Prochlorococcus genomes, diverse nutrient
acquisition strategies are part of the flexible genome, more a function of environment than phylogeny
(Martiny et al., 2006, Martiny et al., 2009abc, Coleman and Chisholm, 2010). Through targeted isolations
we can attempt to select for isolates with specific traits - how we isolate controls what we get. We do not
know what in our isolation efforts so far has selected for the limited subset of the wild diversity in culture,
so the open-minded application of diverse light and temperature conditions and diverse forms of nutrients
will be important for continuing to expand the culture collection. Expanding basic biological understanding
of Prochlorococcus, like the discovery that heterotrophs detoxify hydrogen peroxide for Prochlorococcus (Morris
et al., 2011), will improve our techniques moving forward, unlocking new abilities in isolation and
purification. There is room to improve in the realm of solid-state culturing, in understanding the factors
that control culture density limits and the onset of stationary phase, and in the range of nutrient forms that
support Prochlorococcus growth.

Finally, in future work, based on our experiences mining complex enrichments for new strains over
the course of many months, and finding different strains at different times, it would be fascinating to study
the enrichments themselves over the course of their life in the lab, from sampling, growth, serial passaging
and subculturing. Following this process more closely, through deep sequencing and flow cytometry, would
help address the fundamental unknown of culture bias, how our laboratory choices in influence trajectories
toward isolation of different types of Prochlorococcus. Studying enrichments could also provide insights into
Prochlorococcus competition and interactions with each other and co-isolated heterotrophs, in limited
microcosms, an intermediate between studying real communities in the field, and the simplified system of
two-strain co-cultures.

Due to its global significance and tractability, Prochlorococcus has become a major model for the
study of microbial ecology and evolution, contributing to our understanding of basic principles of how life
adapts to the many environmental conditions of the oceans (Biller et al., 2015). The power of the
Prochlorococcus system for addressing fundamental questions in biology arises from the combination of its
extraordinary abundance, diversity and contributions to primary production in the oceans and our ability
to study it both in the lab and the field. In field we can measure wild diversity, count populations and
follow their distributions over geography and depth, and in the lab, we can study traits in individual strains,
picking apart differences and relating physiology to genomes - culturing is a critical part of our ability to
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study this system. Barbara McKlintock advocated for the scientific value of her intimacy with her research

organism, maize, arguing that some of her insights were only possible through having a 'feeling for the
organism,' an idea which has come to represent a vital facet of the modern biologist's practice. For
Prochlorococcus, perhaps the best way to get this feeling would be onboard a ship surrounded by the sparkling
tropical sun and deep, deep blue of an oligotrophic ocean, with a flow cytometer humming through samples
spanning depth and distance. That might not be possible as often as we would like, so the next best thing
for getting a feeling for Prochlorococcus is through culturing, which brings these beautiful marine organisms
into the sphere of human experience, growing on the scale of our days and weeks, changing clear seawater
to a rich bright green visible to the photon gathering powers of our human eyes. We do not have complete
control over Prochlorococcus in culture, and the isolation of strains is as still substantial and risky
undertaking, but we are moving towards a more intentional and routine Prochlorococcus isolation and culturing
techniques.
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Supplemental Figures and Tables

Supplemental Figure S2.1. First visible high density

cultures
Prochlorococcus cultures are largely identical in

appearance, with some variation in a yellow-to-green

color range, turbidity shifts in dense or old cultures

and color intensity, varying with light conditions and

density. Visual inspection is efficient for monitoring

growth of large numbers of slow growing cultures that

reach high density. Bulk chlorophyll fluorescence

detection is slightly more sensitive than the eye (by

about half an order of magnitude), and flow cytometry

is much more sensitive (about four orders of
magnitude). A culture that reaches this density is

much easier to work with in practice, because routine

transfers can be performed at the right time without

instrument-based monitoring of growth.

Supplementary Table S2.1. HOEPhoR cruise isolation manifest: a Prochlorococcus enrichment kit

Materials Quantity Purpose

Acid washed, autoclaved squat Nalgene polycarbonate bottles, 25ml 14 Hold enrichments

Acid washed, autoclaved round bottom Nalgene polycarbonate tubes, 30ml 18 Hold enrichments

Acid washed, autoclaved round bottom Nalgene polycarbonate tubes, 10ml 21 Hold enrichments

Acid washed reusable plastic gravity filtration units, 47mm diameter, Millipore 2 Size fractionation

Acid washed, autoclaved teflon bottles, 125ml 3 Sample water

6 square feet of window screening 1 Control light

1 square foot pieces of blue plastic gels 3 Control light

Filters: GF/C 1.2um, 47mm diameter, glass microfiber, Whatman 1 Size fractionation

Filters: GF/D 2.7um, 47mm diameter, glass microfiber, Whatman 1 Size fractionation

Filters: GF/F 0.7um, 47mm diameter, glass microfiber, Whatman 1 Size fractionation

Filters: Nucleopore track etch polycarbonate membrane 1.Oum, 47mm, Whatman 1 Size fractionation

Filters: Nucleopore track etch polycarbonate membrane 0.8um, 47mm, Whatman 1 Size fractionation

Filters: Polycarbonate membrane filters, 0.6um, 47mm, Poretics 1 Size fractionation

4by4 30ml test tube rack 1 Hold enrichments

4bylO 10ml test tube rack 1 Hold enrichments

LED book light, Mighty Bright 1 Ship enrichments

Teal lab tape, VWR 1 Organize

1 quart ziploc bag 5 Ship enrichments

1 gallon ziploc bag 5 Ship enrichments

Isolation lab notebook with references 1 Plans and record

Sodium pyruvate 100mM, 50 ml, 0.2 pm filter sterilized 1 Peroxide quencher

Sodium pyruvate 100uM, 40 ml, 0.2 pm filter sterilized 1 Peroxide quencher
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Materials Quantity Purpose

Sodium thiosulfate 100mM, 50ml, 0.2 pm filter sterilized 1 Peroxide quencher

Sodium thiosulfate 100uM, 40 ml, 0.2 pm filter sterilized 1 Peroxide quencher

Urea, 10mM, 60mt, 0.2 pm filter sterilized 1 N source

Ammonium chloride, 5mM, 60ml, 0.2 pm filter sterilized 1 N source

Sodium phosphate monobasic, 1mM, 60ml, 0.2 pm filter sterilized 1 P source

Sodium nitrite, 15mM, lOOml, 0.2 pm filter sterilized 1 N source

Urea, 100mM, 100ml, 0.2 pm filter sterilized 1 N source

Ammonium chloride, 50mM, 100ml, 0.2 pm filter sterilized 1 N source

Sodium phosphate monobasic, 10mM, 60ml, 0.2 pm filter sterilized 1 P source

looX Pro99/Pro2 Trace Metal Mix, 0.2 pm filter sterilized 1 Metal source

Supplemental Figure S2.2 Initial enrichment conditions for all seawater samples

Date Depth, Volum Filter Pro2 1/10 15uM Pyruvat Pyruvat Thiosul Thiosul Amin Nalid Trace

Name e Pro2 NO 2- e 1mM e luM fate fate o acid ixic Metal
luM P luM 1mM mix acid s

total

5/25 loom A 15 ml 1.0 pm V V V

5/25 100m B 15 ml 1.0 pm V V V

5/25 loom C 15 ml 1.0 pm V V V

5/25 loom D 20 ml 1.0 pm V V V

5/25 loom E 20 ml 1.0 pm V V V

5/25 loom F 20 ml 1.0 pm V V V

5/25 100m G 7 ml 1.0 pm V V V

5/25 loom H 7 ml 1.0 pm V V V

5/25 loom I 7 ml 1.0 pm V V V

5/25 loom J 7 ml 1.0 pm V V V

5/28 125m A 15 ml 0.8 pm V V V

5/28 125m B 15 ml 0.8 pm V V V

5/28 125m C 15 ml 0.8 pm V V V

5/28 125m D 15 ml 0.8 pm V V V

5/28 125m E 20 ml 0.8 pm V V V

5/28 125m F 20 ml 0.8 pm V V V

5/28 125m G 20 ml 0.8 pm V V V

5/28 125m H 20 ml 0.8 pm V V V

5/28 125m 1 7 ml 0.8 pm V V V

5/28 125m J 7 ml 0.8 pm V V V

5/28 125m K 7 ml 0.8 pm V V V

5/28 125m L 7 ml 0.8 pm V V V

5/29 125m 15 ml 0.8 pm V pre-inc V

Aaa I I ___ _
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Date Depth, Volum Filter Pro2 1/10 l5uM Pyruvat Pyruvat Thiosul Thiosul Amin Nalid Trace
Name e Pro2 N02- e 1mM e luM fate fate o acid ixic Metal

luMP luM 1mM mix acid s
total

5/29 125m 15 ml 0.8 pm V pre-inc V V
B aa

5/29 125m 7 ml 0.8 pm V V pre-inc V
Caa

5/29 125m 7 ml 0.8 pm V V pre-inc V V
Daa

5/29 125m Eaa 7 ml 0.8 pm V V pre-inc V

5/29 125m Faa 7 ml 0.8 pm V pre-inc V

5/29 125m 7 ml 0.8 pm V pre-inc V V
Gaa

6/2 150m A 15 ml 0.8 pm V V

6/2 150m B 15 ml 0.8 pm V V

6/2 150m C 15 ml 0.8 pm V V

6/2 150m D 15 ml 0.8 pm V 100n V V
M

6/2 150m E 15 ml 0.8 pm V 100n V
I_ I I M

6/2 150m F 20 ml 1.0 pm V V V

6/2 150m G 20 ml 1.0 pm V V V

6/2 150m H 20 ml 1.0 pm V V V

6/2 150m I 20 ml 1.0 pm V V V

6/2 150m J 20 ml 1.0 pm V V

6/2 150m Kl 20 ml 1.0 pm V 100n V
I_ M

6/2 150m K2 20 ml 1.0 pm V V V

6/2 150m L 20 ml 1.0 pm V V 100n V
M

6/2 150m M 20 ml 1.0 pm V V 100n V V
M

6/2 150m N 7 ml 1.0 pm V V

6/2 150m 0 7 ml 1.0 pm V V 100n V
M

6/2 150m P 7 ml 1.0 pm V V V

6/2 150m Q 7 ml 1.0 pm V V V

6/2 150m R 7 ml 1.0 pm V V V

6/2 150m S 7 ml 1.0 pm V V V

6/2 150m T 20 ml 1.0 pm V V 100n V
I_ II_ I I M

6/2150 m U 7 ml none V V V V
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Filter: pore size of polycarbonate filter used to remove larger phytoplankton, bacteria and detritus from seawater used
for Prochiorococcus enrichments. Polycarbonate filters have defined pore sizes useful for size fractionation; all filtration
was performed with GF/C glass fibre filter backing filters (nominal cutoff size of fiber matrix - 1.2pm).
All samples TM: Amino acid mix? Pro2: phosphate, ammonia, urea 1/10 Pro2
15ml samples in 30ml widemouth nalgene polycarbonate bottles, 20ml samples in 30 ml tube oakridge polycarbonate,
7ml samples in 10 ml tube oakridge polycarbonate.
pre-inc amino acids: different kind of experiment, inspired by recent work on amino acid use by Prochlorococcus:
unfiltered seawater was incubated 24 hours with 500 uM amino acid mix, exposed to 1 pmol photons m-2s 1 irradiance,
room temperature, then filtered through 0.8pm polycarbonate filter (with GF/C glass fibre backing filter); these
samples had many heterotrophs, but also some healthy Pro made it back to shore. None grew to high density
Prochlorococcus enrichments.

Supplementary Table S2.3. LLIV Strains isolated and purified from HOE-PhoR cruise samples

Strains1  Original Axenic Genome Clone group3  Official name 4
sample2  sequence

8E2 150m S Yes Yes clone 1320

8C5 150m S Yes Yes clone 1323

3E4 150m S Yes Yes unique MIT1312ax

3F8 150m S Yes Yes type clone 1323 MIT1323ax

4E3 150m S Yes Yes unique MIT1318ax

2E3 150m S Yes Yes type clone 1320 MIT1320ax

4C5 150m S Yes Yes unique MIT1327ax

7E6 150m S Yes Yes unique MITl306ax

10D5 150m S Yes Yes clone 1323

14G2 150m N Yes Yes type clone 1342 MIT 1342ax

4C2 150m N Yes Yes clone 1342

4C3 150m N Yes Yes clone 1342

9C5 150m S Yes Yes clone 1323

8F2 150m N Yes Yes clone 1342

2D8 150m N Yes Yes clone 1342

2B9 150m N Yes Yes clone 1342

6E5 150m N Yes Yes clone 1342

13E5 150m N No Yes unique MIT1313

8B5 150m S Yes No unique MIT1303ax

8C2 150m N Yes Yes clone 1342

20E4 150m N Yes No ITS identical to clone group 1342 unknown

1B3 150m N Yes No ITS identical to clone group 1342 unknown
1 Strain designations based on name of plate and well, each representing one green well from dilution experiment
successfully propagated as a batch culture, listed in order of appearance of green wells (over several months).
2 Refers to original enrichment - two dilution experiments were performed. 150m S was prior to dilution grown in and
diluted in Pro2 media based on Hawaii seawater + lpM thiosulfate; dilution experiment conducted in a continuous
light incubator. 150mN was grown in and diluted in Pro99 based on Woods Hole Vineyard Sound seawater; diel
cycling incubator used for dilution experiment.
I Based on genome sequencing, strains assigned to clone groups, if highly similar.
4 Each unique lineage (one type strain for each clone group) received an official MIT strain name; ax for axenic.
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Abstract

High-light-inducible (hli) genes encode a family of small photosystem-associated, chlorophyll-binding

cyanobacterial stress response proteins. Genomes from different clades of the globally abundant marine

cyanobacterium Prochlorococcus vary widely in the number of hli family member genes they carry, from 8 to

43 per genome. These genes likely play a role in niche adaptation within Prochiorococcus, as well as

differentiating Prochlorococcus from other cyanobacteria. Many Prochlorococcus-infecting phages also carry hh

genes, related to a distinct subset within host gene diversity. Here we trace the evolutionary dynamics of hM

genes in Prochlorococcus, the closely related marine cyanobacterium Synechococcus, and the phage that infect

them, by examining the distribution and diversity of hi genes in cultured strains and DNA from the wild.

The number of hi genes and the assortment of sequence variants differ between the genetically and

ecologically distinct clades (ecotypes) that make up the Prochlorococcus radiation and also between closely

related strains within ecotypes. The genomic context, distributions across taxa, sequence variants and

phylogenies of hh genes suggest that duplications, rearrangements and horizontal gene transfers have played

a role in generating their complex distribution, and that high numbers of hi genes in different ecotypes

arose through a combination of shared history and independent events. The arrangement of Prochlorococcus

hi genes into head-to-tail tandem arrays appears to facilitate shuffling of different combinations of genes

and the gain and loss of hs in multi-gene sets. We also expanded analyses of the light shock response of

cultures developing the idea that certain ecotypes are more tolerant of intense, transient light shock than

others. This phenotype corresponds roughly with the number of hh genes in the genomes, along with other

high-light related genes, consistent with the hypothesis that hh genes might play a role in adaptations to

fluctuating light conditions, especially in the low-light preferring but high-light tolerant LLI ecotype. The hh

genes of Prochlorococcus have a complex history of expansion, varying in number over several time scales in

Prochlorococcus evolution, an exception to the paradigm of genome streamlining and loss of paralogs in

oligotrophic marine bacteria with small genomes.
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3.1 Introduction

Prochlorococcus diversity enables its broad distribution over space and depth

The cyanobacterium Prochlorococcus plays a central role in the cycling of nutrients and flow of energy

through oligotrophic marine ecosystems (Partensky et al. 1999a). At different sites across its habitat range in

the tropical and subtropical open oceans, Prochlorococcus contributes 5-80% of phytoplankton primary

productivity, often reaching densities of 105 cells/ml or 10% of the bacterial population, for an estimated

1027 cells globally (Goericke and Welschmeyer, 1993, Liu et al. 1997, Li, 1994, Partensky et al. 1999a,

Flombaum et al. 2013). Its abundance and broad distribution is enabled in part by traits that make

Prochlorococcus particularly adapted to the low nutrient concentrations of the open oceans, such as its small

size, and by its diversity, supporting survival of different Prochlorococcus under many conditions changing

over time, depth and geography (Moore et al. 1998, Scanlan et al. 2009, Biller et al. 2014, Partensky and

Garczarek, 2010, Kashtan et al., 2014). At the broadest scale of this diversity, Prochlorococcus can be divided

into genetically and ecologically distinct ecotypes (Figure 3.1), the low-light adapted (LL, clades LLI-VII) and

high-light adapted (HL, clades HLI-VI), based on depth distributions, pigment characteristics, phylogenetic

relationships, and, for clades with cultured representatives, the range and optima for growth as a function of

light intensity (Urbach and Chisholm, 1998, Moore et al., 1998, Moore et al., 1999, Rocap et al., 2002).

Med4
- A1 HLI

NATL A

MITOBO1

LLII/III

M1T1323

MITO7O1
MMT9303

8 I3 LLIV
M1T9313

M1T1302

asMIT 1320
M1T1342

WHS1O2

0.2

Figure 3.1. Prochiorococcus ecotypes, phylogeny and genomes
Phylogenetic structure of Prochlorococcus ecotypes using the DNA gyrase subunit B gene, a good marker for
Prochiorococcus phylogenetic resolution (Muhling, 2012), including all available sequenced genomes. The low-light (LL)

adapted ecotypes are more deeply branching; the high-light (HL) adapted ecotypes form a derived clade. Maximum
likelihood phylogeny, 100 bootstrap replicates, at nodes. Outgroup Synechococcus WH8102.
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The high-light adapted strains are capable of growth at higher light intensities, grow faster at higher light

intensities, and are unable to grow at very low light intensities, compared to low light adapted strains

(Moore et al., 1999). Functional variation in temperature adaptation differentiates some ecotypes, and at

finer scales of phylogenetic diversity, within ecotypes, differences in nutrient uptake traits enable

Prochlorococcus populations to adapt across their many chemically distinctive ocean habitats (Zinser et al.,

2007, Martiny et al., 2009, Coleman and Chisholm 2007, Scanlan et al., 2009).

Adaptation to changing light conditions distinguishes one Prochlorococcus clade

The surface of the open ocean is characterized by a mixed layer, tens of meters deep, created by

turbulent mixing processes, identified by its uniform temperature, salinity and density, which is vertically

mixed on the timescale of a few days (de Boyer Montegut et al., 2004, Brainerd and Gregg, 1995, Denman

and Gargett, 1983). Seasonal temperature changes result in variations in the depth of this mixed layer,

negligible in some regions and over 100m in others, with the deepest mixed layers occurring in the winter at

seasonally variable sites (Malmstrom et al., 2010, Giovannoni and Vergin, 2012, Bathen, 1972). Field

observations of Prochlorococcus ecotype distributions show that one ecotype, the LLI cdade, often persists

during deep winter mixing events, when other LL ecotypes all but disappear (Johnson et al., 2006, Zinser et

al., 2007, Malmstrom et al., 2010, Giovannoni and Vergin, 2012). Deep mixing brings many changes in the

physical, chemical and biological aspects of a cell's surroundings, including exposure to light. The light

environment of Prochlorococcus spans four orders of magnitude in photon flux, from the surface to the base

of the euphotic zone (Moore et al., 1999, Zinser et al., 2007). Superimposed on diel cycling, a cell in the

mixed layer can experience daily variation in light due to vertical mixing of one order of magnitude in a

stratified water column, or 2-4 orders of magnitude during deep mixing events (Figure 3.2, Denman and

Gargett, 1983). Below the mixed layer, where LL populations typically reach their maximum population

sizes under stratified conditions, the light field is relatively stable, although other mechanisms can vertically

perturb these water parcels, including eddies, upwelling and internal waves (Denman and Gargett, 1983).

Fraction of surface irradiance
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Figure 3.2. The physical light environment of

100 Prochlorococcus
A simplified scheme for the Prochlorococcus light

environment: the idealized extinction of

photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) over the

water column for 2 typical values of the PAR

extinction coefficient measured in the oceans in

regions with Prochlorococcus (Morel et al., 2007,
Flombaum et al., 2013). A Kd(PAR) value of 0.1m1

corresponds to moderately productive ocean

conditions (e.g. upwelling near continents or the

equator); 0.05m" is typical of oligotrophic habitats.

Examples of mixed layer depths are shown for

stratified and well-mixed water columns representing

a seasonal range, although values differ significantly

with location (Giovannoni and Vergin, 2012, de

Boyer Montegut et al., 2004). Vertical advection in

the mixed layer occurs over tens of meters over hours

or days (Denman and Gargett, 1983).
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While absorbing light is an essential part of life for a photoautotroph, excess light can damage the
photosystem, slowing or stopping photosynthesis, and generate reactive oxygen species, causing damage
throughout the cell (Adir et al., 2003, Long et al., 1994). Shifts in light not only affect the energy balance of
the cell, but can also cause stress, photoinhibition and sometimes cell death, so life in fluctuating light
presents a challenge (Long et al., 1994, Tikkanen et al., 2012). HL Prochlorococcus strains survive intense,
transient light shocks, while most LL strains do not, with the exception of the LLI ecotype (Malmstrom et
al., 2010, Six et al., 2004, Kettler, 2011). The LLI ecotype shares some features of its light physiology with
other LL clades, including optimal growth at low-to-moderate light intensity and the ability to grow at very
low light intensities that do not support HL ecotypes (Zinser et al., 2007). However, the LLI ecotype often
has an intermediate depth distribution in stratified water columns, peaking in abundance deeper than the
HL ecotypes but above other LL Prochlorococcus and sometimes appearing in the mixed layer with the HL, so
it is sometimes referred to as an intermediate light ecotype (Johnson et al., 2006, Zinser et al., 2006, Zinser
et al., 2007, Malmstrom et al., 2010, Partensky and Garczarek, 2010). The genomic GC content and
phylogenetic position of the LLI clade is also intermediate between the HL and other LL (Kettler et aL.,
2007).

With the advent of genomics, one striking feature distinguishing the LLI clade emerged - high
numbers of high-light inducible (hli) family genes. These genes are multicopy in all cyanobacteria, but in
Prochlorococcus the number of hU genes varies widely by ecotype, 8-15 in most LL genomes, 15-25 in HL
genomes, and 25-43 in the LLI clade (Kettler et al., 2007, Bhaya et al., 2002, Coleman and Chisholm 2007,
this work). HLi genes are small proteins involved in the cyanobacterial response to many stresses, which are
in the chlorophyll A/B binding (CAB) superfamily that includes the light harvesting antennae of plants,
(Dolganov et al., 1995, Muramatsu and Hihara, 2012, Engelken et al., 2010). The first high-light inducible
gene was named for its rapid increase in expression after a shift to high light (Synechococcus elongatus

PCC7942 hA), and functional work supports a critical role for these genes in light shock and acclimation
to high light (Dolganov et al. 1995, He et al., 2001). However, subsequent work, primarily in the major
cyanobacterial model strain Synechocystis PCC6803, revealed that hU genes are also induced in response to
nutrient starvation (nitrogen and sulfur) and low temperature, and that they can be expressed under low
light conditions, resulting in an alternate nomenclature of small CAB-like proteins, scp genes (Dolganov et
al., 1995, He et al., 2001, Funk and Vermaas, 1999).

What is the function of hli genes?
The precise function of the proteins in the hi family are still a subject of active research, but there

has been extensive genetic and biochemical exploration of these genes in freshwater model cyanobacteria,
developing several ideas about their roles in the cell. Synechococystis PCC 6803 has 4 hl genes (hliA, B, C, D
or scp C, D, B, E, Funk and Vermaas, 1999, He et al., 2001). A mutant with all four of these genes knocked
out cannot survive low- to high-light transitions that the wild type can, but the genes are not essential for
growth under low-light conditions (He et al., 2001). In these Synechococystis experiments, low-light generally
refers to something around 40 gmol photons m-2s, a value well below the saturating irradiance for growth,

and high-light refers to something that would be high in the environment, near, at or slightly above the
optimal light for acclimated Synechococystis growth, e.g 300 gmol photons m-2s4 (Muramatsu and Hihara,
2012, Kopecni et al., 2012). Full midday midlatitude sunlight is around 2000 gmol photons mr 2s0, rapidly
attenuating under water (e.g. Figure 3.2). Because cells take time to acclimate to different light conditions,
during transitions to higher light, a cell can experience photodamage and photoinhibition even under light
conditions compatible with growth, but hli genes seem to help with this process (Muramatsu and Hihara,
2012).
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HRi proteins have been shown to be physically associated with both photosystem I (PSI) (Wang et al

2008) and photosystem II (PSII) (Yao et al., 2007, Kufryk et al., 2008, Promnares et al., 2006), photosystem

assembly intermediates (Promnares et al., 2006, Yao et al., 2007, Knoppova et al., 2014), and each other

(Storm et al, 2008, Yao et al., 2007). The chlorophyll-containing DI protein in the oxygen evolving complex

of photosystem II sustains particularly heavy damage during high light stress, and a key part of the cell's

response to excess light is the rapid replacement of damaged D1 protein (reviewed in Nixon et al 2010, Adir

et al., 2003, Muramatsu and Hihara, 2012). Based on the reduction of chlorophyll half-life in hh knockout

mutants, and other findings, one functional hypothesis is that hUs may bind chlorophyll to prevent its

degradation during D1 protein replacement, enabling recycling of chlorophyll and repair of damaged

chlorophyll (Yao et al., 2012, Vavilin et al., 2007, Nixon et al., 2010, Storm et al., 2008, Promnares et al.,
2006, Yao et al., 2007, Chidgey et al., 2014). During light stress, the 4xhh knockout strain produces more

singlet 02, one of the toxic products of free chlorophyll photochemistry, which led to the idea that hs may

be protecting the cell from the generation of reactive oxygen species by free chlorophyll, simultaneously

protecting and disarming this powerful molecule (Sinha et al., 2012, Latifi et al. 2009, Apel and Hirt, 2004).

Carotenoids, photoprotective pigments, have also been found associated with hh proteins (Daddy et al.,

2015, Storm et al., 2008). These pigments act as energy scavengers; in this context, they could be dissipating

energy absorbed by the chlorophyll bound to the hhi protein, or they could be protecting the photosystem by

absorbing light directly (Chidgey et al., 2014, Promnares et al., 2006, Yao et al., 2007). The hh knockout

accumulates the chlorophyll precursor chlorophyllide (which is also a chlorophyll damage product) and has

reduced chlorophyll concentrations, consistent with impaired chlorophyll recycling in the absence of hh

genes or possibly a role for hs in the regulation of chlorophyll synthesis (Yao et al., 2012, Havaux et al.,
2003, Xu et al., 2002a and 2002b).

Are there specific roles for different hh proteins?
The four different hUs of Synechococystis have distinct, but overlapping roles. In expression

measurements over a range of conditions, hliA, hliB and hliC show similar profiles, but hliD is different

(He et al., 2001). In protein sequence, Synechococystis hliA and hliB are similar proteins, the product of a

relatively recent duplication, and the other two are divergent (Funk and Vermaas, 1999). Among the many

Prochlorococcus hh genes it is possible to identify five in each genome that are more closely related to these

characterized Synechococystis proteins (Figure 3.3B, Lindell et al. 2004, Bhaya et al., 2002, Kettler, 2011). In

Synechococystis, hh mutants have growth defects in high light, but the quadruple knockout has a more severe

phenotype than single, double or triple mutants, indicating some functional redundancy among these

proteins (Havaux et al, 2003, He et al. 2001, Wang et al. 2008). Elegant recent work has led to a more

refined understanding of the functional roles of specifically hliC and hUD (Chidgey et al., 2014, KnoppovA et

al., 2014). Most photosystem proteins are synthesized on membrane-bound ribosomes and cotranslationally

inserted into the thylakoid membrane, and chlorophyll is cotranslationally inserted into apoproteins

(reviewed in Sobotka, 2013). HU proteins assist in this process through the delivery and insertion of

chlorophyll into newly synthesized apoproteins (Chidgey et al., 2014). Immunoprecipitation of chlorophyll

synthase (chIG), an integral membrane protein that performs the last step in chlorophyll synthesis, showed

that it is associated with hliD, as well as ribosomes, the SecY/YidC machinery that inserts the proteins into

the membrane, and Ycf39, a PSII assembly factor (Chidgey et al., 2014). Ycf39 forms a complex with hliC,

hliD, chlorophyll and beta carotenoid, which transiently associates with PSII assembly intermediates

(KnoppovA et al., 2014). This Ycf39/HliC/HliD complex is thought to safely deliver chlorophyll, both new

and recycled, to newly synthesized DI protein, and also to protect the new D1 and nascent photosystem

from light damage, a process of increased importance during the rapid DI turnover and PSII repair of light

shock conditions (KnoppovA et al., 2014, Chidgey et al., 2014).
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Basic properties of hLi genes

The hLi gene family encompasses a broad level of protein diversity, united by a small number of

conserved features. These proteins are short, mostly between 30-90 amino acids (Figure 3.3C). They share a

conserved transmembrane helix hydrophobic domain and a chlorophyll binding motif, common to all CAB

superfamily proteins, and their N-terminal region is highly variable, in

composition (Figure 3.3A; Hess et al., 2001, Dolganov et al., 1995, He

results in very low protein identity among some members of the family
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Figure 3.3. Basic Properties of diverse hli proteins: all the hli genes from four cyanobacterial genomes

(A) Multiple alignment of all the hlis from four genomes: one marine Synechococcus, WH8102, one Prochlorococcus,

the LLII SS120, and the two freshwater model cyanobacteria in which most hMi biochemistry has been done,

Synechococcus elongatus PCC7942 and Synechocystis PCC6803 (colored by genome). Alignment colored by

hydrophobicity - shows transmembrane domain, and tinted by conservation, residues with conservation about 15%

are tinted, more intense colors are more conserved. Sequences are ordered based on a refined UPGMA clustering

(muscle), shown at left of distance matrix in (B). This is not a robust phylogeny, which would be difficult to infer

from proteins this diverse. hs are annotated in published databases, either Cyanobase or NCBI. Protein percent

identity calculated as identical residues/(aligned residues + internal gaps). (C) Length distributions for these genes.
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hh evolution in the Prochlorococcus flexible genome and in phages
Phages infecting marine cyanobacteria often carry host-derived genes (referred to as auxiliary

metabolic genes or host/phage shared genes), including photosynthesis genes, which are collectively thought

to enhance cellular metabolism during infection toward the production of more phage (Sullivan et al.,

2003, Mann et al., 2003, Clokie and Mann, 2006,Thompson et al., 2011b). H4 genes are in this group,

found in the genomes of many phage infecting Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus. During infection, phage-

encoded hi genes are expressed and host-encoded hU genes are induced, likely both contributing to an

expanded pool of hli transcripts and proteins (Lindell et al., 2005, Lindell et al., 2007). Prochlorococcus h

genes can be broadly divided into two groups, those that cluster with orthologs in freshwater cyanobacteria

and occur as single copy core genes in Prochlorococcus, and those that cluster with phage genes, without close

homologs in freshwater species, and occur in multiple copies per genome (Lindell et al., 2004, Bhaya et al,

2002, Kettler, 2011). Some of the multicopy Prochlorococcus h proteins have a highly conserved C-terminal

motif, not found in freshwater his, which suggests a unique evolutionary trajectory of the hh proteins of

Prochlorococcus, and the possibility of altered function or binding partners specific to this group of proteins

(TGQIIPGF/IF, Bhaya et al, 2002). Based on their distribution across Prochlorococcus ecotypes and proposed
functions, it has been hypothesized that the copy number and sequence variation in Prochlorococcus hh genes
are part of the genomic adaptation behind light physiology differences between Prochlorococcus ecotypes: the
light-shock tolerance of LLI strains and general high-light adaptation of HL strains (Bhaya et al. 2002,

Coleman and Chisholm, 2007, Kettler et al, 2007).
Each Prochlorococcus genome has between 1,900 and 3,000 total genes (Kettler et al., 2007, Biller et

al., 2014). About 1,200 of these genes that are shared by all Prochlorococcus make up the Prochlorococcus core

genome, required by all Prochlorococcus, containing essential gene and genes needed for common stress

conditions, defining the genus (Kettler et al., 2007, Biller et al., 2015). The rest of the genes in each genome
are part of what is called the flexible genome, varying from strain to strain, including genes related to

specific environmental conditions, and these genes occur in hyper-variable genomic islands (Coleman et al.,
2006). Together, the core genome and all the flexible genes of all Prochlorococcus make up a set of genes that

is called the pan-genome, which currently stands at 13,000 genes for Prochlorococcus, based on the genomes

sampled so far, and probably contains thousands more genes in the wild (Biller et al., 2015, Baumdicker et
al., 2012, Tettelin et al., 2005). Multicopy hM genes are often found in Prochlorococcus genomic islands,

where gene gain and loss in the Prochlorococcus flexible genome occurs (Coleman et al, 2006, Kettler 2011).

In these islands, h genes are often arranged in tandem, with multiple hli genes in a row, head to tail,

structures which may enable coordinated expression and duplication or transfer of multiple hlis at once
(Bhaya et al., 2002). In a recent study of fine-scale evolution, hUs were among the small number of genes

which distinguished co-occurring subpopulations of closely related HLII Prochlorococcus, very recent change
compared to ecotype differentiation, but old enough to represent fixed differences among subpopulations,

likely a product of selection (Kashtan et al. 2014).

HU gene expression in Prochlorococcus

HU genes are an important part of the Prochlorococcus expression response to stress, with some

members of the gene family differentially expressed in almost every perturbation experiment to date, as in

Synechococystis, including nitrogen starvation, phage infection, iron starvation, and of course, changing light

intensity and color (see Supplemental Figure S3.2 for a summary; Berg et al., 2011, Steglich et al. 2006;
Tolonen et al. 2006; Lindell et al. 2007; Thompson et al. 2011 a). The only two exceptions were carbon-

oxygen ratio manipulation and phosphorus starvation experiments, where MU genes did not play a

significant part in the response (Bagby et al. 2015, Martiny et al. 2009). In two instances, specific regulatory

sequences have been detected upstream of hli genes, the NtcA nitrogen regulator in Prochlorococcus genomes
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(Tolonen et al. 2006), and the pho box phosophorus-uptake master regulator in phage (Kelly et al. 2013),
indicating that hli gene expression is likely a coordinated part of these major stress-response regulons. Across
these experiments, overlapping subsets of the hh gene family responded under different conditions, but in
all cases it was the Prochlorococcus-specific, multicopy hLi genes that respond to stress in Prochlorococcus, not

the single-copy hh genes more closely related to freshwater hlis (Supplemental Figure S3.2; Kettler, 2011). It
appears that the conserved, single copy, freshwater-shared genes are no longer responding to stress in
Prochlorococcus the way their orthologs in Synechocystis do, although they are maintained in the genome.
Perhaps the newer Prochlorococcus specific multicopy genes have taken the stress responsive part of hli

functionality, and the single copy freshwater-like genes provide housekeeping functions in chlorophyll
trafficking and photosystem assembly. Diel expression measurements, over the course of a day-night cycle in

a culture, indicate that the expression of hi genes is part of the daily cycle of gene expression in the cell
growing under optimal conditions, not just during stress, with different hli genes cycling in expression

throughout the light-dark cycle with different phases and amplitudes (Zinser et al., 2009). In a
metatranscriptomic study sampling over the course of the day-night cycle at 23m, near Hawaii where
Prochlorococcus is a major component of the community, 16 distinct Prochlorococcus hh gene clusters were
detected, again with peaks at different times over a day-night cycle, demonstrating that the expression of
these genes is a basic part of life for Prochlorococcus in surface waters (Ottesen et al. 2014).

An evolutionary framework for hli genes across Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and their phage
After observing the recurring importance of hh genes in many areas of Prochlorococcus biology,

particularly their copy number variation and connection to the unique properties of the LLI clade, we were
curious about the evolutionary dynamics of hh genes among Prochlorococcus. Our work is guided by the

following questions: How are hi gene variants distributed across genomes and ecotypes? How do the hli
genes in Prochlorococcus and marine Synechococcus compare, and what can this tell us about the ancestral state
and ecological roles of these genes? When, relative to the Prochlorococcus phylogeny, did duplications of
different hh genes occur? By what molecular mechanisms have hi complements changed through time? In
particular, how did the high copy number in the LLI arise? How often, and from which host clusters, have
phage acquired hli genes? To address these questions we first re-annotated hh genes across a large dataset of
culture-based and wild DNA, to build a consistent and comprehensive picture of the distribution of hs in
Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and their phage. To bring order to the many hh genes of Prochlorococcus, we
performed a clustering analysis, sorting them into sets of deeply branching orthologous proteins, so that we
could begin to treat them as the diverse and distinct proteins that they are, instead of a single group. This
exercise uncovered the nature and timing of expansions and major protein innovations over the course of
Prochlorococcus hh evolution. We then compared chromosomal arrangements and gene phylogenies within
these clusters to build hypotheses about the events giving rise to the observed hh genes, which include a

variety of evolutionary mechanisms. We also continued to explore ecotype light physiology, an important
part of the context for interpreting these genomic differences, and by screening additional strains for their
response to light shock, we gathered substantial additional support for the hypothesis that LLI strains are
more light shock tolerant than other LL adapted Prochlorococcus, as well as uncovering new features of the
response to light shock.
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3.2 Materials and Methods

Single-cell amplification, DNA sequencing and assembly
Cells from the Hawaii Ocean Time Series and Bermuda-Atlantic Time Series sites were collected as

described in (Kashtan et al., 2014 ), and sorted and amplified at the Bigelow Center for Single Cell

Genomics. Cells from the Eastern Tropical South Pacific oxygen minimum zone were collected in

November, 2010, during the CMORE BiG RAPA cruise, from 55m depth in the secondary chlorophyll

maximum of Station 1, in the OMZ. Each 1 ml seawater was mixed with 10% glycerol and flash frozen, then

stored at -80C. A single sample was thawed for this single-cell sort. Sequencing libraries were constructed as

described in Rodrigue et al., 2010, with epicentre phi29 DNA polymerase, and sequenced on the illumina

GAII and HiSeq platforms, in several batches. Raw data was trimmed based on base call quality scores (CLC

quality trim), adapters were removed using the cutadapt program, and genomes were assembled using

SPAdes 3.0.0.

Phage genomes selected for analysis
The phage genomes used in our analysis include all available genomes from phage isolated on

Prochlorococcus, and subgroup 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 Synechococcus, which are mostly marine, but also include a few

freshwater and brackish strains that are phylogenetically affiliated with marine groups. Likewise the phage

are mostly from marine (euryhaline) samples, but in a few cases came from brackish or freshwater samples,

but are phylogenetically affiliated with marine cyanophage or isolated off marine hosts.

Annotation of hli genes: Whole genome re-annotation and ORF calling

To ensure consistent annotations of hs and their surrounding genomic context, all sequences

(published and new) used in this study were first re-annotated using the Prokka annotation pipeline

(Seemann et al., 2014), which uses the prodigal gene caller (Hyatt et al., 2010) combined with provisional

functional annotation based on several protein databases, and runs a suite of external tools for

identification of additional features. Prokka was run using aragorn for tRNA/tmRNA identification (Laslett

and Canback, 2004), Barrnap for rRNA identification (vicbioinformatics.com/software.Barrnap.shtml),

specifying kingdom bacteria/virus depending on the sample, and otherwise with default settings, without

ncRNA or signal peptides searches and without the use of a genus-specific database.

Hh genes are occasionally missed by automated gene callers, due to their small size or because their

presence in genomic islands and horizontal transfer histories result in properties inconsistent with the

majority of the genome. Prodigal (Hyatt et al., 2010) builds training sets from the genome itself for start

codon preference, RBS motifs and distances, and incorporates information on GC content and

dinucleotide frequency, all of which could be out of character for a recently transferred gene. To ensure

sensitive detection of hh ORFs, we performed a second ORF calling method, a naive search for start/stop

codon pairs, allowing for alternate start codons TTG, GTO and CTG, retaining all ORFs longer than 30

amino acids and preferring the longest possible ORF faced with a choice of start codons. Many of the

products of this method are spurious ORFs or excessively long ORFs, and in general the prodigal method is

much better for accurately calling genes, but we used it only to expand our search set of possible hli proteins,

and it enabled the recovery of several additional hh genes per genome missed by prodigal, including a few

previously annotated ones. Different gene callers make different choices among possible start codons,
resulting in orthologous genes or identical with substantively different lengths. In all cases, where the naive

gene calls and prodigal gene calls shared a stop codon but differed in the choice of start codon, the more

informed prodigal gene calls were used.
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Annotation of hh genes: Building sets of hh genes as input for hidden Markov models
To identify hUs from our set of candidate ORFs, we used a set of hidden markov models (HMM)

constructed from a set of previously annotated hli genes, following the approach developed in Greg Kettler's
dissertation, with some modifications (Kettler 2011). Previous hh-specific studies have used motif searches
(Lindell et al. 2004) or a single HMM for all hl genes (Bhaya et al. 2002). These methods rely on the small
number of highly conserved residues to identify the genes, which is a good method. However, the motif
breaks down in some places, and we do not known enough biochemically to evaluate the meaning of such
events to place hard limits on the definition of an hh gene. So, we chose to use a gene-specific homology
based approach targeted for Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and phage hs, building custom HMMs based on
different clusters of genes from these taxa, so that the full length of the genes inform the homology search,
not just the small region of the genes that are conserved across all hUs.

We gathered the HMM input search data set from published annotations of his built using diverse
methods from past studies. We used 13 Prochlorococcus genomes, 11 Synechococcus genomes and 36
myophage and podophage isolated on Synechococcus or Prochlorococcus with annotated hlis (listed in
Supplementary Table 3.5). We took any gene in published versions of these annotations (downloaded from
ncbi databases) annotated as 'high-light inducible' or a variant thereof (HLIP, hh, CAB-like). To this set we
added any gene in a Version 3 ProPortal Prochlorococcus/Synechococcus ortholog cluster (Kelly et al., 2012) for
which one member of the clusters was annotated in the ProPortal functional notes as a high-light inducible
gene (or variant). Some of these past annotations were motif-based, some homology based, using different
databases available over time.

Next, we wanted to sort these proteins into different sequence clusters representing different
orthologs; published ortholog clusters with homology and length settings chosen for most genes did not
perform well on this gene family, overclustering and underclustering different parts of hh diversity. The full
set of these protein sequences were aligned with the gap-friendly global alignment MAFFT parameter set
'einsi' (Katoh et al;, 2013), and roughly phlyogenetically clustered using the FastTree maximum likelihood
approximation (Price et al., 2010). Sub-clusters of this tree were identified first using taxa distributions,
based on the idea that ancient orthologs are distributed across more taxa. This led to approximate 30%
identity cutoffs between sequence groups. We inspected these potential clusters as multiple sequence
alignments (MAFFT-einsi) to assess shared conserved residues in the variable N terminal region, indicating
gene-wide homology beyond the hh motif region. These groups of related genes that could be aligned over
their full length were used as search inputs for HMM, 16 different groups of hl genes. Any genes in clusters
with fewer than three examples were left out of these models.

One additional set of genes was necessary to avoid misclassifying the ferrochelatase gene as an hh.
Ferrochelatase catalyzes the insertion of iron into protoporphyrin to produce heme, a critical branch point
between heme and chlorophyll synthesis in protoporphyrin metabolism (Sobotka et al., 2008). In
cyanobacteria, the primary catalytic domain of ferrochelatase is homologous to other bacterial ferrochelatase
genes, but the enzyme contains an additional domain highly similar to hh genes (likely derived from a gene
fusion), hypothesized function as a regulatory domain influencing ferrochelatase activity, perhaps based on
chlorophyll binding (Funk and Vermaas, 1999, Sobotka et al., 2008, Storm et al., 2013). This domain is still
similar to hli genes, causing some confusion in annotations based on homology, especially in single cells
which contain many partial genes. We built a HMM using 12 ferrochelatase genes spanning Prochlorococcus

diversity. The gene is sufficiently conserved that the Prochlorococcus genes identify the ferrochelatase in every
Synechococcus genome as well. We used this information to exclude ferrochelatase genes from our hl
analyses.
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Annotation of hli genes: implementation of hidden Markov models for hli annotation
To build HMMs, we aligned each group of hl genes with with MUSCLE 3.6 with default

parameters, converted to Stockholm alignment format with BioPython (Cock et al., 2009), and ran

hmmbuild (part of HMMer 3.0) with default parameters (Finn et al., 2010, Edgar et al., 2004). We ran

hmmsearch (version 3.0) with e-value cutoff (-domE) 0.001 to identify significant matches to each hi gene

cluster (Finn et al., 2010).

h4 motif searching for comparison and additional classification
We performed several motif searches to place our annotation and hh clustering results in the

context of past work and assess conservation of key residues. In the following motifs, "x" represents any one

amino acid and "/" means 'or.' These searches include (i) the motif most recently used for systematic

annotation of hli genes: a match of at least six of 10 amino acids in the motif AExxNGRxAMIGF (Lindell et

al. 2004 and Kettler et al. 2007), (ii) a related motif referenced in certain hh ncbi genbank annotations,

citing Bhaya et al., 2002, visible in that paper's alignments but not explicitly discussed, ExxNGxxAMxG,

(iii) the motif identified as common in the C-terminal of certain Prochlorococcus hli proteins, TGQIIPGF/IF
and (iv) the biochemically supported CAB chlorophyll binding motif ExxN/HxR, which is sufficient for

chlorophyll binding, even in a tiny peptide (Eggink and Hoober 2000). All motif searches were implemented

in BioPython, run on new and old hh annotations described above.

Clustering hh proteins to identify ortholog groups
After identifying a large set of possible hl genes through the above annotation processes, to identify

meaningfully similar groups of orthologs, we clustered raw gene finds based on a UPGMA clustering based

on pairwise global comparisons. This method does not rely on a multiple alignment, which we decided was

preferable after viewing many low quality multiple alignments of the dataset. We identified clusters based

on the topology of the UPGMA clustering, informed by the span of taxa in ancient orthologs, an

approximate 30% protein identity cutoff between ortholog clusters, and inspection of multiple sequence

alignments within clusters to assess the extent of conservation across full protein length. These came out

similar to the rough clustering used to build the HMM search clusters, but were not in all cases identical,

since many new genes were added to the set. These groupings are similar to the input search clusters

described above in construction of gene-by-gene HMMs, but not identical. In all the simpler cases, the same

clusters were recreated, just expanded with more data. We found it easier to re-cluster the data than to fit

all the new data into the old models, because some genes not in that previously annotated set were not

accounted for in the previous clustering, and some clusters were unstable with more data.

Prochlorococcus GyrB phylogeny
For the phylogeny in Figure 3.1 illustrating relationships among Prochlorococcus genomes used in this

study, we gathered gyrB DNA gyrase subunit B DNA sequences (from Prokka annotations described above).

This gene was chosen to build a rough idea of relationships among genomes because an analysis of marker

and core genes found that it does a good job of resolving phylogeny, is easy to align and generally agrees in

phylogenetic branching with other core genes and markers (Mfhling 2012). Sequences were aligned in

muscle v 3.8.31, using default settings, which performed well for this gene (Edgar, 2004a and Edgar 2004b).

Phylogeny was inferred using phyml, with the HKY model (allowing for different frequencies of nucleotides

and different transition and transversion rates), with an estimated proportion of fixed sites and four gamma

distributed rate categories, and 100 bootstrap replicates (Guindon et al., 2010).
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Note on ecotype assignments
It is useful to note that the ecotype nomenclature applied to Prochlorococcus has changed over time

and between publications. In some publications the ecotypes were referred to using an "e" before the name
of a type strain belonging to a particular clade (Ahligren et al., 2006, Zinser et al., 2007, Malmstrom et al.,
2010). Here we use the HL and LL followed by a number notation (West and Scanlan, 1999, Biller et al.,
2015), which has come to be accepted as a better naming scheme as more and more Prochlorococcus
sequences are gathered from the environment. Through clone libraries and metagenomic sequencing,
several clades have emerged that do not have cultured representatives, so the HL/LL terminology seems
more useful moving forward. The equivalencies between the old and new terminologies for our purposes
are: eMIT9313 = LLIV, eMIT9211 = LLIII, eSS 120 = LLII, eNATL or eNATL2A = LLI, eMed4 = HLI,
eMIT9312 = HLII. Here we refer to LLIVIII as a single group in some places; they are under-sampled groups
that we know little about (Biller et al., 2014), and they appear to be similar and form a larger clade by some
phylogenetic methods.

Light shock experiments: Basic culture conditions
For light shock experiments, Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus cultures were grown in batch culture in Pro99
media (Moore et al. 2007) made from Sargasso Sea water. A single batch of seawater collected in April 2013
was used for all experiments. Maintenance culture volumes ranged from 15-35ml, in borosilicate glass tubes.
Prior to shock experiments, cultures were acclimated for at least two months to growth at 21 0.5 *C and
27 3 pmol quanta m-2 S continuous illumination under white fluorescent lamps. Under these conditions,
all strains used grow consistently, though at different rates, and the light intensity is well below
photoinhibition levels (Moore et al., 1999, Zinser et al., 2007). Cultures were transferred to fresh media
with approximately 1 ml of culture diluted into 20 ml fresh media every 5-14 days, at late log phase, to avoid
stationary phase and keep cultures as near to continuously growing as possible. Growth was monitored
intermittently to determine transfer timing and acclimation status, and daily during experiments, using a
chlorophyll fluorometer (10-AU and TD-700 models, Turner Designs, Sunnyvale, CA).

Light shock experiments: Strains
All the strains used have sequenced genomes. We used axenic strains when available (WH8102ax,

WH7803ax, SBax, MIT9301ax, MIT0801ax, NATL1Aax, NATL2Aax, Med4ax, MIT9313ax), but to cover
the full range of Prochlorococcus ecotype diversity, we also included several nonaxenic strains (MIT9303,
SS120, MIT9211). Axenic cultures are difficult to obtain in Prochlorococcus, the result of diverse purification
methods with patchy results, but hopefully over time more axenic representatives from these clades will
become available (Moore et al. 2007, Berube et al. 2014). While not ideal, this work with nonaxenic strains
turned out to be somewhat fortuitous, revealing an interesting interaction between heterotrophs and light
shock, without entirely compromising our ability to study light shock in these strains (see Results). Axenicity
was monitored before and during each experiment using three different purity test broths, Marine Purity
Broth (Saito et al., 2002), ProMM (Berube et al., 2014) and ProAC (Morris et al., 2008), supplemented with
occasional checks by flow cytometry (BD/Cytopeia Influx). Strain identity was checked prior to experiments
via PCR and sequencing of the ITS marker region as in Rodrigue et al., 2009. Sequence was performed by
Eton Biosciences, Cambridge, MA.

Light shock experimental design
Additional lamps were used to create a high-light space in the same incubator used for acclimated

growth. The addition of numerous fans to normal incubator air flow was necessary to maintain even
temperature across these dramatic light gradients. For each light shock experiment, six identical cultures
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were inoculated from a single parent culture to a low but detectable initial target fluorescence, and allowed

to grow at 27 2 [tmol quanta m-2 s- for three days for Prochlorococcus or 1.5 days for the faster growing

Synechococcus strains, to establish exponential growth (to early- or mid-log phase) and separate the effects of

transfer and light shock. Three of the cultures were then moved to 300 15 [imol quanta m-2 s1 for four

hours of light shock, then returned to 27 2 [tmol quanta m-2 so, and monitored for one week (or more).

Daily measurements or samples were taken for bulk culture fluorescence, flow cytometry and fluorescence

induction and relaxation analysis for the first eight days of the experiment, or for fast-growing Synechococcus,

at twice the cadence for half the time (same number of samples), in all cases with additional samplings on

the day of the shock, one immediately before the shock and one immediately after. Bulk fluorescence
measurements were continued for at least 11 days after transfer, by which point most control cultures

reached stationary phase.
Light intensity was monitored regularly, several times throughout the course of each experiment,

using a photosynthetically active radiation sensor (LI-COR, Lincoln, NE), by vacating each rack position

and measuring where the center of the culture would sit, so our values describe ambient light, not

accounting for tube glass or water. Each strain was tested in turn in the same space, not at the same time,
due to space and volume constraints, but in the same incubator space, same conditions and similar timing.
Experimental culture volumes started at 35 ml, and were reduced to 25 ml after sampling; sampling was
limited because volumes less than this interfere with fluorescence readings in our fluorometers. For each

datapoint raw chlorophyll fluorescence measurements were modified by subtraction of average of triplicate

background readings of sterile media, and the contribution of this measurement's error was added in
quadrature with the sample standard deviation for plotted data error bars.

Co-culture experiment
For the co-culture experiment, we used the strain Alteromonas macleodii AIA, which was isolated from

Prochlorococcus NATL2A, has a sequenced genome and has been used extensively in co-culture experiments

(Allison Coe and Steven Biller, in preparation). This culture was grown up from frozen stock in ProMM

media, then inoculated into an axenic MIT9313ax culture. The co-culture was grown to log phase, allowing

the Prochlorococcus and Alteromonas to adjust to each other's presence, and used to inoculate six cultures at

the same initial fluorescence value (requiring slightly different dilutions). These were grown for three days

into log phase, alongside an axenic control. Then three of each treatment were exposed to light shock as

described above. Samples for flow cytometry and fast induction and relaxation fluorometry measurements

were taken for eight days after inoculation (not yet analyzed).
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3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Prochlorococcus response to light shock

Is light shock tolerance an ecotype specific trait?

The relationship between Prochlorococcus ecotypes, light physiology and relative abundance during

deep mixing events led to the hypothesis that the LLI clade tolerates changing light conditions better than

other low-light adapted strains (Zinser et al., 2007, Malmstrom et al., 2010, Kettler, 2011). It has been

suggested that the relatively high number of hh genes in LLI genomes may be a genomic adaptation

contributing to this phenotype (Malmstrom et al., 2010). The culture-based evidence establishing that LLI

strains tolerate severe transient light shocks better than other LL strains was based on a small set of type

strains representing broad ecotype classes (Malmstrom et al. 2010, Kettler et al. 2011). Here we explore the

light shock physiology of a set of strains representing all cultured ecotypes and multiple strains within

ecotypes (Table 3.1). We ask whether there is within-ecotype variation in light shock tolerance, or whether it

is truly an ecotype-wide trait. To put this in the larger context of picocyanobacterial evolution, we included

two marine Synechococcus strains, which tolerate higher light than Prochlorococcus (Mella-Flores et al. 2012,

Moore et al. 1995).

Table 3.1. Strains used in light shock experiments.

Strain1  Genus Clade Isolation region I Number of References3
depth hli genes 2

WH8102ax Synechococcus 5.IA III Sargasso Sea n/a 9 Palenik et al. 2003,
Waterbury et al. 1986

WH7803ax Synechococcus 5.B V North Atlantic 25m 10 Dufresne et al. 2008,
Waterbury et al. 1986

MIT9313ax Prochlorococcwi LLIV Gulf Stream 135m 10 Rocap et al. 2003, Moore et al. 1998

MIT9303 Prochlorococcus LLIV Sargasso Sea loom 10 Kettler et al. 2007, Moore et al. 1998

M I1 I P 11 o uxu 1.1 [H Equatorial Pacific 83m 13 Kettler et al. 2007, Moore et al. 1999

1 120 PJowulr I I II Sargasso Sea 120m 14 Dufresne et al. 2003,
Chisholm et al. 1992

NATLlAax Prochtorococcus LLI North Atlantic 30m 43 Kettler et al. 2007,
Partensky et al. 1993

NATL2Aax Prochtlrococcus LII North Atlantic 10m 43 Kettler et al. 2007, Scanlan et al. 1996

M lTO801ax Prochlorococcus LLI Sargasso Sea 40m 40 Biller et al. 2014

Med4ax Prochlorococcus HLI Mediterranean Sea 5m 24 Rocap et al. 2003, Moore et al. 1995

V Sargasso Sea 90m 17 Kettler et al. 2007, Rocap et al. 2002

I Western Pacific 40m 19 Biller et al. 2014, Shimada et al. 1995

lax following strain name denotes axenic; if missing, strain is non-axenic.
2Numbers are based on homology searches described later in this chapter. While precise numbers differ depending on method of
annotation, the trends of varying hli copy number across Prochlorococcus ecotypes are robust across different methods.
3Citations refer to genome publication and strain reference, in that order, which for one case is the same.
Colors correspond to ecotype designations, matched to Figure 3.1.
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Light shock experiments

We screened this diverse set of isolates for the ability to survive a severe transient increase in light

intensity, using timing and light conditions similar to those previously shown to be diagnostic for

differences between ecotypes (Malmstrom et al. 2010). For each light shock, cells acclimated to moderate

light (27 [tmol photons m-2s-), were moved for four hours to an order of magnitude brighter conditions

(300 [tmol photons m-2s- 1), then returned to the moderate light conditions of acclimation. This roughly

mimics the light shock corresponding to a trip up and down in the water column by tens of meters. We

monitored growth for a few days before the shock, to ensure cells were growing exponentially, and a few days

after, to assess the effect of light shock. All of these strains grow well at 27 [tmol photons m-2s 1, although

not at the same rates, and this level is well below photoinhibition light intensity for all strains (Zinser et al.

2007, Moore et al. 1995, Moore et al. 1999, Moore et al. 1998). HL Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus can

grow well at 300 [tmol photons m-2s 1, although in some cases it is above their optimal light for growth, but

LL strains, including LLI, cannot grow under these conditions (Zinser et al. 2007, Moore and Chisholm

1999).

Strains from the same ecotype have the same light shock response and LLI strains are shock-tolerant
Cultured representatives from the LLI and HL clades of Prochlorococcus and marine Synechococcus

fully tolerate this light shock, while the LLIVIII and LLIV representatives show signs of severe inhibition

(Figure 3.4). This finding is consistent with past work and supports the hypothesis that the LLI ecotype is

adapted to changing light conditions, compare to other LL strains (Malmstrom et al. 2010). Our data

support the idea that the light shock phenotype is shared across members of the same ecotype. The light

shock tolerant phenotype corresponds with high hi copy number across Prochlorococcus, consistent with the

predicted role of hMi genes in surviving this form of stress, although many other genomic features likely also

contribute to this phenotype. The marine Synechococcus tested have only a modest number of hh genes

(around 10), the same as LLIV Prochlorococcus; their ability to withstand high light likely occurs through

different mechanisms, since they have very different photosystems (Scanlan et al. 2009). Because we do not

have genetic tools for the creation of targeted knockouts in Prochlorococcus, we cannot directly test

relationships between genotype and phenotype. Nonetheless, this kind of exploration of natural variation in

phenotype, and its association with genotype, helps shape hypotheses about the significance of genomic

adaptations, and the functional implications of molecular diversity in the wild.

An unexpected result in this series of experiments was the difference in behavior between strains

from the LLIV clade and the LLI/III clades (Figure 3.4). The former nearly bleach after the light shock and

remain at fluorescence values near background for a week after the shock, while the latter lose fluorescence

for one day following the shock, then slowly recover, an intermediate phenotype. In the wild, LLII/III

populations sometimes reach their maximum abundance slightly above LLIV populations in stratified water

columns, which hints at a slightly different light physiology (Ahlgren et al., 2006, Maelstrom et al., 2010,

Zinser et al., 2006, Zinser et al., 2007). Both occur at vanishingly low concentrations during deep mixing

events, consistent with their distinct light-shock sensitive phenotype relative to other groups tested here.

These LLII/III genomes have several more hLi genes than the LLIV (Figure 3.8), consistent with the

hypothesis that these genes confer increased light shock tolerance. In the Prochlorococcus phylogeny, the LLIV

clade is the most deeply branching (sharing a common ancestor with the rest of Prochlorococcus the longest

time ago), followed by the LIIVIII, then the LI, and finally the more recently emerging HL clades. In this

context, it appears that more derived groups gradually acquired photoinhibition tolerance traits.
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Figure 3.4. Light shock response phenotypes across Prochlorococcus diversity
Each box represents one strain, grown at 27 Lmol photons mZs' for 3 days to exponential growth phase, exposed to

300 [tmol photons m-zs1 for 4 hours, and returned to previous conditions. Schematic phylogeny at right shows

relationships among ecotypes, in colors matching representative strains (see also Table 3.1 for these assignments).

Measurements represent bulk culture chlorophyll fluorescence of shocked cultures and control cultures growing

under constant light over time. Each point is an average of triplicate cultures, and error bars (some smaller than

points) represent standard deviation with an added noise component from the subtraction of background

measurements. The Synechococcus strains used here grow much faster than Prochlorococcus under these conditions. To

capture these cultures over exponential phase, samples were taken at twice the cadence, and the duration of the

experiment was half the time of the Prochlorococcus experiments, but the shock duration was still four hours. These

experiments were performed in a background of growth at continuous light, to avoid the complications of the cells'

shifting light physiology over a daily cycle.

Nature of the measurements

These data represent bulk chlorophyll fluorescence measurements of the shocked and control cultures. This

quantity is a product of photosystem quantity and functional state, shifting with the acclimation state of

cells and changes in photon exposure, but it increases proportionally with biomass when cells are in

balanced exponential growth. For the cultures that are relatively unaffected by light shock, bulk fluorescence
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dips over the course of the 4 hour shock, but recovers nearly to the level of the unshocked control after 24
hours, after which point exponential increases in fluorescence matches that of the control, in balanced
growth, indicating a return to growth after the shock. By contrast, for the LLII/III and LLIV strains bulk
fluorescence exhibits a continued decline at 24 hours, indicating a departure from balanced growth, and
cultures appear partially bleached, with very pale color compared to unshocked controls. We took
additional samples (not yet analyzed) that will help to disambiguate the effects of cell growth from
physiological responses to light shock: samples for flow cytometry, which enables cell counts and per cell
chlorophyll fluorescence measurements, and measurements with fast repetition rate fluorometry, which
probes photosynthetic efficiency and photosystem absorptive cross section. Nonetheless, we can infer that
the dramatic differences between ecotypes observed in bulk fluorescence patterns are indicative of different
light-shock response phenotypes, in some cases robustly tolerant, in other cases severely affected by this
perturbation.

Long term behavior after light shock of axenic and non-axenic low light cultures
One potentially complicating factor in these experiments is that three of the strains used from the

LLII/III (SS 120, MIT921 1) and LLIV (MIT9303) clades were not axenic (see Methods). The use of
nonaxenic strains was necessary to achieve our goal of exploring light shock across a broad phylogenetic
range of Prochlorococcus, because only one LLIV and no LLII/III strains were available as axenic cultures at
the time. While we might not expect heterotrophs to affect the immediate photophysiology of light shock,
the presence of certain heterotrophic bacteria is known to alleviate redox stress in Prochlorococcus cultures by
removing hydrogen peroxide, which Prochlorococcus does not encode the necessary enzymes to detoxify, and
perhaps through other unknown mechanisms as well (Morris et al. 2011, Morris et al. 2008). Hydrogen
peroxide might be among the many reactive oxygen species generated during photoinhibition (reviewed in
Nishiyama et al. 2006, Muramatsu and Hihara, 2012), so it is reasonable to imagine that heterotrophs could
interact with the effect of light shock on cells. Although we focused our sampling efforts on the days
immediately surrounding the light shock for our primary object of observing the cultures' response to light
shock, for most experiments we continued to take basic culture bulk fluorescence measurements for longer,
until cultures reached stationary phase. For all three nonaxenic LLIIVIII and LLIV strains tested, cultures
made a full recovery, after initial inhibition by light shock, while the one axenic LLIV strain, MIT9313ax
did not (Figure 3.5). This strain dropped to background and limit of detection on the fluorometer at which
point we stopped monitoring it; at the same time point in MIT9303, recovery had already begun. This

suggested to us the possibility that the presence of heterotrophs may be alleviating some of the stress of light
shock, enabling survival of at least some cells and detoxification of conditions to a sufficient degree to
support later growth. From this data alone, we cannot say whether this difference is definitely due to
heterotrophs, or genetic differences between strains, or if perhaps the axenic 9313 might have eventually
recovered if sampled longer. So we did a controlled experiment with an axenic strain and a heterotroph to
explore this phenomenon further.
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Figure 3.5. Long term behavior of cultures over light shock experiments with LLIIIII and LLIV clade strains.

For the same experiments described in Figure 3.16, some cultures were followed past the primary targeted time

range of the experiment, which reveals that some inhibited cultures eventually recover and grow, to the same

stationary phase culture fluorescence as the controls 1-3 weeks later. The first panel shows an axenic culture, which

we stopped monitoring when the shocked sample reached background fluorescence (culture cleared). The next three

show long term results for the three nonaxenic cultures used in these experiments, which we measured longer than

initially planned when they began to show recovery.

The effect of beneficial heterotrophs on light shock

We ran an experiment to address the hypothesis that the difference in recovery after light shock

between our two LLIV strains could be due to the presence of heterotrophs and to determine the extent to

which heterotrophic bacteria influence light shock response behavior. We intentionally contaminated the

LLIV axenic strain MIT93l3ax with a 'helper' contaminant isolated off another nonaxenic Prochlorococcus

culture (Ateromonas AIA from NATLIA), which has been previously used in co-culture experiments (Steve

Biller and Allison Coe, personal communication). The axenic strain was bleached following light shock, and

did not recover. In contrast, the presence of the helper heterotroph resulted in eventual full recovery of the

co-culture following light shock (Figure 3.6). This supports the idea that contaminating heterotrophs could

be responsible for the long term recovery from light shock observed in nonaxenic LLIIVIII and LLIV

Prochlorococcus (Figure 3.5) relieving some aspect of the stress of light shock over the course of the culture.

However, in the immediate aftermath of light shock in our co-culture experiment, the decrease in

fluorescence in axenic and nonaxenic cultures is highly similar, suggesting that the short term behavior is

independent of the presence of heterotrophs, instead governed by the effect of photoinhibition damage on

Prochlorococcus. This piece of information supports our interpretation of the intermediate phenotype LLII/
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III results above (Figure 3.4). If the immediate days after light shock are more likely to represent

Prochlorococcus physiology, the differences in this phase between LLII/III strains and LLIV strains may

genuinely represent intermediate phenotype governed by ecotypic Prochlorococcus genetic differences, despite

the cultures' contaminating heterotrophs.

This co-culture's high cell densities and very simple two-species composition are far from realistic

ocean conditions. Still, this relationship fits into the growing paradigm of co-dependence between the

streamlined Prochlorococcus genome missing basic functions and other members of the community, which

Prochlorococcus photosynthesis helps to feed (Morris et al., 2011). We can add light shock to the growing

collection of stressors that helper heterotrophs alleviate, along with growth at low cell densities, growth in

environmentally relevant concentrations of hydrogen peroxide and growth on solid media (Morris et al.

2011, Morris et al. 2008). Even for a phototrophic-specific stress like light shock, Prochlorococcus may be

reliant on other organisms for detoxification.
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Figure 3.6. MIT9313ax + Alteromonas AIA co-culture Light shock response

The axenic control in this co-culture experiment represents an independent repetition of

the MIT9313ax experiment described above, but followed longer in time. While later in this

course there was a slight increase in fluorescence readings in the shocked axenic culture, it

never reached even the culture's initial starting fluorescence value or regained green color.
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3.3.2 Annotation and copy number variation of hli genes in Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and
cyanophage

Challenges and goals for annotation of hli genes
To approach our goal of studying the patterns and mechanisms of hl evolution in Prochlorococcus,

we first need a set of good quality hli gene annotations. Some of the properties that make hli genes
interesting also complicate their annotation; they are not annotated accurately by automated homology-
based pipelines. To generate a consistent dataset for further analysis, we re-annotated hli genes across the
recently expanded Prochlorococcus, marine Synechococcus and cyanophage genomic datasets. hli genes are short
thus open reading frame (ORF) calling algorithms, that operate with size cutoffs to avoid spurious short
ORFs, can miss hli genes (left as intergenic space). The hh gene family is diverse, sharing only a small
conserved region while the rest of the protein is variable in amino acid composition and length, so protein
identity cutoffs for homology can fail, depending on the reference set and details of parameter choices (Hess
et al., 2001). Historically, this challenge has been addressed through focused searches for the conserved
regions of the protein family. In the case of Bhaya et al, (2002), a single HMM based on all known hh genes,
and thus sharing only conserved residues, was used along with the motif ExxNGxxAMxG (where x is any
amino acid) summarizing those conserved residues. A later Prochlorococcus and phage-specific study used a
slightly different motif to call hi genes, requiring at least six matches to the motif AExxNGRxAMIGF
(Lindell et al. 2004). From research on plant CAB proteins, there is biochemical support for a small subset
of these residues ExxH/NxR, as a minimal peptide pattern sufficient for chlorophyll-binding (Eggink and
Hoober, 2000), but there has been no site-directed mutagenesis or other biochemical work directly
investigating the importance of these motif hUs in any marine system.

While the motif-search approach has proved an effective strategy, it is possible that true homologs
in this gene family might evolve away from the motifs, and borderline cases could be excluded; it's difficult
to assess exactly what these motifs should be without information on the biochemical constraints of hh

function. So, to create high quality, consistent and comprehensive annotations of hh genes for this study,
we decided to use a set of multiple HMM based on previously annotated hli genes from Prochlorococcus,
Synechococcus and their phage, treating different members of this protein family as individual proteins, while
at the same time keeping an eye on motif patterns from previous methods. Starting with unannotated DNA
sequences, we first applied two methods of gene calling to increase sensitivity (after finding that different
gene calling methods find different sets of hh genes): [11 a best-practices sophisticated gene-caller and [2] a
naive open reading frame search (start/stop codon pairs with ORFs longer than 30 amino acids), used
cautiously to fill in a few genes. We applied a HMM search method, based on 16 different multiple
sequence alignments each representing a different hh sequence cluster, built from previously annotated
Prochlorococcus, marine Synechococcus and cyanophage hh genes, annotated by a variety of different motif and
homology-based methods by different researchers over time. The different sequence clusters were chosen
based on a rough protein phylogeny, with the aim of finding sets of proteins that can be meaningfully
aligned over their full length, sharing some homology within each cluster beyond the chlorophyll binding
motif. The motifs used previously (Bhaya et al., 2002, Lindell et al., 2004, Kettler et al., 2007) are still a
strong part of these models because they are the most highly conserved parts of each multiple sequence
alignment, but this sensitive and specific approach also uses information from the full length of the protein
to search for homologous sequences.

We applied these hh annotation methods to the available genome sequence data from
Prochlorococcus, as well as the closely related group Synechococcus, and the phage that infect each of these
groups, as their hh gene histories are intertwined with those of their hosts (data summarized in Table 3.2,
detailed in Supplemental Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 at the end of this chapter, see also Figure 3.1; Lindell et al.,
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2004, Scanlan et al., 2009). This set of genomes enables us to resolve evolutionary events at several different

scales, within and among Prochlorococcus ecotypes, covering a wide range of Prochlorococcus diversity. As this

set of genomes is bound by what strains we have isolated into culture, there is patchy representation across

Prochlorococcus groups compared to what we know exists in the wild. Some clades are better sampled than

others, some clades have no cultured representatives; in some cases we have sets of nearly identical isolates,

in other cases only a few divergent members represent an ecotype (Figure 3.1, Moore et al., 2007, Biller et

al., 2015).

Table 3.2 Summary of genomic sequences used in this study

Data type Number Notes

Prochlorococcus culture genomes 49 Spanning the 5 cultured HL and LL ecotypes

Prochlorococcus single cell genomes 30 Primarily expanding coverage of LLI genomes,
new to this study with some HLII as well

Marine Synechococcus genomes 24 Sub-clusters 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, including coastal, open
ocean and brackish Cyanobium-group strains

Genomes of cyanophages 80 Myo-, podo-, siphoviridae families
infecting Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus

Environmental sequence data lets us escape the limitations of culturing, without the benefits of

functional follow-up. The LLI cdade, the one with the highest number of hli genes (Kettler et al. 2007,
Coleman and Chisholm 2007) and unusual intermediate light physiology (Scanlan et al., 2009, Malmstrom

et al., 2010), was particularly under-sampled among cultured isolates and genomes (Kettler et al., 2007,
Biller et al., 2014). As such, for this clade we decided to supplement our culture genomes with single-cell

genomes, DNA amplified from individual cells from seawater samples, to maximize our sampling for

phylogenetic resolution in hopes of resolving transfer and duplication events leading to the high numbers of

hlis. Single-cell genomics enables only partial recovery of a genome, so it is not useful particularly in the

study of genome-wide copy number variation, but even partial genomes can add to our understanding of

the sequencing evolution of groups of proteins and the molecular events that contribute to change in this

ecotype and gene family. These single cells were chosen for sequencing from existing libraries from three

oceans to expand coverage of the LLI clade, particularly sampling deeper branching members (Figure 3.7
and Supplemental Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.7. LLI single cell phylogeny: using wild cells to sample more deeply branching members of the LLI clade

Note in the LLI clade (uppermost) the three cultures in green, relative to the rest of the LLI sequences, which

represent single cell genomes from three separate oceans. These single cells allow us to access major subclasses not

currently in culture, akin to sampling deeper back in time in our study of the hli evolutionary trajectory. ITSrRNA

phylogeny (maximum likelihood, phyML, mafft, einsi alignment, trimmed to length of shortest sequence).

Outgroups LLII/III, LLIV, Synechococcus WH7803, to give a sense of scale for the depth of diversity within the LLI

clade observed in these wild single cell genomes.

The distribution of hh gene family members across Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus genomes

With more data and a sensitive, consistent annotation approach, we can re-assess how many hs are

in each Prochlorococcus genome and how hh copy number varies with ecotype. Our updated annotations

confirm the major trends in hh copy number from smaller datasets that motivated this project (Bhaya et al.,

2002, Coleman and Chisholm, 2007, Kettler et al., 2007, Kettler 2011), that the LLI strains have the most

hUs, followed by the HL strains, and then the other LL strains (Figure 3.8). With this expanded and refined

dataset a few interesting patterns emerge. The HL strains have consistently high numbers of hs, compared

to LLIIVIII and LLIV or other cyanobacteria, but they also exhibit a very large range within the ecotype (17 -

26 hli family members). One pattern made clearer with more genomes is that the LLII/II ecotypes (the

second most deeply branching clade) consistently have more hs than the LLIV ecotype (the most deeply

branching clade). This suggests the possibility that the process of expansion of hh started earlier in

Prochlorococcus evolution than the major expansions of the LLI/HL clade - the growth of the hh family in

Prochlorococcus may have been a gradual process, ongoing in some lineages throughout the evolutionary
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history of the genus. Recently added genomes (Chapter II of this thesis) include examples of the LLIV

clade with 10 or 11 Us, while older genomes contain 8 or 10; even in this clade with the minimum

Prochlorococcus hh complement, hUs are variable. Marine Synechococcus for which genomes are currently

available mostly have moderate numbers of hUs, closer to the low end observed in Prochlorococcus, but they

also show considerable variation in hh counts from genome to genome, suggesting that in hs are a dynamic

part of the flexible genome and perhaps involved in niche adaptation in Synechococcus as well.

Within the LLI Prochlorococcus ecotype, which on average contains the most hli genes, this new data

set revealed that not all LLI strains contain the record high numbers in the 40s. One of the new strains

contains only 25 hh genes - similar to the numbers found in the HL strains. Thus 40+ hs is not a LLI

defining trait, but 25 is still on the high end of what we observe in HL strains, broadly consistent with the

hypothesis that these genes may be involved in an ecotype wide trait related to light shock tolerance. One

caveat about interpreting these copy numbers is that the 3 LLI genomes with 40, 43 and 43 (MIT0801,

NATLiA, NATL2A) hs are all fully closed genomes, while the one with 25 (PAC1) is in draft form, split

over 20 contigs (Biller et al., 2015). While it is possible once closed this genome will contain more hs.

analysis of the core genes for the draft quality genome suggested that this assembly represents a full protein

complement for a Prochlorococcus cell (and the same is true for all the draft genomes presented here) thus we

suspect we are catching all the hs (Biller et al., 2015).
The relationship between hh count and light physiology of each ecotype is consistent with the

previously postulated hypothesis that these genes could contribute to high light adaptation, either with

respect to light preferences for growth, or for the light shock survival phenotypes described above (Rocap et

al., 2003, Bhaya et al., 2002, Coleman and Chisholm, 2007, Kettler et al., 2007), but the variation within

ecotypes suggest they might also be doing more. On a finer scale, there is variation in hh copy number

within all ecotypes and few pairs genomes have the same set of these genes, showing change in this gene

family on multiple time scales (see Results 2.3.3). Although for any individual genome we might be

observing some evolutionary noise, on the whole this pattern of variable hh family flexible genome content

is consistent with the idea that some of these hh genes play a role in recent environment-specific adaptation

(Kashtan et al., 2014, Kettler et al., 2007, Biller et al., 2015, Coleman et al., 2010, Coleman et al., 2006).
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Figure 3.8. Hli family copy number in genomes of cultured strains of marine Synechococcus and Prochlorococcus

Each bar represents the number of hli genes in one genome, for 49 Prochlorococcus genomes available for this study

and 29 marine Synechococcus. A schematic phylogeny is shown below the histogram for reference, and the

Prochlorococcus clades are color coded as in Figure 3.1.

The distribution of hl genes across phages infecting Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus

HU genes are frequently part of the suite of host-derived auxiliary metabolic genes carried by

cyanophage, along with other genes involved in photosynthesis, core carbon metabolism and nutrient

uptake genes (Lindell et al., 2004, Clokie and Mann, 2006, Kelly et al., 2013). We applied our new hli

annotation approach to the genomes of a collection of phage that infect Prochlorococcus and marine

Synechococcus (Fig. 3.9) to see what patterns might emerge. These phage examined span three families, the

myoviridae, podoviridae and siphoviridae, and all are lytic. The cyanomyophage (T4-like, contractile tails)

have relatively large genomes (~200kbp), and these generally carry the largest collections of host genes

(Clokie et al., 2010, Kelly et al., 2013). Our hunt for hlis in these genomes were overall consistent with

previous annotations, but in a few cases we were able to find a few more hLis with our more sensitive search

approach. Every myovirus isolated on Prochlorococcus or Synechococcus has at least one and up to six hli genes.

hli genes have become a vital part of their genome, fixed across all cyanomyoviruses sampled to date. The

podoviridae have smaller genomes, ~50kbp, and generally carry only a few host genes per genome, but most

carry one or two hl genes (Labrie et al., 2013). For the siphoviridae, our limited sample includes a few phage

isolated on Synechococcus which carry host genes, including hs in two cases, and phage isolated off

Prochlorococcus that mostly have very small genomes and no host-like genes, representing a different infection

strategy (Frois-Moniz, 2014).

In the myoviruses and podoviruses, we observed a striking relationship between the host of isolation

at the genus level (Prochlorococcus or Synechococcus) and the number of hh genes in each phage genome.

Myophage isolated on Synechococcus have one or two hii genes, with one exception (S-SSM4 has four hlis),

while myophage isolated on Prochlorococcus have three to six hli genes. Podophage isolated on Synechococcus

have zero or one hli genes; those isolated on Prochlorococcus have one or two (Figure 3.9). This is somewhat
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unexpected in light of the fact that in the laboratory, many of these phage have complex patterns of cross

infection between Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus (Sullivan et aL., 2003); they are by no means strictly

adapted to one host genus. For example, there are some phage that infect only a subset of Prochlorococcus

ecotypes, and some that infect both Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus but not every member of each genus

(Sullivan et al., 2003, Labrie et al., 2013). Further complicating this picture, host range is a trait that can

change rapidly, under strong selection as host and phage co-evolve in a frantic arms race (Stoddard et al.,

2007, Avrani et al., 2011, Avrani and Lindell, 2015). The pattern we observe suggests there could be some

relationship between host genus and and phage hli complement, with Prochlorococcus-isolated phage using

more hli genes, like Prochlorococcus does, which may be worth exploring in the future.
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Figure 3.9. Hli family copy number by genome across phage isolated off marine Synechococcus and Prochlorococcus

The distribution of hlis across cyanophage, based on the targeted annotation methods in this work. This collection

of genomes includes all the phage isolated off marine Synechococcus and Prochlorococcus with available genomic

sequences. The sequences (genomes across the x-axis) are sorted first based on phage family, then by the genus of the

host on which the phage was isolated, and then order is arbitrary.

Based on their wide distribution across phage, as part of a small subset of host genes that are fixed in

phage genomes, it seems that hlis are an important part of the viral toolkit for productive infections in

marine picocyanobacteria. As in hosts, phage hLi genes include both conserved, core genes present in every

genome within certain groups, and flexible genes, whose copy number varies depending on lineage, which

may be a product of selection by the particular environmental conditions and hosts encountered for each

phage lineage. What are the functional benefits for phage carrying hli genes? In the larger framework for

the role of host-derived genes in phage, it has been suggested that the purpose of these host genes is to

influence the cell's metabolism towards gathering the building blocks needed to produce phage particles, to

maximize phage production rates, through the enhanced performance of the light reactions of

photosynthesis, producing ATP and reducing power (Thompson et al. 201 lb, Clokie and Mann 2006,

Lindell et al., 2005), and through nutrient uptake - particularly phosphorus (Kelly et al., 2013, Zeng et al.,

2012). While their precise functions are still open, the general role of hLi genes in supporting

photosynthesis, building and repairing photosystems, especially in times of stress, fits into this picture of

phage encouraging cellular productive capacity. In one set of Prochiorococcus infections, NADPH/NADP

ratios were found to be higher in infected cells than uninfected controls, suggesting that the cell is in a

relatively reduced state during infection (Thompson et al., 2011b). Under high light conditions, electron
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transport chains are fully reduced, and excess energy finds alternate pathways to flow, some to safety valves,
and some to damage, which hli proteins help to alleviate; the phage, in mimicking the reduced state of a full
electron transport chain in high light for the purposes of maximizing production may benefit from an
expanded pool of hli proteins in a similar way.

3.3.3 The structure of the hli gene family in Prochiorococcus

Clustering hli genes: bringing order to a complex gene family
Treating these genes as simple counts belies the vast diversity within this protein family. What we

really would like to know is how many types of proteins there are, and which types are in which genomes.
How many deeply divergent proteins are there? How many recent paralogs and exact duplicates? How are hli
gene variants, in sequence and structure, distributed across Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and phage? What
can observing this evolutionary process indicate about potential functional and adaptive properties of these
genes? To resolve this picture we clustered the hli annotations to identify distinct orthologs within the
family and and examined their distributions among host and phage.

Clustering is not straightforward in paralog-rich gene families. Early work (Bhaya et al 2002) analyzing
the first two Prochlorococcus genomes explored their hlis only in relation to other cyanobacteria. More
recently, Lindell et al (2004) developed the concept of dividing Prochlorococcus hlis into two groups, single
copy, core, fresh-water-shared, and multi-copy phage-shared genes. After trying a few approaches, we settled
on a UPGMA clustering based on pairwise alignments (see Methods), because aligning over the whole gene
family proved unreliable (many gaps, differences in clustering sensitive to alignment parameter choice). We
used a combination of host taxa distributions, similarity between proteins (which worked out to ~30% or
higher within a cluster) and inspection of multiple alignments for N-terminal conservation to pick out
groups of orthologs. This resulted in 19 clusters of genes (Figure 3.10). Five are shared between
Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus, and the rest are specific to a genus. The 5 Prochlorococcus-Synechococcus
shared clusters mostly correspond to the single copy-core/freshwater shared hlis previously reported by
Lindell et al (2004). For one of the shared clusters, PS3, all proteins in the cluster have clear homology
across the group, but only a few members of the cluster have the conserved hli motifs used for identification
of the gene family in previous studies. They are included in these analyses as possible hli genes with this
caveat, and further analysis is required to fully explore the relationship between motifs, biochemical data
supporting roles for individual residues and protein level conservation in this gene family. A few
unclassified genes were too divergent to fit into a cluster (long branches in Fig. 3.10), or formed a cluster of
5 or fewer genes; in some cases these are due to major mutations, frameshifts, or may represent false
positives, but some are genuine his that are highly divergent, perhaps the products of HGT or
recombination events (see Results 3.3.4).
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Figure 3.10. Clustering of hli protein sequences from Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus genomes

For (49) Prochlorococcus and (29) Synechococcus genomes from culture isolates (see Supplemental Tables 3.1, 3.2 for

list), this is a UPGMA clustering based on global pairwise alignments between sequences. The nodes are colored

based on taxa in each clade, which shows a distinct distribution of genes unique to Prochlorococcus, genes unique to

Synechococcus and shared genes, which were assigned to discrete clusters (labels around edge of dendrogram), each

representing one deeply divergent ortholog group, based on this data.

Distribution of hh clusters across Prochlorococcus genomes and ecotypes: implications for their evolution

Genes within Prochlorococcus genomes can be grouped into three broad categories: (1) genes shared

with Synechococcus - all of which are single copy core genes; (2) core genes present in all Prochlorococcus,

which can be present at variable copy number, and (3) flexible genes present in some but not all

Prochlorococcus. Where do the hh clusters fit in this schema? Some hi genes are core, ancient, single copy

and stable, and some are dynamic, changing in copy number (and presence/absence) between and within

ecotypes (Figure 3.11). The cluster distribution shows us that the expansion of hi genes in the LLI ecotype -

the strains that typically have 40+ hh genes - occurred through massive duplication of about five existing

genes (P3, P5, P4, P7, P6 in Figure 3.11). I)uplication events within shared clusters and one highly

divergent new gene give rise to the set of genes in the HL ecotypes. LLI and HL have reached high copy

number mostly through expansion in the same few clades. The LLIIVIII cdade has most of deeply branching

protein diversity present in all Prochlorococcus, just lower copy numbers, so the common ancestor with LLII/

III may have been the source of major innovations (Figure 3.11). But even before that, the LLIV clade

contains hh proteins absent from Synechococcus. Within clades, few genomes have exactly the same

complement. Some genes are single copy genes in many Prochlorococcus, but are not in Synechococcus (P1, P2,
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P8, Figure 3.11). Some hs are present in all Prochlorococcus, but massive duplication occurred in certain

lineages, some hUs were lost in some lineages, duplicated in others. HL and LLI share some history, but not

all: shared and parallel paths to high copy number.

The conserved single copy core genes are more likely to be housekeeping genes, or genes needed in

conditions encountered by all Prochlorococcus, to select for their continued presence (Zhang et al., 2003,

Tettelin et al., 2005, Kettler et al., 2007, Biller et al., 2015). Genes that change and move over time, in the

flexible genome, are more likely to have niche-specific roles, valuable under certain circumstances, and their

presence is selected to different extents in different genomes and ecotypes (Tettelin et al., 2005). It is

interesting that these Prochlorococcus flexible genome hUs show variation at both deeply branching ecotype

scales - there are clear differences between the sets of hs carried by each ecotype - and at the shallowest

scales - it is rare in this data set to find two genomes (except for sets of nearly identical strains) that have

quite the same set of genes.
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Figure 3.11. Distribution of hMi gene clusters across Prochlorococcus ecotypes
Each column represents all the hlis genes in one genome, and each row represents one gene cluster (as defined in

Figure 3.10). Color of box indicates copy number - darker colors represent higher numbers of genes in that genome

assigned to that cluster. Genomes are sorted by ecotype, Clusters are sorted first by whether they are Prochlorococcus/

Synechococcus shared clusters (Pro/Syn cluster) or specific to Prochlorococcus (Pro cluster) then by breadth of

representation across genomes.

Distribution of hh gene clusters across Synechococcus

How do the hh complements in marine Synechococcus compare to Prochlorococcus? This is of interest

both for understanding the ancestral shared state and subsequent trajectories, and also in the context of

Synechococcus ecology, which spans a huge range of phylogenetic diversity and environmental conditions, in

which hh variability could also possibly play an adaptive role. Previously we had noticed that LLIV

Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus have similar numbers of hWs, but a closer examination of these sequences

shows that they are not the same genes (Figure 3.12). How are hh variants distributed across Synechococcus
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diversity? Four of the five Prochlorococcus-Synechococcus shared gene clusters are also single copy core genes in

Synechococcus. The fifth one (cluster PS5) is variable in copy number in some Synechococcus; all genomes have

at least one and there are up to five copies in some genomes. There are an additional three clusters which

are core genes in Synechococcus, but absent from all Prochlorococcus, which are single copy except for the

deeply divergent WH5701. Finally, there are five flexible hh genes with patchy presence/absence across

genomes, and to a lesser extent than we saw in Prochlorococcus, copy number variation.
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Figure 3.12. Distribution of hli gene clusters across Synechococcus genomes

Each column represents all the hUs genes in one genome, and each row represents one gene cluster (as defined in

Figure 3.10). Color of box indicates copy number - darker colors represent higher numbers of genes in that genome

assigned to that cluster. Genomes are sorted by ecotype, Clusters are sorted first by whether they are Prochlorococcus/

Synechococcus shared clusters (Pro/Syn cluster) or specific to Synechococcus (Syn cluster) then by breadth of

representation across genomes.

The remarkable feature of these flexible hli genes in Synechococcus is that they are not the same genes

as those in the Prochlorococcus flexible genome; they are an entirely different set. So, it looks as though in

Synechococcus the same type of hui evolutionary dynamics are happening, with conserved cyanobacterial and

genus-specific genes, and variable strain-specific genes, but with a different pool of protein variants. Thus

the overall variation in this gene family is driven less by copy number variation of closely related sequences,

and more by patchy distributions of deeply divergent proteins. The Synechococcus strains with unusually high

numbers of hh genes are MITS9504, MITS9508, MITS9509, strains isolated from the equatorial Pacific in a

single isolation effort, from the CRD 1 clade associated with tropical and subtropical upwelling (Ahlgren

and Rocap, 2012), and CC9311, a coastal strain characterized by large genomic repertoire of genes for

sensing and responding to its environment, of which these genes are a part (Palenik et al., 2006).

Synechococcus is a large, complex genus, inhabiting more different kinds of environments than Prochlorococcus
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(including coastal and polar regions), without the relatively straightforward genome-ecology ecotype
structuring of Prochlorococcus (Dufresne et al., 2008, Ahlgren and Rocap, 2012). Rather it has a complex
biogeography made up of many, many clades with different distributions, and for now, limited genomic
representation (Scanlan et al., 2009, Ahlgren and Rocap, 2012). We can imagine that the hli evolutionary
dynamics observed here contribute to Synechococcus functional variations and adaptation to diverse light,
mixing and other conditions across their diverse habitats.

What is the origin of phage hh genes?

Phage get their hs from a subset of the Prochlorococcus-specific clusters (Figure 3.13,
Supplementary Figure 3.1). This is true except for one deeper branching clade, where we can not tell exactly
which host cluster where it came from - it has similar distances from a few. Work on phage clusters is still

underway, because they did not fit neatly into the clusters established above; the addition of large amounts

of environmental sequence data from single cells and fosmids made 2 of the clusters unstable and we're still
working to find the best way to sort these out. The main problem is probably recombination events that

make sequences switch clusters depending on details of clustering method. A formal consideration of

recombination should clarify this, and will teach us more about the mechanisms of change in hh genes.

However, we can say that phage mainly sampled from clusters P3, P4, P5, P6 and P7. Podo viruses sample
from 2 clusters, siphoviruses from 2 clusters, myo viruses from all of these (Supplementary Figure 3.1). One
small group of phage hlis from myoviruses, mainly ones isolated on Synechococcus, are different enough from
any host genes that it is difficult to assign them to any host cluster with confidence.
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Figure 3.13. Phage hli clustering, with Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus

To answer where phage are getting their hlis, we clustered all host and phage genes using the rough

pairwise alignment-based UPGMA method (as above, Materials and Methods). Whether the phage was

isolated on Prochlorococcus or Synechococcus, phage hLi genes (in blue) cluster with P-ochlorococcus genes

(green), never with Synechococcus genes (red) or Pwchlorococcus/Synechococcus shared clusters. Of interest,

there is one cluster of phage hli genes which is highly divergent from the nearest Prochlorococcus gene

(right side of clustergram), which does not fit well into any host gene cluster (see Supplemental Figure

3.1). There is a small caveat in that this analysis is incomplete (we have not assigned discrete clusters),

because recombination events in some phage his make them difficult to force into discrete ortholog

clusters with host genes. We have not yet completed the formal recombination analyses which will be

incorporated into this cluster framework to clarify this issue, and give recombinants their own clusters.

What does the distribution of hli clusters among strains mean for roles of genes, functionally and in

defining groups?
The distribution of hh genes across Prochlorococcus indicates that their evolution is intricately

connected to the evolution of Prochlorococcus, on several time scales. As outlined in Figure 3.14, some of

these genes are ancient, conserved genes that are shared between all marine Synechococcus and

Prochlorococcus, and some of these are probably shared by all cyanobacteria. Their gene products are billions of

years old, likely functioning as basic tools - core to the assembly and maintenance of the photosynthetic

machinery, the safe manipulation of chlorophyll or used in times of frequently encountered light stress.
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Then, later in the evolution history, Prochlorococcus-specific, part of the set of genes that differentiate

Prochlorococcus from Synechococcus - each have their own set of hi genes which are core in the genus,

ultimately derived from older genes, but the precise history is not clear, but they diverged in protein

sequences; these are part of the toolkit that differentiates these two groups, which have very different

photosystems - perhaps these genes interact with the very different antennae, the most dramatic difference

between thew two genus, or they could related to the overlapping but different environmental distributions -

Prochlorococcus is more abundant deeper in the water column and in more oligotrophic regions, Synechococcus

has a much larger geographic range, thriving in coastal and high latitude environments where Pro is absent.

These hh genes are part of what makes Prochlorococcus distinct from other cyanobacteria. Then, a larger part

of this genus differentiating gene pool is the flexible genes, not conserved. There are still more genes, which

are not core in Prochlorococcus, but different pools or flexible genes are circulating in the variable genomes of

Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus. Most of the deep branching diversity is in fact present in all but the

deepest branching LLIV clade - here these proteins being to separate ecotype. But most of the ecotype type

differentiating power of hli genes isn't at the level of deeply different protein evolution, but in copy number

variation - LLII/III, LLI and HL have different numbers of the same basic protein types, so in these cases

the number of hNi genes is an ecotype-defining gene set. Finally, hli genes are involved in within ecotype

variation, at the most recent scale of Prochlorococcus evolution. Particularly in the HLII cdade, which is the

most abundant in the oceans and the one we have the most genomes from, hNi copy number varies widely,

from 17 to 26; all relatively high compare to other Prochlorococcus, but leaving large opportunity for

functional variation within the ecotype.

Figure 3.14: Schematic distribution of hlis

in picocyanobacterial genome space
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3.3.4 Arrangement and rearrangement of his across the Prochlorococcus genome

Where are the many hli genes of Prochlorococcus located in the genome?
The genomic context for a gene can provide insight into its history (is it stable or changing?),

mechanisms of movement (are mobile elements involved?), and operon structure. For some genomic islands,
genes with related functions can travel in cassettes, horizontally transferred not as single genes, but small
collections of genes that confer a selective advantage to a cell under the same environmental conditions.
Thus we investigated the locations of his in the genome, in hopes of gaining further insight into their
histories of duplication and horizontal transfer. The conserved Prochlorococcus-Synechococcus shared hi genes
are found singly, scattered throughout the genome, in largely stable genomic contexts, like most other core
genes (Figure 3.15, and in Kettler, 2011). A small number of the Prochlorococcus-specific hhi genes, are also
found singly (Figure 3.15, and in Kettler, 2011). The majority of the Prochlorococcus-specific multicopy hhi
genes and are located in genomic islands, like other flexible genome content in Prochlorococcus, and their
surrounding gene context changes from genome to genome, between and within ecotypes (Coleman et al.,
2006, Kettler, 2011). These genes are not found alone, but in tandem arrays of several head-to-tail hi genes,
which are likely operon structures, as first reported in Bhaya et al. 2002. This arrangement has remarkable
implications both for the function of these his, suggesting they could act in units of sets of genes working
together rather than individual proteins, and for their evolution, because this repeat structure becomes
susceptible to complex rearrangement through homologous recombination.

Among cyanobacteria, this tandem array structure of his has been found so far only in
Prochlorococcus (Bhaya et al. 2002). This provokes the question: when in the evolution of Prochlorococcus did
this feature of tandem arrays of hh genes appear? We first examined the arrangement of his in marine
Synechococcus, and we found occasional instances of pairs of his near each other, separated by several
thousand base pairs, but not in tandem arrays, even for the strains with high hi copy numbers (Figure 3.16).
A tandem array appears in LLIV Prochlorococcus, which has a single tandem array of four hi genes (Figure
3.16). In the LLIVIII Prochlorococcus genomes, the next most deeply branching clade of the Prochlorococcus

phylogeny, there are two or three tandem array structures scattered throughout the genome, each with 2, 3
or 4 his (Figure 3.16). The parsimonious explanation for this distribution is that the first hi array appeared
in the ancestor of all Prochlorococcus after divergence from the Synechococcus group, and following that
physical gathering of genes, arrays began to move around and undergo remodeling. In the LLI
Prochlorococcus, there are many of these arrays, seven to nine per genome, with 2, 4 or 5 members each
(Figure 3.16). This reveals another part of the mechanism by which LLI came to have so many hh genes; the
copy number of his in these genomes expanded to 40 or more not through duplications or horizontal
transfers of individual hi genes, but in units of whole arrays, four or five at a time, requiring only a few
molecular events. Among the three closed LLI genomes that we have, the MIT0801 genome differs from the
NATLiA and NATL2A genomes in their hi complements by missing an entire array (Figure 3.16); that is,
sets of his come and go through individual molecular gain or loss events. The HL Prochlorococcus share this

pattern, but also look different: they have several arrays of four genes, but many more of two or three genes,
and more Prochlorococcus-specific hUs that are not in arrays but appear singly in the genome (Figure 3.16).
These diverse arrangements of hUs on the genome further support the idea of independent trajectories of
the hh gene family expansion in the LLI and HL lineages; their his are not arranged in the same structures.
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Figure 3.15. Arrangement of hli genes in the NATL1A LLI Prochlorococcus genome

The many hlis of NATLIA (the Prochlorococcus with the most hs), are scattered throughout the genome. Each triangle represents one hli gene, at its position

along the full NATLiA genome (base-pair positions above). Inserts are shown where there are too many hlis too close together to be represented on the main

scale. The Pro/Syn shared single copy freshwater-like hli genes all appear singly in the genome. The Pro-specific multicopy/phage-shared hli genes occasionally

appear singly, but usually appear in tandem arrays of head-to-tail hli-hli-hli. These arrays are numbered from start to finish on the genome, and referenced in

Figure 3.18. Most of these arrays (2 through 7) occur in one region, a large genomic island conserved across the LLI genome architecture (the big island),

which is rich in flexible genome content and highly variable between genomes (Kettler et al., 2007, Kettler, 2011).
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Figure 3.16. Arrangement of hli genes for Prochlorococcus genomes

As in Figure 3.15, all the hlis in the locations in the genome, showing arrays, for most of the available

closed genomes. Each triangle represents an hli gene. For Prochlorococcus genomes, the Prochlorococcus-

specific hlis are in black, the Prochlorococcus/Synechococcus shared hlis are in grey. For the two

Synechococcus genomes at the top, all hlis are grey for simplicity, although they include both

Synechococcus-specific genes and Prochlorococcus/Synechococcus shared genes. Where hlis are crowded,

zoomed insets below main genome plot show arrangement.
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Chapter III. The high-light inducible gene family of Prochlorococcus

How are sequence variants arranged in arrays?
Our next question, looking more deeply into these arrangements, was how are hli sequence variants

(i.e. the orthlog clusters, the sets of identical repeated genes) distributed across array structures? It has been
shown that some Prochlorococcus hh arrays can be composed of diverse hi variants (Bhaya et al. 2002 and
Kettler 2011). Figure 3.17 shows all the hUs of NATL1A, a member of the LLI ecotype and currently the
record holder with the most hh genes, at 43. The his are clustered by protein similarity, a visualization that
shows at a glance the history of expansion. This collection of genes contains about 15 basic protein types,
and six genes which have recently multiplied to many copies each, often with identical protein sequence.
Figure 3.18 shows these same NATLIA genes in their array contexts. Most of the genes in arrays are the
multicopy, but a few more distant variants are also present. The first striking feature of this collection of
arrays from a single genome is that some arrays are nearly identical. They contain copies of the same
proteins in the same order, although not necessarily with perfect DNA repeats. This supports the idea that
the hli gene family has expanded through duplication or horizontal transfer of whole arrays. The arrays that
are not the same contain different sets of genes in a combinational fashion. The combinations are not
random; they have constraints. For example, arrays start with either genes from clusters P4 or P5, every array
longer than two contains a gene from the cluster P6, and every array contains either a gene from P3A or
P3B or both (Figure 3.18). We hypothesize that each array is some kind of functional unit, with several hh
proteins acting together, but that the units are somewhat interchangeable and redundant, so the precise
protein composition is not under strong conservative selection.
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Hii proteins in a LLI genome
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Figure 3.17. The 43 hbis of NATLiA, a LLI strain
This two part figure highlights the similarity, diversity and structure of the hhs in the NATLA: genome.

(A) A protein multiple sequence alignment, with sequences ordered such that, in accordance with the clustering scheme in (B). Residues are colored by

hydrophobicity (red = hydrophobic, blue = hydrophilic), and tinted by conservation across the alignment (saturated color = high conservation, no color = conservation

<15%). Several of the highly conserved residues correspond to chlorophyll binding residues, as established in plant proteins. The transmembrane domain is visible as

a hydrophobic patch, and the ProchLorococcus-specific C-terminal motif TGQIIPGF/IF is visible for most sequences. Note many of these multicopy genes are identical

at the protein level, while others show some variation. (B) Protein identity matrix based on multiple alignment in (A), in which each row corresponds to values for

adjacent sequence in alignment at left, clustered according to a modified UPGMA method (maift). This is a symmetrical matrix, such that the order of labeled

sequences from top to bottom is reiterated from left to right across the top. The clustering defines groups of nearly identical proteins, which are colored at the taxa

labels to the left. These correspond to the Prochlorococcus-specific gene clusters in Figure 3.10, from top to bottom: red = cluster P5, magenta = cluster P4, green = P3A,

a subset of cluster P3, yellow = P3B, a subset of cluster P3, teal = cluster P7, orange = cluster P6. Cluster P3 was defined on a useftil scale for our Prochiorococcus-wide o

analysis (Figure 3.10), but for this NATLiA-specific analysis, we chose to split cluster P3, because, based on their N-termini, P3A and P3B represent two distinct

proteins, which may be of significance in their function and evolution.
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A. All the hli arrays of NATL A, colored by gene sequence cluster
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Figure 3.18. The hii arrays of the NATLiA genome and the structure of protein diversity within them
(A) These genome segments marked with genes represent the hli arrays of the NATLIA genome (numbered in their genomic context in Figure 3.15). Each hli gene

in each array is colored according to its gene ortholog cluster as defined in Figure 3.17 (also see legend in this figure). These arrays contain different combinations

of hli genes, but have some repeating patterns (e.g. arrays often start with P5/red or P4/magenta proteins). In one instance (Arrays 4 and 5), we observe the same

array structure twice, indicating that the hli complement of the genome can grow through whole array duplication events. In another instance (Arrays 7 and 8), we

observe very similar arrays that differ by the loss or gain of a gene, suggesting that arrays can also change through expansion and contraction. On the whole, arrays

explore a combinatorial but non-random space in protein variants and gene order. (B) In two instances, hli arrays in NATLIA are interrupted by other genes (hli-
hhi-other gene-hli). By one parsimonious interpretation, these could represent events in which several genes have been inserted into hli arrays, perhaps through
homologous recombination between hli genes from different sources. If this is the case, we can start to think about hlis as short repeated DNA sequences found in
many places in Prochlorococcus and cyanophage genomes, which is a relatively rare molecular phenomenon in this system largely devoid of repeated DNA (except

tRNAs; Coleman et al., 2006, Kelly et al., 2013). So, we hypothesize that his themselves may finction as HGT facilitators. It is of interest that in both cases, hli

genes flanking the putative insertions do not fall into the usual array hli sequence clusters, which may be a result of recombination within those genes.
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These are genome segments bounded by a pair of core genes, on the left the SNARE protein and on the right aroQ, which is adjacent to a pair of tRNAs,

notorious hotspots for horizontal gene transfer (Juhas et al., 2008). Between these core genes, is a small genomic island, visible by the sheer variety of protein

number and arrangement in this region. In some LLI genomes this island contains an hli array, in NATLIA this is Array 1 from Figures 3.15 and 3.18. Most of

the genes in this island are marked above in blue; most are annotated as hypothetical proteins, and the few with putative annotations are noted. The hli arrays are

visible as multicolor cassettes; each hli gene is colored according to its gene cluster from 3.17. Four of these sequences come from LLI single cell genomes of the

Sargasso Sea (521_L18, 520_C9, 52102, 497_K6), chosen to sample more deeply into the LLI clade than our limited, closely-related cultured examples

(MIT0801, NATLIA, NATL2A). The phylogenetic relationships between these genomes are shown in the schematic tree at left, based on the ITSrRNA marker

(Figure 3.7). By sampling deeper branching genomes within the LLI clade, and analyzing what is shared and different among genomes, we can make inferences

about ancestral states and the timing of evolutionary events. In this case, we observe one derived clade that contains an hli array (MIT0801, 497K6, NATLiA,

NATL2A, the bottom four sequences), and several more deeply branching examples of this island without hUs, indicating an insertion event of this array (by

parsimony analysis). This shows that Array 1 is not an ecotype-wide gene cassette. In single cell 52102 and the outgroup SS120, we observe interesting other

examples of Prochlorococcus flexible genome genes, a restriction modification system involved in the defense against foreign DNA, and a cell surface glucosylation

gene cassette, respectively. Both of these play a role in the rapid phage evolutionary arms race (e.g., Avrani et al, 2011, Kashtan et al., 2014). In this context, we can

think of hs as cutting edge evolutionary tools within the LLI clade, on par with the dynamism of host-phage coevolution. Single cell sequencing allows only

partial recovery of genomes, so we are showing the subset of our samples for which we recover this particular island region.
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Chapter III. The high-light inducible gene family of Prochlorococcus

This also has implications for the molecular mechanisms of hh evolution. Some tandem arrays

expand and contract through internal recombination, making identical head to tail pairs. This does not

seem to be happening in hl arrays. Rather, recombination within or between arrays is shuffling diverse

proteins into new collections. Although the hh genes are divergent, there are still some homologous

conserved DNA regions, in the C terminal region of the genes (see Figure 3.17), that could enable

recombination between different hM gene clusters. Or, these recombination events could occur between

nearly identical proteins in different arrays. More work is required to perform targeted analysis of

recombination, which may explain the history of each array in more detail, and may explain some of the

divergent genes that do not fit well into any clusters. In any case, each recombination event could allow

sampling from a large pool of genes, into different functional units.

In two instances, the hh arrays of NATLiA have been interrupted by other genes: we see a few hh

genes, followed by a few other genes, then more hi genes (Figure 3.18). This suggests that tandem arrays of

hUs, as some of the few repeats in the lean Prochlorococcus genome, could function as sites for recombination

or horizontal gene transfer of other genes. With each recombination between hh genes from two different

pieces of DNA, other genes might tag along. In this case the genes are mostly hypothetical (typical of flexible

genome in nonmodel organisms), but one is a cytochrome oxidase (in Array 5 in Figure 3.18); some

cytochrome oxidases function to reduce 02 as an energy valve during excess or unbalanced electron flow,

like high-light conditions. This is a weak annotation, but it may be a hint that hls could travel in units with

other light shock or redox stress genes. The second instance contains a possible hemagglutinin annotation

(in Array 9 in Figure 3.18), which is a phage protein relatively commonly found in Prochlorococcus genomes.

This may indicate a potential historical connection or recombination between phage and host hh genes. The

hl genes on the edges of these array interruptions might be so divergent (not fitting in existing clusters),

because the recombination events generated altered proteins. These arrays are changeable units, shifting in

hh content and receiving other genes, perhaps through homologous recombination between the many hU

genes scattered throughout this system.

Consequences of tandem array structures for expression and translation

In bacterial genomes, genes adjacent on the chromosome can form operons: sets of genes in

sequence transcribed as a single polycistronic mRNA, with shared transcriptional regulatory control. This is

common for separate subunits of the same functional protein machine, which are useless without each

other, or for proteins that function independently, but are required under the same circumstances. There is

some evidence that hhi genes are expressed as operons (Steve Biller personal communication). For hs, the

expressional coupling that comes with entering the same operon, could be explained by a benefit to the cell

of having five different hh genes acting at the same time with slightly different functions all useful under the

same conditions. Alternatively, it could be useful if the five genes act physically in concert, forming

heteromultimers to carry out their functions. With the caveat that these are not direct orthologs of the

multicopy, Prochlorococcus-specific hh genes in these array structures, the biochemical work on Synechocystis hli

genes (which are scattered throughout the genome) contains evidence that hUs can be found in complexes

together with each other as well as with other proteins (He et al., 2001, Storm et al., 2008, Chidgey et al.,

2014). The presence of many hli arrays could enable the same basic genes to be tunable expression in

different conditions, with independent regulatory regions. This comes with a small caveat on annotation

methods, because we observed that different gene callers can choose different start sites for the same hl

gene. In general, the slightly overlapping start is probably the most likely in the larger context of bacterial

operon evolution, but to really know the operon structure you need measurements of transcription start

and stops (possible now genome-wide through careful construction of RNA seq libraries) and direct

measurements of protein to confirm exactly what is translated. Hli genes are so short, and more highly
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expressed in stress, so they did not form a significant part of published proteins of Prochlorococcus cultures in

log phase growth at moderate light. Upcoming and ongoing RNA seq work will allow us to address operon

structures more precisely soon, on a large scale.

The hhi tandem arrays also include many instances of slightly overlapping genes, either by one or

four bp [e.g A(TGA) stop, (ATG)A start]. With the second gene poised in the right position for translation

initiation just as the first gene is finishing, the coupled translation between adjacent hls likely creates

similarly quantities of the proteins. Such coupling is important for proteins serving as subunits in part of

larger functional machine. This spacing structure is thought to evolve over time, from adjacent genes, to

overlapping genes via deletion events - this conserves spaces, but also has functional consequences. Operon

arrangement and spacing directly influences gene expression. Spacing between genes is a selected feature of

operons, allowing for fine tuned translational control through either intervening space or coupling.

How are hh genes arranged in phage genomes?
Myophage and podophage both organize their genomes so that the host derived genes, the auxiliary

metabolic are found together, in islands, in one or several places throughout the genome, so his in phage

are generally found near and transcribed in concert with the other photosynthesis and carbon metabolism

genes during infection (Labrie et al., 2013, Sullivan et al., 2005). Most podophage only have one hl gene,

but for the ones with two (a pair of relatively distantly related Red Sea isolates) one has 2 hLis separated on

opposite ends of the genome, and the other has its pair head-to-tail (Labrie et al., 2013, this work). In the

siphovirus with two hlis they appear near each other but not in tandem, separated by three hypothetical

proteins. Just as in Prochlorococcus genomes, for the myovirus genomes with many hli genes (2-6), the hlis are

organized into tandem arrays (Lindell et al., 2004 Kelly et al, 2014, this work, data not yet shown). And, as

for the host arrays, these are composed of diverse sequence variants and gene clusters, which shift from

genome to genome, and the composition in terms of clusters is similar to hosts, although some hht genes in

phage have diverged significantly at the protein level from their ancestral host homologs (Lindell et al.,

2004, Kelly et al, 2014, this work, data not yet shown).

How do hli arrays change over evolutionary time?
Comparing some cultured and single cell genomes at one hh array locus (Figure 3.19), sampling

deeply into the LLI lineage, we managed to observe a gain event of an hli locus. This small genomic island,

bounded by core genes, contains tRNAs, hallmarks of horizontal gene transfer, for phage and host

recombination events. For one small clade of our sample, four genomes have the h array; for the other

clades, and more deeply branching members of the group, and for a LLII outgroup, other genes, or no

genes, fill the space between these core genes (Figure 3.19). So this hU array is not an ecotype-defining gene,

rather, it was gained at some point after the LLI clade diverged from the rest of Prochlorococcus. We found it

interesting that the other genes in this location in other lineages include a glycosyl transferase and a

restriction-modification system, both fast-changing flexible genome tools that might have a role in the

evolutionary arms race with phage. We find it remarkable that it appears that hlis are changing on the same

time scale and genomic structural fashion as these genes (Kashtan et al., 2014). A similar analysis using large

fragments of DNA for a different hi mini-genomic island showed that arrays also change through expansion

and contraction, one gene at a time (Kettler, 2011).
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3.4 Conclusions and Future Directions

Findings of this study: hli genes across Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and their phage.
Our analyses confirm that the number of hlis and the assortment of sequence variants differ between

deeply branching clades, and that most Prochlorococcus-infecting phage carry multiple hli genes. Hli genes are
an important part of the Prochlorococcus flexible genome adaptive toolkit, frequently remodeled, changing
dramatically in sequence and copy number across Prochlorococcus genomes on several timescales.
Prochlorococcus evolution has given rise to a major radiation in the hli gene family. The hlis of Prochlorococcus

have long been divided into two categories, the core genome, single copy, freshwater cyanobacterial
orthologs at stable genome locations, and the multicopy, phage-shared flexible genome hiis in genomic
islands, which respond to stress in Prochlorococcus expression perturbation experiments. Here we built
curated annotations of hli genes for Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and phage genomes. We organized these
genes into finer-scale ortholog clusters, helping to describe the evolutionary events that create the overall

distribution of these genes. By a comparison with Synechococcus, sister group to Prochlorococcus, we showed
that the multicopy group of hlis are a specific addition to the Prochlorococcus lineage. While Synechococcus also
have hlis in their flexible genomes, they are sampling from a different pool of proteins than the
Prochlorococcus flexible genome multicopy hlis. Even the deeply branching LLIV Prochlorococcus ecotype,
which generally shares more gene content with Synechococcus than other Prochlorococcus (Scanlan et al., 2009,
Kettler et al., 2007) and has the same number of hlis as most Synechococcus, contains the Prochlorococcus-
specific hli variants absent from Synechococcus.

We found that the massive expansion of hli genes to 40 copies in some LLI genomes occurred
through repeated duplication of a few sequence clusters, by duplication or acquisition through horizontal
transfer in a few tandem arrays. Why do the LLI Prochlorococcus carry so many hli genes? The remarkably
high numbers in the LLI clade could be compensating for the lack of other mechanisms for dealing with
high light present in HL strains, a brute force copy number approach, compared to the larger, concerted
collection of adaptations in the HL strains (Coleman and Chisholm, 2007, Scanlan et al., 2009, Hess et al.,
2001). Given their expression profiles, responding to a range of stressors, these genes could could be of
adaptive value in a variety of different conditions, not just high light and changing light, a flexible genomic
tool preferentially used by this clade.

The tandem array structure allows this gene family to change rapidly in units of whole arrays, not just
one gene at a time, and allows arrays to change over time by shuffling array contents through homologous
recombination, within and between genomes. The LLI and HL high copy numbers of hli complements
evolved in part through shared history in these repeats, and in part through independent duplication or
horizontal transfer events, reaching high copy numbers in parallel. We add to this picture the idea that the
LLI/III clade may also contain the earliest seeds of Prochlorococcus adaptation to increasing light; although
they have relatively low numbers of hli genes, they contain members of the same basic ortholog groups that
later expand in the LLI and HL lineages. Also considering our physiology data showing the moderately
robust response to LLII/II strains to light shock, these results suggest a more gradual evolutionary trajectory
from LL to HL across the Prochlorococcus radiation, than previously thought, informing our interpretation of
observations of these ecotype distributions in the wild. Many different factors play a role in growth and
change in the hli family of Prochlorococcus, including phage, recombination, deletion/insertions, horizontal
transfer, duplication, mutation and their tandem array structure. We hope that this study of the structure of
this gene family and its evolution will ultimately contribute to a better functional understanding of these
genes and their role in niche adaptation in Prochlorococcus.
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Ecotype evolution and light shock in the environment
Here we tested, for one set of conditions, the response of a number of Prochlorococcus strains to

light shock, and showed clear differences between LL ecotypes. What we tested, tolerance of brief intense
periods of light, is a challenge for the cells that is distinct from sustained growth at these high light
intensities. Although many molecular mechanisms for the two processes are shared, the timescales are

different. Even strains capable of growth at high light do not always survive a transition directly from low to
high light, so cultures are routinely stepped up gradually through intermediate light intensities to high light
intensities (Moore et al. 1999, Moore et al., 2007).

There is a wide space to explore of possible combinations of acclimation light intensity and shock
light intensity and duration; a huge range of variations across this parameter space occurs in the
environment, we've tested one set of conditions here. There are many open questions surrounding how
different lineages handle mixing. Conditions may exist that would separate the degree of light shock
tolerance of LLI from HL, but from these results, the LLI clade shows robust tolerance of light shock. This
difference between the LLII/III and LLIV strains suggests that there may be differences in light adaptations
between these ecotypes as well, and that the ability to withstand transient changes in light may have begun
to evolve earlier in Prochlorococcus history than we had previously thought. Based on these results and others,
we are increasingly seeing that light physiology is not a strictly a HL/LL binary state in Prochlorococcus.
Although there are strong features separating those two groups, we can lay a more gradual range of
phenotypic adaptation on top of that division. For cells in the ocean this manifests as a cascade of
overlapping habitat ranges for these ecotypes in the stratified water column. Most of the time, LL cells are
below the mixed layer and experience relatively stable low light conditions, while HL ecotypes can also
experience not only higher light but also constantly changing light in the mixed layer. However, the water
column changes over time, with seasonal mixing events or smaller scale effects of changing temperature,
wind and waves, so even LL cells can experience dynamic light conditions, providing another dimension in
the niche space of Prochlorococcus in which ecotypes distinguish themselves.

Expansion in a contracting genome: adaptive implications of gene duplications
The hli genes of Prochlorococcus, with their a complex history of expansion, represent a marked

exception to the paradigm of genome streamlining and paralog loss in oligotrophic bacteria. Genomes of

some free-living bacteria adapted to oligotrophic environments are small, the smallest of all genomes except

for obligate symbionts that can give up genes without a fitness cost because hosts provide functions (Batut et

al., 2014). There is a theoretical framework for the process of genome reduction in oligotrophic free-living

organisms, known as genome streamlining, suggesting that smaller genomes may be an adaptation to the

low nutrient environment (Strehl et al., 1999, Dufresne et al., 2003, Rocap et al., 2003, Giovannoni et al.,

2005). Random deletions occur in typical genome replication (the deletional bias), and if those genes are

not essential, they can be safely lost (Giovannoni et al., 2005). A gene's essentiality is often a function of the

environment. In the relatively homogenous and stable environment of the tropical open ocean, more genes

may be dispensable than in the spatial and temporal complexity of a soil environment or the gut, where

nutrients are plentiful and genes for many different conditions might be required frequently, and genomes

tend to be bigger (Morris et al., 2012, Giovannoni et al., 2005). The shrinking genome comes with a

possibly adaptive advantage when N and P are scarce, in a lower demand for nucleotides and fewer proteins

to make (Batut et al., 2014). This is not true of all ocean microbes - many other adaptations occur across the

whole community - but it does seem to apply to Prochlorococcus, to different extents from the larger genomes

of the LL, which have access to more nutrients at depth, and smaller genomes of HL, who live in the lowest

nutrient conditions (Batut et al., 2014, Yooseph et al., 2010). An interesting new level of complexity to this

theory is that some of the lost functions can be provided by other members of the community (Morris et al.,

2012). Inspired by the Prochlorococcus beneficial heterotroph interactions described above (one providing

carbon, one providing peroxide removal services), this is a more holistic, multifactorial version of cheater
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theory, in which members of a community share the burden of providing resources, each contributing (and
not contributing) essential factors, bringing a picture of ecological connectivity to the level of microbes
exchanging chemicals, enabling each to minimize its burden (Morris et al., 2012). Another part of this
genome streamlining process is that paralogs have been preferentially lost from Prochlorococcus genomes:
gene families, in general, have become progressively smaller in Prochlorococcus (Luo et al., 2011) where any
functional redundancy exists.

Gene duplications provide a form of genetic variation, the raw material for selection, that can be
adaptive in several ways (Henikoff et al., 1997, Hastings et al., 2009). Going from one copy of a gene to two,
if both are expressed, increases the protein dosage, which could be beneficial, detrimental or neutral
(Kondrashov et al., 2002, Papp et al., 2003). In the case of hhs, in some cases several of the copies of a gene
in the same genome are nearly identical, and they occur at such high numbers in the genome, some of
which are expressed under the same conditions, that there is likely a dosage increase at work. Another fate
of a duplicated gene is that the same gene can be rapidly placed under different transcriptional control,
allowing a gene, like the hh that might be useful under more than one circumstance, to join a new regulon
without leaving its old one (Hastings et al., 2009). The hlis of Prochlorococcus have a range of different
expression patterns. In some cases the same genes are expressed in many conditions, but in other cases
similar proteins encoded by different genes are expressed in specific conditions, perhaps cases of duplication
resulting in diversified expression. More expression data across diverse strains under different light
conditions, both transient shocks and acclimated stable conditions, would inform our understanding of hli
function and the link between these genes and light. Finally, perhaps the most powerful fate of a duplicated
gene is that with the creation of a second copy, an important gene can remain under strict negative selection
and keep up its function, while the second copy is released from negative selection by the presence of its
paralog and is free to explore mutational space. Most of this exploration is deleterious, but some can lead to
the birth of new protein functions (Zhang, 2003). This is how many new protein functions arise (Zhang,
2003). In the hhs of Prochlorococcus, there is so much protein variation, particularly between ortholog groups,
that it is easy to imagine that some of that variation could relate to new functions, like the Prochlorococcus-
specific hi C terminal motif, new to this group of proteins, which now appears to be conserved in its own
right.

Why is there this proliferation of hh protein diversity in Prochlorococcus? What could these proteins'
functions be?

Prochlorococcus evolution has given rise to a major radiation of deeply divergent hli proteins (roughly
eight new genes). Based on expression data (Kettler, 2011), and even without knowing their specific
functions, it appears that hlis represent small protein resources allocated to the photosystem in times of
stress, supporting the cell's core machinery under many difficult conditions. What might be the functional
consequence of all this diversity? A single amino acid change can affect the function of a protein, at a key
residue, or a hundred amino acid changes can have no effect on a protein's function, so without
biochemical work, this is speculative. For the most part, the key hydrophobic region and chlorophyll
binding motifs are conserved across all of these proteins, which indicates some likelihood of shared
chlorophyll-binding functionality. In some of our protein clusters the Prochlorococcus-specific C terminal
motif is conserved, which might indicate some other, unknown, but conserved function specific to those
proteins. Usually hs from different clusters show little homology in the N-terminal region, which is highly
variable in both length and protein sequence, but within ortholog clusters sometimes the full length of the
protein, N-terminal included, can be conserved. One possible functional hypothesis, based on the body of
biochemical work on hh function in other systems, is that these different Prochlorococcus his, positioned in
the photosynthetic membranes by their hydrophobic region, could be binding and ferrying chlorophyll to
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and from different members of the large set of chlorophyll binding proteins of the photosynthesis

machinery, while at the same time protecting the cell from free chlorophyll. Perhaps the variable N-terminal

sequence determines the hli protein's binding partners, both apoproteins awaiting chlorophyll and other
proteins that act as assembly factors.

Why does Prochlorococcus have so many hli proteins that are so different from those in other cyanobacteria?

The most significant difference between Prochlorococcus and all other cyanobacteria is in the light
harvesting apparatus of the photosystem; the evolution of their his occurred in the context of this sea

change. Most cyanobacteria use a phycobilisome antennae to gather light, a large complex of proteins bound
to phycobilin pigments in a range of colors that absorb light and transduce that energy to the photosystem

(Ting et al., 2002, Six et al., 2007). In Prochlorococcus, there are no large phycobilisome structures, just a few

remnant phycobiliproteins. Instead, the primary light gathering antennae is composed of unique

prochlorophyte chlorophyll binding proteins (pcbs) which are derived from the CP43/CP47/IsiA family of
photosystem components (Zhang et al., 2007), and which use chlorophyll to gather light (Hess et al., 2001,
Ting et al., 2002). The chlorophyll used in these antennae is primarily divinyl chlorophyll a and b, pigments
not found in most other cyanobacteria. Perhaps this new group of chlorophyll binding antennae proteins
required different hs to orchestrate chlorophyll delivery and insertion, and whatever other functions hUs
might provide. The conserved C-terminal motif specific to the multicopy Prochlorococcus proteins
(TGQIIPGF/IF) could be involved interactions with pcbs. Also, depending on exactly how the hhi proteins
bind chlorophyll molecules (which is not currently known), the new kinds of divinyl chlorophyll molecule
employed in the Prochlorococcus system could require variations in hh proteins to compensate for their
sidegroup modifications. This is strictly a speculative hypothesis based on the evolutionary patterns of hUs,

chlorophyll binding proteins which include divergent sequences unique to Prochlorococcus, and pcbs,
chlorophyll binding proteins which are unique to Prochlorococcus. But, if these hUs can function as
chlorophyll trafficking proteins, with specific interactions with target apoproteins (as in the Ycf39/hliC/
hliD/PSII example from Synechocystis) it stands to reason that modified proteins would be required for this
vast array of new chlorophyll binding proteins. Furthermore, in the switch from a phycobilin-dependent to a

chlorophyll-dependent antennae, perhaps the cell's reliance on and demand for hli proteins increased - they
are chlorophyll-related whatever their function. To test this hypothesis would require a great deal of careful

biochemistry, perhaps starting with a study of the interactions between hh proteins, pcb proteins, pigments
and the rest of the photosystems and thylakoid-associated proteins. This collection of proteins represents a
rich model for future biochemical work, an evolutionary testing ground for functional potential of hh genes

being put to use in the oceans.

hh evolution, Prochlorococcus adaptation and ocean selection

Based on the distribution of hh sequence diversity in the phylogenetic context of Prochlorococcus

lineages, we can imagine a possible history of these genes, intimately connected to the evolutionary

trajectory of Prochlorococcus. First, in the ancestor of all Prochlorococcus or shortly thereafter, some new deeply
divergent hUs evolved, probably through mutation of a duplicated or horizontally transferred gene from
existing hli groups. These new genes together formed a tandem array. During the course of the
Prochlorococcus radiation thereafter, many events occurred, before, during and after the emergence of each
ecotype, moving those genes and arrays within and between genomes, duplicating them, and further
mutating them into different protein sequences.

HLi genes assist in the response to diverse stressors. Based on their expression profiles, what we know
about their functions, and their distribution across ecotypes, the Prochlorococcus h4 genes may contribute to
the process of acclimation to higher light, to the maintenance of growth at high light, to survival of
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transient light shock, and to other dimensions of a phytoplankter's niche space, including iron and nitrogen
starvation and other forms of oxidative stress (e.g. Tolonen et al., 2006, Steglich et al., 2006, Chidgey et al.,
2014, Lindell et al., 2007, Kettler, 2011 and Supplementary Figure 3.2). These are all conditions which take
a toll on the photosynthetic machinery, which hkis probably alleviate. We believe that over time, diverse
environmental pressures across the many Prochlorococcus habitats have resulted in selection of different hli
gene complements (in sequence variants and in the number of genes), across different Prochlorococcus
lineages, contributing to the definition of niche space for each lineage, on both ancient and recent time
scales of Prochlorococcus evolution. Hli genes are a flexible genomic tool used throughout history of
Prochlorococcus, contributing to the resiliency of Prochlorococcus individuals and populations in the dynamic
marine environment.
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Supplemental Information

Supplemental Table S3.1. Prochlorococcus genomes used in this study

Genome Ecotype Genome Number Percent Hli Number Citation Accession
size (bp) of GC gene of

Contigs count' proteins2

MIT9313 LLIV 2,410,873 1 51 10 2,551 Rocap et al., 2003 NC_005071.1

MIT9303 LLIV 2,682,675 1 50 10 2,732 Kettler et al., 2007 NC_008820.1

MIT0701 LLIV 2,592,571 53 51 8 2,666 Biller et al., 2014 JNBAOOO00000

MIT0702 LLIV 2,583,057 61 51 8 2,659 Biller et al., 2014 JNBBOOOOOOOO

MIT0703 LLIV 2,575,057 61 51 8 2,643 Biller et al., 2014 JNBCOOOOOOOO

MIT1313 LLIV 2,590,341 28 50 11 2,625 Chapter IV unpublished 3

MIT1306 LLIV 2,498,9 12 51 10 2,514 Chapter IV unpublished 3

MIT1320 LLIV 2,500,45 26 50 11 2,604 Chapter IV unpublished 3

MIT1323 LLIV 2,440,679 26 51 11 2,503 Chapter IV unpublished 3

MIT1318 LLIV 2,584,744 27 50 11 2,627 Chapter IV unpublished 3

MIT1312 LLIV 2,561,499 53 51 10 2,656 Chapter IV unpublished 3

MIT1327 LLIV 2,591,587 34 50 10 2,627 Chapter IV unpublished 3

MIT1342 LLIV 2,548,000 27 50 10 2,610 Chapter IV unpublished 3

MIT0601 LLIII 1,707,342 6 37 14 1,863 Biller et al., 2014 JNAUOOOOOOOO
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LG LLII 1,754,063 14 36 14 1,906 Biller et al., 2014 JNATOOOOOOOO

SS2 LLII 1,752,772 19 36 14 1,910 Biller et al., 2014 JNAYOOOOOOOO

SS35 LLII 1,751,015 9 36 14 1,905 Biller et al., 2014 JNAZOOOOOOOO

SS51 LLII 1,746,977 12 36 14 1,900 Biller et al., 2014 JNBDOOOOOOOO

SS52 LLII 1,754,053 22 36 14 1,909 Biller et al., 2014 JNBEOOOOOOOO

SS120 LLII 1,751,080 1 36 14 1,902 Dufresne et al. 2003 NC_005042.1

MIT0603 LLII 1,752,482 7 36 15 1,913 Biller et al., 2014 JNAWOOOOOOOO

MIT0602 LLII 1,750,918 9 36 15 1,913 Biller et al., 2014 JNAVOOOOOOOO

NATLiA LLI 1,864,731 1 35 43 2,149 Kettler et al., 2007 NC_008819.1

NATL2A LLI 1,842,899 1 35 43 2,108 Kettler et al., 2007 NC_007335.2

PAC1 LLI 1,841,163 20 35 25 2,162 Biller et al., 2014 JNAXOOOOOOOO

MIT0801 LLI 1,929,203 1 35 40 2,190 Biller et al., 2014 CP007754

Med4 HLI 1,657,990 1 31 24 1,916 Rocap et al., 2003 NC_005072.1

EQPAC1 HLI 1,654,739 8 31 20 1,913 Biller et al., 2014 JNAGOOOOOOOO
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Genome Ecotype Genome Number Percent Hli Number Citation Accession
size (bp) of GC gene of

Contigs count1 proteins 2

MIT9515 HLI 1,704,176 1 31 24 1,898 Kettler et al., 2007 NC_008817.1

MIT9201 HLII 1,672,416 21 31 21 1,957 Biller et at., 2014 JNALOOOOOOOO

MIT9123 HLII 1,697,748 18 31 18 1,937 Biller et al., 2014 JNAKOOOOO000

MIT9116 HLII 1,685,398 22 31 18 1,921 Biller et al., 2014 JNAJ00000000

MIT9107 HLII 1,699,937 13 31 18 1,931 Biller et al., 2014 JNAI00000000

GP2 HLII 1,624,310 11 31 18 1,832 Biller et al., 2014 JNAH00000000

MIT9401 HLII 1,666,808 17 31 17 1,916 Biller et al., 2014 JNAR0000000

MIT9322 HLII 1,657,550 11 31 17 1,902 Biller et al., 2014 JNAQOOOOOOOO

MIT9321 HLII 1,658,664 10 31 17 1,904 Biller et al., 2014 JNAPOOOOOOOO

UH18301 HLII 1,654,648 18 31 19 1,975 Morris et al. 2011 PRJNA47033

MIT9312 HLII 1,709,204 1 31 26 1,919 Coleman et al., 2006 NC_007577.1

MIT9311 HLII 1,711,064 17 31 26 1,913 Biller et al., 2014 JNANOOOOOOOO

MIT9302 HLII 1,745,343 17 31 23 1,969 Biller et al., 2014 JNAMOOOOOOOO

MIT9215 HLII 1,738,790 1 31 20 1,982 Kettler et al., 2007 NC009840.1

MIT9202 HLII 1,690,387 6 31 20 1,958 Thompson et al., ACDWO1000001.1
2011a

MIT0604 HLII 1,780,061 1 31 17 2,065 Biller et al., 2014 CP007753

AS9601 HLII 1,669,886 1 31 22 1,889 Kettler et al., 2007 NC_008816.1

SB HLII 1,669,823 4 32 19 1,892 Biller et al., 2014 JNASOOOOOOOO

MIT9314 HLII 1,690,556 16 31 20 1,938 Biller et al., 2014 JNAOOOOOOOOO

MIT9301 HLII 1,641,879 1 31 17 1,873 Kettler et al., 2007 NC_009091.1

The number of hli family genes in each genome, based on the multiple hidden Markov model approach employed in
this study.
2 Number of protein coding genes, based on reannotation using the Prokka pipeline described in this study (Seeman,
2014).
3 Eight LLIV clade genomes included in this study have not yet been published. The isolation and sequencing of these
strains is described in Chapter II of this thesis; efforts towards their publication are underway.

Supplemental Table S3.2. Marine Synechococcus genomes used in this study

Strain Cluster Genome Number Percent hli Number Accession Citation
size of GC gene of

contigs count proteins

WH5701 5.2 3,043,834 135 65 16 3,170 AANO01000001.1 Dufresne et al.,
2008

PCC6307 2 5.2 3,342,364 1 69 11 3,354 NC_019675.1 Shih et al., 2013
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Strain Cluster Genome Number Percent hii Number Accession Citation
size of GC gene of

contigs count proteins

PCC7001 2  5.2 2,832,697 18 69 12 2,811 ABSE01000001.1 JCVI3

CB0101 5.2 2,686,395 94 64 11 2,955 ADXLO1000001.1 JCVI 3

CB0205 5.2 2,427,308 78 63 9 2,677 ADXM01000001.1 JCVI 3

RCC307 5.3 2,224,914 1 61 10 2,534 NC009482.1 Dufresne et al.,
2008

CC9311 5.1 2,606,748 1 52 17 2,865 NC_008319.1 Palenik et al., 2006

WH8102 5.1 2,434,428 1 59 9 2,703 NC005070.1 Palenik et al., 2003

CC9605 5.1 2,510,659 1 59 10 2,882 NC007516.1 Dufresne et al.,
2008

BL107 5.1 2,283,377 6 54 11 2,498 AATZ0100000l.1 Dufresne et al.,
2008

CC9902 5.1 2,234,828 1 54 9 2,442 NC007513.1 Dufresne et al.,
2008

WH8016 5.1 2,694,843 16 54 11 2,979 AGIK01000001.1 JG1 3

WH8109 5.1 2,111,515 1 60 9 2,395 CP006882.1 JCVI 3

MITS9508 5.1 2,502,434 23 56 17 2,817 unpublished Andres Cubillos
Ruiz1

MITS9509 5.1 3,087,928 33 55 20 3,507 unpublished Andres Cubillos
Ruiz1

MITS9504 5.1 3,087,293 34 55 20 3,506 unpublished Andres Cubillos
Ruiz'

RS9916 5.1 2,664,465 4 60 9 2,822 AAUA01000001.1 Dufresne et al.,

1 2008

RS9917 5.1 2,579,542 9 65 8 2,692 AANP01000001.1 Dufresne et al.,
2008

WH7805 5.1 2,620,367 13 58 9 2,725 AAOKO1O00001.1 Dufresne et al.,
2008

WH7803 5.1 2,366,980 1 60 10 2,544 NC009481.1 Dufresne et al.,
2008

KORDI-100 5.1 2,789,000 1 58 11 3,000 CP006269.1 MBRD3

KORDI49 5.1 2,585,813 1 61 10 2,651 CP006270.1 MBRD 3

KORDI-52 5.1 2,572,069 1 59 9 2,760 CP006271.1 MBRD 3

CC9616 5.1 2,644,310 17 57 12 2,856 AZXLO1000001.1 JG13

These are currently in preparation for publication; used here courtesy of Andres Cubillos Ruiz, Chisholm Lab.
These two strains are sometimes classified as members of the genus Cyanobium, other times Synechococcus (e.g. Ernst et

al., 2003, Urbach and Chisholm, 1998). PCC 6307 is freshwater, PCC 7001 marine. They are phylogenetically closely
related to some marine Synechococcus, and so were included in this study, relevant to the larger evolutionary context of
the Synechococcus-Prochlorococcus picocyanobacterial clade (Urbach and Chisholm, 1998, Ernst et al., 2003, Shih et al.,
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2003, Scanlan et al., 2009). They are sometimes placed with Synechococcus cluster 5.2 (e.g. Scanlan et al., 2009, Shih et
al., 2013) and sometimes assigned to their own Cyanobium cluster (e.g. Ernst et al., 2003).
3 JCVI refers to J. Craig Venter Institute, Rockland, MD, JGI to the US Department of Energy Joint Genome Institute,
Walnut Creek. CA. and MBRD to the Marine Biotechnologv Research Division of the Korea Institute of Ocean
Science and Technology, Sangnok-gu, South Korea .These sequence centers produced and made public these
genomes, but have not described them in publication form.

Supplemental Table S3.3. Marine cyanophage genomes used in this study

Phage Family Isolation Host Genome Genome hhi Number Accession Citation
size gc count of genes

content

KBS-M-1A myovirus Synechococcus 171,744 41 2 213 NC_020836.1

S-CAM1 myovirus Synechococcus 198,013 43 2 229 NC_020837.1

S-CAM8-BI06 myovirus Synechococcus 171,407 39 2 209 NC_021530.1

S-CAM8-SB47 myovirus Synechococcus 222,057 41 2 267 JF974299.1

S-CBM2 myovirus Synechococcus 180,892 40 2 203 HQ633061.1

S-CRM01 myovirus Synechococcus 178,563 40 1 296 NC_015569.1

S-IOM18 myovirus Synechococcus 171,797 41 2 211 NC_021536.1

S-MbClOO myovirus Synechococcus 170,438 39 2 201 NC_023584.1

S-MbCM25 myovirus Synechococcus 176,044 39 2 205 KF156339.1

S-MbCM6 myovirus Synechococcus 176,043 39 2 216 NC_019444.1

S-MbCM7 myovirus Synechococcus 189,311 40 2 214 NC_023587.1

S-PM2 myovirus Synechococcus 196,280 38 2 229 NC_006820 Mann et
al., 2005

S-RIM2R1 myovirus Synechococcus 175,430 42 2 205 NC_020859.1

S-RIM2R21 myovirus Synechococcus 175,430 42 2 206 HQ317290.1

S-RIM2R9 myovirus Synechococcus 175,419 42 2 204 HQ317291.1

S-RIM8_AHR1 myovirus Synechococcus 171,211 41 2 213 NC020486.1

S-RIM8_AHR3 myovirus Synechococcus 171,211 41 2 213 JF974289.1

S-RIM8_AHR5 myovirus Synechococcus 168,327 41 2 206 HQ317385.1

S-RSM4 myovirus Synechococcus 194,454 41 2 218 NC_013085 Millard et
I _al., 2009

S-ShM2 myovirus Synechococcus 179,563 41 2 205 NC_015281 Sullivan et
al., 2010

S-SM1 myovirus Synechococcus 174,079 41 2 216 NC_015282 Sullivan et
I_ I _ I_ I_ I_ IIIal., 2010
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Phage Family Isolation Host Genome Genome hli Number Accession Citation
size gc count of genes

content

S-SM2 myovirus Synechococcus 190,789 40 2 244 NC_015279 Sullivan et
al., 2010

S-SSM2 myovirus Synechococcus 179,980 41 2 200 JF974292 Kelly et al.,
2013

S-SSM4 myovirus Synechococcus 182,801 39 4 232 NC020875 Kelly et al.,
2013

S-SSM5 myovirus Synechococcus 176,184 40 2 206 NC_015289 Sullivan et
al., 2010

S-SSM7 myovirus Synechococcus 232,878 39 2 297 NC015287 Sullivan et
al., 2010

S-TIM5 myovirus Synechococcus 161,440 40 2 176 JQ245707 Sabehi et
al., 2012

Syn1 myovirus Synechococcus 191,195 41 2 206 NC_015288 Sullivan et
al., 2010

SynlO myovirus Synechococcus 177,103 41 2 208 HQ634191 Kelly et al.,
2013

Syn19 myovirus Synechococcus 175,230 41 2 201 NC_015286 Sullivan et
al., 2010

Syn2 myovirus Synechococcus 175,596 41 2 204 HQ634190 Kelly et al.,
2013

Syn30 myovirus Synechococcus 178,807 40 2 215 NC021072 Kelly et al.,
2013

Syn33 myovirus Synechococcus 174,285 40 2 209 NC_015285 Sullivan et
al., 2010

Syn9 myovirus Synechococcus 177,300 41 2 198 NC_008296 Weigele et
al., 2007

Med4-213 myovirus Prochlorococcus 180,977 38 4 229 NC_020845 Kelly et at.,
2013

P-HM1 myovirus Prochlorococcus 181,044 38 4 225 NC_015280 Sullivan et
al., 2010

P-HM2 myovirus Prochlorococcus 183,806 38 4 224 NC015284 Sullivan et
al., 2010

P-RSM1 myovirus Prochlorococcus 177,211 40 3 213 NC021071 Kelly et al.,
2013

P-RSM3 myovirus Prochlorococcus 178,750 37 4 223 HQ634176 Kelly et al.,
2013

P-RSM4 myovirus Prochlorococcus 176,428 38 4 226 NC_015283 Sullivan et
al., 2010

P-RSM6 myovirus Prochlorococcus 192,497 39 3 217 NC_020855 Kelly et al.,
2013
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Phage Family Isolation Host Genome Genome hli Number Accession Citation
size gc count of genes

content

P-SSM2 myovirus Prochlorococcus 252,407 36 6 327 GU071092 Sullivan et
aL., 2005

P-SSM3 myovirus Prochlorococcus 179,063 37 4 235 NC_021559 Kelly et al.,
2013

P-SSM4 myovirus Prochlorococcus 178,249 37 4 219 NC_006884 Sullivan et
al., 2005

P-SSM5 myovirus Prochlo-rococcus 252,013 36 6 332 HQ632825 Kelly et al.,
2013

PSSM7 myovirus Prochlorococcus 182,180 37 5 217 NC_015290 Sullivan et
aL., 2010

P60 podovirus Synechococcus 47,872 53 0 84 NC_003390 Chen and
Lu, 2002

S-CBP2 podovirus Synechococcus 92,473 51 0 126 JF974303.1

S-CBP3 podovirus Synechococcus 47,375 47 1 58 HQ633062.1

S-CBP4 podovirus Synechococcus 41,824 44 1 54 HM559717.1

S-RIP1 podovirus Synechococcus 44,892 43 1 69 NC_020867.1

S-RIP2 podovirus Synechococcus 45,728 47 1 53 NC_020838.1

SCBP42 podovirus Synechococcus 43,241 54 1 59 JF974300.1

Syn5 podophage Synechococcus 46,214 55 0 57 NC_009531 Pope et al.,
2007

P-GSP1 podovirus Prochlorococcus 44,945 40 1 60 NC_020878 Labrie et
al., 2013

P-HP1 podovirus Prochlorococcus 47,536 40 1 65 NC_016659 Labrie et
al., 2013

P-RSP2 Podo Prochlorococcus 42,257 34 2 53 HQ332139 Labrie et
al., 2013

P-RSP5 Podo Prochlorococcus 47,741 39 2 67 GU071102 Labrie et
-_ al., 2013

P-SSP1O Podo Prochlorococcus 47,325 39 1 56 NC_020835 Labrie et
al., 2013

P-SSP2 Podo Prochlorococcus 45,890 38 1 57 GU071107 Labrie et
al., 2013

P-SSP3 Podo Prochlorococcus 46,198 38 1 56 HQ332137 Labrie et
al., 2013

P-SSP5 Podo Prochiorococcus 47,055 39 1 56 Proportal Proportal

P-SSP6 Podo Prochlorococcus 47,039 39 1 61 HQ634152 Labrie et
I I_ I I al., 2013
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Phage Family Isolation Host Genome Genome hli Number Accession Citation
size gc count of genes

content

P-SSP7 Podo Prochlorococcus 44,970 39 1 54 NC_006882 Sullivan et
al. 2005

P-SSP9 Podo Prochlorococcus 46,997 40 1 53 HQ316584 Labrie et
al., 2013

KBS-S-2A Sipho Synechococcus 40,658 49 0 56 NC_020857

S-CBS1 Sipho Synechococcus 30,332 59 0 44 NC016164.1

S-CBS2 Sipho Synechococcus 72,332 54 1 111 NC_015463.1

S-CBS3 Sipho Synechococcus 33,004 61 0 51 NC015465.1

S-CBS4 Sipho Synechococcus 105,580 52 0 169 NC016766.1

S-SKS1 Sipho Synechococcus 208,007 36 2 301 NC_020851.1 Moore

P-HS1 Sipho Prochlorococcus 38,834 37 0 68 NC020857

P-HS2 Sipho Prochlorococcus 38,327 37 0 64 NC020847

P-HS3 Sipho Prochlorococcus 37,830 37 0 62 unpublished Katya
Frois-
Moniz and
Simon
Labrie

P-HS4 Sipho Prochlorococcus 37,851 37 0 64 unpublished Katya
Frois-
Moniz and
Simon
Labrie

P-HS5 Sipho Prochlorococcus 37,850 37 0 63 unpublished Katya
Frois-
Moniz and
Simon
Labrie

P-HS6 Sipho Prochlorococcus 37,983 37 0 65 unpublished Katya
Frois-
Moniz and
Simon
Labrie

P-HS7 Sipho Prochlorococcus 36,546 36 0 65 unpublished Katya
Frois-
Moniz and
Simon
Labrie
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Phage Family Isolation Host Genome Genome hli Number Accession Citation
size gc count of genes

content

P-HS8 Sipho Prochlorococcus 36,533 36 0 64 unpublished Katya
Frois-
Moniz and
Simon
Labrie

P-SS2 Sipho Prochlorococcus 107,530 52 0 128 unpublished Katya
Frois-
Moniz and
Simon
Labrie

Supplementary Table S3.4. Single Cell genomes

Cell Origin Sample Depth Description Eco- Total bp # of Largest Average N50 GC%
designation location Date type/ in con- Contig contig

clade assembly tigs length

497_B10 BATS Feb 8th 60m Deeply mixed water HLI 396,005 112 55,885 3,535 31,607 37
2009 column

497_G2 BATS Feb 8th 60m Deeply mixed water HLI 1,246,512 80 401,106 15,581 155,475 31
2009 column

497_K6 BATS Feb 8th 60m Deeply mixed water LLI 1,597,212 117 229,170 13,651 86,095 35
2009 column

498_E5 BATS Feb 8th 60m Deeply mixed water LLI 1,214,688 262 187,183 4,636 14,211 35
2009 column

518_A2 BATS Apr 1st 60m Stratified spring water HLI 1,572,845 117 480,856 13,443 168,628 31
2009 column, in mixed layer

518_A6 BATS Apr 1st 60m Stratified spring water HLI 1,318,625 91 151,899 14,490 113,102 32
2009 column, in mixed layer

518_G2 BATS Apr 1st 60m Stratified spring water LLI 812,316 64 343,725 12,692 202,238 36
2009 column, in mixed layer

519_B6 BATS Apr 1st 60m Stratified spring water LLI 189,682 74 33,606 2,563 8,979 34
2009 column, in mixed layer

519_C6 BATS Apr 1st 60m Stratified spring water LLI 757,663 84 119,505 9,019 55,126 35
2009 column, in mixed layer

520_C9 BATS Apr 1st 60m Stratified spring water LLI 1,034,192 154 244,142 6,715 66,684 35
2009 column, in mixed layer

521_C9 BATS Apr 1st 60m Stratified spring water HLI 736,574 144 225,607 5,115 35,308 31
2009 column, in mixed layer

521J22 BATS Apr 1st 60m Stratified spring water LLI 1,102,603 132 142,968 8,353 65,133 34
2009 column, in mixed layer

521_L15 BATS Apr 1st 60m Stratifiedspringwater LLI 806,253 151 129,930 5,339 29,063 35
2009 column, in mixed layer

521_L18 BATS Apr 1st 60m Stratified spring water LLI 1,653,100 173 354,975 9,555 93,381 35
2009 column, in mixed layer

521_02 BATS Apr 1st 60m Stratified spring water LLI 1,130,708 249 174,394 4,540 51,927 35
2009 column, in mixed layer
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Cell Origin Sample Depth Description Eco- Total bp # of Largest Average N50 GC%
designation location Date type/ in con- Contig contig

clade assembly tigs length

527_E8 BATS Nov 8th 60m Stratified autumn water HLI 693,391 105 96,492 6,603 46,835 31
2008 column, in mixed layer

815J16 HOT- July 2-6 loom Stratified summer LLI 1,439,086 156 308,726 9,224 86,845 36
ALOHA 2009 water col., below mixed

816_E23 HOT- July 2-6 loom Stratified summer LI 1,187,917 287 81,281 4,139 31,526 34
ALOHA 2009 water col., below mixed

816_E5 HOT- July 2-6 loom Stratified summer LLI 1,202,360 140 168,585 8,588 39,761 34
ALOHA 2009 water col., below mixed

818_A6 HOT- July 2-6 loom Stratified summer LLI 1,333,603 144 211,131 9,261 71,045 35
ALOHA 2009 water col., below mixed

818_E18 HOT- July 2-6 loom Stratified summer LLI 1,092,017 135 152,164 8,089 84,943 34
ALOHA 2009 water col., below mixed

818_E20 HOT- July 2-6 loom Stratified summer LLI 418,705 109 37,870 3,841 15,457 36
ALOHA 2009 water Col., below mixed

818J15 HOT- July 2-6 loom Stratified summer LLI 879,653 181 104,090 4,859 27,083 35
ALOHA 2009 water col., below mixed

818J21 HOT- July 2-6 loom Stratified summer LLI 231,893 36 65,215 6,441 21,536 36
ALOHA 2009 water col., below mixed

OMZB6 ETSP Nov, 55m Secondary chlorophyll HLII 1,204,253 125 441,687 9,634 232,113 31
OMZ 2010 max below oxycline

OMZ_Eli ETSP Nov, 55m Secondary chlorophyll LLI 539,579 117 59,485 4,611 11,946 34
OMZ 2010 max below oxycline

OMZF8 ETSP Nov, 55m Secondary chlorophyll LLI 802,557 236 29,880 3,400 9,525 35
OMZ 2010 max below oxycline

OMZH3 ETSP Nov, 55m Secondary chlorophyll LLI 644,717 126 64,721 5,116 14,768 35
OMZ 2010 max below oxycline

OMZM9 ETSP Nov, 55m Secondary chlorophyll LLI 562,190 143 25,498 3,931 11,004 35
OMZ 2010 max below oxycline I III

OMZN22 ETSP Nov, 55m Secondary chlorophyll LLI 1,099,828 253 57,529 4,347 13,806 34
OMZ 2010 max below oxycline II

Supplementary Table S3.5 Sources for previously published hlis used in building hidden markov

models for hli searches

Genus or viral Strain Clade/ NCBI Number of Number of Genome reference
family ecotype accession genes in hli- annotated

number containing hlis on ncbi
V3 COGs genomes

Synechococcus CC9311 5.1A I CP000435 13 17 Palenik et al., 2006

Synechococcus CC9605 5.1A II CPOOO110 9 8 Dufresne et al., 2008

Synechococcus WH8102 5.1A III BX548020 8 9 Palenik et al., 2003

Synechococcus BL107 5.1A IV DS022298 11 10 Dufresne et al., 2008
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Genus or viral Strain Clade/ NCBI Number of Number of Genome reference
family ecotype accession genes in hli- annotated

number containing hlis on ncbi
V3 COGs geo s

Synechococcus CC9902 5.1A IV CP000097 9 8 Dufresne et al., 2008

Synechococcus RSS9917 5.lB VIII CH724158 7 8 Dufresne et al., 2008

Synechococcus RSS9916 5.1B IX DS022299 8 8 Dufresne et al., 2008

Synechococcus WH7805 5.lB VI CH724168 9 6 Dufresne et al., 2008

Synechococcus WH7803 5.1B V CT971583 10 10 Dufresne et al., 2008

Synechococcus RCC307 5 CT978603 10 9 Dufresne et al., 2008

Synechococcus WH5701 5 AANO01 7 12 Dufresne et al., 2008

Prochlorococcus MIT9313 LLIV/e9313 NC_005071 9 10 Rocap et al., 2003

Prochlorococcus MIT9303 LLIV/e9313 NC_008820 10 9 Kettler et al., 2007

Prochlorococcus SS120 LLII/eSS120 NC_005042 12 13 Dufresne et al., 2003

Prochlorococcus MIT9211 LLIII/e9211 NC_009976 11 5 Kettler et al., 2007

Prochlorococcus NATLIA LLI/eNATL NC_008819 17 7 Kettler et al., 2007

Prochlorococcus NATh2A LLI/eNATL NC_007335 16 30 Kettler et al., 2007

Prochlorococcus MIT9515 HLI/eMed4 NC_008817 17 20 Kettler et al., 2007

Prochlorococcus Med4 HLI/eMed4 NC_005072 16 22 Rocap et al., 2003

Prochlorococcus AS9601 HLII/e9312 NC_008816 20 18 Kettler et al., 2007

Prochlorococcus MIT9312 HLII/e9312 NC_007577 20 22 Kettler et al., 2007

Prochlorococcus MIT9202 HLII/e9312 NZDS999537 17 15 Thompson et al., 2011a

Prochlorococcus MIT9301 HLII/e9312 NC_009091 14 11 Kettler et al., 2007

Prochiorococcus MIT9215 HLII/e9312 NC_009840 18 10 Kettler et al., 2007

Podovirus Syn5 MPP-A NC_009531 0 0 Pope et al., 2007

Podovirus P60 MPP-A NC_003390 0 0 Chen and Lu, 2002

Podovirus P-SSP9 MPP-A HQ316584 0 0 Labrie et al., 2013

Podovirus P-HP1 MPP-B1 NC_016659 1 0 Labrie et al., 2013
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Genus or viral Strain Clade/ NCBI Number of Number of Genome reference
family ecotype accession genes in hli- annotated

number containing hlis on ncbi
V3 COGs genomes

Podovirus P-SSP1O MPP-B1 NC_020835 1 0 Labrie et al., 2013

Podovirus P-SSP11/PSSP6 MPP-B1 HQ634152 n/a 0 Labrie et al., 2013

Podovirus P-RSP5 MPP-B2 GU071102 1 0 Labrie et al., 2013

Podovirus P-GSP1 MPP-B2 NC_020878 1 1 Labrie et al., 2013

Podovirus P-SSP2 MPP-B2 GU071107 1 0 Labrie et al., 2013

Podovirus P-SSP3 MPP-B2 HQ332137 n/a 0 Labrie et al., 2013

Podovirus PSSP7 MPP-B2 NC_006882 1 1 Sullivan et al. 2005

Podovirus P-RSP2 unclassified HQ332139 0 0 Labrie et al., 2013

Podovirus PSSP5 unclassified unpublished 1 n/a on Proportal

Myovirus Syni I NC_015288 2 2 Sullivan et al., 2010

Myovirus Syn1O III HQ634191 2 2 Kelly et al., 2013

Myovirus Syn19 III NC_015286 2 2 Sullivan et al., 2010

Myovirus Syn2 III HQ634190 2 0 Kelly et al., 2013

Myovirus Syn30 III NC_021072 1 0 Kelly et al., 2013

Myovirus Syn33 III NC_015285 2 2 Sullivan et al., 2010

Myovirus Syn9 III NC_008296 2 2 Weigele et al., 2007

Myovirus Med4-213 unknown NC020845 1 1 Kelly et al., 2013

Myovirus P-HM1 unknown NC_015280 4 4 Sullivan et al., 2010

Myovirus P-HM2 unknown NC_015284 4 4 Sullivan et al., 2010

Myovirus P-RSM1 III NC_021071 1 0 Kelly et al., 2013

Myovirus P-RSM3 III HQ634176 2 2 Kelly et al., 2013

Myovirus P-RSM4 III NC_015283 4 4 Sullivan et al., 2010

Myovirus P-RSM6 unknown NC_020855 2 0 Kelly et al., 2013

Myovirus PSSM2 II GU071092 6 3 Sullivan et al., 2005
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Genus or viral Strain Clade/ NCB Number of Number of Genome reference
family ecotype accession genes in hli- annotated

number containing hlis on ncbi
3 COGs genomes

Myovirus P-SSM3 II NC_021559 2 2 Kelly et al., 2013

Myovirus P-SSM4 III NC_006884 4 4 Sullivan et al., 2005

Myovirus P-SSM5 III HQ632825 2 3 Kelly et al., 2013

Myovirus P-SSM7 III NC_015290 5 5 Sullivan et al., 2010

Myovirus S-PM2 I NC_006820 2 2 Mann et al., 2005

Myovirus S-RSM4 unknown NC_013085 2 2 Millard et al., 2009

Myovirus S-ShM2 III NC_015281 1 1 Sullivan et al., 2010

Myovirus S-SM1 III NC_015282 2 2 Sullivan et al., 2010

Myovirus S-SM2 II NC_015279 1 1 Sullivan et al., 2010

Myovirus S-SSM2 III JF974292 1 0 Kelly et al., 2013

Myovirus S-SSM4 III NC_020875 2 0 Kelly et al., 2013

Myovirus S-SSM5 III NC_015289 2 2 Sullivan et al., 2010

Myovirus S-SSM7 II NC_015287 2 2 Sullivan et al., 2010

Myovirus S-TIM5 unknown JQ245707 n/a 2 Sabehi et al., 2012

Unknown refers to strains not part of the Sullivan et al., 2008 Myovirus phylogenetic classification scheme based on
the g20 protein.
Unclassified refers to podoviruses that didn't fit into the main groups described in Labrie et al., 2013.
For comparison and illustration of the automatic annotation challenge, and to supplement orthlogy based hmm
training set with independent methods.
Goal wasn't to be comprehensive, just to get a large set of hlis with some homology evidence to use for searching
(hopefully generating a comprehensive set down the line)
These COG counts do not match number published numbers of hlis per genome, and are not intended to represent a
full review of past work. COGs do not contain full sets of identical proteins.
Clusters are probably a good collection of well-supported homology hlis, but illustrate the challenges of clustering these
- a few tiny clusters and a few giant clusters.
In many cases publications with genomes describe hlis, but they were not included in published annotations. These are
just what's present in database
g20 portal protein defined phage clusters.
*These additional genomes were searched, but bad not annotated hlis (they do have hlis - added based on orthlog
clusters - just not formally annotated in published genomes)
The benefit is that these rely on diverse past methods for annotation -occasionally catch different genes
For building search clusters, being comprehensive isn't necessary - just need a few representatives from each deeply
branching sequence cluster, which we'll use to recruit more of their own.
Also illustrates challenges with automated annoation of these genes.
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Supplemental Figure 3.1 Relationships between phage and host hl genes UPGMA cluster

(A) This is a different display of the clustergram in Figure 3.10 to highlight the deeply branching phage clade. Star indicates this deeply branching cluster of phage

hs, predominantly from Synechococcus-isolated phage for which it is difficult to assign relationships to host clusters. In the tree, phage clade nodes are in darker blue

for myophage, lighter blue for podophage, magenta for siphophage, and host clade nodes are in black. Podophage same from a subset of the same larger cluster that

myophage sample from. The labels at the leaves of the tree are colored as either Prochlorococcus (green), Synechococcus (red), or phage (blue). (B) Zoom of the deeply-

branching all-phage clade, with taxa labels showing that most are isolated from Synechococcus, based on S-nomenclature for isolation host.
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Chapter III. The high-tight inducible gene family of Prochlorococcus

Pro/Syn shared
single copy

Prochlorococcus expression response

Gene Light Nitrogen Phage Iron
change? starvation? infection? Starvation?

hil01
hbiO2
hHiO3
hl113

gene upregulated in response to stress in HLI Med4

gene did not significantly change

Supplementary Figure 3.2. It is the Prochlorococcus-specific, phage-shared his that respond to stress in

Prochlorococcus: summary of microarray expression experiments in Prochlorococcus

Following the authors' individual significance cutoffs. The core, Synechococcus-shared genes do not

respond to stress, the multicopy ones do. This figure represents the meta-analysis performed in Kettler

2011, using microarray data from Steglich et al., 2006, Tolonen et al., 2006, Lindell et al., 2007,

Thompson et al, 201ta. In Med4, the array containing h1i06-09 is identical at the DNA level to

hli6-19, and so could not be distinguished using microarrays.
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Chapter IV. Abundance, distribution and physical properties of Prochlorococcus of
the South East Pacific: dramatic variation over gradients in nutrients and light

Jessie W Berta-Thompson"2 and Sallie W Chisholm" 3

'Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
2Microbiology Graduate Program, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
3Department of Biology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Abstract

The South Pacific contains some of the most productive waters in the world, in the Humboldt

current upwelling region off the coast of Chile, and some of the least productive waters in the world, at the

center of the South Pacific Subtropical Gyre. We had an opportunity to sample in this region across a

transect spanning gradients in nutrient concentrations, temperature, water optical qualities, and

community structure, including the extremely oligotrophic waters near Easter Island and the permanent

oxygen minimum zone near the coast. Here we present the distribution of Prochlorococcus populations over

this transect, measured through flow cytometry, and analyze these data in the context of features of the

water column and transect, particularly light. Concentrations of Prochlorococcus cells were consistently high

in the gyre, often above 105 cells ml- at their peak depth, and more variable in abundance (though always

observed) near the coast and at transitional sites, a pattern often observed in Prochlorococcus distributions.

The depth of the euphotic zone in this region changes dramatically from the relatively murky waters of the

high productivity region to the extremely clear waters of the gyre, where light travels hundreds of meters

down. We observed an overall trend of increasing depth of Prochlorococcus populations from coast to open

ocean, largely tracking changes in light attenuation through the water column. In analyzing the per cell

chlorophyll fluorescence, a property of both genetics and cellular acclimation to different light conditions,

most samples map onto the light environment in a consistent way; chlorophyll fluorescence per cell is

related to light extinction over the water column in the same way across wide variations in other conditions.

However, at the two extremes of coastal and oligotrophic samples, different relationships between cellular

chlorophyll fluorescence and light suggest that additional factors are at work governing this property of the

cells, such as the influence of light spectral qualities and genetic variation. For one site, we obtained high

resolution samples, over several days, which allow us to assess some of the challenges of typically sparse

oceanographic sampling, and to observe the smooth transitions that Prochlorococcus populations make from

small surface-adapted strains acclimated to high light with low chlorophyll content, to deep populations

composed of larger cells with high chlorophyll content for optimized light gathering. This work has served

as a starting place for other analyses from the same cruise, assisting in sample processing decisions and

interpretation of other data exploring Prochlorococcus populations. The Prochlorococcus of the South Pacific

show a population-level resilience, maintaining large populations across broad changes in conditions over

space and depth, emergent from a combination of each cell's ability to acclimate to diverse conditions, a

vast array of diversity within populations and likely region-specific genetic adaptations, which will be an

exciting topic for future explorations.
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Chapter IV. Prochlorococcus of the South Pacific

4.1 Introduction

The South Pacific: a collection of remarkable habitats
The South Pacific covers a vast expanse of our planet containing some of the most oligotrophic

waters in the world's oceans at its center, and some of the most productive in the upwelling regions off the

South American coast. The gradient in productivity, from coast to gyre, in this region can be viewed from

space, through ocean chlorophyll sensing satellites, which show the dramatic shift from high-chlorophyll,

high-productivity regions, to very low-chlorophyll, low-productivity regions (Figure 4.1). The South Pacific

Gyre is distant from equatorial, coastal and polar upwelling and continental nutrient input, making it is the

largest and lowest nutrient ocean gyre in the world (Claustre et al., 2008a,b). Nutrient input essential for

primary production (and all life), primarily nitrogen, phosphorus, and iron, comes primarily from small-

scale vertical mixing events and dust deposition (Bonnet et al., 2008). In the western South Pacific, there are

so-called high nutrient, low chlorophyll (HNLC) regions, characterized by iron-limitation resulting in low

phytoplankton biomass, and a build-up of unused nitrogen and phosphorus (Claustre et al., 2008a,

Moisander et al., 2011). The South Pacific gyre (central and eastern South Pacific oligotrophic open ocean

region) contains low levels of nitrogen (5-10 nM ammonium) and dissolved iron (0.1 nM), but higher levels

of phosphorus, (>11OnM phosphate) (Bonnet et al., 2008, Moutin et al., 2008, Van Mooy et al., 2009,

Fitzsimmons et al., 2014); there, nitrogen is generally the limiting nutrient for primary production (Bonnet

et al., 2008, Moisander et al., 2011). This ocean is historically sparsely sampled, with no equivalent to the

established time-series stations in the North Pacific and North Atlantic that have taught us much of what

we know about the oligotrophic open oceans (Bonnet et al., 2008, Claustre et al., 2008b, Karl and Church,

2014, Giovannoni and Vergin, 2012). The low nutrient conditions result in low total biomass, but a rich

community of microbial life on a small scale makes a living here, and it is a major Prochlorococcus habitat.

Chlorophyll Concentration
(December 2010 - Aqua/MODIS)
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Figure 4.1. A transect across dramatic gradients in the Eastern South Pacific

The South Pacific Gyre represents the least productive, lowest chlorophyll region of the world's oceans. Satellite

chlorophyll data (from the Aqua-MODIS instrument) shows the dramatic transect in productivity from coast to

gyre. The Big-RAPA cruise transect described in this chapter is marked with a line, dots for sample stations.
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Chapter IV. Prochlorococcus of the South Pacific

An opportunity to study Prochlorococcus across South Pacific gradients in environmental conditions

We had an opportunity to sample across the Eastern South Pacific, over a 3,500 km transect from

the coast of northern Chile to Easter Island, setting out with the goal of studying its Prochlorococcus

populations on several levels (Figure 4.1). This transect crosses important ecological gradients, including in

nutrient concentrations, temperature, and light, that govern microbial community structure (Figure 4.1,

Figure 4.3, Bonnet et al., 2008, Duhamel et al, 2012, Fitzsimmons et al., 2014, Boiteau et al., 2013). We

sampled from several trophic regions, including the eutrophic oxygen minimum zone, a transitional

mesotrophic regime, and highly oligotrophic waters.

South Pacific Prochlorococcus

Prochlorococcus occurs at high concentrations in the South Pacific Gyre, based on the limited but

growing collection of measurements available for the this region (Bouman et al., 2006, Grob et al., 2007,

Zwirglmaier et al., 2008, Flombaum et al., 2013). Thanks to its many adaptations to low nutrient

conditions, including its small size, small genome and nitrogen-thrifty photosynthetic antennae,

Prochlorococcus thrives in all the subtropical oligotrophic waters of the world (Partensky et al., 1999,

Partensky and Garczarek, 2010, Morel et at., 1993, Chisholm, 1992, Hess et al., 2001). It does not live in

colder, richer waters nearer the poles (Partensky et al., 1999, Flombaum et al., 2013, Zinser et al., 2007).

Adaptation to low nutrient conditions is a useful framework for describing Prochlorococcus as a whole, but

the wide global distribution of Prochlorococcus, and its ability to live across the full range of light over the

euphotic zone, are also enabled by wide-ranging diversity within the group. A few of the adaptations varying

among Prochlorococcus studied to date include traits for coping with different nutrient conditions, toxicity,

temperature, changing light, and light intensity (Coleman et aL., 2006, Thompson et at., 2011, Berube et al.,

2014, Moore et al.,2002, Mann et al., 2002, Moore et al., 1999, Zinser et al., 2007, Martiny et al., 2009,
Malmstrom et al., 2010). The dramatic gradients over the South Pacific represent many diverse

environmental conditions, and Prochlorococcus populations across this region likely contain wide functional

variation.

The clearest waters in the world

In the extremely oligotrophic South Pacific Gyre, low productivity results in the clearest waters in

the world, where light penetrates a blue ocean for hundreds of meters, resulting in a deeper distribution of

phytoplankton (Morel et al., 2007a,b,c, Claustre et al., 2008b). Ordinarily, phytoplankton, other planktonic

biomass and colored dissolved organic matter interfere with the passage of light through water, changing its

color and attenuation rate with depth as a function of the quantity and spectral qualities of light-interacting

material in the water (Morel et al., 2010). The amount of light-interacting material is itself largely a function

of productivity and in some places land-origin input of colored dissolved organic matter (Morel et al., 2010,

Morel et al., 2007a,c). When light enters the water column, it attenuates exponentially with depth through

absorption and backscattering; red light is preferentially scattered by water, so with depth the light

remaining becomes more blue. In extremely clear waters without other major influences on water color, this

effect is strongest, and the water bluest at depth. UV radiation, with its potent chemistry and biologically

damaging effects, is usually rapidly attenuated in seawater, but can penetrate tens of meters into these very

clear waters (Osburne et al., 2010, Tedetti and Semp&re, 2006, Morel et al. 2007a, b), an unusual feature

which may have consequences for the distributions and properties and adaptations of Prochlorococcus

populations (Osburne et al., 2010).

The Oxygen Minimum Zone and Prochlorococcus: a remarkable habitat
The edge of the Eastern Tropical South Pacific has a permanent shallow oxygen minimum zone
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(ETSP OMZ) off the coast of Chile and Peru. OMZ features occur when heavy upwelling or other nutrient
input (e.g. agricultural) results in high primary productivity (photosynthesis), and subsequently high
secondary productivity (respiration) (Wyrtki, 1962, Ulloa et al., 2012). As material sinks, sources of oxygen
(air-water interface and photosynthesis in the euphotic zone) become spatially separated from respiration,
drawing subsurface oxygen levels down to zero, even near the surface (Wyrtki, 1962, Ulloa et al., 2012). In
most locations, with low or modest productivity, this basic process of surface light fueled primary
production and subsequent sinking of biological material results in oxygen profiles that are somewhat
reduced deep in the ocean, well below the euphotic zone, and never reach anoxia (Wyrtki, 1962). In strong
OMZs, like the one in the Easter Tropical South Pacific, the anoxic region can reach so far toward the
surface that it overlaps the euphotic zone, so that anoxic waters can contain organisms performing oxygenic
photosynthesis, (Goericke et al., 2000, Ulloa et al., 2012). In these features, the chlorophyll profile over the
euphotic zone sometimes takes on an unusual double-peaked form, one in the oxygenated well-lit zone, and
a second, smaller peak, the secondary chlorophyll maximum, below the oxycline at very low light, and this
peak is dominated by Prochlorococcus (Goericke et al., 2000, Lavin et al., 2010). Environmental DNA analyses
from these populations have revealed the exciting presence of unique, as of yet uncultured Prochlorococcus
clades in these secondary chlorophyll maximum populations, the LLV and LLVI clades, as well as other
members from previously characterized Prochlorococcus ecotypes (Lavin et al., 2010, Astorga E16, 2015). A
distinctive anoxic microbial community lives here, very different from the usual Prochlorococcus-containing
community and performing very different biogeochemical process than occur in oxygenated euphotic zones
(Canfield et al., 2010, Stewart et al., 2011, Bryant et al., 2012, Ganesh et al., 2014). Why do we find
Prochlorococcus in this unusual habitat? The hypotheses are numerous, and the answer likely complex, but for
a start, eukaryotic grazers, and eukaryotic phytoplankton, cannot survive these waters, so it is a niche with
reduced predation and competition (Goericke et al., 2000, Lavin et al., 2010). The fact that unique
Prochlorococcus ecotypes are observed in these habitats (and nowhere else to date) suggests that these lineages
could have adapted to the unique chemical conditions of the OMZ, including different forms of nitrogen
sources (Goericke et al., 2000, Lavin et al., 2010, Astorga-E16, 2015).

Studying Prochlorococcus with the aid of flow cytometry to answer first order questions
The expert macroecologist can identify the plant they specialize in at a glance based on its leaves,

flowers or bark, easy to assess physical properties. This method does not work well for microbes, even with a
microscope, so in most cases microbial ecologists rely on DNA sequence, in a variety of methodological
forms, to identify and enumerate organisms of interest. As Prochlorococcus researchers, we are in some
respects closer to the field botanist, in that we can look at seawater, with the aid of a powerful instrument
known as a flow cytometer, and identify and count all the Prochlorococcus (Chisholm et al., 1988, Olson et
al., 1990). Flow cytometry allows us to measure optical properties of individual particles, on the micron
scale. The light scattering and fluorescence properties of Prochlorococcus are unique among all the particles in
seawater; it is the smallest kind of chlorophyll-containing cell in the sea. The quantitative details of these
scattering and fluorescence properties relate to the genetic diversity, the light acclimation state of the cells,
and even mixing history (Moore et al., 1998, Urbach et al., 1998, Dusenbury 1999, Dusenbury et al., 2000,
Crosbie et al., 2001).
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In this work, we use flow cytometry to characterize how South Pacific Prochlorococcus populations

change over these ecological gradients, from coast to gyre. Obtaining Prochlorococcus cell counts and

characterizing individual cell fluorescence and light scattering properties, we consider basic questions about

the light acclimation properties and genetic groups of samples collected across the transect. How does the

abundance of Prochlorococcus change over these dramatic differences in ecological conditions? How are

Prochlorococcus distributed over depth for regions with different light quality? We also examine the two

extreme habitats this cruise gave us access to, the secondary chlorophyll maximum of the OMZ and the

ultraoligotrophic waters of the gyre.
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4.2 Materials and Methods

Cruise and sampling

All samples described here were collected as part of the CMORE BiGRAPA cruise, from November
18 to December 14, 2010. Detailed information on this cruise and access to ancillary data is available

through: http://cmore.soest.hawaii.edu/cruises/big rapa/plan.htm
For the flow cytometry analyses described here, water was collected from nine depths per station in

CTD Niskin rosette casts with a depth sampling profile determined by the depths of the 10%, 1%, 0.1%
light levels, the mixed layer depth and the chlorophyll maximum depth. Samples were taken at these
features and in increments around them to evenly fill the depth profile, attempting to reach depths where
Prochlorococcus populations started to thin at the base of the euphotic zone. We sampled from seven stations
evenly distributed over the transect. We also collected two extra, high resolution casts from around the deep
chlorophyll maximum at Station 7 (nearest Easter Island). In figures, Cast 1 (=Big RAPA Cast 57),
December 8, 12:45, Cast 2 (=Big RAPA Cast 63), December 9, 18:20, Cast 3 (=Big RAPA Cast 69),
December 10, 18:20.

From each of these water samples, aliquots were taken for qPCR, flow cytometry and single-cell
genomics preservation methods. Metagenomic samples were taken in separate large-volume samples at the
same locations, so they represent more approximate pairings. These samples collected on this cruise include
viral and bacterial metagenome fractions and ecotype q-PCR, which are currently being analyzed by Libusha
Kelly and Paul Berube. For flow cytometry samples, 1.0 ml of seawater was mixed (by shaking, not stirring)
with 5 ul of 25% glutaraldehyde, a fixative commonly used for preserving Prochlorococcus cells, for a final
concentration of 0.125%. Samples were then flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored in liquid nitrogen
dewars until transport to the lab, then in -80 freezers, until time of analysis (within 1 year of sampling).
Samples were preserved in cryovials to withstand flash freezing. Duplicate flow cytometry samples were
taken from each water sample. Only one of these sampling replicates was run for these counts, because the
analysis is destructive and our analysis was specifically focused on Prochlorococcus populations and different
methods and instrument parameterizations would be required to view other populations, so we wanted to
leave those options to other researchers.

The figures describing nutrient measurements and CTD data presented in Figure 4.2 and Figure

4.3 were produced through the cruise data repository: http://hahana.soest.hawaii.edu/cmorebigrapa/
bigrapa.html

Flow cytometry data collection
Flow cytometry data was collected on a Becton-Dickinson/Cytopeia Influx Cell sorting instrument,

using 10g NaCl per L MilliQ water as sheath fluid. Two lasers were used for excitations, a 488nm and

457nm aligned along the same path, an approach thought to maximize sensitivity to low chlorophyll
samples. Gain to all photomultiplier tubes was set to optimize for sensitivity across the range of
Prochlorococcus properties in these samples, and the same settings were used for all data collected.
Prochlorococcus populations in many surface samples had very low chlorophyll autofluorescence, overlapping
background readings from heterotrophic populations, a common phenomenon, even with the best
instruments (e.g. Hartmann et al., 2014). The larger and brighter fluorescing Synechococcus were out of range
on these sensitivity settings at some depths and stations, so we do not enumerate Synechococcus here. Two-
micron Fluorescebrite YG fluorescent beads (Polysciences, Warrington, PA) were used as a standard, to
maintain instrument alignment during data collection and to normalize cellular fluorescence values during
analysis. These standards are larger and more fluorescent than Prochiorococcus cells, so they do not interfere
with cellular signals, but are small enough to be visible in the same sensitivity settings appropriate for
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Prochlorococcus. Where possible, samples were run long enough to collect data more than 10,000
Prochlorococcus cells, to reduce the Poisson counting noise to below 1%. For a few samples, however, there
were not 10,000 cells in our Iml sample, so we ran as much volume as possible. All samples were run
unstained. Data collection was triggered off forward scatter signal. Two technical replicates were performed
for each sample, running the same seawater twice through the flow cytometry data collection process.
Samples were all run undiluted, with 5 or 10 ul of concentrated 2um fluorescent beads added to as much of
the 1ml samples as could be recovered from the cryovials (950-990ul). This data was analyzed in FlowJo,
extracting counts, chl/cell and fsc/cell information. Analysis was performed in the Flojo software package,
gating Prochlorococcus counts on their chorophyll (488ex, 695/40 bandpass em) and forward small angle
scatter properties, keeping an eye on the phycoerythrin channel (488 ex, 580/30 em) to make sure
Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus populations were not mistaken.

Analysis of PAR data
The photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) data used for analysis of light environment gathered

on this cruise presented a challenge in analysis. There were two sensors, one on the CTD and one on the
ship. The Surface PAR sensor always reads higher than the CTD PAR sensor, and there is no measurement
with both instruments at the same place, the CTD only collected data under water, Surface PAR only on
the ship. Normalizing CTD data to near-surface data sometimes resulted in values slightly greater than 1.
This could be explained by a small mismatch in calibration. We attempted several normalization variants,
but in the end settled on simply presenting the data as is. The same sensors were used for all data, and all
measurements occurred within the span of one month, so they should be comparable across samples. The
disparity between CTD 1m measurements (closest to surface measurements we have) and Surface PAR are
on the order of 15%, smaller than the order of magnitude variations of light discussed.

Data sourcing for figures from major databases
For introductory figures describing region, data was downloaded from the Aqua/MODIS satellite

data repository, and map rendered with sampling locations using MATLAB; data accessible here: http://
oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/cms/. For global KdPAR map, image was downloaded from the Global Ocean
Color database (http://www.globcolour.info/data access full prod set.html), representing an
amalgamation of data from many satellites, for the month of December, 2010 around the time of our
sampling.

Single cell sorting and ITS sequencing
Single cells were sorted under clean conditions as described in (Rodrigue et al 2009), using

Epicenter phi29 reagent kits and random hexamer primers with a thiophosphate 3' modification from IDT.
We sorted and amplified the DNA of single cells from the South Pacific using the method described in
Rodrigue et al., 2009 and Zhang et al., 2006. We sorted of one 2ml sample (several replicates remain
archived) of cells preserved in 10% glycerol collected at Station 1, 55m - the secondary chlorophyll max
where the euphotic zone overlaps the oxygen minimum zone. To identify single cells of interest, we PCR
amplified and sequenced the ITS rRNA marker gene from our single cell amplified DNA libraries, as
described in Rodrigue et al., 2009. Because initial rounds resulted in low yields of positive sequences, we
performed additional reactions with 1:10, 1:100, 1:1000 dilutions of MDA products, which improved
overall yield somewhat, and we used cyanobacterial primers from both Rodrigue et al., 2009 and Iteman et
al., 2000, which bind slightly different conserved regions outside the ITS. PCR reactions were performed
using Phusion polymerase (NEB). Sequencing was performed at the Massachusetts General Hospital DNA
core facility, Cambridge, MA.
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4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 The transect

We sampled the Eastern South Pacific with the Center for Microbial Oceanography Research and

Education's BiG RAPA cruise (Biogeochemical Gradients: Role in Arranging Planktonic Assemblages) in

the early austral summer of 2010, from Nov. 18 to Dec 14. We traveled from east to west, and slightly south,

spanning 3,500km from the coast of Chile near Iquique to Easter Island, sampling at seven approximately

evenly spaced stations spanning the dramatic biological, chemical and physical gradients described above,

from Station 1 in the east to Station 7 in the west (Figure 4.2).

Big RAPA Transect Sampling

-1%

Stations
6 4 

1000*W 8O~W

Figure 4.2. Transect sampling and

Stations
Sampling order, locations and reference

numbers for the stations from which our

samples came, across the eastern South

Pacific. Station 7 is near Easter Island,

Station 1 is near Iquique, Chile. Refer to

Figure 1 for productivity context - the map

and positional dots are identical in that

figure. Refer to Figure 4.3 for physical and

chemical properties of these stations. The

station colors here are used for marking

data from the corresponding station

throughout this chapter.

Based on measurements taken during the BiG RAPA transect, in parallel with our Prochlorococcus-

sampling, temperature increased towards the gyre, while chlorophyll decreased and moved deeper into the

water column (Figure 4.3A and B). From the combined nitrite+nitrate, phosphorus and chlorophyll

measurements (Figure 4.3C, D, and E), it is clear that Station 7 is the most oligotrophic station, Stations 4,

5 and 6 are also oligotrophic, Station 3 is perhaps transitional, Station 2 is mesotrophic and Station 1 is

eutrophic (Figure 4.3b, Figure 4.3D, Figure 4.3E, BiG RAPA data repository, 2011). The intense OMZ at

Station 1 can be observed in the very low oxygen concentrations that occur just below the surface, and by

comparison with nitrogen and phosphorus data in the same location, the high nutrient concentrations

driving this phenomenon (Figure 4.3C, Figure 4.3D, Figure 4.3B). These features are largely consistent

with measurements from the best existing comparable dataset previously taken for this region during the

BIOSOPE expedition of 2004, which sampled at the same time of year, but along a transect from Easter

Island to Concepci6n, Chile, 2,000 km South of Iquique, sampling a more subtropical slice of this ocean

(Claustre et al., 2008b).
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Figure 4.3. Basic characterization of the BiG RAPA transect
CTD refers to the "Conductivity, temperature, depth" instrument which surveys the water column in conjunction
with sample collection, resulting in measurements of temperature, chlorophyll fluorescence (calibrated to

concentration), and dissolved oxygen. These measurements were taken on different sampling casts than our samples

for biological analysis in the following sections, but they were taken from the same locations and usually on the same

day. The depth scales for all these plots (0-300m) approximately represent the relevant range for the Prochlorococcus

habitat, plus a bit deeper. The phosphate and nitrate+nitrite concentrations are from analytical measurements. All

of this data and the plot rendering was accessed through the BiG RAPA data repository described in Materials and

Methods.
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4.3.2 Prochlorococcus abundances over geography and depth over a South East Pacific transect

We collected samples of seawater for Prochlorococcus analysis from depths spanning the euphotic

zone, from the surface to the base of the phytoplankton population as observed by CTD chlorophyll traces.

Sampling depths were determined not by a fixed depth scale but by a combination of the irradiance levels,

and chlorophyll signals to reach the base of the euphotic zone and of phytoplankton populations. We

enumerated Prochlorococcus populations using flow cytometry, describing their distributions across space and

depth (Figure 4.4). Overall, Prochlorococcus concentrations were high across the transect, except at stations I

and 3. At Station 1, the site nearest the coast with high-nutrient waters and an OMZ, there were overall low

Prochlorococcus concentrations (Figure 4.4), but we did observe Prochlorococcus in a secondary chlorophyll

maximum below the oxycline (see Figure 4.14), the unusual OMZ-Prochlorococcus feature reported previously

(Goericke et al., 2000, Lavin et al., 2010). The highest concentration of Prochlorococcus in a single water

sampled observed across this transect (330,000 cells ml') occurred at Station 2, a mesotrophic site with a

relatively shallow euphotic zone (Figure 4.1). Prochlorococcus concentrations at Station 3 were very low.

Moving into the gyre, Prochlorococcus populations were consistently high, reaching deeper into the water

column as the water became more oligotrophic to the west. The deepest samples we took were from 250m at

Station 7, the most oligotrophic station, where a distinct Prochlorococcus population was observed (1,000

cell/ml), deeper than at typical oligotrophic sites (Johnson et al., 2006, Malmstrom et al., 2010).
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Figure 4.4. Prochlorococcus abundances across a South Pacific Transect
Concentration of Prochlorococcus cells, measured by flow cytometry, over depth and over the BiG RAPA transect.

There was a small north-south component to this sampling as well (see Table 4.1 for coordinates). Interpolated data,

9 depths per station, from Station I at right, in the oxygen minimum zone, to Station 7 at left, in the South Pacific

Gyre. Black dots represent samples.
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Stations 1-3 are snapshots taken hundreds of miles apart from a complex oceanographic region,

the Humboldt current, full of complex eddies and upwelling events changing nutrients and temperature

conditions on the scale of tens of kilometers; each of our points is taken at random out of this patchy

distribution, which could explain why we see high Prochlorococcus concentrations at Station 2 and low

concentrations at Station 3 (Shaffer et al., 1995, Claustre et al., 2008b). The very low concentrations of

Prochlorococcus at Station 1 are consistent with global observations that Prochlorococcus are not found at high

abundances immediately off coasts, a phenomenon that is not fully understood (Biller et al., 2015,
Flombaum et al., 2013). Stations 4-7 come from a more stable, spatially homogenous environment, so each

sample is more likely representative of their surrounding waters and together they are more likely to describe

true regional gradients (Claustre et al., 2008b). We displayed the data as interpolated in Figure 4.4 to

emphasize the general coast to gyre trends, but this is an extremely coarse spatial sampling scheme, and

many other features in Prochlorococcus distribution may be occurring between samples over this transect. This

transect took a month to traverse - all the samples were not collected at the same time - but we believe these

patterns largely represent changes over space, at least for open ocean samples, because conditions are stable
on a month time scale in the open ocean gyre (see Supplement Figure 4.1), though for the same underlying

reasons of dynamism in the Humboldt, this is not necessarily the case for Stations 1-3.
Our concentration measurements were in many ways similar to Prochlorococcus counts from the

2004 BIOSOPE expedition (a South Pacific transect, further south) - we both observe deep populations in

the gyre and low coastal concentrations, but we generally report higher surface Prochlorococcus populations

(Grob et al., 2007). This could be a feature of the region, but surface Prochlorococcus populations are

notoriously difficult to count (Hartmann et al., 2014), so measurements using identical methods would be

required to determine the nature of the longitudinal gradients in Prochlorococcus abundance in this region.

The environment of South Pacific Prochlorococcus: a geographic gradient in water clarity
Prochlorococcus abundance is dictated by many interacting factors in a water parcel including

physical and chemical properties, history and biological community, together determining the cell division

rates and mortality. The most dramatic trend in the Prochlorococcus distributions observed along the transect

(Figure 4.4) is the increasing depth of Prochlorococcus populations towards more oligotrophic sites; this led us

to better understand the relationship between depth and light in these water columns. Light is a very

important factor, probably the most important, driving the evolution and environmental distributions of

Prochlorococcus (Rocap et al., 2003, Biller et al., 2015, Zinser et al., 2007). The relationship between light and

depth changes from the rich coastal waters (Station 1-2) to the hyper-oligotrophic, clear waters of Station 7
(Figure 4.5, Morel et al., 2007). The light environment of our samples spans a wide range of extinction

coefficients (Table 4.1). Ultimately, water clarity and color vary because particulate matter (biologic in

origin, e.g. plankton; or abiotic, e.g, dust) and dissolved material (colored DOM; e.g. biologic breakdown

products), influence the way light travels through the water column (Morel et al., 2007, Stramski et al., 2008,
Falkowski and Raven, 2007). In productive regions, like the chilean coast, water is murky - light only

penetrates a little. In the clear waters of the deep blue sea, light travels far. Since the materials that create

turbidity (particles, colored dissolved organic matter and phytoplankton) usually change light quality as well

as light quantity, we have a very different light-environment at the extremes of this transect.
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Fraction of Surface Irradiance
10~5 10~4 103 10-2 10- 100

0
Figure 4.5. Fraction of surface
irradiance as a function of depth along

50 the transect.
The coastal station has much higher
extinction coefficient than the deeper

100 waters. Behavior at the surface is
complex, showing the furthest deviation

E from simple exponential extinction, and

5 150 simplifies below 10m, showing steeper

-+ Station 1 slopes for clearer waters. The CTD PAR/

+- Station 2 Surface PAR ratio at the surface is not

200 Station 3 unity (see Methods). Station 5 was

- Station 4 measured during low absolute light

0 Station 5 - (cloudy), so light the extinction could
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-+- Station 6 samples.
-+ Station 7

To help place our Prochlorococcus measurements the oceanographic context of each station, we

summarized (i) the photosynthetically active radiation extinction coefficients (Kd(PAR)), which describe the

attenuation of light with depth, (ii) mixed layer depths describing the depth to which surface waters are

vertically homogenized by turbulent mixing, and (iii) the depth of the chlorophyll maximum, based on total

chlorophyll fluorescence from all phytoplankton for each site, (Table 4.1). As we move from coast to gyre,

the mixed layer depth increases, K(PAR) decreases (slower attenuation of light with depth) and the depth of

the chlorophyll maximum increases (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1. Basic Properties of water column at each sampling station across the South East Pacific transect

Station Coordinates Mixed Layer ka PAR light extinction Chlorophyll Fluorescence

Depth' coefficient 2  Maximum 3

1 200 05' S, 700 48' W 3m 0.091 m-1  24m

2 210 11' S, 760 34' W 20m 0.057 m-I 34m

3 22 16' S, 820 21' W 23m 0.041 m-1  61m

4 230 28' S, 880 46' W 39m 0.04 m1  114m

5 240 34' S, 940 43' W 28m 0.036 m-1  126m

6 250 33' S, 1000 01' W 47m 0.034 m-1 118m

7 260 15' S, 1030 58' W 50m 0.036 m- 177m

'Mixed layer depth is the last depth before temperature decline begins (rough estimate). ZKdPAR calculated by fitting

an exponential curve to relationship between depth and the CTD PAR data normalized to a surface PAR sensor

aboard the ship. 3Chlorophyll max is depth at maximum chlorophyll fluorescence, except where single point outliers

did not match trend; at some sites the shape of chlorophyll peak was somewhat irregular. These measurements come

from the casts samples were taken from. *Station 5 measured at low absolute light, limited depth.
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The KA(PAR) values for the water columns we sampled are typical of the region (Table 4.1, Figure

4.6). Values of Kd(PAR) 0.06 m1 and below are generally considered oligotrophic (Saulquin et al., 2013,

Morel et al., 2007b); Stations 3-7 are below 0.06 m 1 , Station 2 is close to 0.06 mi4 Station 1 well above,

consistent with descriptions trophic status above based on nutrient and chlorophyll data. Stations 5, 6 and

7, have some of the lowest Ka(PAR) values, or clearest waters, in the world (Figure 4.6). This pattern in light

attenuation, combined with surface nutrient depletion, may explain the unusually deep Prochlorococcus

populations we observed at Stations 5, 6 and 7 - there is still light at 250m (1/10,000 of surface light, Figure

4.5). Although most of the populations are concentrated higher in the water column, at 250m nutrient

concentrations are beginning to rise (Figure 4.3D and 4.3E), perhaps providing a benefit to cells capable of

gathering sufficient energy from the scarce photons available in that habitat.

Kd(PAR) light extinction coefficient, December 2010
(merged MERIS/MODIS/SeaWiFS)

Kd(PAR)

0.7
0.5

0.3
0.2

0.3

0.05

0.03
0.02
0.005

Figure 4.6. Satellite Kd(PAR) values across the global oceans

Global ocean estimates of Kd(PAR), the diffuse attenuation coefficient for photosynthetically active radiation,

averaged over the month of December 2010 (roughly during the BiG RAPA Cruise). Map obtained from the Global

Ocean Color Database, which integrates data over several satellites (see Materials and Methods). The South Pacific

has the lowest Kd(PAR) values, clearest waters, in the world. BiG RAPA transect is marked. Note that the BiG RAPA

transect does not extend all the way to the most oligotrophic waters. The gyre continues for the next few thousand

kilometers west, getting even more oligotrophic at the center.

Distribution of Prochlorococcus populations over depth as a function of light intensity

The relationship between depth and light varies across our transect as extinction coefficient

varies (Table 4.1, Figure 4.5). The distribution of Prochlorococcus with depth, the shape of the curve,

maximum abundance and deepest occurrence, is complex. Stations 4, 5, 6 and 7 have similar profiles, but

Stations 1, 2 and 3 are each unique (Figure 4.7A). Examination of the relationship between cell abundance

and light intensity (Figure 4.7B) reveals that these populations thrive in waters spanning a full 4 orders of

magnitude of light, enabled by diversity in light harvesting strategies across these populations (Moore et al.,

1998, Paul Berube, BiG RAPA ecotype qPCR data, personal communication). This highlights that the

traditional operational definition of the euphotic zone as above the 1% light level (Falkowski and Raven,
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2007) does not describe the full range of where phototrophs live, especially for Prochlorococcus-dominated

oligotrophic environments. Light penetrates much farther than the 1% light level, and some phototrophs,

including Prochlorococcus, can live below that 1% light level (e.g. Zinser et al., 2007, Figure 4.7B). The peaks

in Prochlorococcus abundance over depth range from the 5% (Station 1, 2) to the 0.05% light level (Station

7). So, the peak and range of Prochlorococcus abundance over the water column is not only a ftnction of

depth or light, but is a complex feature of the environment and community, an emergent property of

growth rate, mortality and history at every point. These rates depend on light, nutrients, temperature,

mixing, chemical toxicity, predation by phage and grazing, and possibly other unmeasured factors.

A. B.
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Figure 4.7. Comparing distribution of Prochlorococcus abundances over depth and light

Prochlorococcus concentrations station by station (1 = OMZ, coast, 7 = farthest into the gyre), in relation to depth (A)

and light (B). The profiles at Stations 1 and 2 are very shallow; at farther stations cells reach deeper into the water

column, with Prochlorococcus maxima between 100 and 150m. Depth refers to CTD dbar of pressure, and fraction of

surface light intensity is readings from a CTD PAR sensor at depth normalized to surface par sensor aboard the

vessel.

4.3.3 Prochlorococcus individual cell characteristics

In addition to counting Prochlorococcus, flow cytometry lets us look at the simple optical

properties of cells; the mean chlorophyll fluorescence and light scatter properties of a population

gives us information about the chlorophyll content and size of the cells respectively (Figure 4.8,

Figure 4.9). The chlorophyll fluorescence per cell of the Prochlorococcus populations increases with

depth (or decreasing light in the water column), through a combination of the cells'

photoacclimation strategy - expanding the photosynthetic antennae with more chlorophyll to

gather more light - and, at the population level, the ecotypic shift from HL to LL Prochlorococcus,

which display more chlorophyll fluorescence per cell generally (Binder et al., 1996, Moore et al.,

1998, Chisholm et al., 1988). These principles can be easily observed in the depth profiles: cells in
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the deeper samples have more forward light scatter and chlorophyll fluorescence per cell (Figure

4.8, Figure 4.9). For the most part, this is a simple function of light - all the complexity of the

population numbers data presented above falls away. The per cell chlorophyll fluorescence shows a

beautiful progression across the transect as we move away from the coast, the depth at which a given

value of chlorophyll fluorescence occurs moves deeper (as the water becomes clearer).

However, not all stations follow the same relationship between chlorophyll fluorescence

per cell and light (Figure 4.9). The different environments and different properties or responses of

cells in these environments result in more chlorophyll fluorescence at a given light level for onshore

stations compared to clear waters. Stations 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 largely follow one pattern (Figure 4.9 b),

and Stations 1 and 6 are outliers. One possible hypothesis this invites is that light color preferences

might make PAR an inappropriate measure for the bioavailable light the cell actually receives. The

differences could also reflect very different genetic populations with different pigments and

acclimation strategies, or populations with different acclimation histories content.

A. B.
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Figure 4.8. Prochiorococcus light scattering as a function of depth and light

Forward angle scatter is related to cell size and other properties of cell contents and pigmentation. In Prochiorococcus,

low light adapted ecotypes have much higher forward scatter than high light adapted, and this parameter also

changes with acclimation, increasing with acclimation to lower light like chlorophyll, but to a lesser extent.
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A. B.
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Figure 4.9. Mean chlorophyll fluorescence per cell as a function of depth, and fraction of surface light intensity.

Prochlorococcus chlorophyll fluorescence per cell increase linearly with depths (A), at dramatically different depths as

we move from turbid coast (StaI) to clear gyre waters (Sta7). Two replicate flow cytometry runs for each station are

plotted against the ratio of CTD measurements of PAR and Surface PAR (uncorrected; approximately fractional

irradiance). Chlorophyll fluorescence per cell is not merely a function of irradiance (B).

Contrasting communities and changing Prochlorococcus populations

The Prochlorococcus populations and whole microbial communities at the oligotrophic (e.g.

Station 7) and mesotrophic sites (e.g. Station 2) are different in many ways. A few of these differences can be

appreciated by looking at the whole seawater in flow cytometry space, beyond the simple count data above

(Figure 4.10). The most oligotrophic, clear water sites have Prochlorococcus populations with barely detectable

chlorophyll fluorescence in the surface mixed layer - making a living off photosynthesis with very little

chlorophyll and lots of light (Figure 4.10, Station 7). At oligotrophic stations, Prochlorococcus is abundant

and there are no other large populations of phototrophs in its size class, only small populations of

Synechococcus and picoeukaryotes (Figure 4.10, Station 7). By contrast, at Station 2, the Prochlorococcus

populations are surrounded by other chlorophyll-containing populations, again, in the size class surveyed

with our instrument, Synechococcus and picoeukaryotes, but this time at high concentrations (Figure 4.10,

Station 2). The very different chlorophyll fluorescence of Prochlorococcus cells in the mixed layer at these two

sites (bright cells at Station 2, barely detectable cells at Station 7) could be a matter of genetic differences or

it could perhaps be explained by differences in light spectrum, because Prochlorococcus is less able to use

green light - so for equivalent PAR (defined as all light 400-700nm), water with more yellow, green or orange

light (typical of mesotrophic sites) would appear dimmer to the Prochlorococcus photosystem than the pure

blue water (of the most oligotrophic sites to which the organism is adapted), and thus would require more

chlorophyll for optimized growth). Detailed genetic work could explore whether light quality differences

may be responsible for the different distributions of cells here.
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Figure 4.10. Seawater by flow cytometry: contrasting communities and picophytoplankton at two stations

Seawater viewed on a flow cytometer: forward scatter (also called small angle scatter) is roughly proportional to size

(although other material features of particles can influence it as well, and shapes complicate it). These dot plots

represent all data collected for each sample (0.25-0.8 ml of seawater), stacked and colored by relative abundance at each

position.
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4.3.4 High resolution sampling over depth in the middle of a chlorophyll maximum

For the oligotrophic environment of Station 7, with Prochlorococcus populations stretched over a

spatially elongated euphotic zone, we sampled additional high resolution casts. Our primary goal was to

assess the fine transitions in Prochlorococcus cell populations and properties at this site, but this repeated and

higher resolution sampling also allowed us to evaluate the spatial and temporal nature of our sampling

approaches. We took samples from three separate casts from Station 7, the one shown in data above (at low

resolution over the full euphotic zone), and two additional ones, sampling at higher resolution around the

deep chlorophyll maximum. We can watch acclimation happen, as cells gain increasingly more chlorophyll

fluorescence per cell with depth (Figure 4.11, Figure 4.13), and we can probably also see the transition

between HL and LL ecotypes in these profiles (Figure 4.11, Figure 4.13). Based on past genetic

characterization of flow cytometric populations of Prochlorococcus, bimodal or complex scatter plot

Prochlorococcus populations represent the transition from HL ecotype-dominated Prochlorococcus populations

to LL ecotype-dominated populations, although both ecotypes are present in varying amounts throughout

most water columns. With this high resolution sampling, we can see this transition happen between 120

and 175m where populations become more complex in their shapes (Figure 4.11), and where a sharp

transition occurs in chlorophyll fluorescence per cell (Figure 4.13) consistent with ecotype transition; in this

case we have molecular measurements of these ecotypes to confirm this transition depth (PM Berube,
personal communication).

These repeated, high-resolution samples also allowed us to address two major issues in the nature

of oceanographical sampling, consequences of the movement of water: space and time. First, we can assess

the stability of sampling at the same geographic site over three days. All parameters measured were relatively

close across the three days, with a few exceptions (Figure 4.12, Figure 4.13). This was relatively comforting

for the larger interpretation of our data. The spatial component comes with depth: how many depth

samples should we be taking to build a good description of a Prochlorococcus profile? The high resolution cast

would be a valuable approach for capturing ecotype transitions without the aid of molecular tools, which

could be applied for any science questions that would benefit from ecotype-specific sampling at sea or from

flow cytometry populations (e.g. targeted isolations, targeted metatrascriptomics, single cell genomics). This

transition is viewed best in the chlorophyll fluorescence per cell plot of Figure 4.12, where the high

resolution cast (Cast 2) shows the sharp transition in chlorophyll marking the ecotype transition, which is

lost in the lower resolution sampling (Cast 1). This high resolution spatial sampling also reveals spatial

inhomogeneities - there are wobbles, on the scale of 5 meters, in the Prochlorococcus concentrations over

depth, which we would never have observed through typical sampling. The open ocean habitat may be

generally mixed and homogenous by some measures and on some scales, but there is still a great deal of

complexity on fine scales that we do not fully understand.
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Figure 4.12. Prochlorococcus abundance
measurements from profiles from three days
at the same site
Station 7
Cast 1 - December 8, 12:45, data shown above,

collected the same was as for all stations.
Cast 2 - December 9, 18:20, high resolution
sampling around chlorophyll peak.
Cast 3 - December 10, 18:20, repeated sampling
of chlorophyll peak.
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Figure 4.13. Profiles Station 7, over 3 days: chlorophyll fluorescence and forward scatter per cell

Plotted on a linear scale to show linear relationship between these parameters and depth for populations below

100m (see supplemental Figure S4.2 for log version showing surface features). Values represent means for whole

Prochlorococcus population in each sample, error bars represent range of duplicate technical replicates.
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4.3.5 Prochlorococcus in a secondary chlorophyll maximum in the oxygen minimum zone

The oxygen minimum zone Prochlorococcus

At Station 1 we observed Prochlorococcus in a secondary chlorophyll maximum below the oxycline in

the OMZ (Figure 4.14). This is a unique Prochlorococcus habitat, observed in other OMZs and in this region

previously (Goericke et al., 2000, Lavin et al., 2010). These OMZ secondary chlorophyll features are defined

based on bulk CTD chlorophyll fluorescence, which has a complex relationship to biomass, cell number,

species, pigment per cell, and photosynthetic rates (Huot et al, 2007). As chlorophyll fluorescence per cell

increases with depth due to acclimation, fewer cells contribute more to the bulk chlorophyll signal at the

base of the euphotic zone (Figure 4.14A).
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Figure 4.14. Prochlorococcus contributes to the secondary chlorophyll maximum in the OMZ at Station 1.

[Al CTD measurements show a peak of chlorophyll fluorescence at 50-60m, below the decline in Oz concentration.

To show the Prochlorococcus populations in the context of this limited oceanographic measurement, we use the

product of Prochlorococcus cell concentration and the Prochlorococcus chlorophyll fluorescence per cell to create a

Prochlorococcusfluorescence unit which is conceptually comparable to bulk CTD total chlorophyll fluorescence.

Although the units are unrelated, this allows us to see the relative fluorescence values of the Prochlorococcus secondary

peaks at the same depth as the OMZ secondary chlorophyll max. Flow cytometry measurements indicate a peak at

the same depth in Prochlorococcus' fluorescence contribution (red). [B] The Prochlorococcus-specific chlorophyll depth

profile is calculated as the product of the cell density (black) and the per-cell fluorescence (gray dashed).
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Single cell sorting of Prochlorococcus cells in the OMZ

We wanted to know whether our samples collected from the oxygen-minimum zone off the coast

of Chile contain representatives of uncultured Prochlorococcus clades previously reported to inhabit this

region (Lavin et al., 2010). Ultimately we would like cultures from these clades, but another strategy to learn

more about these in the future will be to obtain partial genome sequences from these clades, through single

cell sequencing, to explore how they differ from cultured Prochlorococcus cousins, and look for adaptations to

life in the oxygen minimum zone. In an attempt to do this, we flow cytometrically sorted several hundred

individual Prochlorococcus cells (Figure 4.15), copied their DNA using multiple displacement amplification

and PCR amplified and sequenced their 16S-23S rRNA Internal Transcribed Spacer region (Figure 4.16).

Some promising initial results from this sequencing (tree below) showed that we indeed captured one of the

uncultured OMZ-associated clades, the LLV (Figure 4.16). Unfortunately, whole genome sequencing on

these particular cells failed, so this sorting effort will have to be repeated to address the question of what

LLV genomes contain, although at least we know now that these samples contain the cells of interest. Many

of the cells in this sample come from the LLI clade, which is of particular interest to the work in Chapter III

of this thesis. Sequencing for most of these cells succeeded, and they are beginning to contribute to our

understanding of evolution in this clade.

A. Prior to sorting

Chi Fl.

B. After first s

Chi Fl. L

ort

Forward scatter Orange Fl.

Figure 4.15. Single-cell sorting from the OMZ secondary
chlorophyll maximum
A. Flow cytometry from standard glutaraldehyde preserved
samples shows a distinct Prochlorococcus population in the
secondary chlorophyll max, as well as two Synechococcus
populations and likely eukaryotes. B. Midway through
sorting our single cells, separated from the Synechococcus
based on the absence of phycoerythrin, this snapshot
shows how in the sorted, glycerol preserved sample the
Prochlorococcus population appears to be composed of two
overlapping populations. There were not enough cells in
this sample to afford sorting them separately, but it is
possible, given the results of genetic analysis, that these
represent HL and LL ecotypes. Forward Scatter refers to
forward angle scatter, a rough proxy for size. Orange Fl.
refers to 580/30 fluorescence (488nm excitation), which
shows phycoerythrin contents of Synechococcus cells, but nor
Prochlorococcus. Chl FL. y-axis for all plots show chlorophyll
fluorescence, 680/40 emission, 488nm excitation.
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Figure 4.16. Phylogeny of ITS sequences from BiG RAPA Chile OMZ single-cell amplified DNA

Some of the secondary chlorophyll maximum single-cell amplified ITS sequences cluster with one of the two

uncultured clades found in OMZ samples from the same region (Lavin et al., 2010). Other cells cluster with the

LLI, LLII/III and HLII clades.
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4.4 Conclusions and Future Directions

We surveyed Prochlorococcus populations across an Eastern South Pacific transect in November

and December 2010. We add these measurements of Prochlorococcus concentrations at these times and

places to the ever-growing collection of this kind of data, which is necessarily limited by the scale of the

oceans, but ongoing observation is an important part of our regional and global understanding of

Prochlorococcus. Our concentration measurements are broadly similar to those taken several years earlier, for

a more southerly transect in the same region during the BIOSOPE cruise, a major microbial oceanography

expedition traversing the entire South Pacific from Chile to the Marquesas to the west, which we have relied

heavily on for all background references in this chapter. We found high concentrations of Prochlorococcus

extending to depths of 150m in the open ocean waters, and closer to the coast we found shallower euphotic

zones and wide variations in concentrations of Prochlorococcus. While Prochlorococcus populations in stratified

open ocean gyres are consistently found with high abundance, consistently over time and space,

Prochlorococcus populations are more variable closer to land and at the edges of gyres. What could explain

the patchiness we observed of Prochlorococcus populations for the 1,000 miles off the coast of Chile? We

know that temperature and mixing play a role in structuring Prochlorococcus ecotype distributions. One

possibility is that when conditions are locally and briefly warmer, more stratified, or lower nutrient like the

open ocean, Prochlorococcus populations on the edge of their habitat range can establish. Then, when

conditions are cold and rich, unlike the open oceans, other phytoplankton fill the waters. The question of

what happens to a population at the edge of its habitat range is an important one for understanding basic

biology of the organisms and the causal factors controlling global populations. For Prochlorococcus, it may be

profitable to pursue targeted, high-resolution sampling of Prochlorococcus not in their favorite habitats, but at

the edges, where we know less.

The work described in this chapter supports and guides ongoing work by other researchers using

samples from Big RAPA, providing baseline estimates of Prochlorococcus abundance and distribution in the

water column. qPCR methods have been applied to samples from the transect, mapping out the

distribution of Prochlorococcus ecotypes over the Eastern South Pacific (Paul Berube, in preparation for

publication). Extensive metagenomic analyses efforts are also underway for phage and bacterial size fractions

from this transect, which have so far confirmed the ecotype trends seen in qPCR. They also reveal that our

samples from the chlorophyll maximum at the oligotrophic Station 7 seem to represent an active phage

infection, with a population of closely related cyanomyophage dominating the phage fraction, and LLI

Prochlorococcus abundant in the host fraction, a remarkable opportunity to observe population structure on

an infective burst in the wild (Libusha Kelly, in preparation for publication). It will be interesting to look

for adaptations in light related genome content to the ultraoligotrophic habitat of the South Pacific gyre, to

see whether cells have different tools to cope with the high light, the particularly blue nature of the light or

the increased UV load.
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Supplemental

Supplemental Figure S4.1. A transect across dramatic gradients in the South Pacific

Since our transect spanned November-December, and satellite data is conveniently accessible smoothed on a

monthly basis, we looked at the integrated satellite data for both months, which show that this region is stable and

which gives some supports to the idea that our transect through time can be interpreted largely as a transect through

space. The sea surface temperature changes over this transect are not dramatic relative to the global scale, as these

are all subtropical waters, there is some slight warming towards the gyre, and variability near the coast. The full

temperature depth profile measured on the transect (Figure 4.3A) gives a more complete picture for what

Prochlorococcus across the water column experience.
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Supplemental Figure S4.2. High resolution profiles of station 7: 3 days, chlorophyll and forward scatter per cell

Same data as in Figure 4.13, cell properties changing over depth, viewed on a log scale to show the rapid transition

between surface and deep populations in more detail. Variation in parameters near the surface may be an artifact

from the reduction in accuracy for surface populations with very low chlorophyll content. Error bars represent range

of technical replicates.
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Chapter V. Conclusions and Future Directions

Productivity and Potential of the Prochlorococcus System

The power of the Prochlorococcus system for understanding larger questions in microbial ecology

and evolution comes from our ability to study it with relative ease and accessibility in the field and lab,

combining approaches from field oceanography, like rate measurements, perturbation experiments, flow

cytometry observation and whole-community sequencing, with culture-based physiology, molecular biology

and genomics (Coleman and Chisholm, 2007). Prochlorococcus diverged from its common ancestor with

Synechococcus around 150 million years ago, based on 16S molecular clock estimates (Dufresne et al., 2005,

Ochman et al., Ochman et al., 1987), or around 500 million years ago, based on fossil calibrated

cyanobacterial genome phylogenies (Blank et al., 2010). With our genomic datasets, we can study the

evolution of Prochlorococcus on multiple time scales over this long history, from fine-scale changes between

recently diverged genomes, to the ancient divisions differentiating ecotypes (Kashtan et al., 2014, Rocap et

al., 2003, Biller et al., 2015). Over the course of 30 years of multifaceted research, Prochlorococcus has taught

us a great deal of basic biology, about how phytoplankton adapt to their many niches, how organisms in

marine ecosystems interact, how carbon flows through the oceans, how microbial populations are structured

and how microbial genomes evolve (Chisholm et al., 1988, Partensky and Garczarek, 2010, Zubkov et al.,

2003, Becker et al., 2014, Coleman et al., 2006, Martiny et al., 2009, Morris et aL., 2011, Biller et al., 2015).

In the spirit of this history, this thesis represents an education by Prochlorococcus. We have presented here a

body of work spanning a number of projects, approaches and questions, towards understanding the ecology

and evolution of this important organism, contributing new cultures, new genomes, new support for old

ideas and new ideas.

Targeted isolation of low-light adapted Prochlorococcus (Chapter II)
Even after about 25 years of cultivation, Prochlorococcus is relatively difficult to isolate and purify,

although progress has been made towards understanding these challenges in recent years (Moore et al.,

2007, Morris et al., 2011, Berube et al., 2014, Biller et al., 2014). There are relatively few strains in culture

representing the low-light adapted Prochlorococcus, a few for each LL ecotype, but these genomes are highly

diverse and of interest to numerous areas of Prochlorococcus research (Kettler et al., 2007, Scanlan et al.,

2009, Partensky and Garczarek, 2010, Biller et al., 2014, Biller et al., 2015). We performed targeted

isolations of LL Prochlorococcus, taking advantage of existing cruise plans to obtain enrichment samples from

the well-studied Station ALOHA (Karl and Church, 2014). Through an enrichment program targeted for

low-light adapted Prochlorococcus, combining traditional enrichment techniques with more recently

developed dilution-to-extinction purification methods, we successfully isolated many new Prochlorococcus

strains from the wild (e.g. Figure 5.1), sequenced their genomes, and began to explore their unique traits.

For future field work, it is useful to keep in mind that the initial work setting up enrichments requires very

little sea water and time during the cruise; most of the work happens in the lab, in small increments spread

out over months. It would be easy to integrate a small isolation program into any cruise plan, and we should

do this especially when given access to less sampled regions of the world's oceans without cultured

representatives.
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Figure 5.1 Growing ProchIorococcus

0 LLIV Prochkorococcus strain MIT1313, one
of the new cultures presented in this
study, as viewed under phase contrast
Smicroscopy, 100X objective, showing
typical rounded cells (cocci) and a few

40 dividing cells.

We isolated many new strains from the LLIV clade, the deepest branching clade with the largest

genomes and most strain-to-strain genomic content variation among Prochlorococcus, and one strain from the

HLII clade, the most abundant in the oceans. Previously there were five published LLIV cultures and

genomes, from two ocean basins, the North Atlantic and South Atlantic (Biller et al., 2015, Rocap et al.,

2003, Moore et al., 1998, Kettler et al., 2007); now we have 12 more LLIV strains and genomes, from a

different ocean (the North Pacific), spanning a range of diversity within the clade. Previously there was only

one fully purified axenic (free from other bacteria) LLIV strain, MIT9313ax (Moore et al., 2005); now we

have eight more axenic strains, which will enable a broader range of physiology experiments, for example

simple inference in nutrient usage work. The first five LLIV genomes all encoded the ability to make

secondary metabolites, the prochlorosin lantipeptides (Li et al., 2010). From the new genomes, we now

know this trait has a patchy distribution across the clade, which may have interesting implications for its

evolutionary history and ecological function. The isolates obtained in these efforts are all sympatric,

coexisting prior to isolation in a single place (in fact, all the successful isolations came from a single water

sample from 150m), which may be interesting for studying genetic variation within the framework of a basic

shared ecology. We isolated HL and LL strains from the same water (as in Moore et al, 1998) and multiple

LLIV strains, including both divergent strains from different subclades and fine-scale variants (like the

backbone subpopulations of Kashtan et al., 2014). This gives us the power to answer questions about

genomic and functional variation on several evolutionary time scales within this clade.

Laboratory cultures play a large role in the study of Prochlorococcus, enabling whole-genome

sequencing, easy access to biomass for the study of DNA, RNA and protein, and strain-by-strain comparative

physiology, but our culture collection is still limited relative to the vast diversity of Prochlorococcus we know

exists in the wild (reviewed in Biller et al., 2015). Using all that we know about Prochlorococcus, a rapidly

expanding body of information, we can continue to improve and refine our isolation efforts. One critical

factor in the isolation process described here, likely determining the success of a few enrichments out of

many attempts, was providing early enrichments attention on the time scale of the organisms' slow growth

(weekly to monthly) by observing low-density growth with flow cytometry followed quickly by transfers to

fresh media to maintain healthily growing Prochlorococcus populations. Over the course of isolation efforts in

this work we took advantage of known properties of LL Prochlorococcus habitat, cell size and light

preferences. Elsewhere, for example, chemical conditions of the media have been used to select for

Prochlorococcus with the ability to use specific forms of nitrogen (Berube et al., 2014). Moving forward, we

could continue to expand our culture collection in a targeted fashion, by sampling from locations with
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known high abundances of uncultured clades, for example from iron limited regions (HLIII, IV, V; Rusch et

al., 2010, Huang et al., 2011, Malmstrom et al., 2013) or oxygen minimum zones (LLV and LLVI; Lavin et

al., 2010) or simply the base of the euphotic zone (LLVII, Martiny et al., 2009, Biller et al., 2015), and by

using selection for additional known and hypothesized properties of Prochlorococcus lineages, for example

light shock tolerance (Malmstrom et al., 2010) and phosphonate usage (Martinez et al., 2010, Martinez et al.,

2011). The particular approach applied here for choosing sampling depth, looking at past ecotype

abundance data, would only be useful at a few well-characterized sites. However, it is possible to apply the

rich body of knowledge about ecotype biological differences and distributions relative to light and

temperature to perform targeted sampling and enrichment strategies (Moore et al., 1999, Johnson et al.,

2006, Zinser et al., 2007). This work contributes to the expansion of the Prochlorococcus culture collection

and will significantly enrich future study of the LLIV clade.

Light shock and the high-light-inducible genes of Prochlorococcus (Chapter III)

The high-light-inducible gene family appears repeatedly in different areas of Prochlorococcus

research, in viruses, in the study of Prochlorococcus diversity at multiple scales, and in almost every

transcriptome perturbation study. In this thesis, we explore the relationship between the physiological

response of diverse Prochlorococcus cultures to light shock, the number of hli genes in their genomes and the

complex evolutionary history of the hi gene family. Marine Synechococcus, HL-adapted Prochlorococcus and

the LLI clade of Prochlorococcus easily recover from severe transient light shock. The LLIV clade does not,

and the LLII/III clade is intermediate in its response, to the extent that we can measure it in non-axenic

cultures. Change over time on several scales, including seasonality, was one of the niche dimensions that

Hutchinson proposed as a solution to the paradox of the plankton (Hutchinson, 1961). By showing for an

expanded sample set that light-shock tolerance is an ecotype-linked trait, we have contributed support to the

hypothesis that fluctuation in light such as that during seasonal mixing events plays a role in the

differentiation of ecotypes (Malmstrom et al., 2010).

The number of hU family genes per genome varies by ecotype, a pattern observed in early

genomes that holds up well in our examination to the recently expanded available genome data. hUs

represent an exception to the general trend of loss of paralogs through genome streamlining over the course

of Prochlorococcus evolution (Luo et al., 2011). For this gene family, copy number variation and the evolution

of new paralogs are evolutionary tools used in the refinement of the Prochlorococcus flexible genome. Marine

Synechococcus have 8-20 hi genes per genome, LLIV Prochlorococcus have 8-11 Us per genome, LLII/II

genomes have 12-14 Mis, LLI have 25-43, and HL have 17-26. The variation between and within ecotypes

relates to light physiology for both growth and light shock tolerance, as we understand it for these ecotypes,

consistent with the idea that these genes may play a role in light shock tolerance. By organizing the hM gene

family of Prochlorococcus into deeply branching sequence clusters, we found that some of the deeply

branching hh sequence variants specific to Prochlorococcus were already present in the common ancestor of all

Prochlorococcus and most were present in the common ancestor of the LLII/III, LLI, and HL ecotypes.

Although LLIV Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus have similar numbers of hh family genes, our clustering

analysis shows that only a small number of genes (five) are shared between them, and each has their own

distinctive pool of hi genes, which include both core genes conserved across each genus and flexible genes

that vary in the presence or copy number within each genus. Expansion in this gene family to the very high

numbers observed in LLI and HL Prochlorococcus occurred through duplication of a few of these existing

sequence variants. We found that these multicopy hi genes are arranged in tandem arrays on the genome,

likely operons, with each composed of several divergent hl sequence variants. Closely related genomes can

differ by units of whole arrays, and the contents of arrays can change over time.
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Why are there so many different hh genes Prochlorococcus? Placing this evolutionary explosion of

hh proteins in the context of Prochlorococcus evolution, part of the answer may lie in the major changes to the

Prochlorococcus photosystem and loss of other mechanisms of protection from light. If these hli proteins are

functioning in safe delivery of chlorophyll to apoproteins, a function which has recently been shown for

some distantly related hli genes (Chidgey et al., 2014, KnoppovA et al., 2014), then when Prochlorococcus

switched from the phycobilisome to a unique chlorophyll-based light antennae using the prochlorophyte

binding proteins and divinyl chlorophylls (Ting et al., 2002, Zhang et al., 2007), it may have required a new

suite of chlorophyll traffickers to match. Many of the insights in hli biochemistry have come from studying

their interactions with other proteins; they are small proteins that act in complexes with each other and with

other proteins, associated with the photosystems and chlorophyll synthesis machinery. To test the functional

roles of his in Prochlorococcus, this would be a good place to start, looking for which other proteins the

different hui sequence variants bind and whether tandem arrays produce physically associated multimeric

protein complexes.
Now that we have built a large dataset of improved hh annotations, there is also more these genes

can tell us through future evolutionary analyses. Data of several types that we now have in hand, including

high similar and highly divergent genome pairs (Biller et al., 2014), a population genomics single cell dataset

of many closely related strains (Kashtan et al., 2014) and additional environmental sequence data, has the

power to start asking more nuanced molecular evolution questions. For subsets of the hh family that can be

reliably aligned and at the DNA or protein level, and for which phylogeny can be reliably inferred, gene-tree

species-tree reconciliation methods may help us resolve individual duplication and horizontal transfer events

(Maddison, 1997, Koonin, 2005). Given the evidence of transfers and rearrangements we have observed so

far, it would also be useful to look for evidence of recombination, to quantify the effect of that process on

the history of hlis. Although there are no crystal structures available for hl proteins, there are structures

available from their distant plant homologs, the light-harvesting complex or chlorophyll A/B binding

proteins, which may be conserved enough in folds and chlorophyll-binding sites to allow structural

modeling of hh genes, to inform hypotheses about the relationship between sequence variation and

functional variation (Engelken et al., 2010). To look for patterns of selection and atypical evolutionary

processes, for whole genes and residues within each hh gene cluster, it could be helpful to apply, to

appropriate subsets of our hhi data, codon substitution models (Yang et al., 2002), and Fst and site frequency

spectrum analyses (Nielsen, 2005, Kashtan et al., 2014). These tools will allow us to measure relative rates of

evolution between gene clusters (and compared to Prochlorococcus core genes), to understand which are

conserved and which are changing rapidly, and identify parts of the proteins undergoing positive, neutral

and negative selection, which may inform further our hypotheses about function to guide future work.

Through our study of hh genes we have shed some light on the evolution of a gene family that plays a critical

role in niche adaptation in Prochlorococcus, in terms of the distribution of different members of these gene

family and different numbers of each genotype, and the relationship between genotype and changing light

conditions over time.

Distribution and physical properties of South Pacific Prochlorococcus (Chapter IV)

Taking advantage of a rare sampling opportunity to study Prochlorococcus populations in the

South Pacific, in Chapter IV we enumerated Prochlorococcus populations across a long oceanographic

gradient spanning diverse marine ecosystems, and explored some the ecological patterns they form across

this interesting region of the ocean. We used flow cytometry to identify Prochlorococcus in preserved seawater

samples and to characterize these populations with respect to cellular light scattering and fluorescence

properties, which change over depth as a product of acclimation to different light intensity and genetic

variation within populations.
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We detected consistently high Prochlorococcus abundances in the South Pacific gyre. This region is
highly oligotrophic, which results in unusually clear water. Under these conditions we observe
Prochlorococcus populations extending deep into the water column, beyond 200m, and the peak abundance
of these populations often occurs at greater than 100m. For the first few hundred miles offshore,
Prochlorococcus abundance was patchy, detectable in most samples but with variable abundance. The range of
Prochlorococcus populations over depth grows shallower toward the coast, consistent with the changing water
clarity in a gradient from coast to open ocean, although many other factors contribute to the full complexity
of the Prochlorococcus depth profiles.

Cell properties change in a consistent way with light, except for at the extremes of the transect
where the relationship between cell properties and light does not match the rest of the samples, indicating
possible roles for genetic variation and light quality differences. Metagenomic sequencing currently under
way will enable future work studying the genetic differences in Prochlorococcus populations across this
transect, and light spectral data collected during the same cruise may enable more explicit treatment of the
relationships between light color and adaptations in the genomes of Prochlorococcus of these different
environments. For example, we could look for evidence of differences between among in their ability to
produce different accessory pigments or in UV protection and damage response genes.

Simplicity and complexity in the Prochlorococcus system
Prochlorococcus is the smallest and most abundant free-living phototroph on the planet, with

unique photosynthetic machinery and pigments (Partensky and Garczarek, 2010, Ting et al., 2002). Its vast
diversity enables the success of different Prochlorococcus across a wide range of habitats over depth and
geography, spanning various conditions in light, chemistry, mixing regimes, community structure and
temperature (Biller et al., 2015). In some sense, Prochlorococcus is a minimal phototroph, with its small
genomes and small cells, and at the same time, it is also highly complex, innovative and exploratory, with
vast diversity between lineages and a large pan-genome, of which we have only scratched the surface (Kettler
et al., 2007, Scanlan et al., 2009, Partensky and Garczarek, 2010, Baumdicker et al., 2012, Biller et al.,
2015). The larger genomes of some other marine microbes allow individuals to exploit changing resources
and withstand diverse stressors; in Prochlorococcus, individuals have a relatively limited repertoire, with loss of
function over the course of genome streamlining limiting the ability for any one lineage to survive many
conditions, a viable strategy in the relatively stable conditions of the open ocean (Giovannoni et al., 2005,
Scanlan et al., 2009, Lauro et al., 2009, Morris et al, 2012). All Prochlorococcus are together adapted to a few
of the constants in their environment, relatively low nutrients and blue light (Partensky et al., 1999b, Biller
et al., 2015). Different subsets of Prochlorococcus are adapted to variations on this general environment, for
example which nutrients are most limiting or light intensity (Coleman et al., 2010, Moore et al., 1999).
Prochlorococcus populations, containing multiple ecotypes and many finer scale variants within ecotypes, can
withstand a tremendous range of conditions, so we see high abundances of Prochlorococcus persisting across
the oceans, while individuals are limited in niche (Johnson et al., 2006, Kashtan et al., 2014). Each genome
is small, but the global meta-populations are not restricted by the abilities of any individual; different
Prochlorococcus explore many different specializations.

Ecotype clades differentially adapted to light, mixing and temperature, the major divisions within
the Prochlorococcus radiation, have given us a powerful framework for understanding the distribution of
genetic diversity along light gradients and the ancient evolutionary trajectory of the clade. Looking broadly
at the properties and evolutionary history of ecotypes, including some of the findings of this thesis, we can
start to imagine the evolutionary arc of Prochlorococcus, starting with the evolution of the ancestor of all
Prochlorococcus from a more Synechococcus-like ancestor. We know the ancestral Prochlorococcus underwent a
dramatic transition in photosynthetic light gathering strategy, thylakoid structure, cell size, and genome
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remodelling, which over eons of time gave rise to the vast diversity and abundance we see today. Based on

the branching order of the ecotypes existing today, the first Prochlorococcus were more likely adapted to low

light, giving up some of the flexibility of the cyanobacterial phycobilisome in return for access to a new

habitat at the base of the oligotrophic euphotic zone. This habitat has low nutrient concentrations

compared to coastal or upwelling locations, giving an advantage to streamlined cells, genomes and

photosystems in early Prochlorococcus, but still higher nutrient concentrations than oligotrophic surface

waters, representing an intermediate place in the process of Prochlorococcus adaptation to oligotrophic

conditions. In many features, the HL and LL ecotypes are two distinct groups, indicating major changes in

the HL common ancestor, giving them advantages in surface waters. Looking closely at ecotype

distributions, light shock phenotypes and genomic adaptations to light, however, we can also see a pattern

of gradual change within the LL ecotypes. From the first hypothetical deep-adapted ancestor, progressively

more recently derived ecotypes show a gradual process of adaptation to higher light and lower nutrients (e.g.

smaller genomes), working their way up the water column, along the way carving out niches spanning the

full range of light conditions over the water column. Most recently (in ecotype scale) this trajectory gave rise

to the HL strains that handle both high light and low nutrients, but have lost the ability to grow at the

vanishingly low light levels that support deep branching Prochlorococcus at the base of the euphotic zone.

Our knowledge of deep branching Prochlorococcus primarily comes from the LLIV clade, which has

been well-studied in culture and in the field. However we know of several even more deeply branching

groups, but the LLV and LLVI oxygen minimum zone-associated clades, restricted in observations to date to

low-light, low-oxygen habitats which are chemically separated from the rest of the euphotic zone; more study

of these might inform our understanding of early Prochlorococcus and the common ancestor of all

Prochlorococcus. On top of this picture of ancient ecotype history, in the time since the divergence events

giving rise to each ecotype, Prochlorococcus in every lineage has undergone continual selection and change,

visible in genomic islands. Much of the work exploring within ecotype differences has focused on nutrient

acquisition strategies, which appear to be driven more by recent local selection than ancient ecotype history.

Over the course of this work, one question that appeared and reappeared, and may be of interest in future

work, was whether there is adaptation to light within ecotypes. Although light physiology to date largely

maps onto ecotype differences, looking the field data, it seems possible that there could also be local, recent

selection of light-related traits, for example, within the HLII clades that span several orders of magnitude in

light at a single site, or for members of the same ecotype that live in habitats with different light spectral

qualities. This could be addressed through a combination of carefully chosen sets of single cells and

metagenomes, pairing members of the same ecotypes from different light habitats, and physiology work

exploring similarities and differences in light physiology for strains in the same ecotype, perhaps guided by

specific hypotheses from genomic variation (like hli and other light-related gene content variation).

A water sample from any sunlit part from the warmer half of the world's open oceans, away from

coasts, dark depths and the poles, contains Prochlorococcus (Partensky et al., 1999a, Bouman et al., 2006,

Zwirglmaier et al., 2008, Flombaum, et al., 2013). It is an organism of global significance and an important

part of marine ecosystems, and we have only begun to explore its complexity. We look forward to the

discovery of many more traits in the Prochlorococcus pangenome, in Prochloroccus physiology and in

Prochlorococcus field biology which will reveal more niche axes of this beautiful organism.
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Response of Prochlorococcus ecotypes to
co-culture with diverse marine bacteria

Daniel Sher', Jessie W Thompson, Nadav Kashtan, Laura Croal and Sallie W Chisholm
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
MA, USA

Interactions between microorganisms shape microbial ecosystems. Systematic studies of mixed
microbes in co-culture have revealed widespread potential for growth inhibition among marine
heterotrophic bacteria, but similar synoptic studies have not been done with autotroph/heterotroph
pairs, nor have precise descriptions of the temporal evolution of interactions been attempted in a
high-throughput system. Here, we describe patterns in the outcome of pair-wise co-cultures
between two ecologically distinct, yet closely related, strains of the marine cyanobacterium
Prochlorococcus and hundreds of heterotrophic marine bacteria. Co-culture with the collection of
heterotrophic strains influenced the growth of Prochlorococcus strain MIT9313 much more than that
of strain MED4, reflected both in the number of different types of interactions and in the magnitude
of the effect of co-culture on various culture parameters. Enhancing interactions, where the
presence of heterotrophic bacteria caused Prochlorococcus to grow faster and reach a higher final
culture chlorophyll fluorescence, were much more common than antagonistic ones, and for a
selected number of cases were shown to be mediated by diffusible compounds. In contrast, for one
case at least, temporary inhibition of Prochlorococcus MIT9313 appeared to require close cellular
proximity. Bacterial strains whose 16S gene sequences differed by 1-2% tended to have similar
effects on MIT9313, suggesting that the patterns of inhibition and enhancement in co-culture
observed here are due to phylogenetically cohesive traits of these heterotrophs.
The ISME Journal advance online publication, 17 February 2011; doi:10.1038/ISMEJ.201 1.1
Subject Category: microbe-microbe and microbe-host interactions
Keywords: heterotrophic bacteria; interactions; phylogeny; Proch/orococcus

Introduction
Interactions, such as symbiosis, competition and
allelopathy are a central feature of microbial
communities (Bassler and Losick, 2006; Azam and
Malfatti, 2007; Hibbing et al., 2009). Even in dilute
oceanic environments, microbial interactions
abound: antagonistic interactions can promote bio-
diversity (Czaran et al., 2002; Bidle and Falkowski,
2004; Pernthaler, 2005), and synergistic interactions
can provide sources of sustenance in complex
communities (Azam et al., 1983; Boetius et al.,
2000; Croft et al., 2005; Azam and Malfatti, 2007;
Amin et al., 2009; Tripp et al., 2010). Although
marine microbial interactions often occur on scales
of nanometers or microns (Blackburn et al., 1998;
Stocker et al., 2008; Malfatti and Azam, 2009;
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Seymour et al., 2010), they ultimately affect entire
ecosystems and global biogeochemical cycles (Azam
and Malfatti, 2007).

Heterotrophic bacteria have been shown to both
enhance and inhibit the growth of marine and
freshwater algae (Grossart et al., 2006; Grossart and
Simon, 2007; Mayali et al., 2008) and cyanobacteria
(Bratbak and Thingstad, 1985; Manage et al., 2000;
Morris et al., 2008) in liquid culture and on solid
media. Through these and similar studies we have
come to recognize specific mechanisms of inter-
action, which can occur in the marine environment,
such as facilitation of iron uptake (Amin et al., 2009;
D'Onofrio et al., 2010), transfer of essential vitamins
(Croft et al., 2005), inter- and intra-specific commu-
nication (Bassler and Losick, 2006; Vardi et al.,
2006) and allelopathy (Mayali et al., 2008; Hibbing
et al., 2009). Hypothesizing that bacterium-bacter-
ium antagonistic interactions shape microbial com-
munity structure at the microscale, Long and Azam
(2001) analyzed interactions among 86 pairs of
co-isolated marine bacteria on solid media, reveal-
ing the widespread distribution of the potential
for growth inhibition among these bacterial strains
(Long and Azam, 2001; Grossart et al., 2004; Rypien
et al., 2009). More recently, several strains of
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heterotrophic bacteria have been shown to enhance
the growth of a number of ecotypes of Prochioro-
coccus-the dominant phototroph in temperate
and tropical oceans (Coleman and Chisholm, 2007;
Partensky and Garczarek, 2010)-at low cell con-
centrations on solid and liquid media (Morris
et a]., 2008). It was shown that the mechanism of
enhancement in this case was the reduction of
oxidative stress, explaining in part long-standing
anecdotal observations that culturing Prochloro-
coccus is usually more robust when indigenous
bacterial contaminants are present.

While Prochlorococcus have been extensively
studied vis-d-vis the role of environmental factors,
such as light, temperature and nutrient availability
in shaping their ecology (Moore et al., 1998, 2002;
Bouman et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2006; Coleman
and Chisholm, 2007), and 'top down' processes,
such as predation and viral lysis have also been
studied to some degree (Lindell et al., 2005, 2007;
Sullivan et al., 2005; Frias-Lopez et al., 2009),
systematic studies of their interaction with hetero-
trophic bacteria are limited to that of Morris and
Zinser (Morris et al., 2008) described above, who
focused on the growth-enhancing role of bacteria in
low-density cultures of Prochlorococcus. Inspired
by this work, and by systemic analyses of Long and
Azam (2001), we undertook a broad-based and
quantitative analysis of co-cultures of two axenic
Prochlorococcus ecotypes (Saito et al., 2002; Moore
et al., 2005) with hundreds of diverse heterotrophic
bacteria, examining the response of the Prochloro-
coccus cells to the presence of bacteria over the
entire growth curve of the cultures.

We chose two strains of Prochlorococcus, one
adapted to low light (MIT9313) and one adapted
to high light (MED4), for these studies because they
are ecologically and phylogenetically distinct.
Additionally, MIT9313 is known to produce a
diverse array of secondary metabolites of unknown
function, whereas the genes encoding this system
are absent in MED4 (Li et al., 2010). We paired each
strain with each of 344 strains of heterotrophic
bacteria isolated from an oligotrophic marine environ-
ment. We asked: (1) how does the presence of added
heterotrophic bacteria influence the growth of each
Prochlorococcus strain over the course of its growth
curve? (2) Do the two ecotypes respond differently to
the presence of the same heterotroph? (3) Do different
strains of heterotrophs have different effects, and
are they related to the phylogeny of the heterotrophs?
(4) Are the observed interactions mediated by soluble
compounds or do they require close cellular proxi-
mity or contact?

Although the experimental system does not
mimic the natural environment in many ways
(Supplementary Information), it reveals some
fundamental differences between the responses of
two Prochlorococcus ecotypes to co-culture with
hundreds of bacteria-differences that may hold
clues to factors governing their realized niches in
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the ocean. It further highlights a strong correlation
of the outcome of co-culture with the phylogeny
of the heterotrophic bacteria, yielding hypotheses
for further study on the mechanisms of these inter-
actions and their potential role in marine microbial
communities.

Materials and methods
We isolated heterotrophic bacteria from the Hawaii
Ocean Time Series (HOT) station ALOHA (22'45' N,
1580 W), one of the most comprehensively studied
sites in the ocean, with a microbial community
dominated by Prochlorococcus and characterized in
some detail (DeLong et al., 2006). The heterotrophs
were re-streaked for purity three times, and the final
library was preserved at -80*C in 25% glycerol.
Prochlorococcus strains MIT9313 and MED4
were isolated from the Gulf Stream and the
Mediterranean Sea, respectively (Rocap et al.,
2003), and were maintained in the lab at 20*C and
27 pE constant cold white illumination. Co-culture
was initiated by adding 2 pl of an overnight culture
of each heterotroph from the library to 200 pl of
Prochlorococcus culture (106 cells ml) in 96-well
plates. The culture media was Pro99 (Moore et al.,
2007) with the addition of 0.01% w/v pyruvate,
acetate, lactate and glycerol as well as a vitamin
mix (Morris et al., 2008). The co-culture plates were
maintained for 42 days at 20 0C and 27 pE constant
cold white illumination, and the bulk chlorophyll
fluorescence (FL) (ex440 em680) measured almost
daily using a Bio-Tek Synergy HT plate reader. The
resulting curves were filtered to retain consistent
curves, defined as those in which the Euclidian
distance between normalized curves fell within
the range defined by 95% of the between-plate
replicates of axenic curves. The growth parameters
were extracted from the growth curves using macros
written in Excel VBA, which are available from
the investigators on request. Hierarchical Clustering
was performed in Matlab. For detailed materials and
methods see Supplementary Information.

Results and Discussion
Differences between Prochlorococcus MIT9313 and
MED4 in outcome of co-culture
To determine what kinds of interactions occur
when Prochlorococcus is grown in co-culture with
many different strains of bacteria, we constructed a
'library' of 344 heterotrophic bacterial isolates from
seawater collected in the open ocean, at the HOT
station ALOHA (22045' N, 1580 W) (Supplementary
Figure 1). The heterotrophic strains were isolated on
solid media (see Supplementary Information) and
consist of at least 65 unique ribotypes (based on
partial 16S ribosomal DNA sequences) clustering
into 23, 13, 8 and 6 distinct OTUs at 1%, 3%, 5%
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Figure 1 Features of Prochlorococcus MED4 and MIT9313 growth patterns in response to co-culture with 250 different strains of

heterotrophic bacteria. (a) Heat maps of the normalized FL of all 338 growth curves (250 co-cultures and 88 controls) as clustered

using hierarchical clustering (HC). A clearly different pattern can be seen between four major clusters in MIT9313 but only two in MED4.

(b, c) FL curves of the 250 co-cultures (b) and 88 axenic Prochlorococcus cultures (c). The curves are colored as shown in the legend

based on the clustering results in panel (a). Four different types of curves, which differ in their growth timing and maximal FL, can be

observed for MIT9313, whereas only two clusters are observed for MED4. Note the similarity in the shape of the 'early arrested' outcome

between MIT9313 and MED4.

and 7% ribosomal DNA sequence divergence,
respectively (Supplementary Figure 1). The strains
belong to the gamna-proteobacteria (primarily Alter-
omonas, Marinobacter and Alcanivorax) and alpha-
proteobacteria (Rhodobacter) classes. Each of the 344
heterotrophic strains was inoculated into co-culture
with axenic Prochlorococcus strains MED4 and
MIT9313 in 96-well plates (under our conditions
the outcome of co-culture does not depend on the
initial number of heterotrophs inoculated-see Sup-
plementary Information, Supplementary Figure 2).
We measured the bulk in vivo chlorophyll FL of the
cultures, which is widely used (Grossart, 1999;
Mayali et aL, 2008; Malmstrom et al., 2010) to follow
the dynamics of phytoplankton cultures in a non-
invasive manner. Although FL is only proportional to
cell number when the cultures are in balanced
growth (log phase, see Supplementary Information),
the shape of the FL curve can reveal differences
between the bulk behavior of the cultures throughout
the culture period.

From the hundreds of co-cultures analyzed, only a

few general types of co-culture outcomes emerged,
as defined by the shape of the FL curves (Figure 1).
Fifty-seven percent of the MIT9313 co-cultures fell
into the group described as 'early' (green, Figure 1b)
as these cultures entered exponential growth earlier,
and reached higher maximal FL than the hetero-
troph-free MIT9313 cultures (Figure 1c). A small

fraction of the co-cultures (3%) displayed the same
initial timing as the 'early' group, but FL stopped
increasing at an early stage and then declined
rapidly ('early arrested', purple, Figure 1b). Thirty-
four percent of the cultures stopped increasing in FL
after 2-3 days, declined to undetectable levels, and
then increased again much later (the 'late' group,
red, Figure 1b). Finally, only 6 % of the co-cultures
with MT9313 behaved similarly to the heterotroph-
free cultures ('intermediate', black, Figure 1b).

The synoptic response of MED4 to co-culture with
the same library of bacterial strains was dramatically
different from that of MIT9313. Ninety-eight percent
of the heterotroph culture collection revealed no
clear effect on the growth of MED4-as evidenced by
their 'intermediate' growth patterns, which are very
similar to the heterotroph-free cultures. The growth
of Prochlorococcus MED4 in the remaining 2% of
the co-cultures was arrested early, displaying strong
inhibition by the presence of these heterotrophs
(Figure 1b). The heterotrophic bacterial strains that
inhibited MED4 were the same strains that defined
the 'early arrested' group in the MIT9313 cultures.

Quantifying the parameter space of the MED4 and
MIT9313 co-culture outcomes
To provide a quantitative estimate of the effect of the
microbial interactions can have on Prochlorococcus
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Figure 2 The quantitative three-dimensional parameter spaces

defining the effect co-culture on Prochlorococcus MIT9313 and
MED4. A three-dimensional parameter space is shown, with the

axes being the maximum growth rate (p), the time it took the

cultures to reach half of the maximal FL (T,.), and the maximum
FL (F-_). The parameter spaces shown includes both the

co-cultures and the control axenic cultures, and are normalized
to axenic wells on the same plates (that is, values larger than one

represent an increase in the relevant parameter compared with
axenic culture, smaller than one represent a decrease). The data
points are colored based on the clustering shown in Figure 1.
Large circles represent the median coordinates of each co-culture
outcome.

culture dynamics, we extracted from the FL curves
shown in Figure 1 biologically relevant descriptive
parameters (similar to those used by Warringer et a].

(2008)): the maximum growth rate (p), the time it

took the cultures to reach half of the maximal FL

(Ts.), and the maximum FL (F, ). As was clear in

the qualitative analysis, the parameter space is not

homogenously covered (Figure 2; Supplementary
Figures 3 and 4). Rather, parts of the parameter space

are densely populated, whereas others regions are

empty or sparse, representing parameter combina-

tions that are not observed in our co-culture curves

(for example, co-cultures in which the log phase

growth rate was significantly reduced compared
with heterotroph-free cultures).

While the growth rate in log phase was

influenced by the presence of bacteria in most of

the M1T9313 co-cultures, the median of this para-

meter actually increased in most of the types of
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co-culture outcomes compared with the hetero-
troph-free cultures (Supplementary Figure 3) even
when the overall effect was clearly one of much later
onset of growth. Therefore, in agreement with other
studies (Warringer et aL., 2008), our results suggest
that a combination of different growth parameters is
necessary in order to fully describe the complex

Color legend for effect of microbial interactions.
co-culture As described above, the most striking is the

outcomes: difference between the large parameter space
inhabited by MIT9313 co-cultures and the much
more limited space inhabited by MED4 co-cultures

Early (Figure 2). The suite of heterotrophic bacteria that
strongly influences the growth of MIT9313, decreas-
ing some parameters up to 10-fold or increasing

Intermediate them up to 4-fold has minimal, if any, impact on
MED4.

Heterotroph phylogeny and co-culture outcome
We next asked whether closely related bacteria, as

defined by their partial 16S ribosomal DNA
sequence (ribotype), affect the growth of Prochlor-
ococcus cultures similarly. As shown in Figure 3,
the heterotroph ribotypes, which induced 'early',
'early arrested' and 'late growth' phenotypes were
significantly different for MIT9313 (UniFrac test
with Bonferroni correction, P<_0.06; Lozupone and
Knight, 2005), as were the groups that induced
'intermediate' and 'early inhibited' for MED4
(P<0.01). For example, all but two of the hetero-
trophic strains, which induced a 'late' outcome of
MIT9313 belong to two well-defined clades of

Alteromonads (Figure 3, Supplementary Figure 1).
Similarly, the same strains induced the 'early
arrested' outcome in both MED4 and MIT9313, and
all of these strains belong to a well-defined clade of
Rhodobacters, similar to Marinovum algicola and
Ruegeria sp. In most of these cases, the differentia-
tion between strains, which inhibit Prochlorococcus
in co-culture and strains, which do not is relatively
deep-rooted, within the resolution afforded by our

cultured collection of heterotrophs. For example,
two Alteromonad clades differing by 1-2% in their
partial 16S sequence both inhibit MIT9313, whereas
a third clade, which differs by 4-5% from these two

clades enhances M1T9313. Similarly, the clade of
Rhodobacters inducing 'early arrested' phenotype
differs from the most closely related strains in our

collection that do not induce this phenotype by
about 4% in their 16S. This level of divergence
corresponds to one commonly used to delineate
species or genus level differentiation (Schloss and
Handelsman, 2005).

Co-culture outcome and proximity of cells
Although many interactions between microorgan-
isms are mediated by diffusible soluble compounds,
some have also been observed to occur when cells
live in close proximity or even necessitate direct
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Figure 3 The relationship between patterns observed in co-
cultures and the ribotype of the heterotroph. A maximum
likelihood (ML) tree (partial 16S rDNA sequences) is shown,
with the co-culture outcome (as defined in Figure 1) shown for
MIT9313 (middle ring) and MED4 (outer ring). Spheres on the tree
branches denote > 80% approximate Likelihood Ratio Test
(aLRT) confidence (Anisimova and Gascuel, 2006). Different
shading of the branches of the tree denotes operational taxonomic
units (OTUs) at 0.01 resolution (see also Supplementary Figure 1
and Supplementary Table 1). Asterisks denote the phylogenetic
position of strains used for the experiments shown in Figure 4.

cell-cell contact (Mayali and Azam, 2004; Croft
et aL., 2005). To test whether close cell-cell
proximity is necessary for the different co-culture
outcomes observed with MIT9313, we selected
five heterotroph strains representing different
phylogenetic clades and co-culture outcomes, and
co-cultured them with MIT9313 either separated by
a membrane permeable to small molecules or mixed
together as in the experiment presented above. As
shown in Figure 4, when the FL of the co-cultures
increased earlier than that of the axenic cultures this
happened regardless of whether or not the hetero-
trophic bacteria were separated from MIT9313 by a
membrane. Thus, the 'early' outcome of Prochloro-
coccus cultures is likely mediated in these cases by
soluble, diffusible compounds, although we cannot
preclude the possibility that the small number of
heterotrophic bacteria than can cross the membrane
during these 19-day long experiments (see Supple-
mentary Information) may also directly impact the
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Figure 4 Comparison of outcomes of co-culture experiments
between Prochlorococcus MIT9313 and five strains of bacteria
grown together in mixed culture or separated by a 0.4 pm
permeable membrane. Results shown are averages and s.d.
(n=4 for axenic MIT9313, n=2 for co-cultures). The phylo-
genetic positions of the strains used in this experiment are shown
in Figure 3 as asterisks.

growth of MIT9313. In contrast, the late co-culture
outcome occurred only when MIT9313 and Alter-
omonas strain HOTo1A3 were grown in close
proximity and not when they were separated by a
membrane.

Potential mechanisms underlying different co-culture
outcomes
MIT9313 and MED4 represent two taxonomic
extremes within the Prochlorococcus lineage, differ-
ing by -3% in their 16S rRNA sequence. MED4 is
a small cell with a highly streamlined genome, and
is a member of the high-light adapted clade of
Prochlorococcus. MIT9313, in contrast, is a slightly
larger cell with a larger genome, and is better
adapted for growth at the low light levels found
deeper in the water column (Moore et al., 1998,
2002; Rocap et al., 2003; Bouman et al., 2006;
Johnson et al., 2006; Coleman and Chisholm,
2007). Both strains are growing in these experiments
below their respective temperature and light optima
(although closer to those of MIT9313, (Rocap et al.,
2003; Zinser et al., 2007)), but have been pre-
acclimated to the experimental conditions for > 7
months (- 120 generations) and thus the difference
in co-culture outcome is likely not caused by a
general stress response in one strain because of
culture conditions.

The 'early' culture outcome is the one most
commonly observed with MIT9313, is widely dis-
tributed among the different phylogenetic groups,
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and in all cases tested is caused by soluble, diffusible
molecules. This is consistent with a 'helper' effect
where the growth of Prochlorococcus increases as a
result of basic attributes common to many lineages of
heterotrophic cells, as suggested by Morris et al.
(2008). Such attributes may include scavenging of
reactive oxygen species (Morris et al., 2008), increas-
ing carbon dioxide concentration (Moore et al., 2007)
or cycling waste products. MED4 as a high-light
adapted strain, may be better adapted to deal with
oxidative stress (often generated during photosynth-
esis) than MIT9313, thus the latter strain may benefit
more from interacting with heterotrophs. Notably,
however, MED4 can readily form colonies on solid
media only with the help of heterotrophs, and thus
this strain is not immune to the effect of co-occurring
bacteria (Morris et al., 2008).

In contrast, inhibition of MIT9313 (early arrested or
late outcomes) was observed mainly in co-cultures
with two well-defined groups of bacteria belonging to
the Alteromonads and Rhodobacters, with the latter
group being the only one to clearly affect the growth
of MED4 under our conditions. Related bacteria have
previously been shown to inhibit other microbes
through the production of secreted allelochemicals
(for example, Mayali and Azam, 2004; Gram et al.,
2009). An intriguing observation is that inhibition of
MIT9313 by an Alteromonas strain required proxi-
mity between the heterotrophic bacteria and
MIT9313-that is, the effect could not be mimicked
when the cells were kept apart by a semi-permeable
membrane. Recently, close physical association
(cell-cell contact) has been observed in natural sea-
water samples between Synechococcus cells, which
are closely related to Prochlorococcus, and hetero-
trophic bacteria of unknown taxonomy (Malfatti and
Azam, 2009; Malfatti et al., 2010). These observations
suggest the potential for close or contact-mediated
interactions even in tiny picoplankton cells.

Conclusions
Although some features of our experimental system
limit extrapolation of our results to the experience of
wild Prochlorococcus-for example, the co-cultured
strains were not co-isolated and the cell densities
were higher than found in the wild (see also
Supplementary Information)-our study has
revealed some properties of these microbial inter-
action that likely have ecological relevance. First,
the two Prochlorococcus ecotypes display funda-
mentally different responses to the presence of
bacteria, both in terms of general patterns, and in
terms of specific responses to specific bacterial
strains. These differences could influence the con-
nectivity of these two strains within the microbial
network in the wild. If so, M1T9313 may be more
susceptible to changes in the microbial community
than MED4. Similar trends have been suggested for
other marine bacterioplankton based on network
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analysis of patterns of co-occurrence in the oceans
(Fuhrman and Steele, 2008).

Second, both the antagonistic and enhancing
interactions in our system revealed a clear phylo-
genetic signature, with closely related bacteria causing
similar responses in the co-cultured Prochlorococcus.
Furthermore, only a handful of different interaction
types, as measured through their effect on Prochloro-
coccus growth curves, were observed. The heterotroph
culture collection we used represents only a fraction
of diversity found in the oceans, and does not include
many of the most common lineages. Future work
with a wider diversity of bacteria may either reveal
additional types of interactions or highlight unknown
constrains on the types of interactions, which can
affect cells in the aquatic environment.

Considering the high levels of microheterogeneity
in both marine microbial populations (Thompson
et aL., 2005; Hunt et al., 2008) and their environment
(Blackburn et al., 1998; Azam and Malfatti, 2007;
Stocker et al., 2008; Seymour et al., 2010), the task of
understanding how complex microbial populations
interact in the oceans is a daunting one. Although it
is encouraging, as we seek general patterns, that the
co-culture outcomes we observe are not random
with respect to the phylogeny of the heterortophs,
the opposite has been observed in cultures of
interacting heterotrophic bacteria (Long and Azam,
2001). Clearly expanded and in depth study of the
network of possible interactions between microbial
groups is essential, if we ever wish to incorporate
microbial interactions into our understanding of
marine microbial communities.
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Single-Cell Genomics Reveals Hundreds
of Coexisting Subpopulations in
Wild Pro chiorococcus
Nadav Kashtan,l* Sara E. Roggensack,' Sbastien Rodrigue,'1 2 ]essie W. Thompson,'
Steven ]. Biller,' Allison Coe,' Huiming Ding,' 3 Pekka Marttinen,4 Rex R. Malmstroms
Roman Stocker,' Michael ]. Follows,6 Ramunas Stepanauskas7 Sallie W. Chisholm 1,3*

Extensive genomic diversity within coexisting members of a microbial species has been revealed

through selected cultured isolates and metagenomic assemblies. Yet, the cell-by-cell genomic

composition of wild uncultured populations of co-occurring cells is largely unknown. In this work,
we applied large-scale single-cell genomics to study populations of the globally abundant
marine cyanobacterium Prochlorococcus. We show that they are composed of hundreds of

subpopulations with distinct "genomic backbones," each backbone consisting of a different set of

core gene alleles linked to a small distinctive set of flexible genes. These subpopulations are
estimated to have diverged at least a few million years ago, suggesting ancient, stable niche

partitioning. Such a large set of coexisting subpopulations may be a general feature of free-living

bacterial species with huge populations in highly mixed habitats.

he cyanobacterium Prochlowcoccus is the
smallest and most abundant photosynthetic
cell in the oligotrophic oceans, contributing

substantially to global photosynthesis (1). A single
species by traditional measures, Pnvchlomcoccus
can be divided into several major clades, or ecotypes,
defined by the intergenic transcribed spacer (ITS)

region of their ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes.
These ecotypes are physiologically distinct (2-4);
display distinctive seasonal, depth, and geographic
patterns (3); and, like other microorganisms (5-10),
embody tremendous genotypic and phenotypic
diversity (4). To begin to understand the scope
and limits of ecologically meaningful diversity

within the canonical Prochlorococcus ecotypes,
we examined cell-by-cell genomic diversity with-
in a small sample of seawater and explored how
it shifts in a dynamic environment.

We applied single-cell genome sequencing
(11-14) to wild Pi-ochlorococus cells from sam-
ples collected at the Bermuda-Atlantic Time-series
Study (BATS) site at three separate times of year
(November 2008, February 2009, and April 2009)
(Fig. IA) (15). Because light, temperature, nu-
trients, and co-occurring communities change
with winter deep mixing (15, 16) (Fig. IA), cells
experience substantial environmental changes
over tens of generations, enough to cause shifts
in abundance of ITS-defined ecotypes (2,15,17).
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Flow sorting and DNA amplification (11-14) of
more than 1000 co-occurring Prochlovcoccus
cells allowed us to explore the cell-by-cell ge-
nomic composition of these wild populations.
We were able to identify coherent subpopulations
at the whole-genome level and their relationship
to those defined by the ITS region, explore finely
resolved diversity patterns within and between
subpopulations, and examine shifting abundances
with seasonal changes in the habitat.

We first examined the population composi-
tion by sequencing the ITS regions of hundreds
of Prochlorococcus cells in each sample, reveal-
ing the presence of finely resolved clusters within
the broadly defined ecotypes (Fig. 1B). The popu-
lations were composed of tens to hundreds of
nearly identical ITS clusters (>98% similar) within
the coarse-grained ecotypes (Fig. 1, B and C). The
relative abundance of cells belonging to the dif-
ferent clusters changed with season (Fig. 1, A to
C) (15), suggesting shifts in their relative fitness in
response to environmental changes.

A

ITS-rRNA /
tree IiIm

14

-4 C

- - - M 9

To study the fine-scale genomic variation and
compare it with the ITS-defined clusters, we se-
quenced the partial genomes (representing, on av-
erage, 70% of the total genome) of 90 individual
cells (30 per sample) from the largest nearly
identical ITS cluster, cN2 (Figs. IC and 2), as
well as 6 cells from two other clusters, cNI and
c9301. For each time of year, cells were random-
ly selected for genome sequencing from within
the major ITS ribotypes (>99% similar) within
cluster cN2 (Cl to C5) (30 cells), as well as from
c9301-C8 and cNl-C9 (one cell each), as de-
tailed in (15). We used a modified mediator ge-
nome reference assembly approach (15, 18) to
analyze between-cell variation in the partial ge-
nomes recovered. The topologies of the ITS and
genomic trees were highly congruent (Fig. 2),
indicating that ITS sequences can serve as a proxy
for genome sequences in Prochlorococcus at a
much finer level of resolution than previously
demonstrated (4, 19). The genomic data further
revealed that the largest cluster cN2 is divided

B San

Whole genome
tree

C1

Clade Sample

C1 * Autumn x
C2 * Winter a

Spring U
cN2 C~3 a C

c4 A
c5 Y

c9301-C8 *

cN1-C9 V C2

I 2

cAs

Fig. 2. ITS-rRNA sequence and whole-genome neighbor-joining phylogenetic trees at a fine
resolution of diversity. (A) Phylogenetic tree based on fTS-rRNA sequences of 96 single cells (90 cN2
ribotypes, three cNI ribotypes, and three c9301 ribotypes), as well as additional five high-light-adapted
cultured strains. (B) Phylogenetic tree of the 96 single cells based on whole-genome sequences. The colored
symbols to the left of the leaf labels in (A) and (B) represent the different clades depicted from the deep
branches observed in the whole-genome tree. The sample origin of each cell is marked with red, blue, and
green squares (representing autumn, winter, and spring, respectively) on the right Distance units are base
substitutions per site (see scale bar) (15). Bootstrap values -O are marked as black dots on the internal
nodes in (B) (fig. Si). Cells marked with # fall into an ITS dade that differs from the genome-defined dade.
Neighbor-joining trees in (A) and (B) were constructed using p-distance.

PPORPTS

into five major clades [CI to C5 (Fig. 2)] and a few
additional minor clades represented by only one
cell each. The delineation of clades C Ito C5 was
highly robust and also observed in trees constructed
from genomic position subsets (figs. SI and S2).

To explore the evolutionary forces that shaped
the cN2 C Ito C5 clades, we examined differences
in nucleotide sequences within and between clades.
For example, the Cl and C3 subpopulations (Fig.
2B) differ in 52,885 dimorphic single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs), which represent 3.2% of
their genomes (Fig. 3A, blue). The dimorphic
SNPs between Cl and C3 are scattered across the
genomes, occurring in 1519 out of 1974 genes
(most of them core genes); 8% of these SNPs are
found in intergenic regions (9% of the genome is
noncoding). Of the intragenic SNPs, 37% are
nonsynonymous, thus aflecting the amino acid se-
quences of the proteins they encode. In contrast to
the scattered nature of the sequence variation be-
tween the Cl and C3 clades, the polymorphism
within them is confined to a few regions of the
genome (Fig. 3A, black), indicating that most
regions along the genome are conserved within
clades and are different between them (15), which
is true for all pairwise comparisons within C1 to
C5 (figs. S3 and S4).

This emerging pattem was further supported
by a standard measure of genetic differentiation
between populations, the fixation index (FsT) (20),
applied at gene-by-gene resolution to the five cN2
clades, Cl to C5 (Fig. 3, B and C). Seventy-five
percent of the core genes had high FsT values
(>0.8), (Fig. 3, B and C) (15), meaning different
clades contained significantly different alleles.
Some of the differentiated core genes have func-
tions involved in the interaction between the cell
and environmental stimuli [e.g., Iransporters, genes
that affect oxidative stress responses, and cell
surface biosynthesis and modification (Data Sl)];
that is, they are not all simply "housekeeping genes"
that control central metabolism. For example, alleles
of phosphoglucosamine mutase, which is involved
in the biosynthesis of outer membrane lipopolysac-
charides (21), differ by an average of 10% of their
amino acid sequences (Fig. 3C), with substitutions
in the hydrophilic center of the enzyme (21), pos-
sibly affecting its specificity and kinetics.

We next asked whether different clade sub-
populations carry distinct sets of flexible genes.
Using de novo assemblies to capture regions un-
mapped by the reference assemblies (15), we
found that each subpopulation carries a small set
of distinct genes, typically in the form of cassettes
within genomic islands (Table 1). Cassettes con-
tainig genes in the glycosyltransferase family
account for much of the gene content variation

between these clade subpopulations (Table I and
table SI). The gene content in these cassettes
suggests involvement in outer membrane mod-
ifications, possibly affecting phage attachment (22),
recognition by grazers (23), cell-to-cell communi-
cation, or interaetions with other bacteria (24).

We conclude that these clade subpopulations
have distinct "genomic backbones" (and are
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Fig. 3. Evidence for distinct genomic backbones defining Prochlorococcus subpopulations. (A)
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(blue) (15). The black-striped line below each bar graph marks positions with sufficient data for evaluation

of site statistics. Genomic islands (ISLI, ISL2, etc.) (table S9) are shaded gray. (B) Genome-wide distributions

of Fsg of all genes in the cN2-C1 composite genome, as computed for the five cN2 clades (Cl to C5), based on
nucleotide sequences. Also shown is a representative Fs distribution from coalescent simulations of neutral
evolution (15). Genes with high Fsm exhibit higher sequence variation between the dades than within the

clades. (C) Gene-by-gene profile of genetic differentiation between backbone subpopulations (FsT). FSm is

estimated by the proportion of interpopulational gene diversity (ysT) (20). Heat maps above are displayed for
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henceforth referred to as "backbone subpopu-
lations") consisting of highly conserved (within

subpopulation) alleles of the majority of core

genes and a small distinct set of flexible genes

that is linked with a particular backbone. This

covariation between the core alleles and flexible

gene content, and its fine scale resolution, rep-

resents a new dimension of microdiversity within
wild Prochlorococcus populations. It is note-

worthy that similar patterns have been identified
in cultured isolates and metagenomic assem-
blies within coexisting members of a few other
microbial species with very different ecologies
(5-10,25), suggesting that differentiated genomic
backbones may be a feature of diverse types of
microbial populations.

At a fmer resolution of diversity, we observed
that cells within the five cN2 backbone sub-

populations differ by 19,000 nucleotide positions
on average, in comparison to 77,000 positions
between backbone subpopulations (equivalent
to 1.2 and 4.7% of the genome, respectively)
(Fig. 2B). The most similar pairs of individual cell
genomes in our samples differ in a few hundred
base pairs [close to the detection limit when one
considers single-cell processing and sequencing
error (15)]; some of these pairs likely have identical
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Table 1. Flexible genecassettesassociated with different cN2 backbone
subpopulations highlighting gene content that may contribute to eco-
Logical differentiation GT, glycosyltransferase; ABC-T, adenosine triphosphate-
binding cassette (ABC) transporter; HLIP, high-light-inducible protein; CO,

REPORTS

Cytochrome oxidase c subunit Vib; HIpA, histone-like protein; CpsL. poly-
saccharide biosynthesis protein. In the "Selected gene annotations" column,
numbers before gene annotation refer to number of that type of gene. A
complete list of the genes in each cassette is described in table S1 (15).

CLade Cassette ID Position No. of genes in cassette Selected gene annotations Cassette function

cN2-C1 CST_1 Island 2.1 4 HLIP, CO Redox stress response
CSTII Island 4 7 3GT, ABC-T Outer membrane modification

cN2-C2 CST_II Island 4 7 3GT, ABC-T Outer membrane modification
cN2-C3 CST_III Island 1 2 2GT Outer membrane modification
cN2-C4 CST_I Island 2.1 4 HLIP, CO Redox stress response

CSTIV Island 4 14 3GT, HIpA, CpsL Outer membrane modification
cN2-C5 CSTV Island 4 5 2GT Outer membrane modification

gene content (15). Except for these few pairs,
each cell carries at least one gene cassette not
found in any other. In some cases, a few closely
related cells (a subclade) within backbones share
a distinct gene cassette. Among these genes are,
again, glycosyltransferase genes, as well as trans-
porters and genes involved in nucleotide binding
and processing. In a few cases, cells from differ-
ent backbone subpopulations carry similar flex-
ible gene cassettes [e.g., high-light-related genes
(Table 1) and phosphonate related genes], dem-
onstrating the combinatorial nature of backbones
and flexible genes.

If backbone subpopulations have differential
fitness, we would expect their relative abundance
to change with changing environmental condi-
tions (Fig. 1). Accordingly, the majority of the
largest subpopulations exhibited significant sea-
sonal abundance variation (Fig. 4A), higher than
expected by chance (15), consistent with the
hypothesis that this reflects selection, but more
data are needed to draw that conclusion. Backbone
subpopulations maintain their genomic composi-
tion between seasons (tested for Cl) (15), which
we would expect, as the establishment of new
mutations and the acquisition and loss of genes are
not likely to be in play on these time scales (15).

The congruency of genomic and ITS phylog-
enies in Prochlorococcus at both coarse (4, 19)
and fine resolution (Fig. 2) suggests that ITS-
ribotype clusters coincide, in most cases, with
distinct genomic backbones (15). This allowed us
to estimate the number of coexisting backbone
subpopulations in our samples through rarefac-
tion analysis, revealing at least hundreds of co-
existing subpopulations with distinct backbones
(Fig. 4B) in each sample. These backbone subpop-
ulations are estimated to have diverged at least a
few million years ago (15), suggesting ancient,
stable niche partitioning That they have different
alleles of genes associated with environmental
interactions, carry a distinct set of flexible genes,
and differ in relative abundance profiles as the
environment changes suggests strongly that they
are ecologically distinct

Enormous population sizes and immense phys-
ical mixing probably played a role in the evolution
of diverse genonic backbones in Pclorcocss.
A simple fluid mechanics model bridging the
micrometer and kilometer scales for a typical

ocean suggests that just-divided cells will be
centimeters apart within minutes, tens of meters
apart within an hour, and a few kilometers apart
within a week (15). Thus, Prochlomcoccus pop-
ulations are expected to be well mixed over large
water pastels (-10 km2 area by 3 m depth) on ec-
ologically relevant time scales (-1 week) (15). This
mixing and a stable collective Prochlorococcus
population density of I07 to 108 cells litef' (17)
make the size of each backbone subpopulation in
such parcels enormous (>10'3 cells) (15). The
effective population size is arguably close to
this census population size (15), implying that
Prochlorococcus evolution is governed by selec-
tion, not genetic drift [based on population gen-
etics theory (26)]. Consistent with this argument,
the difference in the observed FsT distribution
from that estimated for no selection (Fig. 3B)
provides further evidence that the differentiation
of genomic backbones in Prochlorococcus is a
product of selection (15).

The correlation between phylogeny and flexi-
ble gene content (Table 1, tables SI and S13, and
fig. S5) leads us to propose that the emergence of
a genomic backbone is initiated by the acquisi-
tion of a beneficial flexible gene cassette, fol-
lowed by slow fine,-adjustment of the core gene
alleles to the new niche dimension afforded by
the acquired cassette. Given the huge effective
population size, even extremely weak fitness dif-
ferentials among alleles (27) can facilitate fine-
adjustment of core genes (15) over the millions of
years of evolution after divergence.

The diverse set of hundreds of subpopulations
with distinct genomic backbones probably plays
an important role in the dynamic stability of the
Prochlorococms "collective" in the global oceans
(fig. S6). Small fitness differentials, niche dif-
ferentiation, and selective phage and grazer pre-
dation, in the context of temporal and spatial
environmental variation, help to explain their
coexistence (28,29). On seasonal time scales, the
Prochlorococcus collective maintains a relatively
stable population size through temporal and local
adjustments in the relative abundance of back-
bone subpopulations (Figs. IC and 4A and fig.
S6D). On longer time scales (decades to millions
of years), the collective may respond to shifting
selective pressures through the exchange of gene
cassettes between and within backbone subpop-

ulations, and through the evolution of the back-
bones themselves. The coherence of the collective
population holds as long as subpopulations do
not diverge to the point where they are no longer
able to exchange flexible genes and backbone
extinction and emergence rates are relatively bal-
anced. If Prochlomcoccus backbone subpopula-
tions were designated as distinct species (30), it
would imply that the global collective is an as-
sortment of thousands of species. It is likely that
such a large set of coexisting subpopulations
with distinct genomic backbones is a character-
istic feature of free-living bacterial species with
very large population sizes living in highly mixed
habitats.
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Structure-Guided Transformation
of Channelrhodopsin into a
Light-Activated Chloride Channel
Andre Berndt,'* Soo Yeun Lee,'* Charu Ramakrishnan,1 Karl Deisseroth, 2,'t

Using light to silence electrical activity in targeted cells is a major goal of optogenetics. Available
optogenetic proteins that directly move ions to achieve silencing are inefficient, pumping
only a single ion per photon across the cell membrane rather than allowing many ions per photon
to flow through a channel pore. Building on high-resolution crystal-structure analysis, pore
vestibule modeling, and structure-guided protein engineering, we designed and characterized a
class of channelrhodopsins (originally cation-conducting) converted into chloride-conducting
anion channels. These tools enable fast optical inhibition of action potentials and can be
engineered to display step-function kinetics for stable inhibition, outlasting light pulses and for
orders-of-magnitude-greater light sensitivity of inhibited cells. The resulting family of proteins
defines an approach to more physiological, efficient, and sensitive optogenetic inhibition.

he microbial opsins (1-3) used for optical
control of genetically targeted cellular ac-
tivity (4-7) include light-activated proton

and Cl- pumps and the cation channels called
channelrhodopsins (ChRs). ChRs are derived
from algae (3, 8-10) and, when expressed in
neurons, can elicit precise action potential (AP)
firing (11-15). ChRs conduct K*, Na*, protons,
and Ca2' (3, 10, 16, 17); because of this non-
selective cation-conductance, ChRs display rever-
sal potentials (V.)near 0 mV under physiological
conditions and therefore depolarize neurons, lead-
ing to AP generation (18).

Direct light-triggered inhibition of neuronal
activity is possible with inward-pumping Cl-
transporting opsins and outward-pumping proton-
transporting opsins (10); hyperpolarization to
-150 mV or beyond can be achieved (18-20).
However, pumps are inefficient in neural systems
because only one ion is moved per photon and no
input resistance decrease is elicited (failing to re-
cruit the most potent mechanism of spiking inhi-
bition). Moreover, because the pumps use energy
to transport ions against electrochemical gradients,

'Department of Bioengineering, Stanford University, Stanford,
CA 94305, USA. 2Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral
Soiences, Stanford University, Stanfond, CA 94305, USA Nlowand
Hughes Medical Institute, Stanford University, Stanford, CA
94305, USA.
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tCorresponding author. E-mail: deissero@stanford.edu

the creation of abnormal gradients is more likely
(18). Last, pumps cannot take advantage ofcertain
molecular engineering opportunities to achieve
light sensitivity and long-term photocurrent stabil-
ity enhanced by many orders of magnitude (but
which depend on formation of a transmembrane
pore) (21-23). Therefore, the creation of inhibi-
tory channels has long been a central goal of
optogenetics.

Given typical ion balance in neural systems,
identification or creation of light-activated K' or
Cl~ channels could give rise to inhibitory opto-
genetic tools. ChRs can be engineered to alter
kinetics, spectrum, and selectivity among cations
(10, 24, 25). However, V, has not been shifted
sufficiently for nondepolarizing spike inhibition
in neurons. We have designed a family of ChRs
for Cr permeability and capability to inhibit APs
without depolarizing neurons to or beyond the
AP-generation threshold.

Building on the high-resolution crystal struc-
ture of the ChR chimera CIC2 (24), we noted
that the ion-selectivity pore of ChR is less ordered
as compared with the well-defined symmetry of
tetrameric K+-selective channels such as KcsA
and NaK2K (26-31). Therefore, we speculated
that the specific cation selectivity of ChR is rather
a result of negative electrostatic potential sunound-
ing the pore and vestibule; for instance, the CIC2
structure shows seven glutamates framing the con-
duction pathway (24). We hypothesized that sys-

tematic replacement of such residues within or
close to the pore according to structure-guided
electrostatic modeling could reverse this polarity
and create an inhibitory ChR, if it were possible
to maintain proper protein folding, membrane ex-
pression, optical activation, and pore gating,

We initiated a broad structureo-guided screen
by introducing single site-directed mutations into
ClC2 (Fig. 1A). We expressed all variants in
cultured rat hippocampal neurons and tested pho-
tocurrents using whole-cell patch-clamp so as to
ensure proper function in neurons (external/intemal
[Cr1], 147 mM/4 mM). We quantified stationary
photocurrent amplitudes across a range of holding
potentials (Fig. lB), with particular attention to
V. in order to identify permeability variants (Fig.
1C). CIC2 exhibits Vv of -7 mV under these
conditions, which is typical for nonspecific cation
channels (16,26, 32, 33). Certain mutations with
powerful effects on V displayed concomitant
adverse effects on photocurrent sizes (such as
E136R and E140K)(Fig. lB), and were not studied
further (34). More promising mutations, such as
N297Q and H173R, exhibited both potent cur-
rents and altered V, (Fig. IC) and were combined
in a series of increasingly integrated mutations.
The fivefold mutation T98S/E129S/E140S/E162S/
T285N and fourfold mutation V156K/H173R/
V281K/N297Q both displayed prominently-shified
V. (in the range of -40 mV) while maintaining
functionality (Fig. 1, D and E).

We next combined these constructs to gener-
ate a ninefold mutated variant with contiguous
shifts in expected electrostatic potential distribu-
tion (Fig. 2A and fig. SI) (24). We expressed the
ninefold variant in hum embryonic dney (HEK)
293 cells to test both V, and permeability under
controlled ion composition and optimized volt-
age clamp settings (Fig. 2B). We mapped photo-
currents over a broad range of membrane potentials
(Fig. 2C) (from -75 mV to +55 mV) (35). Under
these conditions (extemnal/intemal[CIF, 147mM/
4mM), the combinedninefold mutation exhibited
V of-61 mV, which is far more negatively shifted
than was the CIC2 backbone or either parental
4x or 5x construct (Fig. 2D). Despite this major
change in functionality, both peak and stationary
photocunrents remained fast and robust (predict-
ing suitability for optogenetics, especially because
this channel could also recruit a reduced-membrane
resistance mechanism for spiking inhibition), and
the original blue light-activation spectrum of ClC2
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The marine cyanobacterium Prochlorococcus is the numerically dominant photosynthetic organism in the

oligotrophic oceans, and a model system in marine microbial ecology. Here we report 27 new whole genome

sequences (2 complete and closed; 25 of draft quality) of cultured isolates, representing five major

phylogenetic clades of Prochlorococcus. The sequenced strains were isolated from diverse regions of the

oceans, facilitating studies of the drivers of microbial diversity-both in the lab and in the field. To improve

the utility of these genomes for comparative genomics, we also define pre-computed clusters of orthologous

groups of proteins (COGs), indicating how genes are distributed among these and other publicly available

Prochlorococcus genomes. These data represent a significant expansion of Prochlorococcus reference

genomes that are useful for numerous applications in microbial ecology, evolution and oceanography.
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Background & Summary
As the smallest ( < 1 pm diameter) and most abundant (3 x 1027 cells) photosynthetic organism on the

planet', Prochlorococcus has a unique status in the microbial world. This unicellular marine

cyanobacterium is found throughout the euphotic zone of the open ocean between -45*N and 40*S,

where it carries out a notable fraction of global photosynthesis"
2 . The group, which would be considered

a single microbial 'species' by the traditional measure of >97% 16S rRNA similarity, is composed of

multile phylogenetically distinct clades (Figure 1) (as defined by either rRNA internal transcribed spacer

(ITS) or whole-genome sequences
4 ) which are physiologically distinct. Adaptations for optimal growth

at different light intensities differentiate deeply branching groups of Prochlorococcus into high light (HL)

and low light (LL) adapted clades
3 -

5 5 .
Prochlorococcus have the smallest genomes of any known free-living photosynthetic cell, ranging from

-1.6 to 2.7 Mbp
4. While they all share a core set of genes present in all strains, there exists remarkable

MIT9202
MIT9215

MIT9201*

UH18WI1
MiI

MT9314*
AS981

MT921* HU

MIT9311I
+MIT9312

GPIW
MIT9123*
IMT9111P

Synechococcus WH8102

0.06

Figure :1. Prochloracoccus strains sequenced in this work. ITS-based phylogeny of the strains included

in this data set (names in bold, with *) in relation to previously sequenced Prochlorococcus. Phylogenetic

clade affiliation'4, is indicated at right; closed circles indicate nodes with bootstrap support >75%.

HL-High light adapted; LL--Low light adapted, as determined by physiological studies of some of

the isolates3,s,1.
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diversity in gene content among isolates. The group has an 'open' pan-genome, i.e. each newly sequenced
genome typically contains many new genes never before seen in Prochlorococcus

4
. Given the abundance

of Prochlorococcus, studies of their genomic and metagenomic features have provided numerous insights

into features of ocean ecosystems
9

- . In addition, the group has proven to be a valuable system for

studying microbial evolution'
1
"

9
, genome streamlining , and the relationship between genotypic,

phenotypic and ecological variation in marine populations
3 7 22

. Since Prochlorococcus is abundant in

surface waters, these reference genomes have also been extremely valuable for interpreting marine
metagenomic and metatranscriptomic datasets' ~.

To advance our understanding of Prochlorococcus genetic diversity, we sequenced the genomes of

27 Prochlorococcus strains from a variety of ocean environments. The strains sequenced included both

previously reported strains as well as eight new isolates (Table 1). The newly isolated strains come from

ocean regions that previously only had few or no cultured representatives and substantially expand the

number of cultured Prochlorococcus available for five major clades. These results demonstrate the
applicability of high-throughput dilution-to-extinction cultivation approaches" to Prochlorococcus.

The genome sequences reported here represent a notable increase in the number of genome sequences

available from the major phylogenetic clades with existing cultured representatives. While many genomes
differed greatly in gene content, other sets are very closely related and differ primarily by single
nucleotide polymorphisms (e.g., LG, SS2, SS35, SS51, SS52, SS120; and MIT0701, MIT0702, and
MIT0703). Thus, this dataset encompasses a broad range of pairwise genomic diversity among
Prochlorococcus strains.

Most genomes were sequenced to draft status; two were closed (Table 2). We used two annotation
methods to identify the potential functions of genes in the genomes. Genes were first called and
annotated by the RAST pipeline

0
. To expand on these predictions--especially for the myriad genes of

unknown function-we also derived annotations from an independent pipeline, Argot2
3 

. To facilitate
the utility of these genomes for comparative genomics and evolutionary studies, we define a set of pre-
computed orthologous gene clusters for Prochlorococcus. All cluster data are supplied in this data set
(Data Citation 1 and Data Citation 2).

These genomes should be useful to researchers interested in many aspects of marine microbial ecology
and evolution. Since the genomes are from cultured isolates, hypotheses generated from these data can be
tested in laboratory experiments. The genomes will also greatly facilitate the interpretation of

transcriptomic and proteomic studies, as well as meta-'omic' data from field studies where
Prochlorococcus is a dominant phototroph.

Methods
Culturing and strain isolations
Many of the strains sequenced have been previously described

3
,s

6 32 3 6 
(Table 1); 8 are reported here for

the first time. All cultures were unialgal; this was initially determined crudely by flow cytometry profiles,
and then more specifically by confirming the presence of only one cyanobacterial 16S rRNA ITS sequence
in the culture. All cultures except SB and MIT0604 contained heterotrophic bacteria. Cultures were
maintained in acid-washed glassware in Pro99 media

3 7 
prepared with 0.2 pm filtered, autoclaved seawater

collected from Vineyard Sound, MA or the Sargasso Sea under either a 14:10 light:dark cycle at 24 *C or

constant light flux at 21 *C. Light levels were 30-40 pmol Q m -2 - 1 for high-light adapted strains, and
10-20 pmol Q m 2 S-I for low-light adapted strains.

MIT0601, MIT0602, MIT0603, and MIT0604 were derived from enrichment cultures initiated with
seawater obtained from the North Pacific Ocean at Station ALOHA (22.75*N, 158*W) on Hawai'i Ocean

Time-series (HOT) cruise 181. The seawater was amended with nitrogen, phosphorous and trace metals

(PRO2 nutrient additions
37 , except all nitrogen sources were replaced by 0.217 mM sodium nitrate).

Strains MIT0701, MIT0702, and MIT0703 were isolated from the South Atlantic (CoFeMUG cruise
KN192-05, station 13, 13.45 *S, 0.04 'W) at 150 m using a high throughput culturing method

29 
adapted

for phototrophs. The seawater used for isolations was first filtered through a 1 pm filter with no

amendments and kept in the dark at 18-20'C for 21 days. The total red fluorescing phytoplankton
population (I x 10" cells ml-' determined with a Guava EasyCyte flow cytometer) was diluted in PRO3V

media
3 7 

made with the same South Atlantic water that had been filtered through a 0.1 pm Supor 142 mm
filter, then autoclaved to sterilize. This media contained 100 pM NH 4CI, 10 pM NaH2PO 4, PRO2 trace

metals37 and f/2 vitamins (0.1 pg t~' cyanocobalamin, 20 gl 1 thiamin and 1 pg 1 biotin3
"'

39 ). Ten cells
were dispensed into 1 ml volumes in a 48-well polystyrene multiwell culture plate and incubated at 20 'C
in -20 pmol Q m -2 1 (14:10 light:dark) for 2 months.

MIT0801 was isolated in a similar manner, but from seawater obtained from 40 m depth at the

Bermuda Atlantic Time-series station (BATS; 31.67 'N, 64.16 OW) that had been sitting in the dark for

5 days. The same PRO3V media recipe was made with 0.1 pm filtered and autoclaved BATS seawater, and
2.5 cells (on average) were dispensed in 5 ml volume in Teflon plates (prepared as described

29
). Cells were

detected within 1 month of enrichment.

DNA sequencing and assembly
Genomes were sequenced from genomic DNA collected from 20 ml laboratory cultures. Cells
were collected by centrifugation (10,000g, 10min), the pellet transferred into a 2ml tube and
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EQPAC3 RCC278 eMED4/HLI Equatorial Pacific o*N 18o'W 30 Roscoff
Culture

Collection

GP2 eMIT9312/HLII Western Pacific 8*N 136*E 150 Sep-1992 32

MITo6o4 eMIT9312/HLII Station ALOHA/ 22.75*N 158*W 175 May-20o6 This work

North Pacific

M IT91o7 eMIT9312/HLiI Tropical Pacific i5*S 135W 25 8-Aug-1991 33

MlT9116 eMIT9312/HLII Tropical Pacific IS'S 135*W 25 8-Aug-1991 6

MIT9123 eMIT9312/HLII Tropical Pacific 15'S 135*W 25 8-Aug-1991 6

MIT9201 eMIT9312/HLII Tropical Pacific 120S 145-42*W Surface 26-Sep-1992 S

MIT9302 eMIT9312/HLII Sargasso Sea 34 -7 6*N 66.19*W 100 15-Jul-1993 3

MIT9 311 eMIT9312/HLII Gulf stream 3 7 -51iN 64.24*W 135 17-Jul-1993 6

MIT9314 eMIT9312/HLII Gulf stream 37 .5i*N 64 .24*W 180 17-Jul-1993 6

MIT9321 eMIT9312/HLII Equatorial Pacific 1*N 92*W so 12-NOv-1993 6

MIT9322 eMIT9312/HLII Equatorial Pacific O.270 N 93 *W Surface 16-Nov-1993 6

MIT94o1 eMIT9312/HLII Sargasso Sea 35 -
0 N 7 0.4

0 W Surface May-1994 6

SB eMIT9312/HLII Western Pacific 3 5*N 138-30 E 40 1-Oct-1992 32

MITo8oi HTCC 1603 eNATL/LLI BATS/Sargasso Sea 31.67 1N 64.17
0 W 40 25-Mar-2008 This work

PACa eNATL/LLI Station ALOHA/ 22.75*N 158*W 100 1992 34,35

North Pacific

LG eSS120/LLII,IlI Sargasso Sea 28. 9 81N 64.3 5*W 120 30-May-1988 36

MITo6oi eMIT9211/LLI,11 Station ALOHA/ 22-75*N 158*W 125 17-NOv-2oo6 This work

North Pacific

MITo6o2 eSS120/LLI,II1 Station ALOHA/ 22. 75*N 1581W 125 17-NOV-2oo6 This work

North Pacific

MITo6o3 eSS120/LLII,111 Station ALOHA/ 22-75*N 158
0 W 125 17-NOV-2006 This work

North Pacific

SS2 eSS12o/LLI,IlI Sargasso Sea 28.98*N 6 4.3 5*W 120 30-May-1988 6

SS35 eSS120/LLI,1l Sargasso Sea 28.98*N 64 -35 *W 120 30-May-1988 6

SS51 eSS12o/LLl,Il Sargasso Sea 28.98
0 N 6 4 .35*W 120 30-May-1988 6

SS52 eSS12o/LLI,l1l Sargasso Sea 28.9 8*N 64 .35 *W 120 30-May-1988 6

MITo701 HTCC 1600 eMIT9313/LLIV South Atlantic 13.45"S o.o4*W 150 1-Dec-2007 This work

MITo7O2 HTCC 16oa eMIT9313/LLIV South Atlantic 13-450 S o-o40W 150 1-Dec-2007 This work

MITo703 HTCC 1602 eMIT9313/LLIV South Atlantic 13 .45*S o-o4*W 150 1-Dec-2007 This work

Table i. Origin of the Prochlorococcus strains sequenced in this study.

......... ................ -..................... ........ .............. ...............

frozen at -80 'C. Genomic DNA was isolated using the QIAamp DNA mini kit (Qiagen). 2 pg of DNA

was then used to construct an fliumina sequencing library as previously described
40

, except that the bead:

sample ratios in the double solid phase reversible immobilization (dSPRI) size-selection step were 0.7

followed by 0.15, resulting in fragments with an average size of -340 bp (range: 200-600 bp). PACI and
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Strain Clade4 Assembly size (bp) %GC No. contigs N5o (bp) No. coding sequences accession*

EQPACi HLI 1,654,739 30.8 8 328,627 1,954 JNAGoooooooo

GP2 HLII 1,624,310 31.2 11 416,038 1,884 JNAHoooooooo

MlTo6o4 HLII 1,780,061 31.2 1 1,780,061 2,085 CP007753

MIT9107 HLII 1,699,937 31.0 13 170,362 1,991 JNAloooooooo

MIT9116 HLII 1,685,398 31.0 22 117,620 1,972 JNAJoooooooo

MIT9123 HLII 1,697,748 31.0 18 137,374 2,005 JNAKoooooooo

MIT9201 HLII 1,672,416 31.3 21 145,955 1,989 JNALoooooooo

MIT9302 HLII 1,745,343 31.1 17 242,124 2,015 JNAMoooooooo

MIT9311 HLiI 1,711,064 31.2 17 189,094 1,983 JNANoooooooo

MIT9314 HLII 1,690,556 31.2 16 221,824 1,990 JNAOoooooooo

MIT9321 HLII 1,658,664 31.2 10 259,210 1,956 JNAPoooooooo

MIT9322 HLII 1657,550 31.2 11 367,597 1,959 JNAQoooooooo

MIT9401 HLII i,666,8o8 31.2 17 110,519 1,972 JNARoooooooo

SB HLII 1,669,823 31.5 4 1,237,529 1,933 JNASoooooooo

MITo8oi LLI 1,929,203 34.9 1 1,929,203 2,287 CPoo7754

PAC1 LLI 1,841,163 35.1 20 182,484 2,264 JNAXoooooooo

LG LL1,,IlI 1754,063 36.4 14 326,623 1,973 JNAToooooooo

MITo6oi LLII,lII 1,707,342 37.0 6 547,047 1,934 JNAUoooooooo

MITo6o2 LLII,Ill 1,750,918 36.3 9 511,704 1,998 JNAVoooooooo

MITo6o3 LLll 1752,482 36.3 7 434,668 2,015 JNAWoooooooo

SS2 LLII,Ill 1,752,772 36.4 19 187,268 1,989 JNAYoooooooo

SS35 LL1IIll ,751,015 36.4 9 446,270 1,977 JNAZoooooooo

SS51 LLII,ll 1,746,977 36.4 12 232,789 1,974 JNBDoooooooo

SS52 LLIIIl 1,754,053 36.4 22 124,224 1,987 JNBEoooooooo

MITo70I LLIV 2,592,57i 50.6 53 84,463 3,079 JNBAoooooooo

MITo702 LLIV 2,583,057 So.6 61 76,101 3,066 JNBBoooooooo

MITo703 LLIV 2,575,057 50.6 61 8,186 3,054 JNBCoooooooo

Table 2. Genome characteristics and assembly statistics. *For the Whole Genome Shotgun projects

deposited at DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank: the version described in this paper is version JN**oloooooo.

EQPACI libraries were constructed using dSPRI bead:sample ratios of 0.9 followed by 0.21, yielding an

average size of ~220 bp. DNA libraries were sequenced on an Illumina GATIx, producing 200+200 nt

paired reads, at the MIT BioMicro Center. An average of 1.6 million paired-end reads were obtained for

each genome.
Low quality regions of sequencing data were removed from the raw Illumina data using quality-trim

(V3.2, from the CLC Assembly Cell package; CLC bio) with default settings (at least 50% of the read must

be of a minimum quality of 20). Paired-end reads were overlapped using the SHE-RA algorithm
4 

,

keeping any resulting overlapping sequences with an overlap score >0.5. For all genomes except PACI

and EQPACI, the overlapped reads, as well as the trimmed paired-end reads that did not overlap, were

assembled using the Newbler assembler (V2.6; 454/Roche) with the following parameters: '-e 200 -rip.'

Contigs <1 Kbp were discarded at this stage.
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Reads for PACI and EQPACI were assembled using clc novoassemble (V3.2, from the CLC
Assembly Cell package; CLC bio) with a minimum contig length of 500 bp and automatic wordsize
determination enabled. These initial contigs were searched against a custom database of marine microbial
genomes

9 
using BLAST

4 2 
to identify contigs with a closest match to Prochlorococcus. Sequencing reads

belonging to the putative Prochlorococcus contigs were then identified by mapping the raw sequences to
these contigs using clc ref asssemblejlong (CLC bio). The Prochlorococcus-like reads were then re-
assembled using cdcnovoassemble using the same parameters as above to produce the final assembly,
now largely free of heterotrophic sequences.

MIT0604 and MIT0801 were completed to finished quality with no gaps by directed PCR reactions to
sequence contig junctions, combined with Pacific Biosciences long sequencing reads. Contigs were
ordered into putative scaffolds based on their similarity to closely related closed Prochlorococcus genomes,
as determined by Mauve. PCR primers specific to the ends of putatively adjacent contigs were designed
and used to amplify the junctions between contigs. Purified PCR products were sequenced by Sanger
chemistry at the MGH DNA core facility, and the resulting sequences used to join contigs in Consed".
This resulted in a highly improved but still incomplete assembly. To span difficult repeat regions in
MIT0801, we obtained long Pacific Biosciences sequences. We obtained DNA from 25 ml cultures using
the Epicentre Masterpure kit (Epicentre) and sequenced this at the Yale Center for Genome Analysis. We
combined this set of long but low quality reads with the high quality Illumina short reads obtained
previously using the PacBioToCA software

45
, to produce assemblies with a reduced number of contigs.

These contigs were aligned to the PCR-improved contigs described above, and the final gaps were closed
with a small number of additional directed PCR reactions (as described above) using the Geneious
sequence analysis package (V6.1, Biomatters), until the genomes were closed.

As most of the Prochlorococcus cultures sequenced were known to contain heterotrophs, we identified
the most 'Prochlorococcus-like' contigs from non-axenic cultures by searching each resulting contig
against a custom database of sequenced marine microbial genomes

9 
using BLAST

42
. Contigs with a best

match to a non-Prochlorococcus genome were removed from the assembly. Subsequent examination of
these contig sets indicated that a number of shorter sequences (generally < 10 kbp) with significant
heterotroph-like stretches had passed through the initial filtering steps. To remove these questionable
contigs from the assemblies, we manually examined each <10 kbp contig using the RAST annotation
server (see below), and only kept those contigs with clear homology to previously sequenced and closed
Prochlorococcus or Synechococcus genomes. Although these filtering steps may have removed a small
amount of true Prochlorococcus sequence from the final assembly, we considered missing a few genes
preferable to misrepresenting heterotroph sequences as Prochlorococcus.

Examination of the non-cyanobacterial 16S rRNA genes found within these data indicate that the most
abundant heterotrophs in the cultures were members of the Alteromonadales, Flavobacteriales,
Rhodospirillales, Halornonadaceae, and Sphingobacteriales. We have included a separate data file containing
all of the assembled contigs-including those from co-cultured heterotrophs-for anyone who is interested
(Data File 4).

Genome annotation
The assembled contigs for each genome were annotated using the RAST server30 against FIGfam release
49. Additional functional annotation for all genes called by RAST were generated by the Argot2 server,
using default settings.

To confirm the rRNA-based phylogeny of these strains, rRNA ITS sequences were aligned in ARB46

and maximum likelihood phylogenies calculated in PhyML version 20120412 , using the HKY85 model
of nucleotide substitution, a fixed proportion of invariable sites, and non-parametric bootstrap analysis
with 100 replicates.

Clusters of orthologous groups of proteins (COGs) were computed, as described elsewhere, on a data
set comprised of previously sequenced Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus strains4 '10'16,149-53, the new
Prochlorococcus genomes described here, 11 Prochlorococcus single-cell genomes' and two consensus
metagenomic assemblies14 (Data Citation 1). To facilitate comparisons among genomes, we re-annotated
16 previously sequenced Prochlorococcus genomes (Table 3) with the RAST pipeline as described above;
this ensured that a uniform methodology for gene calling and functional annotation was used. Single cell
genomes 2 were not re-annotated due to difficulties encountered using this pipeline on such fragmented
contigs; instead, we utilized the ORFs previously defined in GenBank. Detailed information regarding
these updated annotations is provided (Data Citation I and Data Citation 2).

Orthologous gene clusters were defined based on reciprocal best blastp scores (with an e-value cutoff
of le-5); the sequence alignment length had to be at least 75% of the shorter protein, with at least a 35%
identity. Additional orthologous genes that did not pass this criterion were added to clusters based on
HMM profiles constructed from automated MUSCLE54 alignments of orthologous sequences within each
cluster using HMMER 9 . The clusters described here are noted as 'V4' CyCOGs in the associated Data
Records and on the ProPortal website 4 (Data Citation 1).

Data Records
The complete dataset is available from the Prochlorococcus Portal website (Data Citation 1) and Dryad
(Data Citation 2). The 27 Prochlorococcus genome sequences have also been deposited at DDBJ/EMBL/
GenBank (Data Citations 3-29) under the accession numbers indicated in Table 2.
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Name Genome source Clade Assembly %GC No. coding NC8i accession sequence
size (bp) sequences* reference

MED 4  Cultured isolate HLI 1,657,990 30.8 1,959 BX548174 10

MIT9515 Cultured isolate HLI 1,704,176 30.8 1,951 CPooo552 4

AS96o1 Cultured isolate HLII 1,669,886 31-3 1,944 CPooo55a 4

MIT9202 Cultured isolate HLII 1,691,453 31.1 2,000 DS999537 49

MIT9215 Cultured isolate HLII 1,738,790 31.1 2,035 CPooo825 4

MIT9301 Cultured isolate HLII 1,641,879 31.3 1,925 CPoooS76 4

MIT9312 Cultured isolate HLII 1,709,204 31.2 1,982 CPoooa11 16

UH18301 Cultured isolate HLII 1,654,648 31.2 1,947 PRJNA47o33 so

W6 Single cell amplified genome HLII 385,307 31-3 646 ALPKoooooooo 12

HNLC2 Metagenomic assembly HLIII 1,484,494 30.3 1,701 GL947595 14

W3 Single cell amplified genome HLIII 339,045 30-7 529 ALPCoooooooo 12

W5 Single cell amplified genome HLIII 99,467 29.8 212 ALPLoooooooo 12

W7 Single cell amplified genome HL11I 905,221 30.7 989 ALPEoooooooo 12

W8 Single cell amplified genome HLIII 841,756 31.4 917 ALPFoooooooo 12

W9 Single cell amplified genome HLIII 420,150 30.7 638 ALPGoooooooo 12

HNLC1 Metagenomic assembly HLIV 1,569,623 29.8 1,830 GL947594 14

W30 Single cell amplified genome HLIV 561,998 30.8 892 ALPHoooooooo 12

W11 Single cell amplified genome HLIV 766,829 30.6 929 ALPloooooooo 12

W12 Single cell amplified genome HLIV 423,437 29.6 602 ALPJoooooooo 12

W2 Single cell amplified genome HLIV 1,266,767 30-5 1,374 ALPBoooooooo 12

W4 Single cell amplified genome HLIV 765,485 29.9 819 ALPDoooooooo 12

NATL1A Cultured isolate LLI 1,864,731 35.0 2,242 CPooo553 4

NATL2A Cultured isolate LLI 1,842,899 35.1 2,194 CPoooo95 4

MIT9211 Cultured isolate LLII,III 1,688,963 38.o 1,943 CPooo878 4

SS12o Cultured isolate LLII,1II 1,751,080 36.4 1,973 AEO17126 17

MIT9303 Cultured isolate LLIV 2,682,675 50.0 3,253 CPooo554 4

MIT9313 Cultured isolate LLIV 2,410,873 50-7 2,993 BX548175 10

Table 3. Previously sequenced Prochlorococcus genomes included in the cyanobacterial clusters of

orthologous groups of proteins (CyCOG) definitions. *For the cultured isolate and metagenomic

assembly genomes, this value represents the number of coding sequences as predicted in this study

using the RAST pipeline; these values may differ from those previously published for this reason.

Re-annotation data is included in this dataset (Data Citation 1 and Data Citation 2).

Datasets deposited at Dryad and ProPortal
Sequence, gene annotations, and COG definitions for Prochlorococcus genomes.

File 1-Tab-delimited file containing cluster assignments and annotation metadata for genes in the

newly sequenced Prochlorococcus genomes described in this work, as well as previously published

genomes. Columns are as follows:

Genome. The Prochlorococcus strain where the gene is found.
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Gene ID. Unique ID for each Prochlorococcus gene, of the format 'P < strain> ####'. Note that, due to

the re-annotation of previously published genomes, these names (and the underlying gene boundaries)

may not necessarily correspond to those in Genbank.

NCBI ID. For the new genome sequences presented here, the systematic NCBI locus-tag identifier for

that gene. For previously published genomes, this column contains the corresponding Genbank locus ID
(noted as an 'Alternative locus ID' for strains MED4, SS120 and MIT9313 in Genbank) from Kettler et al.

(2007)4.

Vi CyCOG. Where applicable, the cyanobacterial cluster of orthologous groups of proteins (CyCOG)
definition from Kettler et al. (2007)4.

V3 CyCOG. Where applicable, the CyCOG definition from Kelly et al. (2013)56.

V4 CyCOG. Number indicating the CyCOG to which this gene belongs, as defined in this work.

RAST annotation. Predicted functional annotation description, as supplied by the RAST annotation
pipeline. Note that this text may differ slightly from the annotation in Genbank, due to changes imposed

by NCBI annotation formatting guidelines.

GO annotation. Gene Ontology categorization for the gene, when available.

Argot2 annotation. Functional annotation prediction from the Argot2 pipeline, when available.

File 2 - Full RAST gene/protein sequence and annotation results. ZIP format file archive of individual tab-
delimited files. Files are supplied for the new genome sequences presented here, as well as re-annotations of
previously published genomes included in the CyCOG definitions. Columns are as follows:

contig-id. The name of the sequence contig on which the gene is found.

geneid. The unique Gene ID code for that feature.

feature-id. Unique RAST-generated identifier for that feature.

type. peg: protein encoding gene; ma: RNA molecule.

location. Ordered location code for the position on the genome merging contig.id, start, and stop

position.

start. Start location on contig, bp.

stop. Stop location on contig, bp.

strand. Orientation of gene on contig (+: on forward strand; -: on reverse).

function. The predicted function of the feature, if known.

aliases. Alternative names for the predicted function.

figfam. FigFAM membership for that feature.

evidencecodes. Code indicating the reason for the annotation. See http://www.nmpdr.org/FIG/wiki/
view.cgi/FIG/EvidenceCode for more details.

nucleotidesequence. The nucleotide sequence of the predicted gene.

aa.sequence. The protein (amino acid) sequence of the predicted gene.
File 3 - Set of nucleotide FASTA-formatted files containing the new Prochlorococcus genome assemblies

described in this work.
File 4 - Set of nucleotide FASTA files containing all assembled contigs (>500 bp) from each culture (i.e., both

Prochlorococcus and heterotrophs) sequenced in this work Each file contains the set of contigs assembled from

the raw sequencing data, before any filtering to separate Prochlorococcus from heterotroph contigs. These files

are provided for reference, but due to the known heterotroph sequences in these files, they should be used with

caution.
File 5 - Set of nucleotide FASTA files containing the predicted nucleotide sequence for all open reading

frames (ORFs) in each genome. This file includes ORFs from both the new genomes presented here as well as

the re-annotation of previously released Prochlorococcus genomes.
File 6 - Set of protein FASTA files containing the predicted amino acid translation for all ORFs in each

genome. This file includes ORFs from both the new genomes presented here as well as the re-annotation of
previously released Prochlorococcus genomes.
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Technical Validation
Phylogenetic analysis of the ITS sequences obtained from these cultured isolate genomes (Figure 1) group

these strains into the expected clades5
7 

as previously determined from directed sequencing of the ITS

sequences
6 . We were only able to obtain a single cyanobacterial ITS sequence from the assembled genome

contigs, again consistent with these strains being unialgal. Prochlorococcus genome size and %GC content

are typically quite similar for strains found within the same ITS-defined clade
4
, and both the draft and

closed genomes are consistent with previously sequenced strains for these measures as well (Table 2).

The quality of the genome assemblies was assessed in multiple ways. Re-mapping of the original Illumina
sequencing reads to the final assembled contigs showed that the reads were distributed evenly along the

length of the assembly, ruling out some categories of major assembly errors (such as duplicated regions).

Whole-genome alignments of contigs against closely related dosed reference Prochlorococcus genomes

indicated that the overall gene order of these contigs was broadly consistent with known sequences,

indicating that the sequences do not contain obvious chimeras or other artifacts. We also estimated the

completeness of the draft genomes by examining the core gene content of the strains, based on the set of

genes shared by all closed Prochlorococcus genomes. We found that all of the draft genome assemblies
contained >98% of the genes universally present in the 13 previously published closed Prochlorococcus

genomes, indicating that these contigs represent most (or perhaps all) of the genome sequence.

The final closed sequences of the MIT0604 and MIT0801 genomes were verified in two additional ways.

First, we compared the experimentally observed PCR product sizes from directed contig joining reactions to

the distances predicted from the final assembled sequence to confirm the assembly. Second, we mapped the

original (quality trimmed) Illumina sequencing reads against the final assembly. These alignments indicated

that the final closed assembly was fully consistent with the original short-read sequence data. In addition, we

confirmed that the per-base SNP frequency was not above the expected error frequency.
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Physiology and evolution of nitrate acquisition
in Prochlorococcus

Paul M Berube', Steven J Biller', Alyssa G Kent', Jessie W Berta-Thompson",
Sara E Roggensack', Kathryn H Roache-Johnson' 5 , Marcia Ackerman', Lisa R Moore5 ,
Joshua D Meisel', Daniel Sher7 , Luke R Thompson', Lisa Campbell', Adam C Martiny" 0

and Sallie W Chisholm'"
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Prochlorococcus is the numerically dominant phototroph in the oligotrophic subtropical ocean and
carries out a significant fraction of marine primary productivity. Although field studies have
provided evidence for nitrate uptake by Prochlorococcus, little Is known about this trait because
axenic cultures capable of growth on nitrate have not been available. Additionally, all previously
sequenced genomes lacked the genes necessary for nitrate assimilation. Here we Introduce three
Prochlorococcus strains capable of growth on nitrate and analyze their physiology and genome
architecture. We show that the growth of high-light (HL) adapted strains on nitrate is ~17% slower
than their growth on ammonium. By analyzing 41 Prochlorococcus genomes, we find that genes for
nitrate assimilation have been gained multiple times during the evolution of this group, and can be
found in at least three lineages. In low-light adapted strains, nitrate assimilation genes are located in
the same genomic context as in marine Synechococcus. These genes are located elsewhere in HL
adapted strains and may often exist as a stable genetic acquisition as suggested by the striking
degree of similarity In the order, phylogeny and location of these genes in one HL adapted strain and
a consensus assembly of environmental Prochlorococcus metagenome sequences. In another HL
adapted strain, nitrate utilization genes may have been independently acquired as indicated by
adjacent phage mobility elements; these genes are also duplicated with each copy detected in
separate genomic islands. These results provide direct evidence for nitrate utilization by
Prochlorococcus and illuminate the complex evolutionary history of this trait.
The ISME Journal advance online publication, 28 October 2014; doi:10.1038/ismej.2014.211

Introduction
The unicellular cyanobacterium Prochlorococcus is
the smallest known free-living oxygenic phototroph
(Chisholm et aL., 1992; Partensky et al., 1999;
Coleman and Chisholm, 2007; Partensky and
Garczarek, 2010). It is numerically dominant in the
tropical and subtropical regions of the world's
oceans and responsible for 5-10% of marine
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September 2014

primary productivity (Campbell et al., 1994;
Partensky et al., 1999; Buitenhuis et al., 2012;
Flombaum et al., 2013). Prochlorococcus has under-
gone a process of genome reduction following
divergence from its closest relatives, the marine
Synechococcus (Rocap et al., 2002; Kettler et al.,
2007). These streamlined genomes are often con-
sidered an adaptation to the oligotrophic environ-
ments they occupy (Dufresne et al., 2003; Rocap
et al., 2003). Even though individual genomes are
small, the collective of all Prochlorococcus cells
possesses a vast reservoir of genetic and physiological
diversity (Kettler et al., 2007). Prochlorococcus is
composed of a polyphyletic group of low-light (LL)
adapted clades (LLI-LLVI and NC1), and a more
recently diverged monophyletic group of high-light
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(HL) adapted clades (HLI-HLVI) (Moore et al., 1998;
Moore and Chisholm, 1999; Rocap et al., 2002;
Martiny et al., 2009c; Lavin et al., 2010; Shi et al.,
2011; Huang et al., 2012; Malmstrom et al., 2013).
Some of these clades are known to be differentially
distributed along gradients of light intensity,
temperature and nutrient concentrations (Bouman
et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2006; Zinser et al., 2006;
Zwirglmaier et aL, 2007, 2008; Malnstrom et al.,
2010, 2013).

Nitrogen availability often limits primary produc-
tivity in marine systems (Tyrrell, 1999), and organ-
isms have evolved diverse mechanisms for uptake of
various chemical forms of nitrogen. Nitrate is one of
the more abundant sources of inorganic nitrogen
available to phytoplankton (Gruber, 2008), and the
majority of cyanobacteria possess pathways for the
uptake and assimilation of nitrate (Herrero et al.,
2001; Garcia-Fernindez et al., 2004; Ohashi et al.,
2011). Early reports on the vertical distributions of
Prochlorococcus noted a subsurface maximum in
abundance at the base of the euphotic zone,
suggesting that Prochlorococcus was sensitive to
nitrogen depletion and might be assimilating nitrate
supplied from deep waters (Olson et al., 1990;
Vaulot and Partensky, 1992). Therefore, it was
surprising that nearly all isolates of Prochlorococcus
could not use nitrate and lacked the genes required
for this function (Moore et al., 2002; Coleman and
Chisholm, 2007; Kettler et al., 2007), even though
most isolates of Synechococcus are capable of using
nitrate (Fuller et al., 2003; Ahlgren and Rocap,
2006). Only a single Prochlorococcus culture, PAC1
isolated in 1992, was reported to utilize nitrate
(Williams et al., 1999), but because of the presence
of other bacteria in that culture, direct nitrate uptake
by Prochlorococcus could not be conclusively
demonstrated.

Several pieces of evidence indicated that nitrate
assimilation was a more common trait within
Prochlorococcus populations than previously
thought. Field experiments demonstrated the
uptake of isotopically labeled nitrate by Prochlor-
ococcus cells in the Sargasso Sea (Casey et al.,
2007), and nitrate assimilation genes were found to
be associated with uncultivated Prochlorococcus
genomes from many regions of the subtropical
oceans (Martiny et al., 2009b). A scaffold
assembled from metagenomic data from the Global
Ocean Sampling (GOS) expedition indicated that
all the genes required for nitrate assimilation were
colocalized in a specific region of the genomes of
HL adapted Prochlorococcus. The metagenomic
data primarily identified nitrate utilization
genes in the HLII clade of Prochlorococcus as
sequences from this clade comprised the majority
of Prochlorococcus-like sequences in the GOS data
set (Rusch et al., 2007).

These past observations raised two important
questions about nitrate assimilation in Prochloro-
coccus. (1) Can axenic strains grow on nitrate as the
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sole nitrogen source? (2) What is the evolutionary
history of nitrate assimilation genes in this group?
To address these questions, we isolated and
sequenced Prochlorococcus strains capable of
nitrate assimilation and examined their growth on
different nitrogen sources. We then used compara-
tive genomics to better understand how this trait
had evolved in Prochlorococcus.

Materials and methods
Strains and enrichments
Five strains of Prochlorococcus (SB, MIT0604, PAC1,
MIT9301 and MED4), one strain of Synechococcus
(WH8102) and two Prochlorococcus enrichment
cultures (P0902-H212 and P0903-H212) were used
in this study. MIT9301, MED4 and WH8102 have
previously been rendered axenic (free of hetero-
trophic contaminants). All axenic cultures were
routinely assessed for purity by confirming a lack of
turbidity after inoculation into a panel of purity test
broths: ProAC (Morris et al., 2008), MPTB (Saito
et al., 2002) and ProMM (Pro99 medium (Moore
et al., 2007) supplemented with 1 x Va vitamin mix
(Waterbury and Willey, 1988) and 0.05% w/v each of
pyruvate, acetate, lactate and glycerol). ProMM is a
modified version of the PLAG medium (Morris et al.,
2008), but uses 100% sea water as the base.

PACI was enriched from sea water collected from
the deep chlorophyll maximum in the North Pacific
Ocean at Station ALOHA (22.75'N, 158*W) on
Hawai'i Ocean Time-series (HOT) cruise 36. Sea
water was passed through a 0.6 ptm Nucleopore filter
twice, and the filtrate was serially diluted into K/10
medium (Chisholm et al., 1992), but with the
following modifications for final nutrient concentra-
tions: 5 gM urea, 5 pm ammonium and 1 gm
0-glycerophosphate replacing inorganic phosphate,
0.01 pm Na2 MoO4 and 0.05 pM NiCl2. MIT0604 was
derived from an enrichment culture initiated with
Pro2 nutrient additions (Moore et al., 2007) to sea
water obtained at Station ALOHA on HOT cruise 181,
but with all nitrogen sources replaced by 0.217 mm
sodium nitrate. The P0902-H212 and P0903-H212
enrichments were initiated with Pro2 nutrient addi-
tions (Moore et al., 2007) to sea water obtained from
Station ALOHA on HOT cruise 212, but with all
nitrogen sources replaced by 0.05 mm sodium nitrate.

Purification of Prochlorococcus strains
SB and MIT0604 were rendered axenic in this study
using a modified dilution to extinction method.
Prochlorococcus from exponential phase cultures
were enumerated using an Influx Cell Sorter (BD
Biosciences, San Jose CA, USA) or a FACSCalibur
flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) as previously
described (Olson et al., 1985; Cavender-Bares et al.,
1999). Cultures consisting of >80% Prochlorococcus
cells were serially diluted into multiple multiwell
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plates at final concentrations of 1-10 cells per well in
at least 200 0 of ProMM medium. Axenic Prochlor-
ococcus do not grow from such low cell densities in
Pro99 medium without 'helper' heterotrophic bacteria
(Morris et al., 2008, 2011); however, they do grow
when diluted into ProMM. The main ingredient in
ProMM that promotes the growth of cells from low
densities is pyruvate, and we suspect that in this
context pyruvate serves as a potent hydrogen per-
oxide scavenger (Giandomenico et al., 1997). Wells
contaminated with heterotrophic bacteria were iden-
tified by the appearance of turbidity. The multiwell
plates were monitored by eye and by fluorometry
using a Synergy HT Microplate Reader (BioTek,
Winooski, VT, USA), and nonturbid wells were
monitored by flow cytometry using a FACSCalibur
flow cytometer. Wells that appeared green or had
Prochlorococcus cells as determined by flow cytome-
try were immediately transferred to Pro99 medium
directly, or into fresh ProMM medium until consistent
growth was observed, at which point the cultures
were introduced back into Pro99 medium. Cultures
were examined for heterotrophic bacteria contami-
nants by flow cytometry and by inoculation into the
panel of purity test broths as described above.

PCR screen for the nitrate reductase gene
Based on an alignment of GOS reads coding for the
Prochlorococcus narB sequence (Martiny et al.,
2009b), degenerate primers 30narB175f (5'-TGYGTD
AAAGGMGCAACAGTNTG-3') and 30narB574r
(5'-GACAYTCWGCBGTATTWGTHCC-3') were designed
to specifically amplify the narB gene from HLII clade
Prochlorococcus, and degenerate primers 40narB1447f
(5'-TATTGYCCAGCWTTYMGDCCDTG-3') and 40nar
B1766r (5'-AKAGGWTGYTWGTRTARAAYTG-3') were
designed to specifically amplify the narB gene from
LLI clade Prochlorococcus. PCR used annealing
temperatures of 52.5 C for the HLII narB sequence
and 56 C for the LLI narB sequence. Reactions
contained 1 x PCR buffer, 2.5 mm MgCI 2 , 0.2 mm
each of dATP, dTTP, dCTP and dGTP, 0.2 pM of each
primer, 1 unit of Platinum Taq DNA polymerase
(Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA) and 1 ng
of genomic DNA prepared from Prochlorococcus
cultures in the MIT Cyanobacteria Culture Collec-
tion (Chisholm Laboratory, MIT, Cambridge, MA,
USA). DNA from Synechococcus WH8102, which
contains a narB gene, was used as a negative control.
Reactions were cycled 30 times at 94 C for 15 s, the
primer-specific annealing temperature for 15 s and
72 'C for 60 s. PCR products with the expected size
were sequenced at the Dana-Farber/Harvard Cancer
Center DNA Resource Core (Boston, MA, USA) to
confirm amplification of the narB gene.

Growth in the presence of alternative nitrogen sources
Axenic Prochlorococcus strains SB, MIT0604,
MIT9301 and MED4, and axenic Synechococcus
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strain WH8102 were acclimated to Pro99 medium
(Moore et aL, 2007) prepared with sea water from
the South Pacific Subtropical Gyre and grown at
24*C and 50jpmol photons m- 2 s-' continuous
illumination for at least 10 generations or until
growth rates were similar between successive
transfers. Bulk culture fluorescence was measured
as a proxy for biomass using a 10-AU fluorometer
(Turner Designs, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). Triplicate
cultures of each strain were initiated in Pro99 that
contained 0.8 mm ammonium chloride. Once cul-
tures had reached mid-exponential phase, they were
transferred into Pro99 medium containing 0.8 mm
ammonium chloride, 0.8 mm sodium nitrate, 0.8 mm
sodium cyanate or no nitrogen additions as a control
to monitor utilization of carry-over ammonium.
Cultures were successively transferred at mid-
exponential phase until growth in the cultures
lacking nitrogen additions had arrested because of
nitrogen limitation. Specific growth rates were
estimated from the log-linear portion of the growth
curve for the final transfer. Two tailed homoscedas-
tic t-tests were conducted in Microsoft Excel
(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) in
order to evaluate the likelihood of significantly
different growth rates in each strain for each pair
of nitrogen sources and for strains grown on the
same nitrogen source.

Genome data
A total of 41 Prochlorococcus and 15 Synechococcus
genomes (Biller et aL., 2014) that include the genomes
of the nitrate assimilating strains SB, MIT0604 and
PAC1 were used in this study. Sequence data were
also obtained for the P0902-H212 and P0903-
H212 enrichment cultures as described in the
Supplementary Methods. These enrichment assem-
blies had total sequence lengths approximately twice
the size of previously sequenced Prochlorococcus
genomes, suggesting the presence of at least two
unique strains dominating each enrichment. Binning
contigs based on average sequencing coverage
yielded a subset of highly covered contigs in each
assembly with a total sequence length similar to that
of previously sequenced Prochlorococcus genomes.
In the highly covered subsets for each assembly, the
complete set of nitrate assimilation genes were only
found on a single contig. For the purpose of this
study, only these contigs were relevant and entered
into our analysis.

All sequence data were annotated using the RAST
server (Aziz et a]., 2008) with FIGfam release 49 in
order to facilitate comparison between genomes by
ensuring a uniform methodology for gene calling
and functional annotation. Clusters of orthologous
groups of proteins (COGs) were identified as
previously described (Kelly et aL, 2012). These
clusters are included in the 'V4' CyCOGs on the
ProPortal website (http://proportal.mit.edu) (Kelly
et aL., 2012; Biller et al., 2014).
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Genome phylogeny
We translated 537 single-copy core genes to
amino acid sequences, aligned each gene indivi-
dually in protein space using ClustalW (Larkin
et aL, 2007), and then back-translated the
sequences using TranslatorX (Abascal et aL,
2010). Using the principle previously described
(Kettler et ac., 2007), we randomly concatenated
100 of these aligned genes and built maximum
likelihood and neighbor-joining phylogenies
using PHYLIP v3.69 (Felsenstein, 2005). We
repeated the random concatenation and tree
generation 100 times.

Estimation of gene gain and loss
Using a maximum parsimony approach (Mirkin
et aL, 2003), the patterns of gene gain and loss were
mapped onto the topology of the maximum like-
lihood nucleotide tree using WH5701 as an out-
group. Utilizing 13 590 non-core single-copy COGs,
we reconstructed ancestral character states of gene
absence and presence on our guide tree and
minimized the cost of gains and losses given a
gene gain equal to twice a gene loss. We used the
program DendroPy to implement the tree traversal
portion of the algorithm (Sukumaran and Holder,
2010).

Phylogenies of genes involved in the transport and
reduction of nitrate and nitrite
COGs corresponding to the nirA, narB, focA and
napA genes were aligned in protein space using
ClustalW. Phylogenetic trees were estimated with
PHYLIP v3.69 (Felsenstein, 2005) using the pro-
grams SEQBOOT, PROTDIST with the Jones-
Taylor-Thornton matrix and a constant rate of
variability among sites and NEIGHBOR on the
aligned amino acid sequences with Synechococcus
WH5701 used as an outgroup for nirA and narB and
Synechococcus CB0101 used as an outgroup for
focA and napA. We included GOS consensus
sequences: GOS nirA, GOS narB and GOS napA
(Martiny et al., 2009b).

Results and discussion
Isolates of Prochlorococcus are capable of nitrate
assimilation
To identify possible cultures capable of nitrate
assimilation, we screened existing Prochlorococcus
cultures for the assimilatory nitrate reductase gene,
narB, using PCR. We found that the LL adapted
PAC1 strain (Penno et al., 2000) and the HL adapted
SB strain (Shimada et al., 1995) each contained the
gene. In search of additional strains capable of
utilizing nitrate, we performed selective enrich-
ments from sea water obtained from the subtropical
North Pacific Ocean using nitrate as the sole added
nitrogen source. This yielded one HL adapted strain
(Prochlorococcus MIT0604) and two mixed
Prochlorococcus cultures (P0902-H212 and P0903-
H212) with the narB gene (Table 1).

We then rendered SB and MIT0604 axenic and
examined their growth in the presence of nitrate or
ammonium. As hypothesized, both SB and MIT0604
can grow on nitrate as the sole source of nitrogen,
but with a significant reduction in growth rate (18%
and 17%, respectively), compared with growth on
ammonium (Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure
Si). Although the slower growth on nitrate could be
explained by the greater amount of reducing power
required to assimilate more oxidized N sources
(Garcia-Ferndndez et al., 2004), we assume that
these cultures were growing at saturating light
intensities based on previous measurements of light
saturating irradiances for the growth of Prochlor-
ococcus (Moore and Chisholm, 1999); thus energy
supply and reducing power were likely not limiting.
Furthermore, recent work has shown that the growth
rates and chemical composition of some marine
cyanobacteria are not directly related to the oxida-
tion state of the cells' N source (Collier et al., 2012).
Under light-limiting conditions, for example, the
growth rate and chemical composition of Synecho-
coccus grown on ammonium was the same as that
on nitrate; however, under light-saturating condi-
tions, cells grown on nitrate had a higher carbon-to-
nitrogen ratio (Collier et al., 2012). This perhaps
suggests a bottleneck in the uptake and conversion
of nitrate compared with ammonium when energy is
sufficient (Collier et al., 2012), and may explain the

Table 1 Prochlorococcus strains and enrichments capable of growth in the presence of nitrate as the sole nitrogen source

Name Clade Axenic Isolation Isolation Region Isolation Assembly Contigs % Genbank Reference
depth (m) coordinates date size (bp) GC accession

Unialgal cultures (complete genome sequences)
SB HL II Yes 40 35'N, 138.3*E Suruga Bay, October 1 668 514 3 31.5 JNAS00000000 Shimada et al. (1995);

Japan 1992 Biller et al. (2014)
MIT0604 HL HI Yes 175 22.75*N, 158'W North Pacific May 2006 1 780061 1 31.2 CP007753 This study
PAC1 LL I No 100 22.75*N, 158*W North Pacific April 1992 1825493 15 35.1 JNAX00000000 Penno et aL (2000);

Biller et al. (2014)

Mixed enrichments (partial genome assemblies)
P0902-H212 LL I No 175 22.75"N, 158*W North Pacific July 2009 501825 1 35.4 KJ947870 This study
P0903-H212 LL I No 200 22.75"N. 158'W North Pacific July 2009 291 739 1 35.2 KJ947871 This study
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Figure 1 Maximum specific growth rates (p max) of Prochlor-
ococcus strains SB, MIT0604, MIT9301, MED4 and Synechococ-
cus WH8102 in the presence of ammonium or nitrate. Values
represent the mean and s.d. of three biological replicates. Growth
rate differences for each strain grown on ammonium compared
with nitrate as well as growth rate differences between strains on
the same nitrogen source were significant (P<0.05) in a two-
tailed homoscedastic t-test; n.g., no growth.

slower growth of Prochlorococcus on nitrate com-
pared with ammonium.

In the early days of research on Prochlorococcus,
the absence of cultures known to utilize nitrate
resulted in a distorted view of the role of Prochloro-
coccus in marine ecosystems; ecosystem models and
ecophysiological interpretations were guided by the
assumption that most, if not all, Prochlorococcus
were incapable of nitrate assimilation (Garcia-
FernAndez et aL., 2004; Fuller et al., 2005; Follows
et al., 2007). Why have nitrate-utilizing Prochlor-
ococcus appeared so infrequently in culture collec-
tions in the past? Is it because we were selecting
against them in isolations using media containing
ammonium but not nitrate (Moore et al., 2007)?
We think not because SB and MIT0604-both
narB-containing strains-grow at equal or better
rates on ammonium compared with other HL
adapted Prochlorococcus strains (Figure 1 and
Supplementary Figure S1). An alternative explana-
tion is that most of the early cultures of Prochlor-
ococcus were isolated from environments that are
relatively nitrogen replete-that is, thought to be
more limited by phosphorus or iron availability (for
example, the Sargasso Sea, Mediterranean Sea and
the Equatorial Pacific) (Vaulot et al., 1996; Mann and
Chisholm, 2000; Wu et al., 2000; Marty et al., 2002;

Kettler et al., 2007; Rusch et a)., 2010). We now
know that Prochlorococcus cells capable of nitrate
assimilation are more likely to be found in ocean
regions with lower average nitrate concentrations,
such as the Caribbean Sea and Indian Ocean
(Martiny et al., 2009b). Indeed, PAC1 and SB (both
narB-containing strains that were isolated on med-
ium containing ammonium but lacking nitrate) were
isolated from N-poor regions (Shimada et al., 1995;
Penno et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2000; Iwata et al.,
2005). Thus, we believe that the probability of
obtaining a narB-containing strain using medium
containing ammonium is in large part a function of
the particular water sample used to start enrichment
cultures.

5
Nitrate assimilation is found in diverse lineages of
Prochlorococcus
What can the features of the nitrate assimilation
genes in Prochlorococcus tell us about how they
have been gained or lost during the evolution of this
group? The genomes of PAC1, SB and MIT0604,
along with contigs containing nitrate assimilation
genes from the P0902-H212 and P0903-H212 enrich-
ment cultures, were informative in this regard.
These Prochlorococcus belong to both the LL
adapted LLI clade (PAC1, P0902-H212 and P0903-
H212) and the HL adapted HLII clade (SB and
MIT0604) (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figures S2
and S3), demonstrating that nitrate utilization is
found in multiple and diverse lineages of Prochloro-
coccus and suggesting a complex evolutionary
history. The presence of nitrite and nitrate meta-
bolism in Prochlorococcus follows that of Synecho-
coccus in that some strains are able to reduce nitrite
and some are able to reduce both nitrite and nitrate.
Because these traits are not monophyletic, a model
of gene gain and loss events provides evidence for
three gains and two losses for the narB nitrate
reductase gene and two gains and three losses for
the nirA nitrite reductase gene (Figure 2). With the
limited number of genomes available, it appears that
there is evidence for multiple gains and losses of
nitrogen assimilation traits through the evolution of
Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus, with narB
found in at least three distinct Prochlorococcus
lineages.

The genomic context of the nitrate assimilation gene
cluster suggests a complex evolutionary history
To look for features that might help us interpret the
gains and losses of nitrate and nitrite assimilation
genes in Prochlorococcus, we examined the local
genomic context of these genes. Although the full
complement of nitrate assimilation genes was pre-
dicted to be localized in a single region of the highly
syntenic HLII clade genomes from metagenomic
assemblies (Martiny et aL., 2009b), it was unclear
whether this context would be found in any
individual cell. Furthermore, given that these genes
were found in a different region in Prochlorococcus
compared with marine Synechococcus, we were
curious as to whether we might find evidence for
rearrangements or lateral gene transfer.

The nitrate assimilation genes in PAC1 and the
P0902-H212 and P0903-H212 contigs are syntenic
and also found in the same genomic region as the
nitrite assimilation genes in NATLiA and the nitrate
assimilation genes in Synechococcus WH8102
(Figure 3). This region is bounded by a pyrimidine
biosynthesis gene (pyrG) and a polyphosphate
kinase gene (ppk) between which many nitrogen
assimilation genes are located in marine Synecho-
coccus. Although gene gains and losses have been
observed in this region (Scanlan et aL., 2009), our
data indicate that the genomic location of the nitrate
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Figure 2 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus based on the similarity of 100 randomly concatenated
single-copy core genes. Nodes are marked by closed circles to indicate that the associated taxa clustered together in at least 75% of 100

replicate trees. Genes lost and gained in the evolution of Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus are indicated at each node by values
representing losses followed by gains. Predicted losses (open circles) or gains (closed circles) of nirA (blue) or narB (orange) are labeled
on their respective branches.

and nitrite assimilation genes is reasonably well
fixed in LLI Prochlorococcus and closely related
Synechococcus. Although our model of gene gain
and loss events suggests the loss of nitrate assimila-
tion genes early in the evolution of Prochlorococcus
(Figure 2), the local genomic features of these genes
are consistent with the interpretation that
some lineages may have retained these genes
following the divergence of Prochlorococcus from
Synechococcus.

Analysis of metagenomic data from GOS (Martiny
et aL., 2009b) suggested that the nitrate utilization
genes in HLII Prochlorococcus should be located in
a different genomic region compared with LLI
genomes, indicating an alternative evolutionary
origin. Based on a scaffold of mate-paired metage-
nomic reads, it was inferred that this cluster should
be located - 500 kb downstream of the pyrG-ppk
region containing the nitrate assimilation genes in
WH8102 and the nitrite assimilation genes in
NATL1A (Martiny et aL, 2009b). We found a high
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degree of similarity between the nitrate assimilation
gene cluster in SB and the scaffold derived from
GOS metagenome sequences obtained from multiple
individual cells from multiple sampling stations.
This similarity manifested itself not only in the gene
order and chromosomal location, but also the
phylogeny of the nitrate assimilation genes
(Figures 3-5), placing the nitrate assimilation gene
cluster in a genomic region that is syntenic with
other HLII genomes and adjacent to a known
genomic island (ISL3) in this clade (Figure 4).
Furthermore, a partial genome from a Prochlorococ-
cus single cell belonging to the HLII clade (B241-
528J8; Genbank JFLE01000089.1) (Kashtan et al.,
2014) also possesses a nitrate assimilation gene
cluster in the same location and in the same order.
The striking similarity between the nitrate assimila-
tion gene clusters of these individual Prochlorococ-
cus and the GOS consensus indicates that the order
and location of nitrate assimilation genes are stable
within HLII genomes.
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Figure 3 Architecture of the nitrite and nitrate assimilation genes in LL adapted (LLI clade) and HL adapted (HLII clade)
Prochlorococcus relative to Synechococcus WH8102. Similar to Synechococcus, the nitrite and nitrate assimilation genes in the LLI clade
of Prochlorococcus are found within the region between the pyrG (pyrimidine biosynthesis) and ppk (polyphosphate kinase) genes. Most

LLI clade Prochlorococcus, with the exception of the P0903-H212 contig, possess a focA nitrite transporter in this region (possibly

acquired from proteobacteria (Rocap et aL, 2003)). Metagenome data (Martiny et al., 2009b), a partial genome from a single cell (B241-

528J8) (Kashtan et al., 2014) and a culture genome (Prochlorococcus SB) indicate that the nitrate assimilation genes within HLII clade
Prochlorococcus are commonly found in a syntenic region adjacent to genomic island ISL3 (see Figure 4). Prochlorococcus M1T0604 is an

exception in that it possesses duplicate nitrate assimilation gene clusters located within genomic islands ISL3 and ISL4 (see Figure 4),

with phage integrase genes immediately adjacent to each copy of the nirA (nitrite reductase) gene.

The nitrate assimilation genes in strain M1T0604
had a different local genome structure compared
with strain SB and the partial single-cell genome,
B241-528J8. MIT0604 has duplicate clusters of these
genes that are inversely oriented and located
upstream and downstream of the GOS-predicted
location (Figure 3 and 4). A Southern blot confirmed
that MIT0604 does indeed contain two copies of
narB whereas SB contains only one (Supplementary
Figure S4), and they are located within genomic
islands ISL3 and ISL4 of HLII clade Prochlorococcus
(Figure 4). Genomic islands are common features of
Prochlorococcus genomes, particularly within the
HL adapted clades (Coleman et al., 2006; Kettler
et al., 2007). They harbor much of the variability in
gene content between members of the same clade

and are hot spots for lateral gene transfer. Phage
integrase genes are located proximal to both nitrate
assimilation gene clusters in MIT0604, and a
transfer RNA gene is adjacent to one of these
clusters (Figure 3). The transfer RNA genes are
known to serve as sites for insertion of phage DNA
in bacteria (Williams, 2002), and thus the location of
these phage integrase and transfer RNA genes
suggests transduction as a possible mechanism by
which MIT0604 has acquired the nitrate assimila-
tion gene cluster. Notably, duplication of such a
large region of the chromosome has not been
observed previously in Prochlorococcus, and, thus
far, MIT0604 is the only Prochlorococcus or Syne-
chococcus strain possessing two complete copies of
the genes required for nitrate assimilation.
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Figure 4 Locations of nitrate and cyanate assimilation genes in
strains of Prochlorococcus capable of nitrate assimilation relative
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HLII and LLI clades of Prochlorococcus; plots modified from
Kettler et al. (2007). Prochlorococcus genomes are highly syntenic
and genomic islands have been identified in HL adapted genomes
(for example, AS9601) by conserved breaks in gene synteny
among strains (Coleman et al., 2006; Kettler et al., 2007). Genomic
islands have also been identified (for example, the large region
within LLI clade genomes such as NATLA) by predicted gene
gain events along the chromosome (Kettler et al., 2007).

The phylogenies of nitrate assimilation genes are
similar to the phylogeny of genomes
Given the evidence for both a stable arrangement of
the nitrate assimilation genes in some Prochloro-
coccus and possible gene transfer leading to acquisi-
tion of the nitrate assimilation trait in MIT0604, we
were curious to know whether the phylogenies of
these genes were congruent with whole genome
phylogenies (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure
S2), as well as the phylogeny of GyrB
(Supplementary Figure S3) that has been identified
as a useful phylogenetic marker for Prochlorococcus
(Mifhling, 2012). Thus, we reconstructed the amino
acid phylogenies of the NirA and NarB reductases,
the FocA nitrite transporter and the NapA nitrite/
nitrate transporter (Figure 5). The NirA phylogeny is
largely consistent with our observations based on
the GOS metagenome data (Martiny et al., 2009b),
such that the NirA proteins from genomes in the
LLIV clade are more closely associated with marine
Synechococcus than with other Prochlorococcus
sequences. In all phylogenetic trees, the PAC1,
P0902-H212 and P0903-H212 sequences are in a
separate clade distinct from that of the SB and
MIT0604 sequences, reinforcing the HL versus LL
differentiation (Figure 5). The NirA and NarB
sequences from SB are consistently more closely
affiliated with the GOS consensus sequence
(Martiny et al., 2009b) than with the MIT0604
sequences. NapA sequences from SB and MT0604
are also both closely related to the GOS NapA
consensus sequence (Figure 5). Similar to the GyrB
phylogeny (Supplementary Figure S3), the P0903-
H212 sequences fall outside the clade containing the
other LLI sequences. With the exception of the LLIV
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NirA sequences, the phylogenies of these nitrite and
nitrate assimilation proteins (Figure 5) are congru-
ent with whole genome and GyrB phylogenies
(Figure 2 and Supplementary Figures S2 and S3) at
a resolution defining the major Prochlorococcus
clades.

Nitrate assimilating Prochlorococcus possess a diverse
set of nitrogen acquisition pathways
Gene content in Prochlorococcus has been shown,
for several traits, to reflect the selective pressures in
the specific environments from which they (or their
genes) were captured (Martiny et al., 2006; Rusch
et al., 2007; Coleman and Chisholm, 2010;
Feingersch et aL, 2012; Malmstrom et al., 2013).
Thus, we wondered whether other nitrogen
assimilation traits might co-occur with nitrate assim-
ilation in Prochlorococcus, and examined the poten-
tial for PAC1, SB and MIT0604 to access alternative
sources of nitrogen based on their gene content
(Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary
Figure S5).

Like other members of the LLI clade, PAC1
possesses genes for the assimilation of ammonium
and urea, but lacks cyanate transporter genes. In
addition to the napA nitrite/nitrate transporter, the
focA nitrite transporter is found in both PAC1 and
the contig from P0902-H212. However, the focA
gene is absent from HL adapted strains SB and
MIT0604, and most surface water metagenomic
samples (Martiny et al., 2009b). Some Synechococ-
cus strains (for example, WH8102) (Supplementary
Figure S5) also lack focA; thus, this gene is clearly
subject to gain and loss. Although focA is also
similar to formate transporters, evidence implicates
its role in nitrite uptake in Prochlorococcus; for
example, the gene is located near other nitrite
assimilation genes (Figure 3), it is upregulated under
nitrogen stress (Tolonen et al., 2006) and it is absent
from Prochlorococcus that cannot grow on nitrite
(Moore et al., 2002; Coleman and Chisholm, 2007;
Kettler et al., 2007) (Supplementary Figure 55). As
PAC1 possesses both a nitrite transporter (focA) and
the dual-function nitrate/nitrite transporter (napA),
it is possible that focA provides some advantage to
LL adapted cells that are often maximally abundant
near the nitrite maxima in the oceans (Scanlan and
West, 2002; Lomas and Lipschultz, 2006). LL
adapted cells that possess the dual-function
nitrite/nitrate transporter may benefit from having
an additional transporter for nitrite. Given that HL
adapted Prochlorococcus strains capable of nitrate
utilization lack the focA gene, these cells may be
less reliant on nitrite as a nitrogen source.

SB and MIT0604 possess urea assimilation genes
and can utilize urea as a sole nitrogen source
(Supplementary Figure S6). Furthermore, SB pos-
sesses cyanate transporter genes that are rare in both
Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus strains
(Kamennaya et al., 2008), and it can indeed grow
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Figure 5 Neighbor-joining phylogeny of four proteins involved in the transport and reduction of nitrate and nitrite in marine
cyanobacteria: (a) NirA; nitrite reductase, (b) NarB; nitrate reductase, (c) FocA; nitrite transporter and (d) NapA; nitrite/nitrate
transporter. The percentage of 100 replicate trees in which the associated taxa clustered together is indicated at nodes by closed circles
(>75%) or open circles (>50%). Scale bars represent substitutions per site.

utilizing cyanate (Supplementary Figure S1) as the
sole source of nitrogen. Although very little is
known about cyanate concentrations in marine
systems, cynA genes (encoding the periplasmic
component of the cyanate ABC-type transporter
system) were relatively abundant in the seasonally
stratified and nitrogen depleted waters of the north-
ern Red Sea (Kamennaya et aL., 2008). The cynA
gene of SB clusters with clones obtained from the

Red Sea (Supplementary Figure S7), supporting
their origin in HLII clade genomes as hypothesized
by Kamennaya et a]. (2008).

SB contains the most extensive suite of nitrogen
acquisition pathways of any cultured Prochlorococcus
strain examined to date. Why might this be?
A useful analogy can be drawn from our under-
standing of selection pressures that have shaped
Prochlorococcus genomes with respect to
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adaptations involved in phosphorus assimilation.
Individual cells and populations from phosphorus-
limited environments possess accessory phosphorus
acquisition genes, such as alkaline phosphatase
(phoA) and phosphonate utilization (phnYZ) genes,
at a higher frequency than Prochlorococcus from
phosphorus-replete environments (Martiny et al.,
2006, 2009a; Coleman and Chisholm, 2010;
Feingersch et al., 2012). Thus, we hypothesize that
the nitrogen assimilation traits present in Prochlor-
ococcus SB were likely shaped by frequent nitrogen
limitation in its original habitat (Iwata et al., 2005);
that is, cells capable of accessing a wide pool of
nitrogen compounds may be at a selective advantage
in nitrogen-limited environments.

Conclusions
Given the large standing stock of Prochlorococcus in
the subtropical oceans and the extent to which
nitrogen limits primary production in these regions
(Tyrrell, 1999; Moore et al., 2013), the absence of
nitrate assimilation capabilities in cultured strains
of Prochlorococcus has long puzzled biological
oceanographers. This motivated field studies
(Casey et al., 2007; Martiny et al., 2009b) and the
use of models to help us understand the selection
pressures driving the loss of nitrate assimilation
genes in Prochlorococcus relative to Synechococcus
(Bragg et al., 2010). In this study we show unequi-
vocally that some strains of Prochlorococcus are
indeed capable of growth using nitrate as the sole
nitrogen source. Future studies of these strains will
help elucidate the physiological tradeoffs of carry-
ing these genes and help refine the nitrogen
inventory in biogeochemical models of the global
ocean (Follows et al., 2007). Correlations between
environmental nitrate concentrations and ribotype
phylogeny (Martiny et al., 2009c) and the striking
similarity between Prochlorococcus SB and the GOS
consensus sequence both suggest that the trait for
nitrate assimilation could be tied to distinct ribotype
lineages. Still, evolution has many ways of introdu-
cing genomic complexity: the MIT0604 genome
suggests that these genes are also subject to
horizontal gene transfer, allowing further diversifi-
cation of this trait in other lineages. This is
reminiscent of the phylogenetic characteristics of
phosphorus acquisition traits that are nearly inde-
pendent of ribotype phylogeny (Martiny et al.,
2009c)-with extensive diversity in the 'leaves of
the tree'. As we learn more about these layers of
diversity, it will inform parameterizations of the
relationship between light, temperature and nutri-
ent acquisition traits for ocean simulation modeling.
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Appendix E.
Prochlorococcus light and fluorescence microscopy: methods and images

Taking pictures of Prochlorococcus

In the 1970s, when John Waterbury looked at seawater through a fluorescence microscope
and saw signatures of chlorophyll and other pigments in marine bacteria, he discovered the marine
picocyanobacteria, and the world met the marine Synechococcus. The other abundant
picocyanobacterium in the oceans, Prochlorococcus, had to wait 15 years more for its discovery, when
Rob Olsen and Penny Chisholm took a flow cytometer to sea. Their specially adapted flow
cytometer was capable of detecting small particles based laser-excited chlorophyll fluorescence
emission, that turned out to be Prochlorococcus, who can be operationally defined as the smallest
chlorophyll-containing particles in the sea. Why didn't early microscopy efforts see Prochlorococcus?
The genus resisted imaging primarily because its chlorophyll fluorescence bleaches very quickly - a
minute under a bright fluorescence microscope's lamp and the cells go dark. High quality images
of fluorescing phytoplankton benefit from moderate photographic exposure times, creating
beautiful Synechococcus and diatom pictures, but bleaching the Prochlorococcus. In flow cytometry a
more powerful light source provides the excitation, over a shorter length of time, and detection
occurs not through an imaging exposure, but a rapid detection and quantification of emitted
photons by a photomultiplier tube (highly sensitive detectors that converts photon to electronic
signal) - the combination of sensitivity and rapid timing enables easy detection and quantification
of Prochlorococcus and its chlorophyll fluorescence, unaffected by sensitivity to photobleaching.
They are also small, 0.6-0.8um diameter coccoid cells (compare to lum Synechococcus), the size of
the wavelengths of light they absorb, and a size which does not resolve as well under traditional
light or widefield fluorescence microscopy, although they are well above the ~250nm theoretical
resolution limit of the technique. Here we present a protocol, based on advice from Steve Biller's
experience imaging Bacillus subtilis using agar pads, modified to fit Prochlorococcus. Simon Labrie
also helped, by teaching me how to properly focus and align the microscope, because all parts of
the microscope needs to be functioning at their best to visualize these very small cells.

Here we present a method for efficiently imaging concentrated live Prochlorococcus cells for
routine observations of axenicity, morphology, physical co-culture interactions, and also for
outreach and communication of what a Prochlorococcus cell looks like. The goal is to have cells that
hold still (not floating in liquid) so you can get multiple kinds of images of the same field of cells
and exposure times long enough to see chlorophyll fluorescence, but have not been heavily
manipulated. This basic method would probably also work with fixed cells and filter-concentrated
cells, but I haven't explored these specifically, just live cultures.

A protocol for the use of agar pads for light and fluorescence visualization of live Prochlorococcus
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1) Melt a mixture of 0.8% agar in Pro99 in the microwave. 0.8% is soft but solid; the Pro99 is so
that the cells stay as happy as possible during the few hours it might take to prepare and image
a set of slides.

2) Pipette ~200 ul of the warm agar onto a clean microscope slide. It should make a rounded
pool in the center of the slide (amount depends on consistency and size of slide)

3) Then, there are two possible methods for making a flat agar pad; if the agar is hot it spreads
thin quickly and creates a fairly flat surface, so you can just wait for the agar pool to harden
on its own. Alternatively, to bias things towards a nice flat surface (important for creating a
single focal plane of layer cells), you can quickly place another microscope slide on top of the
wet agar (a sandwich). Once the agar sets, carefully slide one plate off, leaving a flat pad. It's
important that the slides are parallel, not slanted.

4) For the images presented below I used pelleted concentrated Prochlorococcus: 1 ml of culture
(moderately to very green log phase), spun ~10 minutes at 13,000 rpm on a benchtop
centrifuge at room temperature usually makes a pellet. Spin more if needed. Pipette off most
of clear supernatant (leave 20-100 ul), and resuspend cells in residual amount of liquid.

5) Pipette a few ul of pelleted cells onto the agar pad (enough to see a spot), allow it to sit a few
minutes (I think some moisture sinks into the agar and the cells start to settle), then squish it
with a coverslip.

6) Now they're ready to image - to see cells you'll need 10OX oil immersion lenses on
microscope. The center of the pellet will have many layers of cells, hard to focus, but around
the edges, spread around the agar there will be a monolayer that images well.

7) To get good images of Prochlorococcus autofluorescence, it is necessary to focus and choose a
field using light microscopy (exposing those cells to as little light as possible), then switch to
fluorescence microscopy (at much higher light -cells are not visible with the naked eye), and
immediately take the photographic exposure (for a long time, 30-60s). By the time the
exposure is done the cells will be nearly bleached, and you move onto another field. See
figures below.
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Figure E.1. Synechococcus 6501
The image at left is chlorophyll fluorescence and at right phycoerythrin fluorescence of the same field of cells, using

our lOOX oil immersion lens. The chlorophyll is a little underexposed and the phycoerythrin is a little overexposed -

it took a few tries with exposure times to get a reasonable intensity. I usually start with Synechococcus to set up the

microscope because they are easier to see. It's more difficult to image Prochiorococcus fluorescence because they bleach

faster.

Figure E.2. NATL2A, nonaxenic
Apart from the smudge and the
annoying yellow-beige background tone
(an issue with auto-white-balance on the

camera - clear white background to the

eye), this image came out well enough,

so we sent it to Jennifer Frazer for her

Exploratorium exhibit. You can see

almost the true color of the cells and the

dramatic size, shape and color
differences between the heterotrophs

and Prochlorococcus. This image is slightly

out of focus - the cells pop a bit, dark

10 Pm edges and pale middles -not ideal, but it

actually makes it easier to see cells. I
made the scale bar by imaging a

hemocytomer with markings of defined

sizes using the same magnification and

camera settings, then measuring those

markings in pixels to convert
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Figure E.3. NATL2A pellet
On the same slide as the above image of a

cell monolayer, here is the center of a pellet

- bright green and impossible to focus on a

single cell layer in bright field. Gives a nice

sense of color and abundance, but not very

useful for seeing cells.

Figure E.4. NATL2A paired bright field/chlorophyll fluorescence

In the bright field image at left Prochlorococcus and heterotrophs contaminating this culture show clearly. Comparing between the

two images you can watch the heterotrophs disappear in the chlorophyll fluorescence image.
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Figure E.5. NATL2A edge of a pellet
Just another favorite, still from the same prepared slide of non axenic NATL2A, showing a single layer of tightly
packed cells transitioning into a pellet mountain of chlorophyll in the lower right.
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Figure E.6. The observation long Prochlorococcus cells

As part of our work in Chapter II, characterizing new LLIV clade isolates, we (with Duygu

Kasdogan) noticed in some axenic dilution purified strains, the presence of long cells with

chlorophyll fluorescence (in this case, strain 11B3; see Chapter II). We observed the phenomenon

repeatedly over the course of several months, in several ecotypes. Understanding this

unprecedented morphological variation will be an exciting future avenue of research.
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Appendix F.
Synechococcus of the MIT culture collection

Marker gene sequencing and taxonomic classification for MiT marine Synechococcus strains

MIT culture collection and marker gene barcoding
The Chisholm lab maintains a collection of Prochlorococcus and marine Synechococcus strains,

isolated over the years in our lab and by others, including many strains not present in national
culture collections. These strains are kept both as cryopreserved stocks, which safely preserve
cultures but take a very long time in this system (months) to revive to active growth, and as liquid
batch cultures, which enable easy access and rapid scale up of cultures. For these batch cultures, we
recently started routinely checking marker gene sequences, to ensure strain identity was stable over
time, since with liquid culture there is a small risk of cross contamination. It is generally good
practice to check strain identity before performing experiments, and it seemed prudent to apply
this simple barcode scanning to the culture collection occasionally.

The marker gene sequence of choice in the Prochlorococcus system is the ITS-rRNA (internal
transcribed spacer between the 16S and 23S bacterial rRNAs), because the ITS is highly variable, a
useful barcode and phylogenetic marker, but can be amplified by PCR off conserved priming sites
in the 16S and 23S. These primers are valuable for work with nonaxenic cultures, because they are
specific to marine cyanobacteria, not amplifying contaminating heterotrophic bacteria. Although
historically other genes have been used in the marine Synechococcus system (rpoC, pE?), our
Prochlorococcus-designed primers capture marine Synechococcus, too, so for convenience, we chose to
apply the same marker to the full set. The first time we did this for the full collection, we realized
that a number of the Synechococcus strains isolated in the lab did not have any marker gene
sequences available, let alone the ITS region, so we took this opportunity to begin their molecular
characterization.

MIT Synechococcus Strains
There are twelve Synechococcus strains unique to the MIT cyanobacterial culture collection,

which are primarily from the equatorial Pacific, and are mostly unpublished (Table Fl). In most
cases, nomenclature follows MIT - Syn" "year" "unique index number" -e.g. MIT S9501 is an MIT
strain of Synechococcus isolated in 1995. These have a variety of pigmentation, typical of the
diversity of Synechococcus. The only published work to date was characterization of nitrogen use for
a subset of the strains. S9220 has been more extensively characterized.
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Table Fl. MiT Synechococcus Strains

Strain Isolation information Publication

MIT S9501 Equatorial Pacific, E. Mann unpublished

MIT S9503 Equatorial Pacific, E. Mann unpublished

MIT S9504 Equatorial Pacific, 20m, E. Mann Moore et al., 2002

MIT S9506 Equatorial Pacific, E. Mann unpublished

MIT S9507 Equatorial Pacific, E. Mann unpublished

MIT S9508 Equatorial Pacific, surface water E. Mann Moore et al., 2002

MIT 9509 Equatorial Pacific, E. Mann unpublished

MIT 9510 Equatorial Pacific, E. Mann unpublished

MIT S9214 South Pacific, (11*60'S, 145*25W), surface water, B. Binder Moore et al., 2002

MIT S9220 Equatorial Pacific (0*,40*W), surface water, B. Binder Moore et al., 2002

Cu2B8 E. Mann unpublished

MIT S9451 Sargasso Sea, 65m, L. Aref Moore et al., 2002

MIT S9452 Sargasso Sea, 65m, L. Aref Moore et al., 2002

Results

Who are these strains and what can we learn from them?
For a first pass at placing these sequences in their phylogenetic context, we built a

phylogeny relating these strain to 17 marine Synechococcus with sequenced genomes (Figure Fl). At
the broadest scale of diversity, one of our strains belongs to deeply branching subcluster 5.3, which
is less frequently observed across the oceans, but can be abundant at certain places at certain times
(Ahlgren and Rocap, 2012). The rest belong to different subgroups of the main clade of marine
Synechococcus in the oceans, 5.1. In some cases these strains have other close relatives in culture; in
other cases they represent uncultured fine scale sub clades (Table F2). The majority of the strains in
this set are closely related to each other in the CRD clade (Saito et al., including strains isolated
from different years from the South Pacific, that are not close to any strains with sequenced
genomes. These strains have diverse pigmentation.
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Figure Fl. MIT Synechococcus ITS phylogeny with Synechococcus with sequenced genomes

ITS sequences for MIT collection and 17 marine Synechococcus with sequenced genomes. Aligned

with mafft using gap-friendly einsi parameters, tree uses neighbor joining algorithm, tamura-nei

distances and 1000 bootstrap replicates (implemented in Geneious) Bootstrap values at nodes.
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Table F2. Best BLAST hits, closest relatives, cultured and uncultured for MIT Syn strains
Strain Best blast hit in the 'non redundant' database Best cultured blast hit

MIT S9501 uncultured CRD29, 99%, RCC 1016, 98%
Sargasso Sea (Saito paper)

MIT S9503 uncultured UTK255, 99%, Equatorial pacific, Huang RCC66, 96%
novel lin

MIT S9504 RCC66, 99% same

MIT S9506 uncultured CRD29, 99% RCC1018, 96%
Sargasso Sea (Saito paper)

MIT S9507 uncultured CRD29, 99%, RCC 1016, 97%
Sargasso Sea (Saito paper)

MIT S9508 uncultured CRD 12, 99% S9920, 98%
Sargasso Sea (Saito paper)

MIT 9509 RCC66, 100% same

MIT 9510 uncultured CRD29, 99% RCC1016, 97%
Sargasso Sea (Saito paper)

MIT S9214 uncultured CRD25, 97% RCC1018 96%
Sargasso Sea (Saito paper)

MIT 9220 itself - previous published same

Cu2B8 UW76 99% same

MIT S9451 UW149 100% same

MIT S9452 uncultured oc5m73, 99% Sargasso sea, march 2002, KORDI-30 99%
Ahlgren 2006 CUlture isolation...

Methods

Culture conditions

These cultures are maintained in Pro99 media, which is standard for Prochlcrococccus composed of

filtered, sterilized seawater amended with ammonia, phosphate and tracemetals. Although
Synechococcus are generally cultured in other media (e.g. ), we found that Pro99 supports the growth

of all of these Synechococcus strains, so for convenience they are maintained alongside the

Prochlorococcus cultures in the MIT cyanobacterial culture collection, under identical conditions.

ITS PCR and sequencing

ITS-PCR was performed as described in Rodrigue et al., 2009, using template prepared as

described in Chapter II.
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